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FROM GLOSSES TO DICTIONARIES? 

AN INTRODUCTION 

CHIARA BENATI AND CLAUDIA HANDL 

Whenever confronted with linguistic questions, uncertainty, doubts or 
curiosities, contemporary speakers, readers, students and scholars grab a 
mono-, bilingual, historical or etymological dictionary (either physically or 
metaphorically, using an online resource) to look up the word or phrase they 
need and find help. Dictionaries have been part of our culture for so long 
that they are often taken for granted, as if they had always existed. But how 
were dictionaries born? 'What do we know about the beginnings of 
lexicography in the various traditions? \¥hat was the aim of the first 
dictionaries? To whom were they addressed? 

The origins of Western lexicography are often put in connection with 
glosses and glossaries, generally assuming a linear evolution from 
interlinear, marginal and contextual glosses, to single-text, thematically 
ordered glossae collectae, alphabetical glossaries and, finally, dictionaries. 
Nevertheless, the relationship between glosses and dictionaries is not so 
straightforward and catmot be reduced to this simplistic genetic and 
evolutionary dependence, since the glossographic tradition does not 
automatically stop with the emergence and diffusion of dictionaries. The 
weakness of tbe above-mentioned paradigm is further highlighted if one 
steps back from a West-Eurocentric perspective and moves toward a more 
global approach to tbe beginnings oflexicography, taking into consideration 
different epochs, languages and traditions around the world. 

The present volume aims not only at sketching-on the basis of a series 
of significant case studies ranging from Antiquity to Modem Times-tbe 
relationship between glosses and dictionaries, but also at highlighting, on 
the one hand, the importance of glossographic sources for the compilation 
of modem-day dictionaries of the historical phases of a language and, on 
the other, the interpretative challenge connected to their use in a 
lexicographic context. These closely-related and often intertwined themes 
are approached from a wide spectrum of different perspectives in the five 
parts constituting this collection of essays, which are dedicated-
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viii From Glosses to Dictionaries? An Introduction 

respectively-to Classical and Late Antiquity, the English, Irish, Slavic and 
Japanese traditions. 

The complexity of the dependence relationship between glosses and 
dictionaries in a global perspective clearly emerges from the dialogue 
among various contributions. 'While, in fact, Theodor Georgescu's essay on 
the birth of modem lexicography in Hellenistic Greece as a result of the 
need to explain to the contemporary audience both Homeric poems and 
Attic drama proves the assumption of a linear development from glosses to 
dictionaries, in her piece on the relevance of Old English glossographic 
tradition for the history of the English language, Patrizia Lendinara 
underlines how, despite the exterior similarities between Anglo-Saxon 
alphabetical glossaries and dictionaries, the former had completely different 
sources, aims and expected readerships and carmot, therefore, "be described 
as lexicography tout court". In his article on Osbem Pinnock's twelfth
century Latin dictionary knO\vn as Panormia, John Considine epitomizes 
the difference between this text and earlier collections of glosses in telTIlS 
of opposition between a theoretical and a practical approach to words and 
meanmgs. 

A straight evolutionary development from glosses (to glossaries and 
from glossaries) to dictionaries is, on the other hand, excluded as sole 
explanation for the emergence of Japanese lexicography, as Antonio 
Manieri's contribution on the relation between the tenth-century bilingual 
Sino-Japanese dictionary known as Wamyorutjusho and the corpus of 
glossaries usually referred to as Nihongi shiki perfectly demonstrates, 
showing that the opposite path is also possible. This backward path and a 
substantial circularity in the relationship between glosses and dictionaries 
also emerge from the two essays dedicated to the Slavic tradition by Kira 
Kovalenko and Katarzyna Jasiilska, Magdalena Klapper, Dorota Kolodziej, 
dealing with Russian sixteenth-century handwritten lexica and with the 
Polish redaction of the Vocabularius ex quo, respectively. 

The interpretative challenge for modem readers and users represented 
by the use of medieval glossaries as sources is the main theme of Sharon 
Arbutlmot's contribution on medieval Irish glossographic material in the 
twentieth-century Dictionary a/the Irish Language and, consequently, for 
its electronic version, the Electronic Dictionary of the Irish Language 
(eDIL). 

Apart from the question of a genetic dependence from glosses and 
glossaries, the beginnings of lexicography are also connected with the 
progressive distinction and differentiation of various kinds of dictionaries, 
such as, for example, mono-, bilingual, specialized or etymological dictionaries. 
This last category of lexica is at the center of Simona Georgescu's article, 
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Chiara Benati and Claudia Handl ix 

which, on the basis of a corpus of telTIlS related to the Dionysian cult, aims 
at showing how Byzantine etymological dictionaries provide important 
insights on contemporary mentalities. 

Dictionaries play a fundamental role in the acquisition of a second 
language, as witnessed by the very existence of a particular category of 
monolingual dictionaries known-in English speaking countries-as 
'learners' dictionaries'. The didactic use of word lists in Classical antiquity 
is thoroughly analyzed in Chiara Fedriani's essay on the lexicon and 
dialogic structure of bilingual Greek/Latin dialogues in the Hermeneumata 
Pseudodositheana, which highlights how second-language acquisition was 
considered a natural language performance connected to the completion of 
everyday duties and activities and, therefore, highly dependent on the 
learning of vocabulary and phraseology. Hence, again, the importance of 
dictionaries! 

Going back to the questions posed at the begilllling of this introduction, 
the present volume, which has no claim of being exhaustive, will probably 
only provide partial answers to some ofthem, while new questions and cues 
for reflection and further research will raise. In any case, we hope to have 
created the floor for a global, comparative and interdisciplinary approach to 
the earliest phases of the history of lexicography and, thus, to have laid tlie 
basis for an effective communication among scholars of different 
disciplines working on analogous topics and, possibly, for further 
collaboration in the research on the beginnings of lexicography across 
language areas and historical periods. 
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FROM GREEK CLASSICAL TEXTS 

TO THE FIRST DICTIONARIES: 

THE BIRTH OF MODERN LEXICOGRAPHY 1 

THEODOR GEORGESCU 

Introduction 

The Greek language provides us with probably the best tools to find out how 
the first dictionaries were born in the European culture. Given the 
uninterrupted written tradition in Greek, from the Homeric period to the 
Byzantine era-sparming nearly 20 centuries!-the old texts, often 
unintelligible in many ways, had to be explained to a contemporary 
audience. The need to explain Homeric texts and Attic drama was first felt 
during the Hellenistic era (4th century) in Alexandria, when the first scholia 
on the old texts were made in order to explain grammatical, dialectical and 
different issues of realia. This is how philology was born, while the 
grammarians who worked on the armotation of the old texts were the 
predecessors of the later lexicographers. 

Our aim is to show how the first Greek dictionaries emerged, starting 
from the first scholarly armotations to classical texts. For modern 
lexicography, it is compulsory to understand how the first lexicon entries 
were created, what they contained, whether the first dictionaries were works 
of authorship or rather lexical encyclopaedias born from the combination of 
various grammar armotations. We will trace back these issues by focusing 
on lexicography works from late antiquity. 

Studying the relationship between classical texts from the Homeric and 
the Classical periods, the scholia from the Alexandrian epoch and the first 
lexica from the beginning of the Byzantine era is perhaps the best way to 
observe the evolution from glosses to dictionaries. 

1 This article is a readjustment and partially a translation of an older study, published 
under the title of "Prirnele dictionare ale Europei" in Studii Romanice 1, ed. Cornan 
Lupu, 2018, pp. 497 505. 
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4 From Greek Classical Texts to the First Dictionaries 

The political and social context of the birth of philology 

By the end of the 5th century, when Sparta conquers Athens after the 
Peloponnesian War, major changes take place in the history of Greece. With 
the leadership of the thirty tyrants, Athens loses its independence, and in 
spite of restoring democracy over several years, it will not regain the climate 
of freedom that existed in the past. Over the next 50 years, a new power will 
slowly increase: Macedonia. It will end up by conquering the entire Greece 
and by extending the power far eastward, under the reign of Alexander the 
Great. 

The loss of the Athenian democracy played an important part in the 
emergence of the first dictionaries. 

After Alexander the Great's "adventure" in Asia, and-as a consequence 
of successive wars between his fmmer generals and their descendants 
(diadohoi and epigones)-the division of the empire in what was then called 
the "Hellenistic" kingdoms, Ptolemy I Soter laid the foundation of the first 
University of Europe: it was to be set up in northern Africa, at the mouth of 
the Nile, in the city founded by Alexander himself-Alexandria. He 
established two institutions that would serve each other for a long time: the 
Mouseion ("shrine of the Muses"), a research center for various fields of 
knowledge (astronomy, medicine, philology, etc.), and the Library, a place 
where everything that had been written by that time was to be stored and 
consulted. Before the devastating fire in Caesar's times, during the 
Alexandrian War (1" century AD), the Library had accumulated about 
700,000 volumina-rolls of papyrus on which great part of the literature had 
been copied. It was around these two institutions that scholars from all over 
the world would be drawn by a proactive policy led by Ptolemy II 
Philadelphus (Montanari, Matthaios and Rengakos eds. 2011). The latter 
wanted, on the one hand, Alexandria to become Europe's new cultural 
center, after the fall of Athens, and, on the other hand, to turn some of the 
writers-hosted there at the expense of the state-into more or less active 
supporters of imperial propaganda. 

As far as philology was concerned, the two institutions marked the 
beginning of the systematic study of classical literature. This concern can 
primarily be explained by the language difference that had developed 
between the "Greek of Homer" (most probably dating back to the 8th century 
BC), and the Greek language ofthe 3,d century BC: the latter was a common 
unified language (koine), based on the Ionic-Attic dialect, but cleansed of 
its Attic regionalisms. The literary public of the Hellenistic period did not 
fully understand the Homeric texts, and even certain words in the tragedy 
and comedy of the 5th century BC remained obscure to them. Thus, the 
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Theodor Georgescu 5 

readers needed explanations for a correct lUlderstanding of the words in each 
context. 

Moreover, Hellenistic Age poets sought inspiration in the works of 
authors belonging to remote periods (both Homer and the poetry of the 7th_ 
6th centuries BC), which, once again, detelTIlined the need for lexical 
explanations. 

We must be aware of the fact that different versions of Homer and other 
classical writers were circulating at that time. Hence the urgent need to 
establish unitary texts. The efforts of the philologists hosted in Alexandria 
focused on inventorying the texts, detelTIlining their paternity and editing 
them; in parallel, they felt the need to comment upon these works from 
various points of view. It is these marginal notes that would give birth to the 
scholia-the first commentaries on old texts, preserved, in a subsequently 
completed fOlTIl, to this day, for authors such as Homer, Pindar, Aristophanes, 
Sophoc1es and others (Dickey 2007). 

To sum up, we can say that two major factors triggered the birth of what 
today we call "philology": on the one hand, the need to explain the out-of
use words fOlUld in archaic and classical authors; on the other, the fashion 
that emerged during the Hellenistic period to use old words in new poems; 
this called for a full-time "job" of indexing the out-of-use vocabulary with 
a view to reusing (or recycling, as we might say today) it. Together with the 
first editions of classical authors and the scholia or commentaries, the first 
lexica came into being. 

The Library of Alexandria 

Founded in 285 BC, the Alexandria Library was first led by Zenodotus of 
Ephesus (c. 325-270). Among other things, Zenodotus focused on editing 
the Homeric epic poems and works by the lyrical poets (in the Archaic era). 
He is also the first known author to have drawn up a glossary explaining the 
Homeric vocabulary, entitled flop! Tiis 'OIlTJPOD c;uv'l8oias, "About the 
Usage of the Words in Homer". A few excerpts of this glossary were 
preserved in Eusthatius's work, himself an author of commentaries on 
Homer, in the 12th century AD. 

The oldest lexicon therefore emerged in the context ofthe growing need 
for explanations, in the Alexandrian period, of the author lying at the 
fOlUldation of Greek education. It should be mentioned that certain terms in 
the epic poems were difficult to lUlderstand even in the pre-Alexandrian 
period. From the few preserved fragments, we can notice how the poetic 
telTIlS that had come out of use were explained by a newer word: 
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6 From Greek Classical Texts to the First Dictionaries 

(Zenod. fr. 254) alGa, TUUTOV cnU1U{V£1 Tft �oip<;t 
'''by fate', which rneans 'by destiny"'. 

There is evidence that Zenodotos' professor, Philetas (born in 340 BC), was 
the author of a glossary of obscure words (ATUKTot yAffic;c;m "Unorderly 
listed words"), testimonies of which were preserved in Byzantine 
dictionaries: 

e.g. EM 330, 39 £ATV6�· iI a�1t£Ao�, cO� A1toAA68((}po�. lDlAilra� 8' £V rAfficrcrm� 
TOV KNi80v Ti'j� a�1t£Ao\) 
"£)"xv6�: vine, as Apollodorus says. Philetas <calls it> 'vine shoot' in his 
Words". 

The following chief librarians also created various lexicographical works: 
- Callimachus, who, besides his poetry, drew up several lexicographical 
works: a catalogue of authors and works called niVaK£� "Catalogues"; a 
work of "dialectology", dealing with the geographical areas where certain 
words were used; 'ESvtKUi 6voI-Lucriat "Ethnic names", excerpts of which 
can be found in Athenaios (e.g. how a fish is called in a connnunity or 
another); he also wrote an author's lexicon devoted to Democritus's work 
(ITivaS Tmv �rHlOKphoD YAffiGGmV Kat GDVTaYI-LUTffiV "Catalogue of words 
and idioms used by Democritus"). 
- Apollonios of Rhodes (c. 295-215 BC), mainly known as author of the 
epic work Argonautica, was also a grammarian, following the tradition 
established by his professor, Callimachus. 
- the third head of the Library was Eratosthenes of Cyrene (c. 280-c. 194 
BC); just like the others, besides being a scientist, he also made an inventory 
of the technical vocabulary; he is thought to be the author of a treaty called 
LK£UOypu<ptKOV, "Handbook of tools", which gathered the terms employed 
by craftsmen, mainly using the classical comedy as a source. Excerpts of 
this treaty were preserved in the works of grannnarian Polydeukes (Pollux) 
(Bethe 19672). 

The most fertile period for philology began with the fourth librarian, 
Aristophanes of Byzantium (c. 257-c. 180 BC). With the far-reaching 
capacity of a true scholar, he edited the texts of Homer, Hesiod, Pindar or 
the lyrical poets, as well as Aristophanes, and there are testimonies that he 
also worked on editing Sophocles, Euripides and Menander. We carmot 
know for sure whether he only edited the text or also left marginal notes 
explaining his editorial options. It is worth mentioning that the invention of 
the graphic accent is also attributed to him. It is certain that, by gathering 
information from his forerunners, he wrote numerous "introductions" to 
classical tragedies and comedies, giving details about the circumstances in 
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Theodor Georgescu 7 

which the plays were composed: this pattern of philological introduction has 
been preserved to the present day, under different fOlTIlS in various periods. 
Just like his predecessors, he also had lexicographic interests, born as a 
result of his editing work. Several headings of sections, out of a glossary 
titled A"SEtS "Words" have been preserved: flEpi QVOIlUC;iaS t'jJetKtWV 
"About the Names of the Ages" (i.e., how various beings were called at a 
certain age), IT£pi GUYY£V1KWV QV0I-U1.TffiV "About Kinship TelTIls", IT£pi TWV 
llJ[OJITEDOIlV£VUlV Iltl £ipijc;8m TOtS J[aAUtotS "About the Words that We 
Suspect our Ancestors Did Not Use" (i.e. about postclassical words), flEpi 
B!cac;<P'llluDV "About Insults", ]uTtmi MSEtS "Attic Words", AUKUlvtmi 
yAillGGat "Laconian Words". Excerpts from the sections were preserved in 
scholia or in late grammarians, such as: 

(Ar.Byz. 274. 12) �p£'POS· TO ilpn y£yov6S 
"baby: the newly born". 

Although scarce, the infolTIlation about the next chief librarians nevertheless 
attests to a perduring lexicographic interest. The fifth librarian was a certain 
Apollonius, about whom we only know that he was called £i80ypa<pos "the 
classifier of forms" (in Etymologicum Magnum). More famous was the 
sixth, Aristarchus of Samothrake (c. 216-145 BC), who made numerous 
commentaries on the classical texts and was particularly interested in 
Homeric studies. After him, the Alexandrian Philology School started 
disintegrating. The scholars left Alexandria in order to escape the 
persecution of Pto le my VIII, as Aristarchus took the side of his rival in the 
dispute for the throne. Aristarchus's students spread to various cities. 
Apollodorus of Athens (c. 180-110 BC) went to Pergamon, where there was 
a school of grammar that equaled the Alexandrian school. There he would 
write a work on chronology and a commentary on the Iliad's ship catalogue 
(book Il). 

Another student of Aristarchus', Dionysios Thrax (approx. 170-90 BC), 
founded a school in Rhodes, where he wrote grammar treatises, of which a 
few fragments have been preserved in late commentaries. No work, from 
this entire "Alexandrian" period, has been preserved in its original fOlTIl; the 
only traces that we find today of those philological works are citations in 
more recent authors. By studying them, we can still observe that, initially, 
the first lists of words, organized by semantic fields-not alphabetically
were intended not for the readers, but for the writers. The original purpose 
of most of the lexicographical works was not so much to explain the 
vocabulary, as to provide the writers ofthe time with lists of words, assigned 
to certain lexical fields, that would help them in their writing. These authors 
were drawing their inspiration from classical literature, and, by using rare 
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8 From Greek Classical Texts to the First Dictionaries 

words found in Homer or in tragedies, aimed to impress a very refined 
audience of the imperial court in Alexandria. Moving further on, we could 
say that the first lexicographic attempts were born out of the desire to 
impress the contemporary audience of the Hellenistic era at a time when a 
certain loss of inspiration was balanced by strong erudition. 

The School of Alexandria laid the foundation for philology. It was then 
that the first editions of classical authors appeared, armotated with 
grammatical, dialectological, semantic and cultural explanations. During 
the same period, the first glossaries were created-as seen previously, for 
the "internal use" of the Hellenistic authors. After this first phase of 
pioneering work (3'd_2nd century BC), there came the second phase (starting 
from the 1 st century BC), that of creating the necessary instruments for 
studying the archaic texts. Some philologists devoted themselves to writing 
grammars or commentaries on post-classical authors (especially those of the 
Hellenistic period), others continued to deal with classical literature, writing 
syntheses of older commentaries. It is thanks to the latter that fragments 
from the Alexandrian scholars have endured. 

Some names are worth mentioning: Tyrannion (c. 100--25 BC), a student 
of Dionysios Thrax, founded in Rome a new study center; fragments 
preserved in Herodian attest to his interest in the Homeric metrics. His 
student, Diocles (1 st century BC-l st century AD), wrote a commentary on 
his professor's works. Tryphon (1" century BC) drew up glossaries and 
grannnar treatises, from which several excerpts have been preserved. 
Philoxenos (1" century BC) is thought to be the author of a treatise about 
monosyllabic verbs (flop! 1l0Voc;Ullti�UlV P'lIlUTUlV). The most prolific of 
them was, however, Didymos (1 st century BC-l st century AD), nicknamed 
Chalkenteros "with copper intestines", due to his long-standing dedication 
to books, according to a testimony of the Suda lexicon. He is said to have 
written around 4,000 books-which owed him another nickname, 
BtpAlOAU8w; "the one who can't remember how many books he wrote", as 
Athenaios put it. He compiled commentaries of his predecessors (especially 
Aristarchos) . 

It is to all these authors that we owe the continuation of studies that had 
commenced in Alexandria. The indications they provide, although very 
fragmentary, are of great value, for, apart from the fact that they were 
Ancient Greek speakers and interpreted classical texts from this perspective, 
they also had access to much older manuscripts, unlike us, who only have 
access to manuscripts dating from the Medieval Age. Moreover, they had in 
their libraries the works of authors that are lost today. 
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The Greek lexica 

The oldest lexica preserved date back to tbe 1 ,( century AD and are the result 
of the syntheses of previous works. They were conceived as glossaries 
containing difficult telTIls, focusing on certain authors, primarily Homer and 
Hippocrates. The first Homeric lexicon belongs to Apollonius tbe "Sophist" 
and appears in manuscripts with the title of A£stKOV KaTa. oTOlX£lov Tfi� T£ 
'!AlliooS Kat Ooucrcr£U!S "Alphabetical Dictionary of the Iliad and tbe 
Odyssey" (Steinicke 1957). Based on tbe research of the Alexandrian 
philologists, it helped preserve excerpts of lost works, such as those of a 
certain Heliodorus, cited several times, or of Aristarchus of Alexandria. 

The lemmata of tbis dictionary are ordered alphabetically, according to 
the first two or three letters of the word, while the rest are generally not 
taken into account when it comes to the alphabetical order. Among the 
lemmata, there are out-of-use words (e.g. <aay£�> li.8paucrTov, tcrXUP6v 
"unbreakable", "solid, strong"), or lexemes that were still part of the 
common language, but whose meaning had changed: 

e.g. (Apollon. Lex. 4.15) <ayopu> iI £KKAllcria, TO 1tAfl8o� Kat 6 T61to� Kat 
TO cruva8pOlcr�a 
"agora: assembly, crowd, people gathering". 

In addition to its intrinsic lexicographic value, it also helps us understand 
the reading of Homer in antiquity. An important source of this lexicon was 
a work erroneously attributed to a certain Apion (1 st century BC), a disciple 
of Didymos, entitled rAiDcrcrm Oll'lPtKai "Homeric [obscure 1 words". 
Words were ordered according to their first letter and were explained 
briefly: 

e.g. (Apio ad Horn. 74.220.3) <was> W cr'lllaiv£t' TO �acrtA£DS 
"anax ("absolute king") means 'king"'. 

A special interest in the study of words arose in the 2nd century AD, with 
the re-evaluation of part of classical literature, namely that written in the 
Attic dialect. The literary trend that imitated the language of the ancient 
Attic writers is knO\vn as "the second sophistic". One of the best-known 
authors who belonged to this trend was Lucian of Samosata. It is precisely 
to serve this purpose that linguistic tools, such as dictionaries of the "Attic 
language", appeared. Valerius Harpocration composed a glossary of telTIls 
used by Attic orators, A"s£tS "DV O£Ka P'lTOPUlV "The Words of the Ten 
Orators"-a canon oftbe best known rhetors (Keaney 1991). Unlike other 
dictionaries of the time, here the lemmata were perfectly ordered 
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alphabetically, not only according to the first, the second or the third letter. 
The lemmata also preserved peculiarities of word usage in the Attic orators' 
works: 

e.g. (Harp. 34.16) Av8pda: iI Tmv av8p&v lIAUdU" Avncp&v i:v TC? n£pi 
6�ovoia� 
"Av8pcia ("courage, manhood"): age of men; used by Antiphon in About 
concord) 

We can also fmd longer explanations about various elements of the culture 
and civilization specific to the classical era. From this point of view, this is 
a gold mine of historical infonnation about classical Athens. The fonn 
preserved to this day has suffered several contaminations and represents the 
result of a simplification process. 

A much stricter selection of words of Attic origin was dra\Vll up by 
Phrynichos (Arabius), a 2nd century lexicographer (De Borries 191 1). Two 
works of his have made it to our days, works that lay dO\vn the rules for a 
correct use of the Attic dialect: 
- LoqncrTtKll JrpOJrapacrK£Uyt "Sophistic preparation", a lexicon that was 
preserved only in an Epitome, ordered alphabetically, but only according to 
the fIrst letter; it contained words considered hard to understand, picked up 
from tragedies and comedies, with defInitions and sometimes mentions of 
the source: 

e.g. (Phryn. PS 6.5) <Uv8po:mo� £� 680u> (Eupolis): avri TOU Uv8pO:}1[0� Tmv 
£V 680t� KaATV80\)�£v((}v. 
"man of the road (Eupolis): instead of 'a man of those who walk in the 
streets'" 

The work was later used by Photios. 
- the second work is 'EdoY11 A.TItKffiv prn.uiTruv Kat Qvo,""uiTruv, "Collection 
of Attic Verbs and Names" organized in two books; it dealt with the use of 
certain telTIlS, for instance, it contained indications about how to fOlTIl the 
comparative and superlative of irregular adjectives: 

e.g. (Phryn. Ee. 65.1) <Aya80, �auov> M:y£, �� <6.ya8dmpoq, ml6.vrl 
TOU aya8ciHUTo� aya8o� �aAlcrra. 
"you have to say <<<lya8o� �aAAov,> (analytic form, literally "more good"), 
not «aya8cim;p09> (synthetic form "better"), and instead of aya8ciHUTo� 
(synthetical fonn "the besf') say «aya8o� �aAlcrrm> (analytical fonn "very 
good"). 

It also aimed to amend the spelling of certain telTIls: 
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(ibid. 3 1 . 1 )  <Op8plVOV' o�, ill' op8plOqffipl, TOU v. 
"not orthrinos «in the morning», but orthrios without n". 

1 1  

Another Atticisant lexicographer, Moeris, wrote a work that has been fully 
preserved, A&;£t� ATItKffiv Kat 'EUytvruv KaTa. GTOlX£loV "Attic and Greek 
Words in Alphabetical Order" (Hansen 1998). Probably dating from the 3,d 
century AD and using dictionaries drawn up by other Atticisant 
lexicographers, it contains about a thousand lemmata, organized in pairs: 
one word is "used in the Attic dialect" and the other one is "used by the 
other Greeks": 

e.g. (Moer. 190.12) a.�1t£X6VlOV ATTIKOi, J..£1ITOV i�anov "EIJ...lIV£� 
"a.�1t£X6VlOV (fine shawl) say the Attics, A8tTOV i�anov (light coat) [the 
other] Greeks". 

The telTIl "EUllV£� "Greeks" is sometimes replaced by KOlVyt "common 
language". Tragedy and comedy were excluded from this dictionary, which, 
however, did include Homer and Herodotus. 

Apart from the Atticizing movement, other authors also dealt with the 
study of some special areas of the vocabulary. At the beginning of the 2nd 

century AD, Annnonius wrote a lexicon of homonyms and synonyms, IT£pt 
0IlOtUlV mt OlU<POPUlV MSOUlV "About Similar and Different Words" 
(Nickau 1966). The work brought together older lexica that were preserved 
only in Epitomes, such as the one attributed to a certain Ptolemy, IT£pt 
OUl<pOpiiS MSOUlV "About the Difference between Words", or a work by 
Herennius Philo, flopt OUl<pOpODS cr1l1lUc;iaS "About Different Meanings". 
Ammonius' lexicon was organized by juxtaposing two words with a similar 
meaning, which were accompanied by explanations concerning the 
differences between them. 

e.g. (Anunon. Diff. 15 .1)  <A8fjvm> Kat <ATTIKl» 6mCj}Sp£t. A8fjvm �£v yap 
1) 1t6A� scrnv, ATTIKl) 6£ 11 T£ 1t6Al� Kat 1) xffipa. 
''Athena and Attica are different. For Athena is the city, and Attica is both 
the city and the territory [around it]." 

Ammonius could also juxtapose two homonyms or paronyms: 

e.g. (ibid. 1 3 1 . 1 )  8��oS "people", but 8��0s "grease" 
e.g. (ibid. 7.1)  <ayplO�> Kat <a.ypcio�> 6mCj}sp£t. ayplO� �£v yap scrnv 6 
cO�6�, a.ypdo� 6£ 6 a.YPOIKO�. 
"ayplO� and a.ypcio� are different: for ayplO� means cruel, while a.ypcio� 
means rustic". 
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The author drew his inspiration from classical texts, but also from the 
Alexandrian critique and various other-today lost-sources from the 
Roman period. 

A dictionary of proverbs and idioms,titled IT£pi Jrupotl-Llillv, "On 
proverbs" and attributed to Diogenianus, was also drawn up in the 2nd 
century AD. It was organized alphabetically, only in keeping with the first 
letter of the idioms, which were explained rather briefly: 

e.g. (Diogenian. 1 .58.2) <Ad yap 8) nlmoucrlv 01 [n� K6J30l:> bd Tmv £� 
ltUvru £u8m�OVOUVT((}V" f\ bd Tmv a�i((}� n�((}�£v((}v. 
'''Zeus's dice always fall right': on people who are always happy or on those 
who are honored on merit". 

When speaking about specialized dictionaries we should also mention those 
dealing with medical vocabulary. Galenos wrote such a lexicon, entitled
in today's editions-rAUlc;c;wv £siJY1lcrlS "Explanation of Words", 
inventorying rather obscure words and idioms from Hippocrates's 
vocabulary: 

e.g. (Gal. Ling. 19 .71)  AiyUltTIOV �upOV: TO �upOV DIU mu Uv8ou� rfl� 
aKav811� 
"Egyptian perfume: Acanthus flower perfmne". 

He relied on older, now lost lexicons, the tradition ofHyppocratic exegesis 
being as old as the Homeric one. Noteworthy in this case is the fully 
alphabetical organization, not just according to the first letters, of the 
lemmata. 

Another valuable dictionary, dating back to the second half of the 2nd 
century, has been preserved to this day: a synthesis of the research done by 
the Alexandrian philologists, that preserved excerpts from classical authors 
whose works were lost in their direct tradition. Iulius Pollux (polydeukes) 
of Naucratis wrote an Onomasticon in ten volumes which have been 
preserved under the fmm of anEpitome, a version which was both shortened 
and subjected to interpolations. The organization of the lemmata is 
indicative of the way the first lexicographers worked, as they are ordered 
thematically, not alphabetically: 

e.g. (Poll. 1 .22 1 . 1 )  r£COpy1KU 6v6�aTa· yfj, y£copyia, aYPOlKia, aypoi . 
"peasant terrns: land, land tilling, life in the countryside, peasants . . .  ". 
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Some definitions are very short, others are quite complex and detailed, 
similar to encyclopedia entries. Items dealing with various types of masks 
used on the stage have a remarkable documentary value. 

Then came the lexicographic syntheses ofthe Byzantine period-the last 
in this series; by that time, numerous lexicons of different types (general, 
specialized, belonging to a single author, organized thematically or 
alphabetically) had been drawn up. 

The lexicographers that appeared starting with the 5th century are a 
valuable source of information about lost works-whether literary (as these 
lexica included quotes from various authors), or philological, including 
grannnars and dictionaries, dating from the Hellenistic and Roman eras. 
They should however be used cautiously, as their editing is still under 
debate. 

In the 5th century (or the 6th according to other opinions), Hesychios of 
Alexandria drew up a lexicon putting together words and idioms difficult to 
understand at that time (poetic or dialectal words, idioms and proverbs) 
(Latte 1953-1966). An abbreviated version has been handed down to us, 
wherefrom sources were often eliminated while numerous interpolations 
were added- above all, glosses from sacred texts found in a lexicon 
attributed to Cyrillus. The latter relied on works by Aristarchos, Apion, 
Heliodoros and Herodian. The lemmata were separated from the definition 
by a high dot, while the definition was worded in a more recent Greek: 

e.g. (PhD!. 50.1) i\�Pat· V£at 80UAat 
"servants: young slaves" 

(Hsch. 6 1 1 . 1 )  A..yAa\)pi8£�· vu�cpm ltupa A..811vuiOl� 
"glamides: nyrnphas with the Athenians". 

These entries were extracted the way they were used in the text, the same as 
they had been extracted from texts by Hesychius's predecessors (they were 
not always used in the nominative or in the present tense, etc., as they are 
listed in modem-day dictionaries; we should note the large number of verbs 
starting with £, the augment used when fOlming certain past tenses). The 
lemmata were generally ordered in keeping with the first three letters, while 
phrases preceded by prepositions were listed according to the first letter of 
the preposition. Hesychius's dictionary is quite useful today because many 
of the words it explains-often dialectal-are not to be found in any other 
lexicon (hapax legomena). It also provides factual information about the 
Antiquity, thus also performing the fimction of an encyclopaedia. The 
numerous quotes from ancient authors help today's editors establish the 
Classics' texts. It is moreover a gold mine for historians of the Greek 
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language, as it provides infOlmation about the evolution ofthe language, the 
coming out of use of various words and the way older texts were interpreted 
in the Antiquity. 

A dictionary including more detailed definitions-a real encyclopedia
has come dO\vn to us from the 10th century. For quite a long time it used to 
be referred to as Suidae lexicon "Suidas's lexicon". Today, however, the 
title cited in manuscripts, LOi)OU, is considered to be the title of the work, 
not the author's name, so that in today's critique it is cited under the generic 
name of Suda, while the author is considered to be anonymous (Adler 1928-
1938). Even if the hypothesis of a single author cannot be completely ruled 
out, the lexicon, which includes about 30.000 lemmata, is today viewed as 
the fruit of team work. The entries are ordered alphabetically (with the 
peculiarity that the Byzantine pronunciation of vowels is used, so no 
difference is made between the various types of "i"). The definitions 
however vary a lot in terms of length: some are just short explanations, 
others are real articles, just like in a modem-day encyclopaedia. As in the 
case of the other lexicons, although it dates from the 10th century, Suda is 
quite valuable as it represents a synthesis of the Scholia and of older 
dictionaries going back to the Alexandrian era. It also encompasses 
information from a dictionary of literary biographies written by Hesychius 
of Miletes, hence becoming an excellent source for establishing the 
biographies of ancient authors. 

Several dictionaries that have reached us under the generic name of 
Etymologica were compiled between the 9th and the 12th centuries. The 
name however can be misleading as they were not strictly etymological but, 
besides the attempts at inferring the origin of the word, they also included 
quite varied additional explanations. The lemmata were ordered 
alphabetically and followed by various explanations: a definition, an 
etymology, suggestions about the use of the word and sometimes even 
literary quotes; excerpts from authors whose work was lost have thus been 
preserved thanks to such lexicons. The oldest and most important one of this 
series is the Etymologicum genuinum. Etymologies are valuable as they 
offer information about the way the Greeks analyzed their own language 
and remind those suggested by Plato in Cratylos: 

e.g. (Et. Gen. 837.1) <A..vqlcinrlp· TO Uv8o�· DIU TO TO q:roAAov £1.'lDulcr£lCITOV 
dVUl ltUVri av£�C(l 
"anemona: flower, because the plant is easily moved by the slightest breath 
of wind (anemos)". 
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In this case we should not completely rule out the fact that the flower name 
may be related to iiVCfWS "wind", although this could only be a popular 
etymology. But things are quite different in the following case: 

(ibid. 823.3) <A..v6pano&:w>· 60U�· napa TO un066cr8ar f\ napa T1)v 
n£611v, 0 crll�aiv£l TOV 6£cr�6v, £n£1(1) TOl� aiXJlaN:i)To� t Kat TOl� y£ 
6pan£T£UOUG"l t n£6� n£p1j3WJ...oucrTV 
"A..v6pan060v": slave; from 'to surrender' or from 'handcuffs', meaning 
'chain', because prisoners and runaways are handcuffed". 

The glossed word, avopa.-Jrooov, is in fact a combination of avytp "man" and 
Jro6� "foot". Other dictionaries, datable from the following centuries, were 
born from this lexicon: Etymologicum Gudianum (11th century), which, 
besides etymological information, also glossed morphological and dialectal 
forms which it explains in their turn (De Stefani 1965'): 

e.g. (Et.Gud. 230.53) <Z�>, <piTou npocrffinou, sill, sad", saS, s6.£[ s�, Kai 
Kpacr£l �((}P1Kfi TOU a £� 111:;fi. 
"Live: third person, I live, you live ... ". 

This series also included the Etymologicum magnum and the Etymologicum 
Symeonis, going back to the 12th century (Lasserre and Livadaras 1976). 
The sources of these lexicons, deeply interconnected, date from the 2nd 

century AD, but, as they were in their turn compilations of older works, the 
first sources actually date from the Hellenistic period. 

Conclusions 

All the data above help us draw up a few characteristics of the first 
lexicons in the European area. They emerged naturally out of the need to 
explain the language gap between Homer's epic poems, classical literature 
and the reality of the Hellenistic period. The first forms of the science of 
lexicography were born from the annotations of Alexandrian scholars on 
Homer's texts. At the same time, lists of words ordered first thematically 
then alphabetically were drawn up, for the use of writers of the time who 
used them in their 0\Vll works. The lexica were then compiled by 
successively putting together infOlmation. A major difference between 
ancient and modem-day dictionary resides in the fact that to us, a dictionary 
must be thorough, that is include all tenns belonging to a specific field, 
whereas an ancient lexicon was rather a collection of glosses explaining 
difficult terms belonging to long-gone times or to a limited area. 
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We should not forget that the first dictionaries emerged when the urge 
and inspiration to create original literature declined while centuries of 
literature needed to be explained. 
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ETYMOLOGY IN ANCIENT GREEK 

AND BYZANTINE LEXICA: 

THE CASE OF TERMS RELATED 

TO THE DIONYSIAC CULT 

SIMONA GEORGESCU 

1. Introduction 

The ancient and Byzantine Greek lexica not only represent, for the modem 
philologist, an important source for determining the meaning of numerous 
Greek words, for attesting words otherwise lost from texts, or even for 
learning about lost texts, but they also expose, sometimes more clearly than 
the texts themselves, current outlooks on common realities, customs, 
actions. The perfect mirror for the mentalities of that time is provided by the 
etymologies that the lexica propose. 

The concept of etymology as forged by ancient lexicographers is 
structurally different from the modern linguistic science concerning word 
history. We aim, on the one hand, at pointing out the characteristics of the 
ancient concept of etymology, and, on the other hand, at marking the 
common mentalities that underlie etymological explanations. 

In order to highlight the strong relationship between the ad hoc 
etymologies and the general conceptions of the time, we shall approach as 
a case study the words concerning the Dionysian cult. These etymological 
proposals allow us to detect the ideas that circulated, after the S1h century, 
regarding this religious belief and its manifestation. In other words, they offer 
a panorama of the-mostly negative-perception about the Dionysian cult 
and its followers, that circulated long after its banishmentidisappearance. 

2. Corpus 

For the present study, we shall approach the following lexica, that cover a 
wide temporal area, from the S1h to 101h century AD: 
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Hesychius ' lexicon, dating back probably to the 5th or 6th century AD 
(cf. Dickey, 2007: 88) 
Suda-IOth century 
Etymologicum Genuinum (EGen.)-9th century, Constantinople 
Etymologicum Gudianum (EGud.)-IOth century 
Etymologicum magnum (EM.)-a lexicographic compendium of the 
12th century, compiled in Constantinople, for which EGen. and 
EGud. were important sources. 

In their turn, the lexica were based on earlier glossaries or scholia, thus 
they perpetuate the earlier definitions and, along with them, the older 
general conceptions. 

Sometimes we were able to complete the infOlmation provided by these 
lexica with various explanations encountered in scholia that were not 
compiled by the lexicographers. 

3. General characteristics of the lexica

the concept of I:TllflOAoyia 

Ancient lexicographers and scholiasts base their etymological explanations 
on the premise that the meaning can always be revealed by the word's fmm. 
The ancient concept of etymology does not match the modern perspective 
on this linguistic issue. 

For us, etymology supposes tracing back the word's stem, its language 
of origin, the most ancient form that can be attested or reconstructed, thus it 
implies per se a diachronic route. For the ancient lexicographers, searching 
for the etymology of a word is an approach that can be perfectly carried out 
in a synchronic perspective. The explanation derives from the synchronic 
relation that the lexicographer establishes with another word that is 
phonetically similar to the explanandum.1 Thus, the fonnal similarity, as 
vague as it were, is the basis for an etymological explanation. At the same 

1 Sluiter 2015: 898 states: "Ancient etymology ( . . .  ) is all about synchrony, even 
though it invokes a discoillse that references the past. It is about the relationship 
between words and their semantic explanation or definition it wants to know why 
anything is called what it is called, the reason for the name, and what motivates the 
name-giver and the explanations it comes up with are not intended to give us 
insight into the past, into the historical processes and developments leading to the 
present situation; rather, and importantly, (ancient) etymology is about 
understanding the present. Hence, whereas modern etymology does not provide 
immediate insight into the contemporary semantics of a word that is actually 
precisely what ancient etymology is meant to do." 
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time, the formal connection is based on a previous remark on the semantic 
nearness between the words in discussion. As Sluiter (2015: 904) put it, "tbe 
etymology is a fonn of reverse engineering that will make it possible to read 
off that meaning from the surface of the word." In the words of Fowler 
(1999: 2, n.7, ap. Sluiter 2015: 904), ancient etymology supposes a sort of 
"retrospective shaping". 

For example, in order to explain the word a.v£I-Lo� 'wind', the 
lexicographer relates it to aw (arll-lt) 'blow', proposing thus a "reconstructed" 
fonn *a.£1-L0<;: 

The fonnal incongruence is solved by a simple explanation: J[A.sovaG� 
TOD <v> a.v£I-LO� "by adding an «m> <follows> a.v£I-Lo�". However, according 
to the same lexicographer, this is not the only possible explanation. He also 
connects it to another word, slightly similar from a phonetic point of view, 
and whose meaning can be drawn as explanans: 

ft a�£v6� � t SGnv, 6 �1) tv TO> mhO> �£vcov �118£ lip£�&v, Kala �£ni8£cnv 
T&V CITOlX£lCOV Uv£�o� 
"or it is called a�£vo� because he doesn't stay in the same place (�£vcov), 
nor keeps calm (lip£�&v); through a change of the SOlUlds <follows> 
Uv£�o�". 

We can clearly observe how, within the same definition, we find two 
fonnal connections, based on one cognitive association: by interpreting the 
'wind' as 'the one that doesn't stand still', it automatically recalls to the 
speaker's mind two words that refer to a semantic component, I-L£vOJ 'stay' 
and llP£I-L£OJ 'keep calm'. These two words are obviously unrelated to one 
another even for the lexicographer, yet this is far from being an impediment 
in placing botb of them on tbe same level. By coordinating them 
syntactically (111101:, literally "and not"), tbe lexicographer implies that one 
does not need to make a choice, the relation is valid with either of them or 
with both, as long as the meaning stands. The fonn is, from his point of 
view, easy to explain throughout certain sound changes (KaTa. l-L£Tu8£Gtv 
TWV GTOlX£iillv). 

The same kind of etymological analysis applies to most of tbe words 
discussed in the lexica. We can thus understand that, from the ancient 
linguist's point of view, the etymological approach consists in establishing 
as many lexical connections as possible, being assumed that the fonnal 
similarity traces back a semantic relation. In other words, the meaning of a 
word is strongly related to its form. 
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Actually, the meaning plays a double part, being at the same time the 
point of departure and the point of arrival of etymological investigation. On 
the one hand, the previous knowledge of the meaning leads to drawing 
connections with other words that are fOlmally similar to the word in 
discussion. On the other hand, these relations shape the meaning in order to 
make it as fit as possible for the proposed connection and, at the same time, 
to approach the semantic substance from various points of view . 

Going back to the example of a!-L£vo�, we can observe how it is defined 
by two important-but not essential-features: it blows (the verb iirll.lt is 
also used for the breath, thus it expresses the air movement), and it doesn't 
stand still (a characteristic that allows the connection with two words that 
mean 'to stay (in a place) ' and 'to stay calm'; the fact that these two roots 
can somehow be identified by the speaker in the word 'wind' is enough to 
explain one feature that defines the referent, and at the same time provides 
a justification of the word form. 

As seen, the fmm of a word is completely relative in determining its 
etymology: ancient grammarians have always been aware of the fluidity of 
sounds. The concept of phonetic law and regular sound change will only 
appear millennia later, with the Neogrammarians. Before that, changes are 
considered aleatory, random, in any direction: the underlying idea is that, 
no matter how much a word is altered, the semantic core always stays the 
same. And it is precisely this core that the lexicographers are searching for. 

In ancient linguists' view, finding the real meaning2, according to a 
scholium on Dionysios Thrax3, consists of "explaining the words according 
to their sonority, through which truth comes to light" (aVUJITUS1S "DV AES£(DV 
apll0l;ouCHl Tft <pov(i, 8t'�s TO aAllS:':s CHl<pviI;wn). Consequently, the object 
of the etymological investigation is not the origin stricto sensu, but the 
unchanging core, the stable part, the truth that lies hidden behind the form 
(cf. Georgescu 2016: 196). 

Plato's dialogue Cratylos perfectly illustrates this idea, by showing that 
the real meaning is independent of the changes that occur in the acoustic 
layer of the word, these sound changes being completely insignificant as 
against the semantic core. A good example would be the explanation 
Socrates provides for the word �ijm-the name of the letter b in Greek 
(Crat. 393e): "the addition of e, t and a (�m, mD, iiA<jlu) was no impediment 
in seeing clearly the nature of the letter <b>". 

2 Note that £ru�o�, -�v means 'true, real', and the nolUl TO £ru�ov designates 'the 
real meaning'. 
3 Commentaria in Dionysii Thracis Artem Grammaticam, 14, 24, ap. Lallot, 1991:  
135.  
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We can add numerous examples of phonetic decomposing and 
recomposing in order to sustain semantic demonstrations: for instance, 
KCp80S 'gain' is explained by K£pawmm 'to mix' (historically unrelated to 
the former), as a plain consequence of replacing the n with a d; the proposed 
justification ofthe semantic relation is that the underlying meaning was that 
of the good which mixes with everything (Cratylos 417 b). 

Thanks to the formal similarity between several words, the meaning can 
be interpreted in as many directions as needed. Etymological propositions 
are, thus, multiple, syntactically cOlmected by the conjunction fl ('or'), with 
no other mention that would assume the prevalence of one hypothesis over 
the others. From the lexicographer's point of view, all hypotheses are 
equally valid, because each of them reveals the meaning from a different 
perspective, or unveils different aspects ofthat meaning: ft Jrapa. . . .  , ft JruPa. ... 
II ft (mo . . .  , ft (mo ... ("either from . . .  ", "or from . . .  "). 

We also have to be aware that these enumerations of etymological 
hypotheses often represent compilations of different glossaries, lexica, 
scholia, and as long as the lexicographer's only intention is to copy the 
existent proposals, his method is perfectly valid. 

At the same time, the art of etymology consists precisely in the capacity 
of establishing as many connections as possible. The ability to shape the 
meaning in order to allow it to match different semantic molds seems to be 
the highest quality that a lexicographer could ask for. This type of approach 
used to "smooth the semantic connection between word and suggested 
etymology" is called the bridging technique (cf. Sluiter 2015: 903). The 
meaning gradually reveals throughout the various associations that can be 
made: this way, several semantic components can be distinguished, as every 
new lexical connection can lead to extracting a different seme, while all of 
these semes together compose the significate. 

This approach had a concrete purpose, for in those times etymology was 
also invested with an argumentative function: it needed not only to explain 
something from the past (thus tracing back certain clues leading to a 
protoform) but also to demonstrate a certain feature from the present. 
Speaking about this cyclic approach, Sluiter (2015: 905) states: 

"they commanded the explanation of words, i.e., why each thing was called 
by its particular name ( . . .  ). Later they used some of them as argmnents and 
deployed as it were the signs of things as guides to prove and show 
conclusively that which they wished to have explained." 

It is precisely this argumentative function that shapes etymological 
discourse. It is not rare that the interpretations of a word place a marginal 
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feature on the main level. It is only a matter of focus: it always depends on 
what the lexicographer wants to outline from that particular reality. 

4. The semantic field of the Dionysiac cult, in ancient 
and Byzantine lexica 

We shall thus try to outline these principles, as they were employed in 
defming the terminology of the Bacchic cult. Consequently, the present 
study will reveal the attitude toward a religious expression, both during its 
existence-when it had a considerable number of followers-and centuries 
after its disappearance-when it became only a legendary pagan manifestation. 

The way the definitions are formulated and the aspects that are 
highlighted reveal the perception of this spiritual reality; the prejudices are 
justified with the aid of the word's fonn, while the lexical connections are 
used as arguments. The outlooks and traditional conceptions, the ideas that 
have traversed the centuries and reached the Byzantine lexicographers' time 
already defOlmed, suppose a whole set of the ritual in a reinterpreted 
marmer. By that time, the characters and their cultic manifestations, the 
purposes of all the religious expressions as well as the identity of the god, 
seemed incomprehensible and dark. We are-let's not forget-in Christian 
times. And yet. . .  we shall see that these ideas are not so distant from the 
ones that circulated in a period when the cult was in vogue. 

Our analysis focuses on the basic telTIlS of the cult: the name of the god 
and the names of the followers of the cult (i'novoc;os, �UKXOS, ··IaKXos), the 
words derived from �UKXOS (�aKxru£tV, �UKXat), the Bacchantes (llatVUD£S, 
8uuo£S, �ac;c;uPat etc.), the group they were organized in (8iac;os) and the 
specific elements of the cultic manifestations (eupcro�, olvo�). The 
etymological interpretations start from the prototypical image of the 
manifestations; the prototype-for the uninitiated-is shaped by tradition, 
and limited to the external, visible, and often reinterpreted features. 

4.1. BUKj(0S 

EGud 258 proposes the following definition of the term: 

<B(iKXo�>· 6 �£8ucro� UY£Tm Kat 6 [n6V\)cro�. Eru�oAoydTm 6£ napa TO 
J30av �£Ta l1xou. 
"B(iKXo�: the drunk one is called so, as well as Dionysos. It is derived from 
the idea of shouting with a loud voice [J3oav �£Ta l1xou]." 

The next entry for the same word provides a different etymology: 
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<B(iKXo�>· napa TO j3ui:;co j3u�co j36xxo�· oi yap �£8UcrOl �£yuN:o� KpUi:;OUcnv. 
"Bu"X",: from 'talking' [�USffi �USffi �"X0,l; because the dnmk ones shout 
loudly." 

23 

Although the subjacent idea is the same in both explanations, the lexical 
relations that have been drawn are different. While the first etymology 
supposes a blending between the verb �oi'iv ('shou!') and the noun �XoS 
('loud voice '), the second one derives the term Bacchus from the verb �al;(D 
('speak'), whose future tense form �a:;(D (*bak-) allows the lexicographer 
to propose a direct derivation from this root. 

In EM 185, 11, we fmd a larger explanation that takes as a starting point 
the same verb �al;(D ('speak'), but includes a more explicit phonetic 
bridging: 

<BuKXo�>: Matv6�£vo�. IIapa TO j3ui:;co, J3<i�co, j3uxo�· Kat nA.£ovacr�<,? TOU 
K, j3UKXO�, cO� iaxil, '[axo� Kat '[aKXo�· oi yap �£8uovn;� iliov rfi cpcovfj Kat 
£v80UcnWVT£� xpWVTUl. A£y£Tat 6£ 6 i£po� lHovucrou aviw Kat KNi60�, 6 £V 
Tal� T£A2ral�· f\ crr£cpav6�. 
"Bu"Xo,: Mad (seized by �av(a). From 'talking' [�USffi �USffi �u"X"'l . And 
by widening with k, <follows> j3UKXO�, as in iaxil, '[axo�, and '[aKXo�. 
Because the dnmk people and those in state of £v80umacr�6� [possessed by 
the god] use their voice more (or a louder voice). It also designates the priest 
ofDionysus; and the wand, the one <used.> in the mysteries; or the \VTeath." 

We cannot ignore the fact that Bacchus, originally the name of the god 
Dionysus, is only interpreted this way by EGud.-and, here, only as a 
secondary meaning. The main meaning that the lexica record is 'bacchant', 
priest or follower of Dionysus, but which can also designate, as resulting 
from an ellipsis, the wand or wreath specific to the ritual. The same meaning 
is recorded by Hesychius (beta 127, �aKXos· 6 i£p£iJS TOil Lltovi'iaou. Kat 
duooS 6 Cv TUlS T£ASTals). 

The most interesting thing is that the semantic equivalence that is listed 
on the foreground is not defmed by the affiliation with the Dionysian cult, 
nor by the adherence to the Bacchic mysteries, and does not imply any 
relationship to Dionysus. EM explains it plainly as l-Latv61-L£v0�, 'mad', 
literally 'in the state of I-Lavia'. It is true that, for the ancient Greeks, I-Luviu 
had strong religious connotations, implying the commlUlion with the god, 
but, in a laic sense (as we can assume is the case here), it simply means 
'mad', 'in a state of madness'. EGud., actually earlier than EM, does not 
mention this relation with I-Luviu; on the contrary, it provides an even higher 
degree oflaic connotations by explaining it as IlcSuaos 'drunk'. Originally, 
the state of drunkenness was not part of the ritual, but it became a stimulus 
towards reaching the state of EKGTUcrtS (literally 'coming out of oneself) 
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and £v801lcnucr!l0S (,communion with the god'). The feature that was 
recorded as essential for the PUKXOl (leading, as they suppose, to the creation 
ofthe name itself) is the power of their voice. EGud. considers it an attribute 
of the drunk people, while EM adds that the drunk ones and those inspired 
by the god use their voice more (passage that can also be interpreted as "use 
a louder voice"). 

Even though the interpretation of �UKXOS as derived from �o1iv !lETa 

ilxoll is clearly implausible, the hypothesis of �ul;(D as the basis of this word 
was fOlTIlulated as well by modem lexicographers. Thus, Frisk, on the one 
hand, relates the term �UKXOS with �u�ui (an onomatopoeia expressing 
wonder) and with a supposedly derived form, �U�UKTIjS (an epithet of the 
god Pan and of Dionysus, meaning 'party guy', 'friend of joy and 
drunkenness '); on the other hand, Chantraine derives the latter from 
�U�UI;EtV, in its turn probably based on �ul;£tv 'talk', with an expressive 
reduplication. Bu�uKTllS seems to refer to the joy manifested through 
volubility, singing, dancing, an idea clearly expressed by Hesychius (beta 
6) when glossing this word-that he actually considers the basis ofBuKXOS: 

<f3af3aKTl1�· 6pxrtcrrr1�, uJlvC(l86�, Il(IVtc0811�, Kpauyacro�. 58£\1 Kat BaKX�. 
"J3aJ3aKTl1�: dancer, hynm player, crazy-like, shouting out loud; hence also 
BaKXo�" 

Wurzel (ap. Roscher 1884-1937, cf. Georgescu 2008) proposes the root 
*F£Jr- (meaning 'to speak'4_just as *�uy-) as basis of �UKXOS. He 
reconstructs thus *FtFaKXo� as the original fmm of"IaKXo�, another epithet 
of Dionysus (cf. infra . . .  ), considered as an alternative fonn for B6.KXo�. 

We can thus see that not only ancient and Byzantine lexicographers, but 
modem linguists as well have proposed, as etymological basis ofB6.KXo�, a 
stem meaning to 'speak' or 'shout': it could be interpreted either as a passive 
fonn 'the conjured', either as active 'the one who shouts out loud', as the 
ancient lexicographers suppose. Following this perspective, the tenn has 
been connected with lUKXOS (elucidated by Chantraine, s.v. TJXTJ, as an 
expressive creation reproducing a scream). Here is how EM 462, 48 
explains it: 

'1aKX�: AllTO� 6 [n6vucr�, ft £OPnl. IIapa T1)v iazilv T1)v i:v Tal� XOpciUl� 
ytvo�£Vl1V, TOUTScrTI T1)v j30l1v, yiVcrUl '[axo�· Kat iliovacr�C? TOU 1(, '[aKXo�. 
"H altO Tfj� i:v TOl� lt6TO� iaxfj�. 

4 ef. 8tO� 'word', £llt£lV 'speak'. 
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"'1aKXOS: Dionysus himself, or celebration. From the cheer [iaxil] dming the 
dances, that is shouting, follows '[axo�; and by adding a -k-, '[aKXo�. Or from 
the cheer [iaxil] in the drinking parties." 

25 

A scholium to Aeschylus (Scholia in Aeschylum, Th., 635-638) interprets 
the noun as a name for the specific hymns dedicated to Dionysus CiLtKXOS 8£ 
sanv D�VO� Qv £A.syov KaT' apxa� Ot �DOD�£Vot S][t Tep �lov6a4l). It is 
significant that the scholium refers to the beginnings of the Bacchic 
celebrations (KaT' apxas). The relation with the hymns is backgrounded by 
the same association with speaking and shouting-present in most of the 
etymological propositions. 

A different semantic interpretation of �aKXos is provided by EM, s.v. 
�UKXru(D: 

ltapa TO j36xxo� 0 cnUlaiv£l TOV olVOV· TOiho ltapa TO axo�, 0 crrUlaiv£l TiIv 
A:OltllV, Kat TO 13&, TO j3aivO}. '0 yap £XO}V AU1tllV Kat ci� �s811V £�lti1ITo}v, 
acpillG"lV ainov iI AU1tll. 'Ylt£Psj311 yap TiIv AU1tllV iI �s811· 
"from Bacchus, which means 'wine'; this <comes> from axo� ('pain'), 
which designates the 'grief', and 13&, 'go away'. For if you feel grief and 
you phmge into alcohol, the griefleaves you. For drlUlkenness surpasses the 
grief." 

Bacchus is interpreted as a blending between �w + iiXOS ('go away' + 
'pain'), responding to the idea that the relief from pain can be acquired by 
the aid of wine. The interpretation begins, in fact, from the identification 
between Dionysus and the wine, an equivalence that had been established 
since the classical period. The god, with whom worshipers enter into 
communion, is embodied by the wine, that is, the element that allows you 
to fill yourself with the god: once poured into you, it is nothing but the god 
itself penetrating into your veins and whose representation you become. We 
find this concrete representation of enthusiasm (literally "getting filled with 
the god") ever since Euripides' Bacchae, where Teiresias tries to persuade 
Pentheus to adhere to the Dionysiac cult by invoking the very quality of 
wine to drive away sorrow (v. 280 sqq.). 

4.2. BUKj(EUE1V 

If Bacchus is interpreted as 'drunk', 'wine' or 'the one who shouts loudly' 
(all three proposals being phonetically motivated), the derived verb 
paKX£D£lv 'to celebrate the Dionysiac cult', 'behave like a Bacchant', sheds 
new light on how the Bacchic manifestations were regarded in late antiquity. 
Thus, Hesychius (beta 119) equates the verb �UKX£D£1V with llu(vm8m 'to 
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be seized by Ilwin, to be mad'. The present participle <�aKX£DoVT£S> is 
explained by llatVOIl£Vot 'seized by enthusiasm! by inspired frenzy', and 
G£tO!-L£Vot 'shaking/dancing'. In fact, we can notice that PUKX£D£tv is seen 
as an expression of rhythmic movements, as it results from another lemma: 

<XOP£U£l>" �£Nv8d. )luKXfun. 0PX£lTUl 
"XOP£U£l 'he does a choral dance': he sings, he acts like a Bacchant, he 
dances". 

In other words, PUKX£D£lV is placed on the same level as dancing and 
singing, without any religious connotation. The interpretation provided by 
EGud. follows the same line: 

<BmcX£1JCO>" TO �aivo�m Kat �£8UcrKO�Ul Kat 6pxofj�m Kat y£A&. 
"BUKX£UCO: to be seized by madness and be drunk and dance and laugh". 

All of these manifestations are therefore perceived as specific to the Bacchic 
cult. This prejudice seems to be deeply imprinted in the common perception 
since its origin can be traced back in the classical period, when the 
laicization of the telTIl began. Thus, in Euripides' Bacchae, Cadmus and 
Teiresias interpret the Bacchic manifestations exactly in the same marmer: 
to them, adhering to the cult simply means to dance and shake and be 
joyful-a behavior that, actually, embarrasses Cadmus, as it is associated 
with youthful behavior (vv. 204-205). However, Teiresias concludes that, 
within that cult that had recently invaded the city, young people and elders 
are at the same level and they must dance side by side so as not to provoke 
the god's wrath (vv. 206-209). 

The verb PUKX£D£tv, used metaphorically ever since Euripides, places 
the religious meaning on a secondary level: it thus designates, with an ironic 
nuance, the loss of mind, the frenetic dance and chaotic movement 
(Georgescu 2008). However, when PUKX£D£tv is equated with fluivOflat, we 
carmot know for sure whether, in these lexica, fluviu does or does no longer 
preserve the semantic features initially related to the divine inspiration, the 
commUnIon with the god-supposed to underpin the convulsive 
movements, which characterize both the state of trance and some 
pathologies like epilepsy. Primitive communities-both ancient and 
modern-share the belief that mental disorders are the effect of a divine 
intervention, a belief that is largely based on the statements of the victims, 
convinced, during an epileptic or trance episode, that they are in contact or 
even identified with a supernatural force (Dodds 1983: 86-88). In fact, the 
very name of SJr1AYI'Via is based on the interpretation of the disease in these 
telTIlS (rni-Auflpavro 'take control of, 'seize'), also known as tspa. v6cro�, 
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'the divine illness' or Il£YUA'l voc;os 'the great illness
,
5 In Sophoc1es' Aiax, 

the illness that seizes the protagonist is called 8£iL< voc;os ("illness given by 
the gods", vv. 186-187) while Herodotus (IV, 79.4) explains this state by 
the periphrasis 6 8£oS TJIlCUS Aall�av£t ("the god takes control over us"). 
Muviu does not simply mean the loss of one's mind, but rather implies that 
man and god become one; therefore, the god is guiding the movements of 
the possessed one, as the lexicon Suda states: 

<Malvco>· £v80ucnco&O� KTVou�m (Suda 336) 
"MaTvco: to move as possessed by a god" 

The equivalence that the late lexicographers established between �UKX£D£tV 
and l-Luiv0l-Lat is to be found as early as the classical period, in Plato's 
dialogues: here, the two notions appear in close relation as the appanage of 
the philosopher seized by inspiration (thus without the direct involvement 
of Dionysus): 

Plat., Smp. 21 8b, ltUv-r£� yap K£KOlVCOvr1KUT£ Tfl� q:nAocrocpoU J.luv(u� U KUt 
PUKX[(U,. 
"you have all become part of the inspiration and Bacchic frenzy of the 
philosopher" 

In another Platonic dialogue, Phaidros, I-Lavia is seen as a divine gift, and 
its effect is to exalt the soul. This very action of exaltation-a transitive 
one-is designated by the verb £KPUKX£D£lV, without any reference to the 
original significance-related to the Bacchic cult: 

Phaidr. 245 a. TP1T11 6£ altO Moucr&v KUTOKCOXtl T£ Kat J.lUV(U, Aaj30ucra 
altaA1)v Kat aj3UTov \lfuxtlV, tydpoucra Kat £KiluKXfUO"UUU KUTU T£ 06a� Kat 
KUTa 11lV (i))..llV ltOlllcnV. 
"The third type of inspiration and of holy possession comes from the Muses. 
If it seizes a tender and pme soul, it (�avla) awakens and exalts 
(SKj3aKX£uoucra) it tmvards songs and all kinds of poems." 

The association ofDionysus with I-Luviu dates from an archaic period: in one 
of the earliest mentions of Dionysus, Iliad, 6, 132, he receives the epithet 
IlUlVOIl£VOS (IlUlVOIl£VOlO LllillVUC;OW) which provides him with a double 
status: initiator and a direct participant in the religious manifestation. He 
both induces madness and suffers from it. Madness seizes him, and in turn, 
he spreads it to others. The determiner l-Latv61-L£v0� applies to those subjected 

5 Both syntagrns are explained by Hesychios as £nlAll\lfla. 
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to this type of ecstasy, such as 8ulIio£S llatVDIl£Vat (Soph. Ant. 1 152), 
llatVDIl£Vot LUrupot (Eur., Ba. 130). 

Thus, the two notions, in fact, are closely related. The gradual loss of 
their religious meaning starts from the classical age and is not simply a late 
interpretation. The meaning of 'acting crazy', 'be crazy' often prevails in 
the metaphorical usage of PUKX£D£tv in the classical period (ef. Georgescu, 
2008). Hesychius' observation, however, is a testimony for the loss of its 
original metaphorical value and the connotation's conversion into 
denotation. Suda provides the same explanation for PUKX£D£tV: 

<BmcX£1JCOV>" �mv6�£v�. (beta.54.4) 
<'EKJ3aKX£u8ci�:> £K�av£� (epsilon.374.2) 

We can thus testify a semantic restriction and, at the same time, expansion: 
from the expression of a concrete behavior specific to the Dionysian cult 
(which includes a whole schema of ritual manifestations with deep spiritual 
meanings), the verb narrows its semantic area-as result of a superficial 
view---only to those manifestations that consist in dance, more or less 
rhythmic movements, shaking. From the designation of these chaotic 
movements, PUKX£D£tv extends afterward its semanticism to any 
manifestation of this type, whether it is pathological, the effect of 
drunkenness, extreme joy or, on the contrary, painful grief (that makes you 
shiver). The semantic evolution was dra\Vll into a pejorative direction, 
since, being constantly used as an ironic metaphor for any behavior that 
matched the cultic manifestations, the verb has gradually lost its religious 
basis while the contextually ironic nuance becomes part of the semic 
componence of the telTIl. 

However, Suda maintains the original distinction between a common 
state of madness caused by illness and the kind of madness arising from 
contact with the god, so that the relationship between �UKX£D£tV and the 
Bacchic cult appears as still valid in this lexicon: 

<Kun;j3U1cx£UOVTO,> TO\m�crnv £v£8oucricov bnnvoiu� nvo� 1tAlIPco8£vr£� 
(beta 54) 

"KUT£j3UKX£UOVTO, this means that they were possessed by a god, full of a 
certain divine inspiration." 

Hesychius (beta 120) explains the passive participle �uKX£u8£tc;a as 
expressing a state of psychological commotion, undoubtedly determined by 
an external force-an interpretation dra\Vll out from the passive fOlTIl; the 
verb is equated with £SllX£DOIlEvrJ ('grieved', literally 'driven out of her 
mind by the pain', as the preverb £S- suggests), and £s£crrllKUtU (containing 
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the same preverb, 'that is out of her mind'). The underlying concept would 
thus be that of the divine force that takes control of your senses, making you 
literally lose yourself. The term is used precisely with this meaning, without 
being perceived as a figure of speech any more, in a scholium to Aeschylus 
(Scholia in Aeschylum Pr., v. 836): 

<OicrTPitcracra>· uno OlcrrPOD j3U1cX£u8dcra. 
"oicrTPitcracra: driven out of her mind by a gadfly" 

It is clear that, in this context, the term does not preserve the original link 
with the Dionysian religion, not even as an allusion, but appears lexicalized 
with a broader meaning. 

EM provides a different interpretation, but still leaving aside any 
religious implication: 

<BaKX£uco>: L1Ulaiv£1 TO �£8ucrKo�m· 
"BaKX£uco: means to be drunk" (followed by the interpretation ofB6xxo� as 
�& + iixo" cf supra) 
<�a"X£1)T�9', 6 �£eucrr�, (cf Et.Gud. 258, �6."X0'· 6 �£eucro" cf supra). 
"j3aKX£uT1)�: a dnmk person". 

Hesychius mentions the syntagma IlUlVOIl£VOU Lltovooou (Il.6, 132, quoted 
above), explaining it not only in its proper meaning I-LUVtW; £I-LJrotODVTO�, but 
also as a metaphor for 'wine', defming it as such: 

tt bri TOU OlVOD, �£TCOVU�lK&�· £Kcppova� yap nOld Kat £UKlvr1TOD� 
"or about wine, by metonyrny6; for it makes you go out of your mind and 
move with agility." 

Wine is, actually, the element that facilitates the attainment of the state of 
I-LUVla, specific to the communion with the god, while the state of semi
consciousness caused by wine and the one generated by collective ecstasy 
have a common feature: the irrational. However, the use of wine as a means 
of achieving the state of I-LUVtU or £veoDcrtucrI-L6� is considered artificial, and 
wine appears to be only a late attribute of Dionysus, very far from his 
original figure (see Dodds, Bacchae, Introduction, p. III-N). 

A parallel expression can be found in Spanish: el baile de San Vito "the 
dance of Saint Vito" is a compound that designates a convulsive illness, 
where the !\vo components of the metaphorical usage of PUKX£D£tv can be 

6 M£Tcovu�ia does not have here the technical meaning it will achieve in stylistics; 
it simply means "using a word instead of another". 
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found as well: on the one hand, the religious reference, on the other hand, 
its parodic interpretation, implying the irony both towards the religious 
elements and the illness itself. 

There is, however, a lemma that seems to state a connection with the 
primordial manifestations of the Bacchic cult, in Hesychius' lexicon (beta 
119). He equates the verb �aKxru£t not only with IIDtV£"'t, but also with 
TpayqlD£l, 'to stage a tragedy' Of, more precisely, "to sing during the 
sacrifice of the goat (TparOs) at Dionysus' feast! celebration"; this 
synonymy seems to refer to the origin of the tragedy (probably born 
precisely with the aim of celebrating Dionysus), regardless of the 
interpretation of TpaYqlD£l as a consequence or as a premise of the Bacchic 
manifestations. 

4.3.1 Bacchantes / Maenads 

In relation to I-Lavia, it is also appropriate to mention the Maenads as main 
representatives of the Dionysiac cult. Just as their name-derived from 
I-Luiv0I-Lat-suggests, the main characteristic ofthe Maenads was the state of 
I-LUVta, defined by £tcO"Tucrt� and £veoDcrtacrI-L6�7. 

Jeanmaire (1978: 162) marks the difference between IIDtVaO£S
mythological characters-and eD1ii.8£�-historical characters, the worshipers 
of Dionysus. The role of the latter was just that of imitating, reproducing 
the original state that the Maenads really experienced: the frenzy of the 
Sullio£S was not real, they were rather seeking-through the tumult of the 
choirs and the Bacchic attributes-to reproduce the delirium of the 
Maenads. 

The lexicons contain multiple names for those worshipers ofDionysus, 
many of them belonging to bordering idioms. The most well-knO\vn name, 
generic and unmarked, is PUKXUl, a reference telTIl by which all other names 
are explained. 

4.3.2. Bu,,,,aput 

The name �ac;c;apa (originally 'fox' and 'fox skin') is attributed to the 
Thracian Maenads. Hesychius mentions the Lydian origin of this name for 
'fox', but Chantraine, s.v., does not give him credit, while he still approves 
of the foreign origin of the name. In addition to the meaning 'fox', 

7 The modern terms of ecstasy and enthusiasm do not help us to entirely translate 
the Greek words, as these loanwords have lost their original meaning: £KcrTacr� (£�
lcrnU.n) literally means 'to be driven out of oneself, and £v80\)G"lacr�6� (£v-8£�) 
refers to the inspiration determined by the fact of 'being penetrated by the god'. 
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Hesychius explains pacrmipat as a designation of the garments that the 
Thracian Maenads wore (305, X",ilv£S, oDS £<p6pODV ai @p<!KUlt BuKxm). 

Regardless of the origin of the telTIl, it becomes synonymous with 
Bacchae, providing also the title of a lost tragedy of Aeschylus, Bac;c;upat. 

However, as we have sho\Vll in the beginning, for the ancient linguists it 
is not the real origin of the term that is important, but the possibility of 
"peeling" the word so that the perishable phonetic layer allows the 
immutable core-the true meaning-to be revealed. Thus, lexicographers 
have tried to find the explanation for the telTIl pacrcrapat on Greek ground, 
throughout the links that can be established with phonetically similar words. 
The etymology proposed by EM is elaborated according to the same 
principle of detecting as many resemblances as possible, in order to extract 
the connnon core. The derivative pacrcrapi� is analyzed as follows: 

<Bacrcrapi6£�>: Ai j36xxae napu TO 61aY£lV £V j3iIcrcrm�, 5 scmv 6P£TVOt� 
TonOl�· f\ napu TO j3acrcrap11 TO Myo�£VOV un0611�a, 5n£p dp11Tm napu TO rfi 
�6.cr£l 6.p�ptvat. (191,  3) 
"Bacrcrapi6£�: <designates> the Bacchantes, from 'spending time in valleys' 
[j3iIcrcrm�], that is, in mOlUltainous places; or from j3acrcrap11, the name of a 
sandal, which is called so because it equips the foot [rfi j3<icr£l ap11P£Vm]." 

Subsequently, the word undergoes the same pejorative evolution, getting to 
designate a woman of doubtful morality, as EGen. states (beta 53): 

anD Tmhou 6£ Kat iI KUTCOcp£pl)� Kat nopv11 yuvl) dp11Tm j3acrcrapa 
"Hence, j3acrcrapa also means low and deprived woman". 

It is equally possible that this evolution has started from what seems to be 
its original meaning, 'fox'. 

4.3.3. Mtl"'UOVES (cf. Hesychios, eta 500) 

According to Photius (eta 69, 16), the name would be TJIl1j.lUMOV£S: 
l-Latva8£�· NDWpat ft BaKXat; this denomination seems to be specific to 
Macedonia. EM 588, 42, proposes the following defmition: 

ai j3<iKXUl Kat j30116po�0l, flTOl ai �£TU J30fl� Kat SK1tAiI�£co�, 61U TO KaTOXOl 
dvUl, npoloucrm 6pO�C(l· a� KaAoUO"l Kat <y£ycovoKcO�a�> MOl, TC? 
Y£YCOvicrK£lV, flyouv 80puj3£1v, TU� KcO�a�. 
"the bacchantes and those who offer help, for they go do"Wll the road with 
shouts [�£TU j3ofl�] and with frenetic movements, because they are 
possessed; some call them "the ones that fill the villages with riot" 
[y£ycovoKcO�a�], from 'to riot' that is 'disturb' 'in the villages'." 
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EM also mentions another semantic aspect: 

'EKAi}811crav 1Cllpi((}� ai yuvalK£�· 1tOAqllKUi yap· nupa TO �ll�cicr8m 'TO'i'l� 
lIvopa,· 
"especially women were called so; for they were warriors; from 'imitating' 
[�ll�cicr8Ul] men" (see also Suda, kappa, 1 829 ai KAl18dcrm '6crT£POV 
Ml�aA6V£� altO Tfj� �l�itcr£((}�)" 

4.3.4. 0EOlpWES 

Derived from e£(Op6� "sent to consult an oracle or to give an offering", the 
term simply becomes synonymous with Bacchae (cf. Hesychios, theta 441, 
at KEpi TOV �t6VDcrOV BUKXat). 

4.3.5. AijVUl 

The word is equated with �UK')(at (Hesychius, lambda 880); the derived verb 
AllVU'il;OUcnv is explained by �UKX£DOUcnV (Scholia In Clementem 
Alexandrinum, Protrepticum et paedagogum, p. 307, 19). 

4.3.6. U<YrvluIlES 

The term is explained by Hesychius (pi, 3154) as follows: 

ai B<iK'Xm. avrl TOU �mva8£� Kat A\)crG"(i8£�, �avia� u'fnm 
"The Bacchantes, instead of Maenads and Lyssades [�atva8£� Kat Aucrmi8£�], 
responsible of �avia" 

4.3.7. 'YUPYWES 

This tenn is diatopically marked: it designates, according to Hesychius, the 
Bacchantes of Argos: 

ai £u£l8ci� B6xXm ai Apycim (ypsi!on, 25) 
"the beautiful Argian Bacchantes" 

4.3.8. KMilllovES 

Both Hesychios and EM describe the term as Macedonian: 

ai B(iK'Xm mu lHovGaOl) ltapa MaK£ooatv° 
"Dionysus' Bacchantes at the Macedonians" (Suda, kappa, 1829); 
KJ...ffi&ova�: Oi MaK£86v£� Ta� �mva8a� Kat J3aKXa� KaAOUO"lV 
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"KJ...ffi6cova�: the Macedonians name the Maenads and the Bacchantes like 
this" (EM, 521 ,  49). 

4.3.9. Auql1JrrnUl 

33 

The word is derived from Aaqrucrmo, "devour, swallow heartily"; hence, the 
adjective AiiqrucrTto�, U, OV, "devourer" or "devoured", which becomes the 
epithet of Zeus in the Minyan eonnnunity (the meaning being that of "the 
one who tears apart", Hdt.7.197), as well as ofDionysus in Boeotia, ef. EM. 
In a scholium to Lyeopbron (Alex. , Seholion 1237bis, 4), the name is 
explained as follows: 

Aaq:mcrTia� 0 !u6vucrQS, altO Aaq:mcrriou 5pou� BOlO}Tia�, 58£\1 AacpucrnUl 
ai tv MmQ;60vi<;t j3cfKXUl aY Kai �l�aA6V£� £KaAoUVTO 61a TO �1�cicr8Ul atha� 
TOV !u6vucrov" K£pmocpopouO"l yap Kai aihUl KaTa �i�l1O"lV !uowcrOU" 
Taup6Kpavo� yap cpavni1:;£TUl Kai 1:;coypacp£lTUl. 
"Laphystias is Dionysus, from 'Mount Laphystius' in Boeotia, hence 
'Laphystiai' were also called the Bacchantes in Macedonia and the 
Mymalones, from 'imitating' [�1�£lcr8Ul] Dionysus; for they also wear 
horns, imitating Dionysus; because he is imagined and painted with a bull's 
head" 

4.3.10. 01JuIlES 

The more frequent version of this name is SD1ii.8£�, linked both by ancient 
and modem lexicographers with the verb Sum "to rush in rage, to move 
violently" " 

8Ua6£�" ai j3aKXUl" ltapa TO 8uco, TO op�&" Kai iliovacr�C? TOU 1, 8u'(a6£� 
(EM, 457, 20) 
"8ua6£�: the Bacchantes; from 'to rush in rage' [8uco], to dark violently; 
and, by adding an -i-, 8u'(a6£�" 

The name SD6.8£� also appears in a gloss that relates it to SU£Ma; this 
hypothesis is endorsed by the modern etymologists, who derive both words 
from eu", (ef. Chantraine, s.v.). 

iI 6£ 8U£AAa altO TOU 8U£lV Kai ciJ..£Tv, 8U£lV 6£ TO crCP06p&� op�5;v 6iKllV 
�UlVO�£VCOV" «� yap 5 y' OAofiO"l cppmi 8u£H>, 58£\1 Kai 8ua6£� ai BaKXUl 
(porphyrius Phil., Quaestiomtm Homericarum liber i, 13, 1 1). 
"8u£AAa «storm» <comes> from 'rushing impetuously' and from 
'overturning', for 8U£lV <means> 'rushing with violence', like those who are 
out of their mind; for indeed the ones whose mind is ill, rush violently; hence 
the name of8ua6£� for the Bacchantes." 
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In a scholium to Pindar (Scholia in Pindarum, Oda P. 3, scholion 177a, 3), 
it is derived from the same verb, and from 8ucr8Aix, a denomination for the 
thyrsus8 

4.3.11. BUKJ(1]S TP01tOV 

Contrary to the pattern described above, the Bacchantes can be perceived 
not only as loud, raging characters, mastered by a violent I-LUVl.a that makes 
them use a strong voice, but also as silent. Thus, the phrase B6.KX11� TP0JrOV 
"in a Bacchante's way" is explained in Suda (beta, 56) as follows: 

< B6xXl1� TP01tOV> bri Tmv ad crruyv&v Kat crtC01tllAIDv· nupocrov ai B(iK'XUl 
cny&cnv 
"In a Bacchante's way: for those always rnomnful and silent; in view of the 
fact that the Bacchantes are silent". 

It is also true that Jrupocrov can also be interpreted as a conditional 
conjunction "inasmuch as", thus partially denying the supposition. 

4.4. @iuGoS 

®iacro� would be defined as "procession that celebrates the Dionysian cult 
with dances, song, and banquets". The modem etymological dictionaries 
have no clear explanation of its etymology: both Chantraine and Beeks 
consider it to be either possibly related to Supc;oS-both words belonging 
to the Dionysian religion-or of foreign origin (Thracian I Phrygian 
according to Chantraine, or Anatolian according to Beeks, but both 
lexicographers express their uncertainty). 

In a commentary to the Iliad, Eustathius (Commentarii ad Homeri 
Iliadem, vo!. 4, p. 96, 1) considers the term to be directly related to S£OS 
'god', providing the following etymology: 

Os (1) Siacro� f\ ltapa TO Sdov ylV£TUl altoj3oAn cruvr18£l mu <£>, cO� 
£vS£ui:;cov, f\ ltapa TOV mov, flTOl S£ov 
"Siacro� was created either from 'divine' [Sdov], by the usual loss of <e>, 
as in £vS£ui:;cov, or from cnov9, that is S£ov 'god'." 

8 Probably from the same root as Supcro� (oflmknown origin), *Supcr-SAa. 
9 LIDs is a dialectal Laconic fonn for the Attic S£O� 'god', as the same philologist 
explains in his Commentary in Odysseia (438, 44, altO mu Swu DV mov £KaAoUV 01 
AUKCOV£�, OUKOUV criacro� Kat TpOltn Siacro�). 
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EM 449, 53 provides various interpretations of this word: 

<8iacro�>: "o.cp£1A£ 61a 61cpSOyyOU ypacp£crSm· £TU �oAoydTm 6£ napa TO Ta 
Sda �crm· C . . .  ) Asycrm 6£ 6 xopo�, napa TO Ta Sda ll;6£lV, ft CutO mu Sdv, 5 
scrn S£\)£lV· 5S£\I <Slacrci)T�> Uyoucn mu� n£pi TOV L'novucrov. 
"<8iacro�>: should be written with a diphthong; it is originated in the 
syntagrna 'singing divine songs' [Ta Sda �crm]. It also means 'dance', from 
'singing divine songs', or from nmning [S£1\1], that is S£U£tv10" 

35 

We, therefore, notice that both authors consider the telTIl to be in close 
relation with e£6�, taking as a starting point the purpose of the procession, 
namely to celebrate the god. At the same time, the figurative usage of the 
term ever since the classical period (cf. DGR V) with the generalized 
meaning of 'cheerful procession', leads to its perceiving as a prototypical 
image of the party, the banquet full of high spirits, hence Hesychius' gloss 
(theta, 572): 

<Siacrov>· £uO}xfav 
"Siacro�: cheerful party". 

At the same time, the information he later provides is relevant for the 
semantic extension of the telTIl: 

Kai dfjS�, ou �ovov TO BUlCXlKOV, &JJ...a Kai TO Spav1KOV 
"Crowd, not just the Bacchic one, but also the one in a banquet" 

We are therefore witnessing the loss of the religious meaning of the telTIl
the premise of the evolution that led to its modem Greek meaning, where 
the only connection with the Bacchic religion is the joy Of... the origin of 
theater: it also designates a "comedy troupe". 

4,5, (i)upGOS 

A specific element to the Dionysian cult is the thyrsus, a wand adorned with 
ivy or vine, which often appears in the representations of the Bacchantes, 
both in literature and ceramic paintings. In modern etymological 
dictionaries, the term is considered to be of foreign origin, connected with 
a Hittite word with the meaning of 'vine' (cf. Chantraine, s.v., Beeks, s.v.). 

The Suda Lexicon provides a simpler explanation (theta, 613): 

10 Inexistent word, perhaps a contamination between SSO} and SuO}. 
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<@1ipcro,:> �aKXlK� pa�oo,. 
"8upcro�: Bacchic wand" 

EM (459, 38) interprets the term as a blending between 8UEtv ('to rush with 
rage') and ap86, ('straight'): 

<8upcro�>: '0 KNi8o� 6 nupa lHovocror nupa TO cr\)V£X&� Tal� �mvaG"l 
KTVOU�£VO�· oiovd Bustv (5 scmv 6p�av) 6p8o�, OUK £yK£KA1�£VO�. 
"the wand of Dionysus; originated in the continuous movement of the 
Maenads: as in «to rush [Bustv] in a straight position [6p86�], not leaning»" 

The thyrsus was such a specific element to the Bacchic manifestations that 
its absence from tbe ritual seemed unthinkable. That is why a scholium to 
Euripides (Scholia in Euripidem, Ores!es, 1492, 3) states: 

<a8upcr0l 6' ola vrv>: KUK68upG"0l. f\ 8upcrcov �6vov 8£6�£V0l 1tPO� TO dvm 
BuK'Xul. f\ aeupcro\)� a{)Tou� d1t£v, bed ai B6xXUl �£Ta 8upcrcov j3aKx£UOU(JlV 
"Without thyrsus: the ones who use it badly; or the ones that only lack the 
thyrsus to be Bacchantes because the Bacchantes celebrate the Bacchic cult 
with the thyrsus." 

4,6, Dionysns 

We have intentionally left the name Dionysus to the end, for tbe 
etymological interpretations seem to resume all the commentaries that we 
have made so far. 

The first explanation, that was, in fact, also compiled by the late 
lexicons, belongs to Socrates (Cratylos, 406c): 

o T£ yap [nov\)cro� d11 fry 6 <Dt&:: .. i'l�> TOV <Otvov> "[n80ivucro�" i:v ltmDt� 
KaJ ... O"\)�£VO�, OtVO� D', on <ol£cr8m vouv> £ZlOTY ltOl£l Tmv lttVOVT(OV TOU� 
ltOAAoU� OUK £XOVTU�, "oiovo\)�" DtKmOTUT' fry KaAoU�£VOS. 
"Dionysos is the one who gives [Dt80u�] the wine [Otvov]. He was playfully 
named Didoinysos [[nDoivucro�]; the wine [Otvo�], as it makes many 
drinkers believe that they do have a mind [ol£cr8m vouv], although they have 
not, could be rightly called oionous [oiovo\)�]." 

Leaving aside the discussion about Socrates' seriousness when creating the 
etymologies proposed in Cratylos, it is important to note that these 
explanations are certainly a reflection ofthe mentalities of his time: none of 
the definitions contradict the common beliefs, and that is why many modern 
exegetes think tbe whole dialogue is a parody of tbese ideas. The 
philosopher adopts the defining pattern used by his contemporaries, and, 
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starting from generally accepted conceptions, provides interpretations in 
line with those fOlTIlUlated in his time. From this point of view, we can be 
sure that what he proposes as an explanation for the name of Dionysus is 
nothing more than translating into an "etymological" definition the current 
prototypical image of this god: Dionysus, "the wine-giver". We should also 
note Socrates' remark, namely that Dionysus was called Didoinysos as a 
joke (Cv J[atlit(i); actually, it is the only name of a god that Socrates claims 
to have been given J[atDtK&�, 'in-joke', or 'ironically'. 

Olvo�, 'wine', in its turn, is interpreted as coming from the expression 
ol£cr8at vow "to think one has reason". The interpretation of this 
etymological proposal--{)ffered by Socrates himself-is also made in a 
playful key: the wine makes many people who drink it get the impression 
that they have reason when in fact they do not. The verb 0'i.scr8at means, 
literally, "to have the illusion", "to have a picture of something that does not 
correspond to reality"; that is why DtKato-ruTu is used here as seriously as 
possible, confilTIling this situation, and not ironically, as it could be 
interpreted. 

However, as suggested above, wine and �vi.a meet in the state oflosing 
one's self, in the communion with the god; it is this communion that 
provides you with the power of perceiving other realities, otherwise 
inaccessible to the mortals (for example, you can foresee the future, cf. Eur. 
Ba. 300). At the same time, voil" as opposed to AOyos-the reason as Ibe 
inner and subjective ordering ofthoughts-, is the spontaneous perception 
of a higher order, which you usually cannot even include in A6yo�, in orderly 
reasoning, and in speech. NOD� has an irrational component, therefore, the 
drunkenness, the state of Ilavia and of that very moment when you feel Ibat 
you have vou<;, that you are perceiving something beyond the ordinary 
reality of the world, have a strong common substrate. Subsequently, this 
interpretation of the name Dionysus carmot be seen exclusively as an ironic 
interpretation. 

EM provides a rich collection of etymologies for the name Dionysus, 
some of which having the source mentioned: 

<[n6vucro�>: O{ �£v [n6vu�ov alnov 6vo�a1:;oucnv, on cruv Kspacn 
y£vvcO�£vo� £vu�£ TOV [no� �llPOV, cO� LTIlcri�j3pOTO�. O{ 6£, �£uvucrov· 
£re£161) j3acr1A£u� Sy£V£TO NucrcnK <6£i"ivov> 6£ TOV j3aO"lASa Uyoucnv o{ 
'Iv60i, cO� 'I6J3a�. O{ 6£, altO TOU �10� Kai rfj� Nucrcrll� TOU opou� cOvo�acr8a1" 
£red £v TOUTC(l sy£vvr1811, cO� IIiv6apo�, Kai aV£TpaCPll. O{ 6£, altO TOU ltolJJJ.. 
6lUwcrm Kai KUTop8&crm, cO� AJ..£�av6po� 6 8acrlO�. O{ 6£, altO TOU 
60V£U£lV Kai K1V£Tv Ta crcO�UTa, iliovacr�C? TOU 1, cO� ltUKVO�, ltUKTV6� . . . . "H 
ltapa TO 6ao� 6a6cruvo�· Kai TPOltfj TOU a cl� 1". . "H altO TOU V£UCO 
�16v£ucro� Kai �16vucro�, 6 ltOl&V 61av£U£lV Kai �1) crTa8£pou� £1VUl TOU� 
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1tivOVTa�. "H nupa TO noMiL 8ulAucrm, 81<iA\)crO�, Kat Tponfj mu a ci� 0, Kat 
mu A cl� v. 
"Some call him Dionyxus, for, when he was born with horns, he pierced 
[£vu�£] the thigh of Zeus [[no�] , according to Stesirnbrotos. Others <call 
him> Deunysos: because he became the leader of Nyssa [N6crcrll]; deunon 
[6£UVOV] is an Indian name for 'king', according to Iobas. Others <say that> 
he is called so from Zeus [altO mu [no�] and from <the mountain> Nyssa 
[Ti'j� N6crcrl1�], because it is there where he was born, as Pindaros says, and 
where he grew up. Others, from the fact that he accomplishes [6urvucrm] and 
rules many things, according to Alexandros of 111asos. Others, from 
'shaking' [8ov£u£tv] and moving bodies, by enlarging with an -i-, as in 
1t\)KV� - nUKlv&;. Or from 'torch' [6ao�] , Daosunos [�a6cruvo�] , and by 
replacing -a- with -i-. Or from 'nodding' [v£uco],Dioneusos [�16v£\)crOS] and 
Dionysus, for he makes the drinking persons bow their heads [61av£"6£lV] and 
not stand straight. Or from the fact that he 'destroys' [6Uu. .. :Gcrm] a lot of 
things, Dialysos [61<iA\)crO�], and by replacing -a- with -o-and -1- with -n-." 

We note how these "etymologies" actually trace back Dionysus' history and 
attributes, from the birth-related myth, to his status as a leader of Nyssa, to 
his brightness comparable to that of a torch, and to the effects he has on 
humans. We could say that the essence of the god (at least as the late and 
Byzantine authors understood it) is concentrated here. 

From the point of view of the pattern applied, we find here the best 
sample of etymological science in classical, late and Byzantine period: the 
meaning, though unique, has several valences and it is gradually composed, 
dra\Vll out of more or less significant features. A word can establish both 
syntagmatic and paradigmatic relationships with countless other words; it is 
out of these relationships-either phonetic, cognitive or referential-that 
the meaning of the word slowly conceals. 

5. Conclusions 

We have tried to outline the characteristics of the ancient Greek and 
Byzantine lexicography, by taking as a case study the terms related to the 
Bacchic cult. This field resulted as particularly interesting because of the 
rich imagery and prejudices that it gave birth to, since the classical to the 
Byzantine era. 

The explanations provided by the ancient and Byzantine lexica 
highlight, thus, the evolution of the concepts related to the Bacchic cult
from deeply religious, to laic ironical terms. 

On the other hand, what we have tried to stress in this study is the 
concept of etymology as it functioned in that time, when fmm and meaning 
were seen as indissociable. We could thus understand how determining the 
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meaning of a word was strongly dependent on establishing as many 
relations as possible with other words, similar to it from a phonetic point of 
view. The semantics were then forged according to the cognitive features 
these words had in common. 

The modem concept of etymology seemed to be employed in a different 
marmer. Starting with the Neogrammarians, the semantic aspect-essential 
for the ancient lexicographers-is transferred on a secondary level while the 
phonetic laws almost monopolize the etymological approach. Nowadays, it 
is not as easy as in ancient or Byzantine times to mold the phonetic fmm of 
the word in order to match the semantic-sometimes evident-relation 
between two words. Sticking to the phonetic laws, we, modem 
lexicographers, sometimes miss the cognition between words that followed 
different phonetic paths, due to various linguistic and cognitive factors. 

Nonetheless, it is cognitive etymology-a branch of cognitive 
linguistics developed in the last few years-that connects, throughout its 
principles, the ancient methods with the modem ones. It takes as a starting 
point, not the predetelTIlined phonetic laws, but the semantics and the 
possible associations that the speaker might have established between 
different concepts-viewed in a typological perspective, i.e. in the wider 
context of semantic patterns observed in similar cases and in various 
languages. This approach is closer to the ancient one, inasmuch as the 
etymologist fIrst tries to understand the cognitive associations underlying a 
semantic change, and only then proceeds to the explanation of the
sometimes diffIcult to explain-phonetic evolutions. It IS now 
acknowledged that the phonetic laws do not intervene imminently and in an 
uncorrupted manner, but there are many other factors-either linguistic or 
extralinguistic-that make their way into the trajectory, the form, and the 
usage of a word. 

From this point of view, the ancient and Byzantine etymological 
methods do not seem at all strange and unjustifiable. The rupture that was 
once created between those etymological approaches and the modern ones 
(starting from the 19th century) seems now to have softened more and more. 
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NEW INSIGHTS ON THE LEXICON AND 

DIALOGIC STRUCTURE OF BILINGUAL 

GREEKiLATIN DIALOGUES FROM THE 

HERMENEUMATA PSEUDODOSITHEANA 

CHIARA FEDRIANI 

1. Introduction 

In this study I look at some aspects concerning the lexicon and dialogic 
structure of a series of bilingual dialogues written for didactic purposes in 
the Graeco-Rornan antiquity and commonly known as Hermeneumata 
Pseudodositheana. This label consists of two descriptive terms, the former 
of which, a transliteration of the Greek noun SPf!'lV£Uf!aTa 'inte'lPretations', 
points to the didactic jUnction of these texts, whereas the latter refers to their 
alleged authorship, since they were earlier (but erroneously, hence the 
prefix pseudo-) attributed to the late grammarian Dositheus (4th century 
eEl. In short, the 'interpretations of pseudo-Dositheus' constitute a 
"pedagogical dossier conceived in the context of the classroom" to instruct 
learners on how to acquire fluency in Latin or Greek (Gwara 2002: 1 1 0). 
The present analysis has been carried out on the complete series of the 
colloquia, which comprises the Colloquium Harleianum (ed. Dickey 2015), 
the Colloquium Leidense-Stephani and Stephani (ed. Dickey 2012), the 
Colloquium Celtis (ed. Dionisotti 1982, Dickey 2015), the Colloquium 
Montepessulanum (ed. Dickey 2015), and the Colloquia Monacensia
Einsidlensia (ed. Dickey 2012). 

Such bilingual dialogues are included in different versions of a language 
textbook also containing an alphabetical glossary, a classified glossary, and 
other bilingual didactic texts used by Latin speakers who wanted to learn 
Greek and/or by Greeks interested in learning Latin (for details about their 
origin, composition, and philological transmission, see Marrou 1950, 356-
357; Korhonen 1996; Tagliaferro 2003; Dickey 2012, 2015). However, as 
we will see below, the most important parts of the colloquia come from the 
Wes� and this led Dickey (2016 :  10) to suggest that they were originally 
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designed to teach Greek to Latin children, since Greek was a constitutive 
part of the basic education of cultured Romans (see e.g. Rochette 2010). 
The bilingual colloquia included in the Hermeneumala cany a special 
historical significance, since they constitute the first example of a textual 
geme which would be replicated on this model in the following centuries, 
thus becoming "an established type of textbook for three hundred years and 
more" (Hullen 1999: 53). Later developments include, for instance, the 
Cambro-Latin Dialogues De raris labulis (Gwara 2002) and the Old 
English-Latin Aelfric 's Colloquy (see, e.g., HUllen 1999: 79ff). 

In the context of our discussion, the most interesting portion of these 
manuals is constituted precisely by the colloquia, which students probably 
read, consulted, and learnt by heart in order to become fluent (example 1), 
to acquire spoken competence in a colloquial variety of the language (sermo 
cottidianus, example 2), and to learn everyday vocabulary and useful 
phrases (commixta et necessaria, example 3). This makes the colloquia a 
cross between a conversation manual and a topical glossary. Accordingly, 
the primary aim of these didactic materials was the development of 
elementary and practical L2 competence by teaching "how to greet someone 
politely, make excuses for not doing things, take oaths, and deliver crushing 
insults" (Dickey and Ferri 2012: 127). 

( 1 )  Quoniarn volo etvalde cupio /oqui Graece etLatine, rego te, magister, doce 

me. 

'Since I want and I am eager to speak Greek and Latin, I ask you, 
teacher, teach it to me' 1 (Mp 2)2 

(2) Quoniarn parvulis pueris incipientibus erudiri necessarium videbam 
auditionem interpretamentorurn sermonis cottidiani, per quem facillime 

Latine et Graece loqui instruantm 

'Since I saw that for little ooys beginning to be educated, the hearing 

ofhenneneumata of daily speech [is] a necessary thing, through which 

they may very easily be laught to speak Latin and Greek' (M/E lo-p) 

(3) dicarn commixta et necessaria. est autem haec salutatio sennomnn, 
interrogationes, male dicta, et alia multa 

'I shall say assorted useful phrases. These are the greeting [portion of] 

conversations, questions, insults and many other things' (H I la-b) 

1 All English translations and loci are those provided by Dickey (2012, 2015). 
2 In this paper I refer to the colloquia with the following abbreviations: C = Celtis, 
WE = Monacensia-Einsidiensia, Mp = Montepessulamtm, LIS = LeidenselStephani, 
S = Stephani, H = Harleianum. 
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Keywords such as auditionem interpretamentornm 'the hearing of 
hermeneumata' and the reclUTent use of the verb loqui 'to speak' 
documented in examples (1) to (3) neatly trint to a didactic methodology 

that basically relies on the auditory channel. Even when students read these 
texts, they presumably did so to repeat them aloud, with the aim of 
memorizing chlIDks and speak facillime 'very easily' in concrete 
conulllullcative contexts. In ether words, second language acquisition was 

essentially seen as a process of intemalization through communicative 
exposure (Tagliaferro 2003: 68). The starting point was the progressive 
storage of basic vocabulary arranged in crystallized phrases and sentences 
that could be creatively reused to fill in conversational slots. A crucial factor 
in accomplishing this goal is the strategic lay-()ut of the bilingual text as a 
line-for-line columnar translation, which creates a text in which 1x:th 

languages are idiomatic (Dickey 2016: 10--11; Figure 1). The vocabulary is 
often non-standard and non-literary, albeit correct, and even includes lexical 
selections which p;::rint toward sociolinguistic ally 'high' choices: we thus 
find aegrotare instead of male habere 'to be ill' ,  or capere rather than 

prehendere 'to take' (Fern 2008: 1 12, 131). 

V" � fl-c""'" ..... � . <LMono_ 
'V� -It.s""r' -tnns � 
L·100i �� 
ne<p p..;u- � 
.n J:.fli<.<1n.mr, 

Figure 1. Incipit of the MIE, codex Neapolitanus Graecus 11 D 35 (from Dickey 

2012: 75) 

These fictional bilingual dialogues offer some basic scenarios that present 

the basic lexicon and grnnunar in context, through "little scenes of everyday 
life in dramatized form, as used today in modem language courses" 
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(Dionisotti 1982: 86-87). The inventory of daily episodes is fairly 
circumscribed and cyclically recurrent in various colloquia, as shown in 
Table I (where numbers refer to the order of a given scene and brackets 
indicate brief reference only). 

C MfE Mp US S H 
GFITINGUP 1 1 1 1 1 
SCHOOL 2 2 2 2 3 
BUSINESS/SOCIAL 3 2 (5) 3-4-5 
LUNCH 3 4 (3) (3) 
PREPARING DINNER / A 4 4 
PARTY 

BATIIS 5 5 5 4 
DINNER 6 6 6 
BEDTIME 6 7 7 

Table 1 .  Distribution of typical scenes (after Dionisotti 1982, 93, with 
modifications) 

As Table I illustrates, the daily episodes are arranged along the course of a 
typical day, with a boy waking up, washing himself and getting dressed, 
then going to school, where he does a series of didactic activities, and 
coming back home for lunch. At this point, the various dialogues differ to a 
certain extent but generally share a change of focus, which from the 
afternoon onwards is put on the daily habits of an adult Similar routines 
include going to the baths, attending to business and social activities, such 
as recovering a loan or visiting a sick friend, and preparing a dinner party, 
among many others (see Dickey 2017 for a detailed survey of these stories 
of daily life). Now, as Dickey (2017: 133) reports, the colloquia generally 
amalgamate two originally separate texts, one about the daily routine of a 
schoolboy from waking up to lunchtime and the other with more variegated 
scenes impersonated by an adult (as shown in Table I). While the former 
basically present a schoolboy's monologue where the first-person narrative 
promotes a process of identification with the student, the adult daily routine 
is interspersed with more dialogic exchanges. The editions of the schoolboy 
part stemmed from a sole source, comPJsed in the Western area of the 
Roman Empire, probably in Rome, and then borrowed by Greek speakers 
who wanted to learn Latin, going on to spread also in the East (Dickey 2017: 
133). The second part, mostly involving an adult, was written in the East; 
the diverse versions found in the various colloquia differ much more from 
the schoolboy routine, which is replicated more consistently, probably 
because they had a variety of separate sources. In both cases, the original 
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texts date back to the imperial period: as Dickey (2012:  50) argues, there is 
no internal evidence compatible either with the Republican era or later 
medieval periods, and "government by emperors and the absence of 
Christianity are only the most obvious". 

Building on these premises, in this paper I look at some less studied 
characteristics of the way in which the lexicon is strategically presented in 
the dialogues by examining relevant features of their textual structure. Many 
scholars have investigated in detail the ancient didactic practices emerging 
from the colloquia (see Marrou 1950, Debut 1984, Tagliaferro 2003, 
Mancini 2004, Rochette 2008, Stramaglia 2010, Dickey 2016, Marek 2017), 
commented on the stereotypical daily scenes they contain (Dickey 2017), 
and provided fundamental analyses of the language found in these texts 
(Ferri 2008, Dickey 2012, 2015). More recently, attention has been paid to 
pragmatic phenomena: Fedriani and Molinelli (forthcoming) have looked at 
the colloquia in terms of speech acts theory, and Molinelli (2018) has 
concerned herself with politeness and facework. However, less attention has 
been paid to the way in which the dialogic structure helps illustrate the 
manuals' hot topics, namely vocabulary and the basic principles of Greek 
and Latin grammar (exceptions being Dickey 2012: 196-197 and particular 
comments on specific loci). Accordingly, the aim of this study is to give an 
account of the specific conversational moves that are skillfully deployed in 
the dialogues as a means of introducing elementary linguistic tenets, with a 
varying degree of narratological motivation, ranging from a more 
reasonable insertion of lexical material into the dialogic flow to the artificial 
interspersing of long word lists that are almost unrelated to the surrounding 
context. Examples (4) and (5) illustrate this point, featuring two 
conversational exchanges which contain some of the main textual 
'ingredients' we will see in detail in the course of the article. 

In example (4) the adult speaker gives a series of orders for the 
preparation of dinner. The sequence of multiple requests constitutes a 
structural template to present the lexicon concerning couches and wine in a 
real context of use. As Dickey (2012: 197) explains, "vocabulary lists 
clearly arose from the fact that the colloquia were used to teach vocabulary 
in context; the lists consist of words related to the sentence just given". In 
(4), nouns pointing to concrete things used every day feature as direct 
objects of transitive verbs denoting basic actions such as 'to cover', 'to 
open', 'to bring out' . This simple dialogue probably enabled students to 
learn simple sentences made up of elementary verbs and semantically 
compatible fillers as objects, to broaden their vocabulary in a specific 
semantic field, and also to memorize a set of quasi-synonymic alternatives 
given in brackets within the running text. 
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KMU'¥OV �U8pov coopen scamnurn 'Cover the bench 
C G11l1l'cO"lOOV niv (steme lectum, (spread [a covering 
diVTlV, cornpone on] the couch, 
crUv8&; GUlXt8toV stibadilUll set up the 
Kat UVUO"'tpcOMU'tU et stragula semicircular couch 
fK1:c.tvOV), extende), and spread out the 
Sb; lCa8apO:n:c.pov. pone rmmdiorern. coverings), 
avoU:;ov '[a�<t>c.lOV, aperi cellarilUll, 
8tk.vCfKE. oivo�6pa., profer vasa vinaria, put out the finer 

, Kai OtVOV, et vinurn, [one]. 
EAatOV olelllTI Open the store room, 
Ko1 yapi8tov et liquamen, bring out the wine 
GtriVT]V. cerveSIam. Jars, 

and wine, 
oil 
and fish-sauce, 
beer. '  

CC 48-49) 

]n example (5), the speaker asks a series of questions to his interlocutor, 
who answers in turn, thus co-constructing a textual grid filled in by useful 
question-and-answer patterns. Through this elementary exchange, students 
could easily learn how to ask some basic wh- questions (thue; - quos? 
'whom?' , 1rE.pi 1[oiav oopuv - circa quam horam? ' around what hour?', SY 
1rOlcp t61rcp - in quo loco? 'in what placeT) and how to answer them. In 
turn, answers could constitute a strategic means embedded in the dialogue 
to introduce new vocabulary quite naturally, as in this case, where the 
interaction closes with a paradigmatic set of replies all compatible with the 
question 'in what place?' : 'L; to <popov, £v tii (noli, £nix, TIis awi1; tliS 
NiKTlo.; - in foro, in porticu, iuxta stoam Victoriae 'in the forum, in the 
portico, near the stoa of Victory'. In yet other cases, a direct yes/no question 
(such as IIapsN:t.�&;; - adhibuisti? 'did you call in?') offers the opportunity 
to give a correct answer featuring a different form of the same verb 
(IIapsN:t.�ov - adhibui '] did', I "  person singular, literally '] called in'), thus 
providing illustrative evidence for a variety of inflected fonns of a given 
paradigm. 

(5) ITap£Wj3&;; 
ITap£Wj3ov. 
Tivm;; ToU� GoDs 
�iAou,. Kw.w, 
btoiT]Ga.:;. 
LUVc.ta.;ro; 

Adhibuisti ? 
Adhibui. 
Quos? Tuos arnicos. 
Bene fecisti. 
Constituisti? 
circa quam horarn? 

[G:] 'Did you call in 
[advocates]?' [L:] 'I 

did.' 
[G:] 'Whom?' [L:] 
'Your friends.' [G:] 
'You did well. '  
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tij, NiKTK 
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in quo loco? 
In foro, 
in porticu, 
iuxta stoam 
Victoriae. 

[G:] 'Have you fixed 
a meeting? ArOlUld 
what hour7 
In what placeT 
[L:] 'In the forum, 
in the portico, 
near the stoa 
of Victory. 

, 

49 

(M/E 4 h-i) 

In the remainder of this study I provide an analytic description of the 
dialogic structure designed to insert vocabulary in the colloquia. I first look 
at the case of word lists and offer an account of the speech acts they are 
typically em bedded in (Section 2). I then turn to different types of 
interrogative exchanges (Section 3). Section 4 reassesses the role of these 
textual and dialogic structure as a geme-specific didactic tool and offers a 
review of the results. 

2. Topical word lists and their relation to Speech Acts 

This section is devoted to forms, functions and dialogical distribution of 
word lists in the colloquia. As we shall see, word lists constitute a very 
frequent textual device used to provide lexical inventories related to 
coherent semantic fields, thus forming part of the onomasiological tradition. 
Within this tradition, vocabulary lists are designed for people who know 
what to say but do not know how to say it; they help them "find words 
expressive of the contents which they have in their minds" (Hullen 1999: 
13). In the colloquia, topical word lists are preferably inserted into two 
specific speech acts: directives, which can be defined as acts which cause 
the interlocutor to perform a given action (this is the typical case of requests, 
orders, and advice), and descriptive statements, that is, sequences of 
assertive acts depicting a series of actions. On the other hand, I have 
identified two main word list structures, namely (i) series of paradigmatic 
alternatives given in brackets, which parenthetically interrupt the flow of 
the narrative, and (ii) lists of semantically related words. 

Let us first look at topical word lists given in brackets. They were 
presumably designed to practice speech routines by choosing from among 
a set of semantically close words: the idea behind topical word lists was 
probably that of learning by substituting synonyms and experimenting with 
new configurations, to "learn flexibility through patteming" (Gwara 2002: 
1 1 2). In such cases, various alternatives are given in brackets at particular 
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places to expand vocabulary skills within a given semantic field, as in (6), 
where the lexical choices pertain to the domain of typical urban locations 
and institutions: 

(6) TUanv, Quid est, '\\That is it, 
ci8fA�t; frater? brother, 
81U "Ct oUXi qua re non why didn't 
�A8&; npix; venisti ad you come to 
"Cov va.6v; temphun? the temple? 
(cl,;; nlV OiKtaV; (ad domurn? (to [our] house? 
np(x; nlV Cryopav; ad fonnn? to the forum? 
np(x; "Co CocOUcrn'jplOV; ad auditorium? to the lecture hall? 
np(x; "Cov OlKa.O"n'jV; ad iudicem? to the judge? 
np(x; "Cov una"Cl.J(ov; ad consularem? to the ex-consul? 
et.; nlV n6J.w; in civitatem? to town? 
et.; "Co XroptOV; ad villam? to the cOlmtry estate? 
np(x; "Cov ciocf.<poV ad fratrem to our brother?)' 
��v;) nostrlUTI?) 

(H 26a-<) 

The colloquia show a certain degree of variation with regard to the 
frequency and relative length of word lists. While the colloquium Stephani 
features a dialogic structure defined by Dickey (2012 :  228) as "a connected 
and reasonably coherent narrative" that is never broken up by word lists, the 
colloquium Celtis and the LeidenselStephani are full of vocabulary 
inventories that interrupt the story and are only minimally relevant to the 
context If we consider example (7), for instance, it is clear that words are 
not meaningful constituents of the Verb Phrase they are inserted into, but 
rather a list of 'names' artificially referenced parenthetically for purely 
didactic reasons. Dickey (2015 : 207) discusses the case of the boy who is 
the main character at the beginning ofthis passage and who is not likely, for 
instance, to have O1JVSMU8spot - colliberti 'fellow freedman' . The 
unnatural list of greeted people is probably a later expansion, conceived of 
as a strategic opportunity to fit in a large amount of word stock (Dickey 
2015 206). 

(7) , cl'ra e.nciVel� deinde regredior 'Then I return 
cl,;; OiKlaV "CaU nu"CpO;. ad domlUTI patris. to [my]father's 
5JrGl� a.crnacra.cr8m eo salutare house. 
YOVel.; parentes I go to greet 
(nU"C�a (patrem [my] parents 
Km �c"Cepa et matrem ([my] father 
Kai nCarnov et avum and mother 
Km �c44.LT]V, et aviarn, and grandfather 
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a&Nj>ov fratrem and grandmother, 
KOi tiOeNj>�v, et sororem, brother 
Kat ncivrcu; cruyyc.vc.U;, et Ollllles and sister, 
8c.tov cognates, and all [my] 
Kat 8dru;, a Vllllculrun relatives, 
'tPQ(pov et arnitas, [my] uncle 
Km'tpoc.pro.., nutricem and allllts, 
npwiJcuniv tij, et nutritiores, nurse 

oudcu;, maiorem dornus, and male nurse, 
ntiv'tw; Ollllles collibertos, steward, 

cruvc.Aru8epou.;, ostiannn, and [my] fellow 
eupoupov, domesticurn, freedmen, 
otKtUKOV, Vlcmos, the doorkeeper, 
yc.hevm;, Ollllles anncos, the domestic 
Iim:tvcCU; �iAou<;, incolarn, servant, 
E.VOtKc.TIjV, insulariurn, the neighbors, 
\T]O"ocpUJ...cuca., elllluchurn). all [my] friends, 
cUvoUxov). the domestic 

servant, 
the concierge, 
the emmch' 

CC 17a-<l) 

As is evident from the passages given above, these insertions functioned as 
basic phrase books, with contextualized vocabulary lists featuring words in 
paradigmatic relation to each other, sometimes reaching a remarkable 
length. This suggests that the colloquia had a clear, privileged focus on the 
acquisition of lexical competence and the primary aim of expanding 
learners' vocabulary. 

In other cases, however, the didactic goal of word lists was to provide 
different inflectional patterns for the same word, as in (8), where the 
alternative choices in brackets serve to illustrate different conjugation 
options for a given verb (ypa'l'ffi - scribe 'I write', yp6.cpeu; - scribis 'you 
write'), number opposition for a noun (ypaflfla - littera 'letter', ypiLflflara 
- litterae 'letters'), semantically related derivative doublets such as ypa'l'l] 
- scriptura 'writing', an abstract concept opposed to ypacpsu.:; - scriptor 
'writer', its nomen agentis; and Adjectives as possible modifiers (EUllvtKa 
- Graeca 'Greek', 'PmflatKa - Latina 'Latin'). 
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'AJJ..af,6v �t, Muta rnihi, 'Translate [this] for me, 
ypcnvov. scribe. write ! '  
(ypWpOl, (scribo, (l write, 
ypti�"";' scribis, you write, 
ypa��, scriptura, writing, 
ypuqJc.uc;, scriptor, writer, 
ypti�, littera, letter, 
ypti�w, litterae, letters, 
'EM�vtKa, Graeca, Greek, 
'POl�Kti) Latina) Latin). 

(LIS 5a-b) 

In (9), in turn, the lexical alternative given in brackets (CL1f£PXOflat � vado 'I 
go') illustrates a relational antonym of the preceding verb meaning 'to 
come' . In (10) the focus is rather on grammar instead, with the narrative 
structure depicting a very basic event (the schoolboy 'fights' for his seat and 
begins reading), a strategic chance to insert different conjugated forms of 
three salient verbs ('to sit', 'to learn', 'to study') and alternative pronominal 
inflections. 

(9) 'Epxo�t Venio I come 

( cwPX°flat) (vado) (I go) 

ct.; TI]V (JXOA.�v. in scholam. to school. 

(LIS 21) 
(l0) 'EKc.t npooxropc.t1:c." Illue accedite: 'Go over there: 

£)lO� '"C6no� EarlV, rneus locus est, [this] is my place, 
i.yoo ego I 
7tpOKU'tUa.(30V. occupavi. got it first' 
( EKCt8tcra., (sech, (I sat, 
KtiilTUHJt, sedeo, I sit, 
�v8civro, disco, I learn, 
MUv9aveu;, discis, you learn, 
)leM'tCO, edisco, I study, 
�£Ti19 ecliscis) you study) 
�8� Km£XOl iarn teneo Now I grasp 
nlV i�v civayvromv. rnearn lectionern. my reading. 
(tfl&;, (rneus, (my (m.), 
tfl�, mea, my (f), 
£)lOV, meUIll, my (n.), 
£floi, mihi, to me, 
�rt£'fjlcx;, noster, our (m.), 
��'4>a, nostra, our (f), 
�)Ji'[c.pov, nostnnTI, our (n.), 
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nobis, 
tuum, 
tuus, 
tibi, 

VQS, 
nos, 
vestrum) 

to us, 
your (n.), 
your (m.), 
to you, 
you (pl.), 
we, 
your (pl.» 

53 

(LIS 4a�f) 

Besides word lists given in brackets, the colloquia are often interspersed 
with lexical inventories showing varying degrees of narrative integration 
into the context. A strategic occasion to insert vocabulary is provided, for 
instance, by series of instructions to prepare lunch for a guest (ex. 1 1) and a 
dinner party (ex. 12). In (1 1), the master orders the cook to bring out of the 
cellar all the food, drinks, and kitchen utensils to prepare the meal. The long 
list of ingredients and objects entirely depends on the main verb in the 
imperative npo£v£YK£ � profer 'bring out' . In (12) we find a very similar 
context, where the master issues some orders to a slave boy to get the dining 
room well ready for his guests. This excerpt is slightly more complex than 
the one in (1 1), since here we have a long series of directives featuring 
different verbs heading a variety of Noun Phrases: the aim was probably to 
illustrate concrete uses of verbs and the typical objects they co-occurred 
with, thus providing evidence for longer chunks. Note that in both passages 
the list of objects (ex. 1 1 )  or actions (ex. 12) is introduced by a shared 
pattern: bringing or preparing quae necessaria/opus sunt 'the things that are 
necessary' . 

( 1 1) mpoZv£YKE ii 

c.imv") 
Ma;;, 
fAcuOV L1tUVQV 
Kat E.1tLn'jOc.lOV 
cL;; "CoU� AUXVOUs, 
ycipov 

npccn:ov 
Kai ocu'tf.ptoV, 
&Sos 8pt�, 
oivov A.c.UKOV 
Kai �Mav6v, 
YW;'COs, 
naA.ut6v, 

profer quae necessaria 
sun!: 

sale, 
oleum Spanrun 
et apparaturn 
ad lucernas, 
liquarnen 
pumurn 
et seclUldurn, 
acetum acnnn, 
vinum album 
et nigrurn, 
rnusturn, 
vetus, 
ligna sicca, 

Bring out the things 
that are necessary: 
salt, 

Spanish oil, 

and provision 

for the lamps, 
fish-sauce [that is, 
both the] 
first 

and second grade, 
sharp vinegar, 
white wine 
and black [wine], 
new [wine], 

old [wine], 
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SUAa ��pci, carbones, dry firewood, 
Uv8pC11CCh:;, prunarn, coals, 
UvSpUKtCtV, secunrn, a live coal, 
it2;iVllv, vasa, an axe, 
mcclH], catina, vessels, 
A01tuoa,;, caccablUTI, dishes, 
x;lrcpUV, ollarn, a cooking-pot, 
U��w, craticularn, 

a pot, oxcipav, coopertoriurn, 
a grid-iron, 

niii� rnortariurn, 

9Uc.tav, pistillurn, a cover, 

ltM'fjli�vov, cultellum a mortar, 

�XaiplOv. a pestle, 
a little knife.' 

(M/E 9c�f) 

(12) 'E1[(c.no� qlUOU-; Quoniarn arnicos ' Since I have invited 
E.1C6J...ecra., invitavi, friends 
USE npoc; iJlE veni adrne [for dinner], 
Kat E.LOiMUGOV �JltV et para nobis come to me 
7DiYtCt omnia and prepare for us 
'tuxpc.iaov[U quae opus Sllllt everything 
eh; 8<e>t1tVov in cenarn that is necessary 
Kai 1:0 )lUY<E>ipCP et coco die for ruIlller, 
dni ut pulrnentaria and tell the cook 
tva 'tU npocrc.pciyta bene condiat. to season 
1(aAro� Gpwcrn. Venite huc, the relish well. '  
"E)'8cue (1&, excutite culcitarn, 'Come here, 
E.1C'ttVru;CL'tc. nlV ponite pulvinum, shake out the 
WA.llV, operite cushion, 
8f.Tc.'to stragula set out the pillow, 
1lpOOKGq:lcJAOlOV, et opertoria, drape the 
1IGpt�ltM" ducite scopam, couch-covers 
crtproMU'tCt spargite aquam, and the throws, 
mi 1I4'tIl6Ailla., stemite pull the broom 
u'1CIJGCt'tc. mJpov, triclinium, [along], 
pciv(uc. uorop, adferte calices sprinkle water, 
crtproGU1:c. et argentum. arrange 
'to 1:ptdivLOV, tu, puer, the dining room, 
tpi.pc.'tG 'ta 1tOnlpta tolle lagunarn bring the cups 
KUt 'ta apYUProMU'ta.. et imple aquam, and the silverware. 
crU, nailiCrptOv, scinde ligna, You, boy 
dpov nlV A&yuvov exterge mensam pick up the flask 
Kai YOMffiGOV uOrop, et JX)ne in medium. and fill [it with] 
crx,iaov SUAa., water, 
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split wood 
wipe off the table 
and put it in the 
middle. 
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(Mp 1 1-12) 

As is evident from examples (1 1-12), a specific speech act seems 
particularly suitable for hosting vocabulary lists, namely ordering. Orders 
in the colloquia are typically issued by a dominus or by his son who ask 
their servants to prepare a bath, or a party, to do the shopping, among many 
other activities. The dialogic frame of giving orders readily accommodates 
the insertion of lists of objects Cas in example 1 1) or lists of actions Cas in 
12). The latter case is further illustrated in examples (13-14), where the 
orders given to prepare a meal constitute the structural skeleton for 
introducing an expanded food-related word stock: as Dickey C2016:  49) 
remarks on the passage in (14), "The wide variety of food on offer could 
reflect an elaborate meal, but is more likely that the writer wants to squeeze 
in as much food vocabulary as possible". 

(13) bt(£)tli� ""tyro, quornarn esuno, 'since I am hlUlgry 
Mym '[0 �ou 7trnOi· dico meo puero: 1 say to my (slave) boy: 
Oi;, TpimEl;av Pone mensam "Set out the table 
(mi) bttTpwti.!;wv et mantele and tablecloth 
Kai XElpoj...W.K.'tpov· <et> mappam; and napkin; 
Kui o:m91 etvade and go 
7tpO� nlV KUpiav crou, ad tuam dominam, to your mistress, 
(Kui) EvE"{KE &PLOV et affer panem and bring bread 
Kci 7lpoorpaytOv et pulmentarium and relish 
(Kai) n6mv OtVOU et potionem vini and a drink of wine 
(su8ou, Itptilwil, (cervesiae, conditi, (of beer, of spiced wine, 

u'}ftveiou, absinthii, lactis) of absinth-flavored wine, 

riWl(KW)<;). of milk)' 
(C 44) 

(14) <169' �)liv uopoyapov. Date nobis hyillogaron 'Give us fish-sauce 
prepared with water. 

oo� ��tV ywcracr8ru da nobis gustare Give us to taste 

�),QXa<; secr,fu;. malvas ferventes. boiled mallows. 
i;niOo� �m porrige mihi mapparn. Hand me a napkin. 
XEtpEK�YtoV. afferte. Bring [it] . 
K0J.1iauTE. mitte irnpensam Put some fish-oil 

ad acetabulum. sauce into the 
vinegar-cup. 
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I\<UE tN:uOyapov divide lUlgellas. Divide up the pigs' 
� <" o;v�WrtOv. trotters. 
JJipurov "Cu ov0x;ta.. conchle aqualiculurn, C ut up the pa\Ulch, 
KamK0'l'0V KOu..i8WV, chordarn ex aqua. the boiled tripe. 
7W:lCniV ti; iioa<o;. vide si habes piperaturn. See if you have a 

pepper dressing. 
10E c.i EX ctA; 1tc.nep cirov . intinge. Dip it in' 

Utor. 'I use it.' 
imi(KI1tTE. Utere. 'Use it. 
Xp6i�. 
Xpii> da ficaturn Give [us?] some 
oo� mJKO),'COV tenenrrn, tender fig-fattened 
1pUtpc.pov, turdos, liver, 
KiXAu.;, glandulas, thrushes, 
lCaMi1Cp= lactucas. sweetbreads, 
8pioa1CCU;. lettuces. 
e1; £� U)lOOV &PLOV unus de vobis panern One ofyoll, 
Klao'El frangat break the bread 
Kat ' � KUvimctov et in canistellurn and put it into a 
ElO'oiO'El. fuferat. basket. 
KCttCt 'ta.;tv 1mpaoo-;. ad orrunern trade. Pass it arOlmd in 

order. 
KluO'ov ,¥CO �C;. frange quadras. Break the loaves. 

Note that at the end of the passage in (14) there is an interesting case of 
variatio, with a change in word order, from the predominant VO pattern to 
the av pattern (documented in such sentences as panem frangat, in 
canistellum in/erat in the Latin version, with parallels in the Greek one) .' 
Moreover, word order variation is accompanied by a switch of addressee: 
all orders are issued in the 2nd person imperative, except from those 
mentioned above, which are addressed to a generic 3rd person (sit; Ss U)lOOV 
- unus de vobis 'one of you') and conveyed through exhortative present 
subjunctives in Latin ifrangat, in/erat) and the use of the future tense in 
Greek (KA6.cm, siooioOt). It is likely that such fluctuations were used to 
present different alternatives co-existing in the language, thus making it 
easier to master a more complex inventory of constructions and what Gwara 
(2002: 1 1 2) calls extended grammatical flexibility. 

3 The most frequent constituent order in the colloquia is SVO: see Mancini (2004, 
1 76) and Ferri (2008, 1 54). 
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The passage in (14) also serves to illustrate the most frequent verbal 
structures documented in directive acts in the colloquia. I found that the 
most typical construction, occurring in 62% of cases, features a transitive 
verb in the imperative, with possible fillers as direct objects (see also 
example 12) or a long list of them (as in example 1 1). Next comes the 
intransitive pattern (28%), which is probably slightly less favored because 
it is not a good way to present collocations of verbs and a choice of 
compatible nouns they can occur with (or simply because intransitive verbs 
are generally less frequent than transitive ones). Third in line we find the 
ditransitive construction, featuring a direct object and an indirect object, 
such as SJdoo<; �tDAT XStpSK�6.ytoVACC � porrige mihiDAT mappamACC 'hand 
me a napkin' in example (14). Since the semantic scope of this construction 
is very narrow, being limited to verbs of giving, saying, sending and a few 
others compatible with the general event schema of transfer, it covers only 
9% of all the verbal constructions found in the corpus. 

Directives do not constitute the only speech act type which is 
strategically exploited to insert topical word lists into the running tex� 
however. Another very prominent type in this respect is statements, 
particularly within detailed descriptions of sequences of everyday routines. 
A nice example is a recurrent dressing scene conceived as an opportunity to 
teach clothing vocabulary 4 In the Mill version ofthe colloquia this vignette 
is depicted with such a broad variety of lexical details to lead "to the 
absurdities such as the one in this passage, where the boy ends up wearing 
three large, bulky garments (the mantle, outer garmen� and cape), none of 
which could realistically have been worn underneath any of the others" 
(Dickey 2016 12) 

( 15) 'Op8pou Ante lucem 'Before daylight [i.e., 
oyp�y6p�cra vigilavi at dawn] 
z� uJtVou· de sonmo; I awoke 
UVf.(J"tT]V surreXl from sleep; 
OK ni, d;VIl<;, de lecto, I got up 
£KCi9taa., sedi, from the bed, 
eAajlov accepl I sat down, 
uno8ccr)Ji8a.:;, pedules, I took 

4 The colloquia vary to a great extent with regard to the clothing inventory 
mentioned in the dressing scene that opens the schoolboy's daily routine: in the LIS 

colloquium, it is restricted to only three elements (un08��U"ta Kai ,[aUs nWms KCLt 
uva1;u<pi>oo.s - calciamenta et udones et hracas 'socks, shoes, and trousers' :  
LIS! e), and in the S colloquilUll, to two (uno8��'[a. Kai nc.plK"'l�t8m; - calciamenta 
et ocreas 'shoes and leggings': S 4a). 
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KWI,tytU" 
umoT]crc4LTJv· 
nTll<Ju u8cop 
cU; O'Vlv. 
vimoMUl 
"f6i'�v ',cu; Xdpru;, 
c.l'tU TIlv 0o/Lv 
sVL'¥c4ulv· 
curE )l112;u. 
an.sfn-]Ku nlV 
E.YKOL�'tpav· 
gj."apov XL'roovu 
1tp0; "Co crOOJlU" 
nc.p�ro(Jc4ulv , 
�A"''I'a �v KE�aA�V 
)lOO 
Kat f.K1:E.vtcrU" 
E.1toillcra mpi '[QV 
'Pitxr1wv 
civa.(36)..Ctlov. 
eve8ucra�v 
enc.VOUTIlV 
A.Wtalv· bnivro 
E.v8uo�l1:u ctlu..OVT]v. 

caligas; 
calciavi me; 
POPOSCl aquarn 
ad faciern; 
lavo 
pnmo manus, 
deinde faciern 
lavi; 
extersi. 
deposui dorrnitoriam; 
accepi tmricarn 
ad corpus; 
praeClI1X1 me; 
1ll1Xi caput meum 
et pectinavi; 
feci circa colhnn 
pallarn 
indui me 
superanarn 
albarn, supra 
induo paenulam. 

gaiters, 
boots; 
I put on my boots; 
I asked for water 
for [my] face; 
I wash 
[my] hands first, 
then [my] face 
I washed; 
I dried [myself] . 
I took off [my] night
clothes; 
I took a tunic 
for [my] body, 
I put on my belt; 
I anointed my head 
and combed [my 
hair]; 
I put arOlmd my neck 
a mantle; 
I put on 
an outer garment, 
a white one, [and] on 
top 
I put on a hooded 
cape.' 

(MfE 2a-d) 

At this juncture, a quantitative analysis of the speech acts contained in the 
colloquia may help us gain a deeper understanding of the relative 
importance of descriptions (that is, Statements) and Orders as strategic act 
types to 'host' vocabulary lists. The data reveal that Statement is the most 
frequent act, followed by Order, by far the most frequent type of Directive. 
Table 2, which is after Fedriani and Molinelli (forthcoming), shows the 
frequency with which different speech acts are documented in each 
colloquium. Figure 1 graphically summarizes this distribution. 
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Now, the distribution outlined in Figure I shows that the third and fourth 
most frequent speech act types are Questions and Answers, respectively. 
This suggests that interrogative exchanges constitute an important and well 
represented dialogic structure in the colloquia. Accordingly, the next 
section is devoted to them, since, as we will see, they constitute another 
strategic interactional template to illustrate vocabulary and conversational 
routines in context. 

3. Interrogative exchanges 

In an insightful study devoted to the acquisition of Latin as a Second 
Language, Mancini (2004: 176) underlined that yes-no questions are 
frequently attested in the colloquia, since they constitute the interrogative 
format which implies the shortest possible answer, thus helping lighten the 
learners' cognitive load. Besides polar questions, however, two other major 
interrogative exchanges are of particular interest to us here, namely what I 
call the 'interrogative adjacency pair', on the one hand, and the 'request
for-information' question type, on the other. Let us examine each of them 
and evaluate their key role in teaching vocabulary, grammatical patterns, 
and how to fill basic conversational slots. 

Adjacency pairs are very common in everyday interactions. They are 
made up of two adjacent turns that are dialogically related and uttered by 
two different speakers. Typical examples include greeting fonnulae, which 
are particularly frequent in the colloquia (see Ferri 2008 : 160-163), and 
routinized 'how-are-you' questions, followed by their 'socially expected' 
answers, as in examples (16-17): 

(16) KaAOi, s�oau;, Ami",c' 
zanv Gc. i&.1:v; 
Tt 1tpCtTtc.U;; 
ITCtv'tu 6p8ro�. 

nro� £):£.1(;; 
:Euyxcdpo�ai GOl 
oihros tTh; £)101. 

Bene valeas, Lucie; 
est te videre? 
Quid agis7 
Omnia recte. 

quomodo habes? 
Gratulor tibi 
sic quomodo mihi. 

'May you be well, Lucius; 
do 1 really see youT 
[L:] 'How are you doing?' 
[G:] 'Everythiug's goiug 
well. 
How are youT 
[L:] 'I rejoice for you 
in the same way as for 
myself. 

(M/E 4b--c) 
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(17) Kuptc, 
XCLlpc 
(Jro8dT]� tiGt, 
npompu. '[aLe.. 
nrue; 
'ta npCtyJlU1:Ct GOU; 
navra KaA&C;; 
'[1; Ot 900t 
8tA.oumv. 

Chiara Fedriani 

Dornine, 
salve. 
salvus sis semper, 
arnantissirne. 
quomodo 
res tuae? 
omnia bene? 
Quomodo dii 
vohmt. 

' Sir, 
hello' 
may you be well for 
ever, 
most loving one. 
How 
are your affairs? 
[15] all well?' 
'As the gods 
wish.' 

61 

(H 1 2a-b) 

The excerpt in (18) illustrates a slightly different contextual variant, to be 
used when greeting and announcing someone who is knocking at the door: 

(18) T1; KpoUGt TI]V Quis pulsa! 'Who is knocking at the 
wpa(v); OStilUTI? door?' 
ITupa raioo A Gaio '[A rnessenger] from Gaius 
npOC; AoUKlOV. ad Luciurn. to Lucius. 
et £v8ci& ecrriv, si hie est, If he is here, 
5:yyeu..ov. mmtia. annOlUlce [me} . '  
ITapwnv napa Venit a Gaio. '[Someone] is here [Lat. : 
rmOD. has come] from Gaius.' 
'EpO:J'tr]GOV ca'n:6v. Roga ilIum. 'Ask [him] in.' 
TU .anv, Quid est, puer? '\Vhat is it, boy? 
7tcu8&ptOv; 
nuvm KaA.&;; omnia recte? Is everything all right?' 
Nfu, rnptf.. Etiarn, dornine. 'Yes, sir.' 

(Mp 4a-<o) 

Note that some conversational slots are recurrent across different colloquia: 
a case in point here is the very common ' is all well?' question, realized with 
two synonymic variants in the Latin text of the colloquium Harleianum and 
in the Montepessulanum, respectively (omnia bene? in example 17  and 
omnia recte? in 1 8), corresponding to the Greek expression TCavra KaN:D�; 
in both cases. j Along similar lines, the typical 'how are you doing?' 
routinized greeting is realized with two different Latin patterns in the very 

5 In example (16), by contrast, we find mvm op8roC;, which is not idiomatic Greek 
and preslUllably constitutes a translation of the corresponding Latin expression 
(Dickey 2012: 160). 
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same exchange in (16), namely quid agis? and quomodo habes?, 
corresponding to two Greek equivalents, it 1[PUHSU;; and 1[(DO:; E.XSto:;;, 
respectively .' Yet another alternative is employed in example (17), miSS tit 
1[pUy�U1:U aou; � quomodo res tuae? 'how are your affairs?' 

It is interesting to note briefly that in the colloquia adjacency pairs also 
include directive acts featuring a request and a reply which confirms that 
the request has been met This pair is worth mentioning because it 
constitutes another strategic means to illustrate different inflected forms of 
the same verb. In example (19), for instance, the same verbs are first used 
in the 2nd-person singular imperative and then in the pt-person singular of 
the perfect tense : arguably, two very useful verbal fonns to be learnt and 
used in basic everyday interactions. A very similar example is provided 
under 5 above. 

(19) ac.ppuytcrov. 
'Emppuyt.cra. 
Apt8� 
apt8)lllcrov. 
A.piS)lllcra. 
AOKiMillJov. 
'EooKi�(L 

signa. 
Signavi. 
NlUTIero 
numera. 
NlUTIeravi. 
Proba. 
Probavi. 

' [now] put your seal on 
[the 
document] . '  
']  have sealed [it] . ' 
'COllllt it out by number. ' 
'I have cOlmtedit.' 
'Exarnine it.' 
'I have examined it. ' 

(MlE Sd) 

The other interrogative fonnat which is frequently used as a valuable means 
to teach question-and-answer patterns is the 'request for information' type, 
which typically features wh-questions. The main didactic aim in this context 
was probably to teach students how to ask such questions and how to reply 
correctly in different ways. In the passage given in (20), for instance, the 
exchange opens with a yes-no question, which is then followed by a 'where' 
question COnou; - ubi?), and two 'what' questions featuring the 
interrogative pronouns ·d; � quid? Answers are very simple and are 
typically made up of bare verbs (e.g., 'l'tAOAOrSt - studebat 'he was 
studying' as a reply to the question 'what was he doing?'), accompanied at 
most by a very basic specification of place (sk; ri]v oiKiav - ad domum 'at 
home'). In (21) we find very similar wh- questions, answered again with 

6 As far as the Latin formula quomodo hahes is concerned, it is clear that this is non
standard Latin, and that the phrase is a translation of the Greek model nro� gXc.U;;, 
which is well attested in the Classical literature (see further Dickey 2012: 160). The 
most typical equivalent expression is however qUid agis? (see Poccetti 2010: 101-
]03). 
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very short sentences featuring simple verbs or expressions of time (Jrpo 
6\(yO)v T]f!£PO'iv � intra paucos dies 'a few days ago') and place (ou f!CJJ(pav 
� non longe 'not far off). 

(20) 'Ey£vou 11p&; 
m'rc6v; 

(21) 

'Eyc.v6�llV. ''Onoll , 
llv; 
EL; Lilv oiKiaV 
E.K&.9rj'w. 
Kai Ti btOtc.t; 
'E�1Ao)'6yct. 
Kat Ti c.tnev; T oU-; 
£wm-; 
£KOE.XOjlUL 
£pxovcru 
Kai CocoA.ou8ro. 

'Eav 8£)'�� 
",8£ �8' �f1rov. 
Doil; 

Fuisti ad ipsurn? 
Fui. Ubi erat? 
Ad domurn sedebat. 
Et quid faciebat? 
Studebat. 
Et quid dixit? Meos 
exspecto; 
venillllt 
et sequor. 

Si vis, 
vem mecurn. 
Ubi? 

Ilpo-; c.pRov ��e:tc.pov Ad arniclUll nostrum 
AUKlOV. Luciurn 
E.m.O"Kc.'VcO�c.8a alHOV. visitemus <elUll>. 

Ti yilp EX"'; Quid enirn habet? 

ApproG"tc.t. Aegrotat. 
AnO nOT&; A quando? 
Ilpo OA.tyrov �)l£prov Intra paucos dies 
E.Vf.1tC.Gc.v. incurrit. 
Doil �vc.t; Ubi manet? 

0iJ �Kptiv. Non longe. 

'Have you been to him?' 
'I have.' 'Where was he?' 
'He was sitting at home.' 
'And what was he doing?' 
'He was studying.'  
'And what did he say?' 
'[He said,] 
'I'm waiting for my 
[friends] ; 
they're coming 
and I [shall] follow.' 

(M/E 9h�i) 

'If you want, 
come with me. ' 
'Where?' 
'To our friend 
Lucius: 
let's go see him.' 
'What's wrong with 
him?' 
'He's sick.' 
'Since when?' 
'A few days ago 
he fell ill.' 
'Where does he live?' 
'Not far off' 

(M/E 6b-c) 

The interrogative exchange in (22) also illustrates wh- questions of the 
'why' type and documents an interesting phenomenon, namely the 
paradigmatic illustration of both negative and affirmative answers to a given 
question. A case in JX)int here is when a master asks a slave boy the 
whereabouts of a letter: the first answer, OUK. .scrnv (boe. - non est hie ' it' s 
not here', in brackets, is followed by its antonymic version (bot; E.crnv - hie 
est 'here itis' . 
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(22) il.la ri 
eppitSuv&;, 
O7tOU Gc. 
£lrGJl't'u; 
Ti btpa2;ru;; 
"EOOOKE.V JlOl 
E.711cr'WJ..�v . 
Kai ono\) emtv; 
(DUK £crnv (18c..) 
"not ecrnv. 

Qua re 
tard(ab)as, 
ubi te 
rnisi? 
quid egisti? 
Dedit mihi 
epistulam. 
Et ubi est? 
(Non est hie.) 
Hie est. 

'Why 
were you slow 
[returning from] where I sent 
you? 
What did you do?' 
'He gave me 

a letter. '  
'And where is it?' 
('It's not here. ') 
'Here itis. ' 

(H 27d-f) 

The shopping scene in (23) served to teach the 'how much' question type, 
embedded within an interesting (and rare) communicative exchange which 
also offers some cultural insights about common practices used when doing 
the shopping. This passage was presumably conceived to illustrate not only 
how to ask about prices, but also to haggle successfully about the price of a 
selected item (see Dickey 2015 :  125 for more references to and comments 
on Roman shopping). 

(23) tyro 7tOP""O� 
1tpO� iMUnronOAT]v. 
IT..,o. � �u�; 
'EKU'tOV oT]vapirov. 

nOOOll � tpcA,O"'1; 
6.tmcOOlroV 8r]vapirov. 

IToAv My'U;' 
Mile p ' 8�vitpt(L 

OD OOVU,[UL '[oooU'Wu. 

ego duco me 
ad vestiarirun. 
Quanti pareclrun? 
Centrnn denariis. 

Quanti paenula? 
Ducentis denariis. 

Multum dieis; 
accipe centurn denarios. 

Non JXltest tanti. 

'I am going 
to a garment-seller.' 
'How much [Is] the 
pair?' 
'A hlUldred denarii.' 
'How much [is] the 
cape?' 
Two hlllldred denarii.' 
You're asking a lot; 
accept one hlllldred 
denarii. ' 
'It's not JXlssible at that 
price. ' 

(Mp 13b-c) 

In conclusion, the dialogues found in the colloquia are frequently interspersed 
with interrogative exchanges, conceived of as a strategic means to illustrate 
useful question-and-answer pairs. Once learnt and memorized, these 
patterns probably helped learners to engage in short interactions on practical 
issues using recurrent dialogic architectures. What emerges from these 
ancient texts is thus a didactic approach which dynamically combined the 
presentation of selected dialogic skeletons that could be filled in using 
compatible lexical items found in co-occurring vocabulary lists, which 
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greatly enhanced the use of lexical material in fictional, but highly realistic, 
contexts. 

4. Discussion and conclusion 

In this study I have focused on the dialogic structures that are most 
frequently exploited in the colloquia to insert topical vocabulary lists and 
basic conversational routines, and their possible interrelations. We have 
seen that the primary purpose of the colloquia, teaching vocabulary and 
developing students' elementary interactional skills, is mostly pursued 
through some specific speech acts, namely Assertion, Order, Question, and 
Answer, all variably actualized in different types of vignettes reproducing 
small scenes of everyday life. Table 3 summarizes these findings, giving the 
detailed frequency of occurrence of the dialogic and textual phenomena 
discussed in the previous sections. 

featuring sets of • C: 4-5, 9b, l lb-c, 12a-16b, 
paradigmatic 18, 19, 21b-c, 23-26, 31 ,  48, 
alternatives in brackets 55b, 57-58, 63, 70b-d, 75b-d 
(36 instances) • LIS: 1 a-b, 2a, 2e, 2e, 2f, 3d, 

4a-b, 4d-� 5g, 5a-b, 5c 
• MlE: l lb-c, l I e, I l f-p 
• H; 1 ,  15, 26, 27, 28 

Topical word- • Mp: 5 
lists embedded in • C: 5, 17a-d, 22a-b, 34-35, 

descriptions 37-38, 44, 4Th-c-, 50-51, 53 
( 1 1  instances) • M/E: 2a-d (3c: variatic), 3t 

• Mp: 5 
embedded in directives • MlE: 8c, 9c-f, lOa, l la, l Ib, 
(8 instances) l l k-l 

• C: 44, 61b-c 
• H: 2 

in adjacent pairs Routinized 'how-are-you '-
(9 instances) exchanges 

• M/E: 4a-c, 6f-h, 9b, 
• H: 1 2  
• Mp: 4 

Questions 

The tace. taceo type 
• M/E: 4n-o, 5d, 6a, IOm 
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'Request for o M/E: 4d-� 6b-c, 7a, 9h-i 
infonnation' wh- o H: 28 
questions o Mp: 13 
(6 instances) 

Table 3. Frequency of word lists and questions in different Speech Acts and question 
types 

As the data in Table 3 show, the most frequent dialogic structure hosting 
vocabulary material is the topical word list, and particularly lists which are 
interspersed parenthetically across the running text They are especially 
documented in the colloquium Celtis, and this is an important point that can 
give us some idea about the origin and composition of lexical lists in the 
colloquia. Indeed, the colloquium Celtis provides clear evidence for the 
complex development of this textual genre overalL It results from the 
conflation of two separate, autonomous colloquia, cut up and then spliced 
together again. Dickey (2015 : 160-161) discusses in detail inconsistencies 
and repetitions of similar scenes that point to a variety of individual sources. 
In the colloquium Celtis, for instance, the children are dismissed from 
school three times, this suggesting the existence of at least two (Dionisotti 
1982: 94--95), or rather, in the view of Dickey, three different original 
versions all replicated within the 'final' unitary text According to Dickey 
(2015 : 161), the colloquium Celtis was compiled over a long time span and 
repeatedly reworked both in the East and in the West in at least two different 
versions, and "the bulk of the extra vocabulary was added at this point or 
later, as the text was transmitted in the West". Thus, vocabulary lists should 
be considered as later additions which are documented in some colloquia 
but not in others, although they cannot be too recent "due to similarities and 
historical relationships such as those found in the colloquium Celtis and in 
the LeicienseIStephani", as convincingly argued by Dickey. 

In conclusion, the integrated analysis of the lexicon of the 
Hermeneumata Pseudodositheana and the strategic use of specific speech 
acts, adjacency pairs, and interrogative fonnats, corroborates, in several 
ways, the results gleaned from earlier research conducted into second
language education in Graeco-Roman antiquity. In this context, the process 
of acquisition was primarily seen as a natural language perfonnance closely 
connected to the ancient rhetorical exercise of progymnasma, in which 
students had to imagine and employ the precise words that a given character 
could or should have used in a given circumstance (on this point, see 
Stramaglia 2010: 133). The didactic principle underlying these practices 
was thus the idea of 'speaking as people naturally do' while performing 
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common practical activities ("Schule als Lebensfonn", Vossing 1997: 607; 
see also Marek 2017: 148). Previous studies have emphasized that within 
such an approach the core ofthe method is expanding vocabulary and basic 
phraseology as a prelude for developing further linguistic and communicative 
skills, while syntax is somewhat left aside. I hope to have shown, however, 
how the dialogues also feature a variety of frequent argument structure 
constructions, such as the transitive, intransitive, and ditransitive 
constructions, and keep on presenting a variety of simple interrogative 
formats, such as polar and wh- questions, which all have to be seen as 
structural and complementary mechanisms dynamically integrated into the 
illustration of foreign vocabulary. 
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THE RELEVANCE OF OLD ENGLISH GLOSSES 

AND GLOSSARIES FOR THE HISTORY 

OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

PATRIZIA LENDINARA 

One may wonder whether it is correct or not to include Old English glosses 
and glossaries in the tradition of the historical lexicography of English.! 
There are indeed many differences between the Anglo-Saxon compilations 
of glosses (and the either continuous or occasional interlinear glosses in Old 
English) and the first bilingual dictionaries of the fifteenth century, not to 
mention the following monolingual compilations.2 However, if, on the one 
hand, the various kinds of glossing practiced in the Anglo-Saxon period 
carmot be described as lexicography tout court, on the other hand, it would 
seem inappropriate not to take into account the whole of this period, i.e. the 
first six centuries of the English language. What is more, glosses occupy a 
considerable proportion of the Old English corpus: 24% of the surviving 
corpus of Old English is represented by interlinear glosses to Latin texts and 
the vernacular items of glossaries amount to another 1 %.3 Within this 25% 
of the corpus, occasional glosses play an important role as far as lexical 
experimentation is concerned; moreover, they provide a valuable source for 
the alphabetical glossaries, where they often resurface (think of the number 
of glosses to Aldhelm's prose De virginitate in the First Cleopatra 
Glossary). 

1 For a definition of gloss, see Lendinara 2002a: 2, "Nowadays gloss is used to mean 
a marginal or interlinear annotation to a text, typical of Medieval scribal practices. 
Such annotations are not always and not necessarily juxtaposed to difficult words, 
but rather to words that the author himself, the scribe or a later annotator chose to 
accompany with an interpretation or a further comment. Glosses could be -written in 
the same language as the text or in a different language." 
2 For the first English monolingual dictionaries, see now Miyoshi 2017. 
3 The Dictionary of Old English Corpus in Electronic F onn reckons 3 million 
flmning words in Old English. The Dictionary of Old English lists 61 glossaries 
(siglmn D) and 106 interlinear glosses (siglurn C), out of a corpus of 3022 texts; 
both groups include several very large items. 
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Two momentous periods in Anglo-Saxon history will be studied. Firstly, 
the scholarly and teaching activity of archbishop Theodore at Canterbury 
and the group of glossaries emanating from his endeavour. Secondly, the 
glossing tradition, as it was carried out at LEthelwold' s school at Winchester, 
when the practice of glossing exerted a considerable influence on the 
'standardization' of the lexicon. As a result of the conscious practice of the 
intellectual elite, Old English holds a unique position within the early 
medieval European vernaculars. In both periods glosses and glossaries 
played an important role and contributed to the normalization of the Old 
English language. This role only declines with the Norman conquest. 

The beginnings 

A group of relevant glossaries results from the scholarly and teaching 
activity of Theodore of Tarsus and Hadrian, who arrived in Canterbury 
respectively in 669 and 670 4 

In the preface to the Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum, Bede recalls 
the learning of Theodore, Abbot Hadrian and of one of their disciples, Abbot 
Albinus; further on he will praise other students of the Canterbury school 
(HE N,2) and quote their names (Oftfor HE N,3; Tobias HE V,S and 23; 
John of Beverley HE V,3); Albinus HE V,20). Over and over, Theodore, 
Hadrian and their students are praised for their knowledge of Greek and 
Latin (HE N,1 and 2, etc.). A letter addressed to Hadrian by Aldlielm 
witnesses his stay at the same school. 

Bede's words are matched by another kind of proof of his teaching 
activity: the large body of glosses, mainly preserved by continental 
manuscripts, which yields a much more concrete witness of what 
Theodore's teaching was like. It is now a widespread opinion that a group 
of glossaries dating from the end of the eighth century-the so-called 
'Leiden Family' of glossaries 5 -arises from the scholarly and teaching 
activity of archbishop Theodore.6 His hand is evident in the comment on the 
gloss "Cyneris, nablis id est citharis longiores quam psalterium nam 
psalterium triangulum fit Theodorus dixit" (Cyneris or nab lis, that is, 
citharas longer than a psaltery, for a psaltery is triangular: Theodore said so) 
(Sir. 39:20 � Ld. xiiAO). Other glossaries which belong to the 'Leiden 
group' contain various references to Theodore, his knowledge of Greek, and 

4 See Bischoff, Lapidge 1 994. 
5 For this group of glossaries see Lapidge 1986 andPheifer 1987. 
6 All reference to the Leiden Glossary (henceforth Ld., followed by the munber of 
the chapter and the gloss) is to the edition ofHessels 1 906. 
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his acquaintance with Oriental uses and direct knowledge of distant 
countries. 

There are remarkable differences between the number of the sections of 
each glossary (that is between the number of works from which the glossae 
collectae are dra\Vll) and the number of entries for each section, but the 
sources of the glosses are mostly the same. The glossaries offer a different 
selection from the Bible; e.g. the Leiden Glossary lacks the Old Testament 
books from Genesis to N Kings, and begins its Bible sections (vii xxv) 
from the Chronicles (Ld. vii) to end them with a batch of glosses from the 
Gospel of Matthew (Ld. xxiv) and one from Mark, Luke and John (Ld. xxv). 
In the same glossary there occur two sections (Ld. vi and xl) from the De 
excidio Britanniae of Gildas which have no known parallel in the other 
glossaries. Not all the sources of the entries have been identified and the 
source of the whole sections xxxi and xxxii (Ld.), both titled 'De 
ponderibus', remains unkno\Vll. None of the existing glossaries can be said 
to represent a faithful record of the exegetical or scholarly activity of 
Theodore and Hadrian; the English archetype from which all these 
glossaries descend is lost; all the glossaries date from at least a century after 
Theodore's death. 

The oldest alphabetical glossary of English origin is likely to stem from 
Theodore's school at Canterbury. The Epinal Glossary contains some 3,200 
entries; 970 entries, a little more than 30%, have Old English glosses. The 
(slightly later) first glossary III Erfurt/Gotha, Universitats- und 
Forschungsbibliothek, Dep. Erf., CA 2° 42 (the manuscript contains two 
other glossaries known as 2nd Erf and 3rd Erf) descends from the same 
compilation as Epinal. 7 From the same source as the Epinal and Erfurt 
glossaries are also dra\Vll a part ofthe entries in the so-called Second Corpus 
Glossary.8 This glossary was, in turn, used in the compilation of other 
Anglo-Saxon glossaries. Canterbury was the place where the original of 
another noteworthy glossary, known as the Leiden Glossary (Leiden, 
Universiteitsbibliotheek, Voss. La!. Q. 69, ff. 7r 47r), ' was compiled. 

7 The archetype of Epinal (Epinal, Bibliotheque mlUlicipale 72, ff. 94r 107v) and 
Erfurt (Erfurt/Gotha, Universit�its- lUld ForschlUlgsbibliothek, Dep. Erf., CA 2° 42, 
ff. l r  14v), knO\vn as EE, was compiled between c. 675 and the end of the seventh 
century. 
8 Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 144 (dated to the second quarter of the ninth 
century) contains two glossaries. The latter and larger alphabetical glossary is related 
to EE. 
9 The Leiden Glossary is made up of forty-eight chapters of glossae col/ectae, 
including canons and papal decretals (ch. i), the Benedictine Rule (ch. ii) and books 
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Unlike the three glossaries mentioned above, this compilation is made up of 
glossae collectae. The Leiden Glossary, written at St Gall c. 800, is the 
oldest representative of a large group of glossaries, some of which have not 
been published yet. The four above-mentioned glossaries are interrelated 
and numerous entries in the Leiden Glossary also occur in the Epinal, Erfurt 
and Second Corpus glossaries. 

A number of entries in the Leiden Glossary indicate a knowledge of 
Isidore's Etymologiae, which were a standard reference work in the Middle 
Ages. The Etymologiae are often echoed or quoted: the explanation of 
"Aemulum: eiusdem rei studiosum quasi imitatorem" (De canon., Ld. i.12) 
is taken verbatim from the Etym% giae, "Aemulus, eiusdem rei studiosus 
quasi imitator" (Rivalling, striving for the same thing as an imitator) (Etym. 
X.7).1O At Canterbury an Isidorian epitome, which was used by the first 
Anglo-Saxon glossaries and whose influence is evident in all the following 
glossaries, was also compiled. Porter (2014) demonstrated that about 1 80 of 
the 2,400 entries in the Leiden Glossary derive from such epitome of the 
Etymologiae. According to Porter (2010 and 2014), both the Antwerp
London and Allfric's Glossary drew from this compilation and Rusche 
proved the same of the Cleopatra glossaries, in particular the first one, as 
well as the tenth century Aldhelm glosses (2005). As for the reconstruction 
of this lost source, it consisted of abbreviated entries glossed in Old English 
from all twenty ofIsidore's books. 

Seen from another perspective, the EE and the Leiden glossary have 
great significance because they represent the earliest school texts in the 
English language. Moreover, these glossaries had a profound influence on 
the writings of the first generation of Anglo-Saxon authors. 

Aldhelm studied at the school of Canterbury for a few years beginning 
from about 670. He is the author of a collection of Carmina ecclesiastica, 
the Epistola ad Acircium (a composite work including a metrical treatise 
and 100 Riddles), and a twin work on 'virginity', composed once in prose 
and again in poetry. The peculiar diction of Aldhelm's prose De virginitate 
fostered thousands of glosses in Latin and Old English, which range from 
single-letter merographs to entire paragraphs-reaching an amazing density 
in some manuscripts. The prose De virginitate was the most heavily glossed 
work in Anglo-Saxon England; the tract has been provided, across the 
centuries, with approximately 60,000 glosses, which are preserved in 
fourteen manuscripts (the oldest one datable to c. 800 and the latest ms. to 
c. 1350). As we will see below, glossing the De virginitate proved to be a 

of the Old and New Testament (chs. vii xxv). Further batches of Biblical glosses, 
apparently omitted by its compiler, occur in continental glossaries of this family. 
10 All quotations and references are to Lindsay 191 1 .  
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test bench for the evolution of English language and learning. 
For its part, Aldhelm's lexicon, in particular the lexicon of his prose 

works, is quite remarkable with its use of rare words drawn from 
multifarious sources and a series of neologisms. The circularity of his 
borrowings from the EE glossaries, but also the Aldhelmian component of 
the first Anglo-Saxon glossaries, has been proved by Michael Lapidge 
(2007). Among Aldhelm's sources are Classical and Late Latin poets, 
several Fathers of the Church, including Isidore and its epitome, which was 
"englished" at the Canterbury school (porter 2010: 310). Furthermore, 
Aldhelm borrows from Latin glossaries such as Abolita and Abstrusa." 

A passage from ch. XXXVIII of the prose De virginitate will help to 
elucidate this point and show how Aldhelm used both continental Latin 
glossaries and the Etymologiae. 

non autunmali divinitus impendebat hoc est mala plUlica, quae et mala 
granata nuncupantur cum palmeti dactilis, quos nicolaos vocant, favos, uvas 
et palatas, id est caricarurn massas 

(rather than in the autumn [the donation consisting in] 'Punic' apples, 
which are called pomegranates, together with the dates of the palm which 
they call 'Nicolian', honeycombs, grapes and figs, that is, bunches of Carian 
[i.e. dried] figs )12 

In continental glossaries, the following entries occur: "Malum punici: mala 
granata" (CGL IV, 256,37); "[ . . .  ] genus palate: massae caricarurn [ . . .  r 
(CGL N 266,29) (both from the St Gall 912 Glossary); "Niculaus: dactilis" 
(CGL N 541,52); "Niculai: dactilus" (CGL N 541,53) (both Affatim 
entries). On the other hand, Isidore has Malum Punieum [ . . .  ] Idem et 
malogranatum (XVILvii.6), dactyli [ . . .  ] Nieolai (XVILvii. l) ;  Favum 

1 1  As to Marenbon 1979: 78, Aldhelm drew words such as bombosus and torridus in 
the meaning 'bmning' from a version of Abo lit a andAbstrnsa different from those 
which have survived (and whence also the Affatim, Abavus, Abba, Arma, Aa 
Glossaries and the Liber glossarum drew). These large and renmvned monolingual 
glossaries take their name from the first entry, for example Abstrnsa and Abolita, 
two glossaries which survive, in a composite fonn the so-calledAbstrusa-Abolita 
(ed. CGL IV,3 198) in a manuscript of the mid-eighth century: Vatican City, 
Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vat. lat. 3321 .  
12  All the references to the prose and verse De virginitate (henceforth Dv. and Cdv. 
respectively), as well as to the other works by Aldhelm, are to Ehwald's edition; for 
the Dv. the reference by page and line; translations in Lapidge, Herren 1979 and 
Lapidge, Rosier 1985 respectively. For this passage, Ehwald: 290,5 7 and Lapidge, 
Herren: 105 106. 
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(XX.ii.37); Uvae [ . . .  ] botrus (XVILv.13 and 14); Ficus [ . . .  ] caricae 
(XVILvii.17), but does not have palathas. Palatha 'dried fruit' (usually 
figs) occurs for the first time in II Sam. 16:1 (and Id!. 10:5), it is hence 
possible that, for his list of delights for the eye and the palate, Aldhelm had 
resorted both to the Etymologiae and some unknown glossary. The Abavus, 
from where the St Gall 912 likely draws or derives, employed a number of 
Greek sources and Latin Palatha-that is, the lemma of the source
glossary-is a loanword from Greek rruNi8'l. From the Isidorian 
encyclopaedia he took a constellation of vocabulary concerning fruit 
delicacies, which he then implemented, resorting to a monolingual glossary. 
In this case it is possible to surmise a Biblical glossary, from which he took 
both the lemma palat<h>as 'figs' and the interpretamentum massas 
caricarnm 'lumps of Carian figs', which repeats verbatim the words of II 
Sam. 16:1, "onerati erunt [ . . .  ] cenlum massis palatharum" (were laden with 
[ . . .  ] a hundred lumps of figs). 

Both 1st Erf: "Nicolaum: idem quod tactilus" (CGL V 373,41) (Epinal: 
"Nicolaum: idem quod dactilus") and 2nd ep: "Nicolaum: idem quod 
dact<y>lum" (N 1 16) betray their source to be either in Aldhelm or the 
Etym% giae, 13 whereas the following entries of the same glossaries: 
"Palatas: caricas" (CGL V 380,20) and "Palathas: caricas" (p 58) (Id!. 10:5) 
suggest a use of Aldhelin both for the lemma and the interpretamentum.14 
Moreover, in both cases, the lemma maintains the same inflected ending as 
in the De virginitate. 2nd Erf has the entry "Niculatis: dactilis" (CGL V 
313,38). We will return to the Old English glosses to these lines of the De 
virginitate below. 

The circularity of glosses and glossaries: 
the case of Thermopylae 

The evident circularity between glosses, items of glossaries and literary 
texts marks several works composed in the British Isles. Such 
interconnectedness, sometimes, hinders the recognition of the effective 
sources. Far from being a reason of particular concern-or blame, in the 

13  On the other band, both 1st Erf: "Dactilus: gg digitus" (CGL V 356,2) and 2nd Cp, 
D 7: "Dactulus: digitus" are Henneneumata entries, drawn from a section on the 
parts of the body. 
14 The two glossaries have also the entry 1st Erf: "Palathi: massa de crescentibus 
uvis" (CGL V 380,2) and 2nd Cp, P 54: "Palathi (for -thae): massa de recentibus 
uvi<s>"; in both instances the reference is to grapes, whereas in both the De 
virginitate and the Biblical verses (II Sam. 16: 1 and Idt. 10: 5) the talk is about figs. 
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rare cases of misunderstanding-this condition adds to the value of a 
number of glossary entries, and shows how valuable the interpretations 
provided by glosses were deemed in the past; valuable to the point of not 
being challenged on any account. 

Orosius was an author whose works had a large circulation in the British 
Isles. There is a chapter of glossae collectae from Orosius in the Leiden 
Glossary (ch. xxxvi) and EE have several large batches of lemmata from 
Orosius (with a minimum overlap with Ld.). Moreover, 2nd Cp "contains 
numerous Orosius glosses outside its Epinal-Erfurt batches" (pheifer 1974: 
xlviii). In the Historiae adversum paganos, Orosius mentioned the 
Thermopylae, a stronghold in Greece, held and fortified by Antiochus (N, 
20,20): 

P. Cornelio Scipione M. Acilio Glabrione consulibus Antiochus quamvis 
Thennopylas occupasset, quanun munimine tutior propter dubios belli 
eventus fieret, tamen commisso bello a consule Glabrione superatus vix cum 
paucis fugit e proelio Ephesumque pervenit. 15 

(publius Comelius Scipio and Marcus Acilius Glabrio being consuls, 
Antiochus seized the pass of Thermopylae, the rampart of which, in view of 
the uncertain issue of battle, gave him a greater measure of safety; 
nevertheless, when battle began, he was overcome by the consul Glabrio 
and barely succeeded to escape from the battlefield with a few men and 
reach Ephesus.) 

The Thermopylae was a narrow pass on the coast of Greece, along the shores 
of the Malian Gulf. The name (Greek @£PllorrUAat) means 'hot gates' and 
refers to the presence of natural hot water springs. The item Thermopylae, 
occurring in a long batch of Orosius glosses in the T -section of EE and 2nd 
Cp (T 91), explains that it was a 'stronghold' (OE/resten), but also specifies 
that it was an anstlg 'path, defile'. 

Ep Gl (ed. Pheifer) 
1st Erf Gl (ed. Pheifer) 
2nd ep Gl (ed. Lindsay) 

15  Zangemeister 1882: 263. 

1042 Tennofilas: faestin 1 anstigan 
1 042 Tennopilas: festin 1 anstiga 
T 9 1  T<h>ermofilas:jaesten 
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Lindsay (1921b: 13), who was quite harsh on the (mis-)interpretation of 
Thermopylae as a common word by the author of the Hisperica F amina,16 
blames this use on the 2nd Cp entry, which had only one interpretation; 
namely fcesten 'fastness, stronghold', and had dropped tbe latter interpretation, 
anstfg. 17 However, and without questioning the dating of the two works, the 
interpretation of EE was not that clear eitber, while the penchant of tbe 
Faminator for picking up and employing unusual words did the rest. 18 

A word termopilae found currency in the so-called Hisperic vocabulary 
where it was used for a 'passageway (between rocks)', but also a 'gate (of 
a ford)'.  It occurs three times in different passages of the Hisperica Famina 
A, "nam pantia ruptis astant septa temlOpilis" (for all your fences have 
broken gates) (line 79), "Has clandistinas frequenter lustravi termopilas," 
(Frequently have I wandered over tbese secretes passes) (line 228) and 
"fluctivagaque scropheas (I. scrupeas) vacillant aequora in termopilas" (tbe 
billowing waters undulate toward the canyons of rock) (line 408).19 But 
there is more, a variant reading termovela (sg.) has a couple of occurrences 
in the Life of Maed6c (of Fems): "Qui ante nos aperiet termovelan vadi" 
(The one who will open the door ofthe ford before us); "unus ex eis exiliens 
temlOvelam eis apperuit" (one of them, springing forth, opened the 
doorway).20 The word occurs in the passage when Maed6c, asked about his 

16The Hisperica Famina were -written in Ireland arOlmd in the seventh century and 
belong to a literary movement of limited range. The main stylistic features are a 
simple syntax and the repetition of the same concept by means of strings of 
synonyms (for example, spatha, ensis,framea,pugio all meaning gladius 'sword'). 
See Herren 1974: 46. 
17Anstiga is likely the pI. of stig f. 'path'; as to Pheifer 1 974: 130, anstigan of the 
Epinal Glossary "may be the scribe's misinterpretation of a stroke above -a in the 
exemplar", and not the pI. of a stiga week m. or stige week f. Anstig, (?-stiga, ? -
stige) is otherwise illuecorded, but see the compound giitanstlg 'a goat-path', which 
occurs (Ix) in a Charter. 
18 In a positive spirit, Pheifer 1 974: 130 sunnises that the Faminator was aware of 
the meaning of tennopilae when using it "generically for 'cliffs"'. However, 
termopilae has more than one meaning in the Hisperica F amina and also occms 
elsewhere. For the correct meaning, see the Dictionary of Medieval Latin from 
British Sources (DlvfLBS): http://WW"W.drnlbs.ox.ac.ukIweb/welcome.htrnl: "narrow 
pass or passageway (that provides limited access), (transf.) gate". 
19 Herren 1 974: 68 69, 80 8 1  and 94 95, respectively, and cornrnents at 139 140. 
2°Fmther occurrences are reported by Grosjean 1956 and Herren 1 974: 140. The 
recent editions of the Cosmographia of Aethicus Ister (including Herren's) all 
suggest a different interpretation for the word termofiles (tennosiles of Wuttke's 
edition, which was reckoned among the OCClllTence of Thennopylae as a common 
noun). See Herren 201 1 :  132 133 and his remark at page 227: "Resiliit aquila 
caladris bella gerendo, termofiles specus voraginem appetit et meditullia secerpit." 
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successor, replies by saying that the man who will succeed in opening the 
gate (termovela) of a nearby ford is going to become tbe future bishop.21 

The second part of the A-text oftbe Hisperica Famina is a collection of 
sketches.22 Two of these short compositions, which deal with set topics 
from the natural world, that is 'De igne' (lines 426 450) and 'De vento' 
(lines 476 496), provide a good example of contextualized lexicography 23 
Not only the subject matter, but also tbe vocabulary is drawn from Isidore's 
Etymologiae: these verbal echoes were probably evident also to tbe 
advanced students, for whom these compositions were destined. 

Taken to such an extreme, words drawn from glossaries (but also from 
another kind of texts) would be used to build a lexical continuum, either in 
prose or in verse. This is a feature of a number of either single passages or 
complete short works composed in tbe Middle Ages, including the British 
Isles. Contextualized lexicography is not characterized by the choice of a 
certain type of words, but rather by tbeir frequency and by the fact of 
belonging to the same semantic field, or having a source in one and the 
same-sometimes identifiable-work.24 

For the parodic vein of contextualized lexicography one should look to 
France, where, at the end of the ninth century, Abbo of Saint-Germain-des
Pres wrote a poem, the Bella Parisiacae urbis, which would circulate and 
enjoy great success in England.25 A talented author such as Abbo succeeded 
in exploiting tbe allusive potential of an artful employment of glossary 
words. The third book of his poem, characterized by an extensive use of 
contextualized lexicography, engaged the reader in an intellectual game and 
stood so high in the estimation of Althelwold and his entourage, that tbe 
bishop of Winchester included the Bella Parisiacae urbis in his donation to 

(The eagle waging war with the kites retreats, seeks out the hollow of its wann lair, 
and selects the remotest part.) 
21 Vita sanctiMaedoc episcopi de Ferna (BHL 185), ed. Phunmer 1910: II,154. 
22 According to Grosjean 1956: 55, the Hisperica Famina were not ajeu d'esprit, 
but a method of training the pupils in the use of stylistic ornamentation, providing 
them with "les materiaux d'lUl style releve". 
23 The sources listed by Herren 1974: 19 32 include, beside Isidore's Etymo!ogiae, 
a glossary drawn from Gildas's De excidio Britanniae, lUlidentified Graeco-Latin 
and Hebrew-Latin glossaries, and scholia on Vergil. 
24 See Lendinara 2005 and 2012. 
25 The entire story of a late ninth-century poem, the BellaParisiacae urbis by Abbo 
of Saint-Gennain-des-Pres, is indissolubly tied with glosses and glossaries. The 
peculiarity of its composition as well as its large circulation makes of this poem a 
case study for the role and development of medieval glossography, see Lendinara 
201 1 .  
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the monastery ofPeterborough.26 

Aldhelm's glosses 

Already influential in his lifetime, Aldhelm continued to be popular ill 
England until the Viking attacks of the mid-ninth century. Interest III 
Aldhelm's work was revived in the 920s and, within a generation, he 
became a major curriculum author who was studied, in some centers, even 
beyond the turn of the twelfth century. In almost all surviving manuscripts, 
the works of Aldhelm are accompanied by glosses, in some cases thousands 
of Latin and Old English glosses. Outstanding among these glossed codices 
is Brussels, Bibliotheque Royale 1650 (the glosses were entered in the ms. 
in the first half of the eleventh century, perhaps at Abingdon), where the 
prose De virginitate is accompanied by more than one layer of Latin and/or 
Old English glosses. 27 These glosses yield a fitting example of how 
effectively Latin and English could be combined to ease the understanding 
of a difficult text. The choice of the glossators at work on Aldhelm's texts 
are far from mechanical renderings. They result in new fOlmations and 
semantic as well as syntactic loans. 

In Brussels, BR 1650 five different scribes-hands A, B, C, CD, and 
R-were at work:28 these five scribes added c. 6,000 Old English glosses 
and 8,500 Latin ones. New sets of glossae collectae from Aldhelm's works 
were being produced all through the Anglo-Saxon period, testifying to the 
vitality of this selection teclinique. 

The number of Aldhelm entries in the Anglo-Saxon alphabetical 
glossaries is remarkable. Glosses from the De virginitate in prose and in 
verse are one of the main components of the First Cleopatra Glossary and 
the Harley Glossary. There were also glossaries collecting exclusively 

26 For such booklist, see Lapidge 2006: 134 136. 
27 See Goossens 1974 and Gwara 2001. A large share of the glosses of Brussels were 
repeated in Oxford, Bodleian Library, Digby 146 (s. x ex.) (ed. Napier, no. 1), into 
which they were copied from Brussels, BR 1650 around the middle of the eleventh 
century, again perhaps at Abingdon. Goossens has refined Napier's 'Digby group', 
calling it the 'Abingdon group' and adding London, BL, Royal 7.D.xxiv. 
28 CD is the latest hand: "the CD corpus must have lUldergone a certain amount of 
revision to bring it into better conformity with later and fully developed Winchester 
usage. But already in its earliest attested stage (in the Cleopatra glossaries), the CD 
corpus provides ample evidence of interpretamenta, striking for their competence, 
inventiveness and learning.": Gretsch 1999: 1 84. 
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entries drawn from his works, such as the Third Cleopatra Glossary .29 A 
short glossary with entries drawn from Aldhelm's verse De virginitate was 
copied in Oxford, Bodleian Library, Auct. F. 2. 14 (in the margins of ff. 
l lr-19v). The ninety-six glosses were put in alphabetical order, but under 
each letter they retain the original order of the text. 30 

It is estimated that 1st Cl (over c. 5,000 entries) contains about 2,100 
Aldhehn glosses.31 Several glosses from Aldhelm's prose and verse De 
virginitate occur both in 1st Cl and 3rd Cl. Wolfgang Kittlich has identified 
twenty-three different layers of glosses in the three Cleopatra glossaries (for 
example, the layer S I, according to his numeration, corresponds to the first 
batch from Aldhelm's prose De virginitate). 1st Cl features, under each 
letter, at least four batches from Aldhelm. One ofthese batches also contains 
lemmata from Aldhelm' s Riddles and his Carmina ecclesiastica.32 

When studying an Old English gloss, its relationship with the source of 
the Latin lemma is of crucial importance. The entry "Genetri:x: flind' (I. 
flint) (G 132), in 1st Cl, is, at first sight incomprehensible, unless we return 
to the original context of occurrence, that is riddle no. XCIII of Aldhelm. The 
riddle, which bears the title 'Scintilla' (that is the 'spark engendered by a 
flint stone'), describes the flint (OE flint) as the mother of the spark, 
employing a motif, which is frequently used in this kind of composition. 

Removed from its own context the gloss "Genetrix: flind' (G 132) is 
merely an awkward combination of words. All the nearby entries in the 
alphabetical section occur in the riddles by Aldhelm. Four of the glosses, 
"Gracilis: lytel" (G 130), "Grandem: micel" (G 131), "Genetrix: flind' (G 
132) e "Gentis: mines cynnes" (G 133) were drawn from a glossed version 
of the riddle 'Scintilla'. 

Sed gracilis grandes soleo prosternere leto, 
[ . . .  ] 
Frigida dum genetrix dma generaret ab alvo 
Primitus ex utero producens pignora gentis. (lines 4 and 1 0  1 1) 

(but, although meagre, I am accustomed to overthrow the mighty in death: 

29 3rd Cl (ff. 92r 1 1 7r) ed. Rusche 1999: 471 553 contains 1,7 1 8  entries, all 
drawn from Aldhelm's works. 
30 Ed. Napier 1 900, no. 1 8B. 
31 The manuscript was \\'fitten at St Augustine's, Canterbury and dates to the reign 
of Althe1stan (924 939). 
32 This batch is fOlUld, under several letters, after the batch which overlaps with 3rd 
Cl: it has glosses from the prose and verse De virginitate, the Carmina ecc/esiastica 
and the Riddles: it is layer S 1 2  in Kittlick's (1998) classification of the Cleopatra 
glosses. 
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[ . . .  ] 
when my cold mother brought me forth from her hardened womb, 
(so) producing first of all the offspring of her race.?3 

The more difficult or obscure the words used by Aldhehn, the easier it is to 
spot them in his work, even when they occur as isolated entries ofa glossary. 
The Old English interpretations that match tlie Latin of Aldhelm include a 
number of rare words and hapaxes, but not as many as would be expected. 
Such features testify to the attention paid by the glossator in rendering tlie 
meaning of his source-text. 

A part oftlie occurrences ofOE hunigtear 'honey which drips from tlie 
comb'(7x), 34 is found in the glosses to Aldhelm's prose De virginitate. 
There, tlie word renders botli Latin nectar 'the drink of Gods, anything 
sweet, pleasant, delicious' and carenum 'a sweet wine boiled dO\vn one 
third' (a loanword from Greek KUpotVOV). Aldhelin uses nectar to refer to 
'wine', a longstanding use quite widespread. The glossator of Brussels, BR 
1650 (Goossens no. 2569) employs the Old English word hunigtear, 
literally 'tear of honey', which, in the Leechdoms, is used for the 'honey 
which drips from the comb' .  Anotlier glossator adds a further rendering in 
Latin, employing suavitas 'sweetness': "defecati nectaris: A ahluttredes 
hunigteares: C purgati suavitatis". The passage of the prose De virginitate 
draws a parallel between the honey gathered by the bees and a special kind 
of wine. The lines are overburdened with adjectives, rare words such as 
merulentus 'intoxicated' (post Classical), defecare 'to cleanse', and 
loanwords from Greek such as apotheca (Greek Im08ijKrj) 'store room' and 
nectar 'nectar' (Greek VEKTUp). 

ut merulenta defecati nectaris defruta apothecis caelestibus recondenda et 
angelicis cauponibus committenda feliciter inferret, 

(so that he might bring in with blessings the vinolent must of clarified wine 
for laying do\Vll in the celestial cellars and for distributing to the angelic 
wine-merchants,)35 

33 Ehwald 1919: 140 141 ;  Lapidge, Rosier 1985: 90. The acc. sg. grandem does not 
feature in Ehwald's apparatus, but might reproduce a now lost Insular variant 
reading. 
34 The compOlUld word continues in Middle English honfter 'a drop of honey, honey 
dripping from the comb', also used as an epithet for Christ. 
35 Ehwald 1919: 269,13 14; Lapidge, Herren 1979: 90. 
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With regards to its further occurrences, Old English hunigtear is used three 
times in medical texts, where the compound is in some respects a technical 
word which specifies the ingredients of two recipes.36 Hunigtear also occurs 
in the interlinear glosses to a Passiontide Hynm: "Fundens aroma cortice, 
vincens saporem nectaris, [ . . .  ], portans triumphum nobilem ageotende 
wyrtbrceo of rinde oferswipende swcecc hunigteare [ . . .  ] berende sige 
cejJelne".37 This occurrence anticipates one of the contexts of occurrence in 
Middle English religious lyrics and the nectar (' hunigtear') forms the basis 
of comparison of the 'sweet scent' emanating from the Holy Cross. 

Note also the hapax hunigtearlic which glosses nectareum (Dv. 234,3) 
in 1st Cl, N 3: "Nectareum: pone hunigtearlican" and belongs to the idiolect 
of the Aldhehnian glosses. 

Hunigtear is not repeated elsewhere as a gloss to nectar, but occurs 
again, as second interpretamentum of Latin carenum, in 1st Cl, C 365: 
"Carene: cerenes I hunigteares". 

purpmeis malvarum floribus incubantes mulsa nectaris stillicidia guttatim 
rostro decerpilllt et velut lento careni defiuto, quod regalibus ferculis 
conficitur, 

([the bees] [ . .  ] settling on [ . . .  ] the purple flowers of mallows they gather 
honeyed moisture drop by drop in their mouths and, as if with the treacly 
must of sweet wine made for royal feasts,?8 

In this case, in rendering a word from the De virginitate, the glossators took 
the shortcut of a loanword of the Latin lemma itself, ceren.39 The same 
loanword, which has a limited number of occurrences in Old English (9x), 
is used in 3rd Cl, 47 "Carene: cerenes". With a minimum degree of 
approximation ceren also glosses defrutum 'must boiled do\Vll' both in 1st 
Cl, D 170: "Defruti: ccerenes" and 3rd Cl, 1655 "Defruti: cerenes" (Cdv. 
line 2512). Also ceren occurs twice in the Leechdoms to designate an 
ingredient of a recipe (Lch II 1 . 17.6 and 55.1 .6). 

Related to the former passage of the De virginitate, but evidently 

36 Med5.2 (Nap) 4 . 1 ;  Med 5.4. 1 (Cockayne) 9 and 16. But for some glossaries which 
are recurrently quoted, the short titles and systems of reference are those used by the 
DOE project and available at: http://"W"WW.doe.utoronto.ca/stlindex.html. References 
have been checked against the editions and sometimes increased or improved. 
37 HyGl (Milfull) 67.2.3 (Hymn 612).  
38 Ehwald 1919: 231,16 18 ;  Lapidge, Herren 1979: 61 .  
39 The loanword is already attested in EE and 2nd Cp. A Latinized form ceremtm 
occurs in a homily, LS 10.1  (Guth) 17.28. 
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misplaced in the course oftransmission, is an entry of3rd Cl, 407 "Crerenes: 
apothecis" (Dv. 269,13). This gloss, too, is at first glance incomprehensible, 
unless one recovers the original context in which it occurred. 

The glosses to Aldhelm also allow us to remark how the Winchester 
lexicon gained a foothold. The Old English glosses to NieoZaus 'a kind of 
date (oflarger size than ordinary)', occurring in a line of Aldhelm taken into 
account above (Dv. 290,5-7) and in another passage, show how such words 
challenged the ingenuity of the glossators who approached the text at 
different times and in discrete milieux. The large corpus of the glosses to 
Aldhelm provides a variety of renderings for Latin Nicolaus. 

One of the glossators of Brussels, BR 1650, followed, as usual, by the 
glosses in Digby 146, uses the Old English word gedropa, which in the 
whole Old English corpus has only this pair of interdependent occurrences. 
Whereas the current dictionaries of Old English stop short by providing the 
translation 'a kind of date', gedropa may be compared with other Old 
English words with the same root, such as dropa 'drop' and the verb dropian 
'to drop, drip'. Withgedropa 'something dripping with juice' , the glossator 
might have tried to suggest the juicy pulp of a large date, as the NieoZaus 
was. 

Apparently, the glossators of both Aldhelmian apparatuses kept 
experimenting with different words, which, like gedropa do not occur 
elsewhere in other glosses or glossary lemmata. In another occurrence of 
Nicolaus in the prose De virginitate,40 a Brussels glossator renders 'dates' 
by melse appZa (Goossens no. 3736; a gloss by CD), followed by Digby 146 
with mylisee appZa (Napier 1, no. 3844). OE ceppel, which is used of the 
'apple', but also for other fruits, is specified by milisc 'sweet, mild, mulled'. 

Elsewhere NieoZaus is glossed by paZmceppeZ, literally 'fruit of the 
palm': 1st Cl, N 95 "Nicolaus: paZmcepZa"; 3rd Cl, 696 "Nicolaos: 
paZmceppZa"; for other occurrences of paZmceppeZ, see 1st Cl, D 127: 
"Dactulus:fieceppellpaZmceppeZ";41 3rd Cl, 1 134: "Dactulus:faZmceppeZ",42 

40 See "lieet rnellifluos nectaris pahneti dactilos et rnulsum nectaris nicolaum longe 
inconparabiliter praestare credamus?" (even though we believe that the juicy dates 
of the palm and the honey-sweet nectar of Ni coli an dates are incomparably better by 
far?):  Ehwald 1919:  236,19 237,1; Lapidge, Herren 1979: 65. 
41 The interpretationfalmreppel should be emended into palmceppel; the gloss occurs 
within a batch of entries from the verse De virginitate (and is dra-wn from line 170). 
423rd Cl has another occmrence ofjicceppe/ for date: 3rd Cl, 694 695: "Dactulus: 
jicceppe/ idem et palatas: 7 cariarum", a gloss which evidently goes back to Dv. 
290,5 7 and sterns from the close occmrence of the Latin words dactulus and carica. 
In all the other occurrences (8x, all limited to works dating from the second half of 
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and CollGI 23 (Zupitza) 20: "dactilorum: palma?ppla". 
The rendering by fingera?ppla (only pl.) 'finger-shaped fruits, dates' is 

exclusive of two sets of glosses to Aldhelm: 

AldV 1 (Goossens no. 557) dactylos: A clystra: 7 fmgerappla. 
AldV 1 (Goossens no. 3734) palmeti: C Palmeti Lfingerapplu: CD 
winegeardes. 
AldV 1 (Goossens no. 3735) dactylis: B lamt: C fingerapplu : Dactilis L 
lanu. 

AldV 13 . 1  (Napier 1 ,  no. 472) dactilos: .i. clystrofingerappla, clystra. 
AldV 13 . 1  (Napier 1,  no. 3 843) dactilis:fingerapplum lamtm. 

The only occurrence offingemppla outside these Aldhelm glosses is found 
in a homily, tbe Life of St Mary of Egypt. The lines draw attention to tbe 
exotic and likely unknown date as well as to its name: "ond him on hand 
genam renne lytelne trene! mid caricum gefylledne. and mid palm-treowa 
wrestmum pe we hatail finger-reppla" (and took in his hand a little basket 
filled witb dried figs and with tbe fruits of tbe palin, which we call dates ) 43 
The phrase with tbe relative clause introducing fingera?ppla has a typical 
educational turn. The author ofthe homily was presenting a new Winchester 
word to his audience and, at the same time, was summoning Isidore' s words: 
"Fructus autem eius dactyli a digitorum similitudine nuncupati sunt." (Its 
fruits are called 'dates' from their similarity to fingers.) (Etym. XVILvii.I). 

Interlinear glosses and the normalization of language 
carried out by iEthelwold 

It is undeniable that Altbelwold had a role in providing Aldhelin 's prose De 
virginitate with a corpus of Old English glosses. The bishop of Winchester 
(963 984) was one of the principal proponents of tbe English Benedictine 
Reform of the second half of the tentb century, which represents an 
important stage in the history of the English Language. The revival of 
monastic life brought along an increase in book production and re
established a solid educational background for Latin learning, promoting 
the translation of a number of works. Moreover, the RefOlTIl gave some 
impetus to continuous interlinear glosses of texts such as the Benedictine 

the tenth century on and a West Saxon milieu) ficappel translates either carica or 
ficus or clearly refers to this fruit: e.g. in LElfric quoting from Mt. 7 : 16 or Lc. 6:44. 
43 LS 23 (Mary of Egypt) 660-662 [� Skeat II.xxiiiB]. 
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Rule (its translation is to be placed at the very beginning of such a 
momentous period in the Old English language) and the Psalter. Instruction 
in English seems to have comprised the translation of set Latin texts, and it 
is quite evident that the teaching methods employed by Althelwold in the 
school at the Old Minster at Winchester (his cathedral church)44 involved 
the use of English, though, possibly, only at an oral level (Wulfstan, Vita S. 
/Ethelwoldi ch. 31).45 

The fact that Althelwold used the vernacular with his students was not 
particularly new but the stress laid by Wulfstan on this feature of the 
teaching carried out at Winchester bears witness to the late Anglo-Saxon 
period's attitude toward the status and function ofthe vernacular. The range 
and the reach of the program ofvemacular prose prompted by King Alfred 
has often been overstated (as well as the role of Alfred in the program itself); 
however, it is undeniable that the use of the vernacular had gained ground 
in the interim between Alfred and Althelwold. 

In the second half of the tenth century, a standardized lexical usage 
linked to Winchester became established. Althelwold's school and the 
Winchester scriptorium were the regulating forces behind this trend to 
linguistic normativity. The standardization which took place with the 
epicenter in Winchester is also the final result of the intellectual climate at 
King Althelstan's court (924/5 927 and 927 939, king of the English), 
where Althelwold was raised. 

The Winchester circle would have been similar to social networks. 
Ursula Lenker has applied the network model to the tenth-century language 
variety at Winchester, and demonstrated that it functioned as a "tight-knit, 
localized network cluster which functions as a mechanism of norm 
enforcement and maintenance" (2000: 226). The Winchester vocabulary is 
not the only example of a lexical standardization dating from Anglo-Saxon 
England. A close study of Old English documents would allow us to identify 
the language of other smaller circles. But, unlike other more or less 
exclusive uses, the Winchester standard is quite easy to define and critics 
agree on its consistency. 

The literary production ofthe first generation ofthe English Benedictine 
RefOlTIl was characterized by a strong attention to words. As far as the Latin 
is concerned, texts were marked by an interest in 'uncommon'-and 
sometimes unusual-words (neologisms, archaisms, and loanwords from 
Greek) as well as by arecherch6 employment ofa wealth of synonyms. This 

44 The school at Winchester was established after 963. The same technique of Latin 
teaching and English "Writing tradition might have been practiced before at 
LEthelwold's school at Abingdon. 
45 Lapidge, Winterbottom 199 1 :  47 48. 
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is evident also in the writings of LEthelwold, such as the preface to the 
translation of the Regularis concordia.46 In telTIlS of Old English, a number 
of words were adapted in meaning to express key concepts of Christianity 
and new words were coined, some of these replacing in toto or in part the 
use of former words: e.g. (ge)laoung vs cirice 'church' (in the abstract 
sense) or alter, altare 'altar' flanking we% d. 47 Old English literary 
language was capable of matching the Latin of works such as Aldhelm's 
prose De virginitate, which was heavily glossed. 

A number of translation equivalents (employed both in translations and 
interlinear glosses) were taught for certain Latin telTIls. These included new 
fOlTIlations or words adapted in meaning, such as cyoere 'martyr', gelaoung 
'church', modig 'proud', modignes 'arrogance', and wuldorbeag 'cro\Vll of 
glory' (for Latin corona in a figurative-religious sense, e.g. "corona vitae 
aetemae", "corona martyrii"). 48 LElfric, who had been educated at 
Winchester and was a pupil of Althelwold, consistently uses certain Old 
English words, e.g. celfremed 'foreign', (ge)gearcian 'to prepare, supply', 
(ge)fredan 'to feel, perceive', in preference to synonyms such as fremde, 
(ge)gearwian, and (ge)filan. Exclusive of Allfric is also the use of 
behreowsian 'to repent of' and behreowsung 'repentance', in lieu of their 
synonyms hreowsian and hreowsung. 

In turn, Allfric developed a sophisticated grammatical terminology in 
Old English, which he employed in his Grammar, while a liturgical 
terminology was likely coined by Althelwold. A series of batches of the 
Antwerp-London Glossary 49 preserves the latter technical lexicon, as 

46 LEthelwold's works attest to his concern with both English and Latin. He 
translated into English the Regula Sancti Benedicti and the Regularis concordia, a 
Latin customary (issued after the cmmcil of Winchester in 973) which served as the 
norm for the reformed Benedictine monasticism in England. He is also the author of 
the interlinear gloss to the Royal Psalter and the glosses to Aldhelm's prose De 
virginitate preserved, among others, in Brussels, BR 1650. See Gretsch 1999: 261 
331 and 332 383, respectively. 
47 The SOlU"Ce of these particular items is different. Some (celfremed 'stanger', mlht 
'might') were regional words in use specifically in Winchester; an Anglian origin 
has been sunnised for oga 'fear'. As to Kornexl 2017: 228 "there is probably no 
single answer to the question about the origin of the 'Winchester vocabulary"'. Also, 
the exact reasons behind such standardization are still a matter at issue. As to Gneuss 
1972: 76, stylistic considerations had a relevant role. 
48 For wuldorbeag see Kirschner 1975. For modig and modignes see the book by 
Schabram 1965, who anticipated the following studies with his research. 
49 The class glossary in Antwerp, Plantin-Moretus Museum, M. 16. 2 (47) + London, 
BL, Add. 32246 is a compilation which may be considered typical of the Benedictine 
Reform period in England. It is evident that the anonymous compiler of this glossary 
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Loredana Lazzari has demonstrated (1996). 
Waller Hofstetter, in a large volume (1988), has examined thirteen 

semantic fields of the Old English lexicon, operating under the assumption 
that a preferential use of certain words was taught and encouraged in 
Winchester. All the occurrences of a number of word groups have been 
charted and analyzed. For each word group (belonging to different semantic 
fields), Hofstetter distinguishes between three kinds of synonyms (1988: 
143): A. the words reflecting Winchester usage; C. their 'non-Winchester' 
synonyms, that is, words which were deliberately avoided in Winchester; 
and, finally, B. the words which were sporadically employed in Winchester 
and which occur in other texts as well. Hofstetter has also identified the 
works with a marked preference for the Winchester words to the near
exclusion of their synonyms. These texts include the works of JElfric, the 
Lambeth Psalter gloss, the interlinear gloss to the Expositio hymnorum, and 
the Old English translation of the Rule ofChrodegang ofMetz 

Besides these works, the "Winchester usage" is evident in many other 
texts, written also in other regions of England. Kitson, basing his remark on 
the study of charters, has sho\Vll that the Winchester usage "cuts across 
ordinary dialect distribution" (1995: 103, note 20). The group norm saw a 
diffusion across monasteries. The preferential use of certain words gained 
also currency outside Winchester. The status of Winchester and its 
standardized lexicon was such that the author of a part of the interlinear 
gloss to the Lindisfarne Gospels, Farman,50 tried to cope with the new nOlm 
and West Saxon. His Mercian gloss features a number ofhyper-adaptations 
(see Smith 1996: 26-29) to the Winchester norm. Farman introduced 
several Saxonisms in his gloss in the attempt "to imitate the language of his 
temporal and ecclesiastical superiors" (Kuhn: 641-642).51 

had access to the same material used by LElfric for his Glossary. As to Porter 201 1 :  
158, the two glossaries are "close siblings", that is independent descendants of the 
same archetype. The Antwerp-London Glossary holds a great deal of entries dra\Vll 
from Isidore's Etymologiae which do not occur in LElfric's Glossary. The 
differences are in large part due to the different use for which the two texts were 
intended. Moreover, LElfric might have modified the original word lists in line with 
the ideal of simplicity and brevity which characterizes his "Writings. 
50 Farman glossed the Gospel of Matthew, part of the Gospel of Marc (Mc. 1 2: 15) 
and part of the Gospel of John (Io. 18 : 1  3) in the Mercian dialect; Owun completed 
the rest with a N orthmnbrian gloss. For the dialects of Old English, see Sauer, 
Waxenberger 2017. 
51 Standardization consists of the imposition of a unifonnity upon a class of objects; 
as to Haugen, "[t]he fOill aspects of language development [ . . .  ] are as follows: (1) 
selection of nonn, (2) codification of fonn, (3) elaboration of function, and (4) 
acceptance by the community" (1966: 933). See Milroy 1992: 129 for a definition 
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The Old English gloss to the Royal Psalter (London, BL, Royal 2.B.v) 
has been recognized as a work of LEthelwold.52 This interlinear gloss to a 
Roman Psalter offers sophisticated renderings ofthe verses and experiments 
with proposing new renderings for a good number of Latin words. 
Althelwold employed a range of synonyms and largely used word-formation 
to coin new compounds, which would go on to earn their place elsewhere. 
There are Old English words such as geowttre 'kind, gentle', oa?slic 
'suitable', and gymen 'care', which are used both in the apparatus to the 
Royal Psalter and Aldhelm's glosses in Brussels, BR 1650. Such systematic 
rendering of a Latin word finds a counterpart also in Althelwold's 
translation of the Benedictine Rule. 

The Royal Psalter (known with the siglum D) has been praised for the 
abundance of its vocabulary and for the knowledge of Psalter exegesis 
which looms behind a number of his interpretations of Biblical verses. All 
the interlinear glosses composed at Winchester,S} with the sole exception of 
the Lambeth Psalter (London, Lambeth Palace Library 427) (I), will draw 
on this interlinear gloss. 54 However, in a number of instances, the other 0-
type Psalter glosses will not repeat the renderings offered by Althelwold, 
choosing instead a more common gloss word, and will therefore reduce the 
lexical variation of Psalter D. 

For example, the adverb aceslfee 'after this marmer, opportunely', 
derived from the above mentioned aceslie is used to gloss Latin taliter in 
Psalm 147.9 only in Psalter D as well as in the glosses to the Blickling 
Psalter (OccGl 50.1.2 [Brock] 147.9) and in the much later Psalter K 
(Salisbury, Cathedral Library 150), which follows D on several occasions. 
In Psalter I, taliter receives a double gloss ("preslice 1 swa gelice"). 

Glosses and glossaries had a role in nOlmalizing the rendering of set 
Latin words. The interaction between the two languages can be observed 
nowhere better than in interlinear glosses, which allows us to understand the 

of standardization from a dynamic point of view. As far as Old English is concerned, 
Haugen's scheme call1lot be applied in toto to the Winchester standardization, the 
more so in the interpretations that highlight the intellectual and stylistic component 
of the phenomenon. 
52 See Gretsch 1999: 261 331 .  This gloss, as well as the Old English translation of 
the Benedictine Rule by LEthelwold, reproduces a nascent state of the Winchester 
usage. 
53 The manuscripts of Psalters G (London, BL, Cotton Vitellius E.xviii), H (London, 
BL, Cotton Tiberius C.vi), and J (London, BL, Anmdel 60) were copied at 
Winchester and F (London, BL, Stowe 2) has a probable Winchester origin. 
54 "The Lambeth Psalter gloss is [ . . .  ] a fresh and highly competent interlinear 
version": Gretsch 1999: 27; its gloss belongs to the 'Winchester group', for which 
see above. 
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ways in which these texts were interpreted. Glosses demonstrate the concern 
over a correct rendering of the meaning and in the selection of synonyms. 
The same purpose is evident in the Old English translations. As Mechthild 
Gretsch remarks in the conclusions of her book, "[ s ]uch interest in a stylistic 
and intellectual refinement of the vernacular carmot be paralleled anywhere 
else in early medieval Europe" (1999: 426). 

In his 1972 essay, Helmut Gneuss also addressed the question of the 
existence of a late West Saxon Schriftsprache, that is, an orthographic and 
morphological norm based on the West Saxon dialect. The Winchester 
standardization of lexicon and the late West Saxon Schriftsprache should 
be kept apart, although the origin of both may well be placed in Althelwold' s 
circle at Winchester. 55 Winchester vocabulary and Standard Old English 
exhibit a diverse linguistic character and purpose as well as a diverse 
geographical reach (197211996: Addenda). An interval of about thirty years 
should be reckoned between the two phenomena and the origin of Standard 
Old English should be placed somewhere in the years between c. 970 and c. 
975, during the last years of King Edgar's reign (957/9 975). 

Normative tendencies are evident in the ortbography of Late Old English 
texts and Allfric was the first and therefore the primary practitioner of the 
standardized written form. This standardization (based on late West Saxon 
dialect) of the orthography of stressed phonemes and the inflectional 
endings is witnessed by several eleventh century Anglo-Saxon manuscripts, 
to begin with those of LElfric's homilies, which can be compared and 
fruitfully contrasted. It has been remarked that "the idea of an OE standard 
language presupposes not only a process of deliberate regulation; it also 
requires a broader distribution of a standard language in larger parts of the 
population" (von Mengden: 28). Bearing in mind these and other 
clarifications (i.e. Gretsch 2001, Lange 2012 and Komexl 2017), it seems 
undeniable that Standard Old English, in the refined definition of Helinut 
Gneuss, is a unique and remarkable phenomenon of Old English. 

Some features of past research 

For a long time glosses have been considered minor literature if literature at 
all. The interpretamenta were understood to be a translation of the relevant 
lemma, and when they did not square with this hypothesis or their 

55 On the trail of the opinion expressed by Henry Sweet in his edition of the Regula 
pastoralis (1871 :  I, v vi), the standardization of Old English was at first posited at 
the time to Alfred. It was C. L. Wrenn, who, in a paper given at the Philological 
Society (1933), moved the basis for such a standard from the time of Alfred to that 
of LElfric. 
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relationship was not immediately clear, taken for blatant errors. Because 
glosses were mainly used to study Old English lexicon, they were 
commonly decontextualized, that is, excised from their original context, be 
it a glossary entry or an interlinear gloss, continuous or occasional. On the 
contrary, wherever possible, glosses should not be printed without their 
Latin lemma or, at least (when this is impracticable for space reasons), its 
former collocation should be kept in mind. The overall approach adopted in 
the past was to give more importance to glosses in the vernacular. This 
practice not only makes it impossible to study what choices the glossator 
made and why he ( or she) made them; it also makes it difficult to give a 
correct interpretation of the Old English words that have been wrenched 
from their original contexts. 

The practice of decontextualizing the glosses from their original context 
was initiated by the first Elizabethan scholars who approached Old English 
manuscripts after centuries of neglect. They underscored the glosses with 
their charcoals, still visible in the manuscripts, inaugurating a use which 
continued until recently. Following this approach, lemma (Latin) and 
interpretation (Old English) switch places and the latter is turned into the 
main entry, whereas the fmmer is (mis)taken as a kind of translation. As I 
wrote elsewhere, vernacular glosses are not mere translations, alphabetical 
glossaries are not dictionaries, and, most importantly, glossators were not 
that inadequate to the task in hand. 56 

The concept of "exceptionalism" has often marked the lexicographic 
approach towards Old English glosses, to the point that these have been 
regarded as a corpus set apart (in some ways comparable to poetry). On the 
contrary, Old English glosses participate in the wider conversation of 
literary production and remain crucial with regard to the language. 

However, it should be underscored that there are instances in which the 
Old English gloss words do not reflect everyday use, nor should be 
identified as such (and must not be used for far-fetched reconstructions of 
Anglo-Saxon society). This is the case of specifically coined words such as 
gllwma:den 'female musician' orfioelestre 'female fiddler' or the many eel{
'elf compounds occurring in the glossaries. Some of these gloss words do 
not continue into English, but, this notwithstanding, they are quite 
interesting for the linguistic reflections which emerge behind their 
fmmation. Latin intermittere 'to leave off, omit, neglect' is glossed by the 
loan translation betwuxsendan in the glosses to the Regularis concordia.57 

56 See, i.a., Lendinara 2002b. 
57 The verb occurs 5x: RegCGI (Komexl) 9.143; 12.249; 14.249; 20.362; 22.439; 
and 56.1 367. The verb also occms in Hynm 39 where it renders interpo/at: Hy Gl 2 
(Milfull) 39.7. 
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Only once, in the Regularis concordia, intermittere, in the meaning of 'to 
leave off, is rendered by Ztetan. 58 Lucia Kornexl speaks of "morphological 
borrowing" and "structural replicas" and S"UlTIlises that there was also an 
etymological concern behind this sort of glosses (2001 :  206). 

The same happens with the adjective samodherigendlic 'praiseworthy, 
laudable' which occurs only in the interlinear versions of the Hymnal,59 
where it renders Latin conlaudabilis 'worth of praise' (2X).60 In Hymn 90 
"Hunc partum [ . . .  ] conlaudabilem" (Ill,2) is glossed by "Pisne suna [ . . .  ] 
samodherigendlicne". While samodheringendlic occurs only here, the 
simplex herigendlic 'laudable, commendable' has about 50 occurrences in 
the Old English corpus. 

The degree of 'artificiality' was likely evident to contemporary 
audiences and was instrumental in teaching. If one compares the 
occurrences ofthe words gold 'gold', seolfor 'silver', and mcestling 'brass', 
and those of the respective compounds of -smio 'smith', it is unmistakeable 
that only goldsmio 'goldsmith' occurs in different sort of texts, whereas the 
occurrence of seolforsmio 'silversmith' and, to a still larger measure, of 
mcestlingsmio 'brass-worker' is limited to glossaries. The three compounds 
occur, one right after the other, in the Glossary of LElfric: 

Aurifex goldsmio 
Argentarius seolforsmio 
Aerarius mces<t>lingsmio 

(ed. Zupitza p. 301,15) 
(ed. Zupitza p. 301,15) 
(ed. Zupitza p. 301,15 16) 

Goldsmio has 5 occurrences in glosses, but it is employed also elsewhere. 
Seolforsmio occurs in three interrelated works, the Glossary and the 
Colloquy of Allfric and the Antwerp-London Glossary. Finally, 
mcestlingsmio is found only in Allfric's Glossary and in the Antwerp
London Glossary. 

The three words sequence draws evidently on a lexical exercise and it 
would be quite risky to draw conclusions on lock manufacturers in Anglo
Saxon England. Moreover, inLElfric's Colloquy, the compound words occur 
in the singular and were clearly an interpolation based on a lexical drill. 61 

58 RegCGI (Komexl) 65.1574. 
59 HyGI 2 (Milfull), 90.3 and HyGI 3 (Gneuss) 90.3. 
60 For eonlmtdabilis see Prudentius, Hamartigenia line 692. 
61 "Habeo fabros, ferrarios, aurifieern, argentarimn, �rarimn, lignarimn et rnultos 
alios variarum artimn operatores. le hcebbe smipas, isene smipas, goldsmip, 
seoloforsmip, arsmip, treowwyrhtan 7 manegra opre mistliera eraifta biggeneeras' 
(Gannonsway 1939, lines 205 207). In the interlinear gloss to the Colloquy, 
aerarius is glossed by iirsmio which is a hapax. In turn, aerarius only oeems in 
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That mcestling was not that common is proved by the Grammar of 
Allfric, where the word is re-determined by gold 'gold': "ealswa gail oas 
naman: hoc fundamentum [ . . .  ] aurnm gold, argentum seolfor, auricalcum 
goldmrestlingc, stagnum tin, plumbum lead,jerrum isen [ . . .  ] ET CETERA." 
(ed. Zupitza: 31,3 14). Goldma?stling will have only a further occurrence in 
Allfric's Glossary: "Aurica1cum: goldma?stlingc" (ed. Zupitza: 319,1 2). In 
both cases, LElfric was pointing out the word fOlmation to his pupils.62 Once 
again, it is evident that glosses should be handled with care, and on the 
background of the whole Anglo-Saxon corpus. 

From Old to Middle English 

The two main methods of compilation in lexicography are the alphabetical 
and the topical. Anglo-Saxon alphabetical and topical glossaries were 
copied and compiled anew both in the twelfth and the thirteenth century. In 
the late Anglo-Saxon period and the early Middle English period the 
emphasis is on topical glossaries (e.g. the four glossaries in Bodley 730 and 
the Worcester version of LElfric's Glossary). The overall organization of 
subject glossaries changed only slightly, although they introduced new 
lexical fields (and items) reflecting sociological changes. As for the 
alphabetical tradition, we have seen how it is possible to establish a lineage 
of works, each of which contains material from the preceding one. These 
compilations continued to include both vernacular and Latin interpretations. 
With a progressive refinement of alphabetization, lemmata were arranged 
according to the first two initial letters (AB-order), as in 2nd Cp, finally 
reaching anABC-stage with the Harley Glossary.63 

As we have seen before, several large bilingual glossaries were 
composed in Anglo-Saxon England. When the first bilingual dictionaries 
began to be dra\Vll up in the fifteenth century, their compilers resorted to the 
former lexicographical method of production (this took place both in the 
British Isles and in continental Europe): the initial attempts at the production 
of English dictionaries continued the tradition of the Anglo-Saxon 
alphabetical glossaries.64 As far as the English lexicography is concerned, 

LElfric's Glossary and the Antwerp-London Glossary. 
62 Note that also Latin orichalcum 'yellow copper, brass' was "Written wrichalcum, 
as if from aurum. 
63 In this glossary there are even traces of attempts to arrive at anABCD-order, e.g. 
"Blandus . lenis . placidus . iocundus . suavis . /ijJe" (B 456), [ . . .  ], "Blasphemia . 
vituperatio . feel" (B 466), "Blatis . bitelum" (B 467), [ . . .  ], "BlavlUll . color est vestis 
. blea" (B 474). 
64 It should be reminded, however, that, although the layout of Anglo-Saxon 
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bilingual word lists with the language order Latin-English precede those 
using the order English-Latin. The first Latin-English dictionaries are the 
Medulla grammaticae (mid-fifteenth century) and the Ortus vocabulorum 
(for both, see Stein 1985). The compilers of these dictionaries selected the 
Latin lemmata from the glossarial sources accessed, but often preferred to 
supply new English translations or equivalents for such words. In cases of 
doubt, they sometimes left the space assigned to the vernacular 
interpretamentum empty. The two earliest English-Latin dictionaries are 
the Promptorium parvulorum sive Clericorum, compiled in the late fifteenth 
century, and the Catholicon anglicum (1483).65 Note, however, that the 
Medulla grammaticae had a much larger circulation than either the 
Catholicon or the Promptorium. 

The debt owed by modem monolingual dictionaries to earlier bilingual 
versions is underscored by Wagner (1967: 120): "Les dictionnaires 
monolingues des langues occidentales qui nous sont aujourd'hui si familiers 
ne sont pas issus par simple mutation, traduction ou adaptation, des 
dictionnaires latins anterieurs. C' est au contraire par une lente evolution des 
versions bilingues plus anciennes que se sont degagees les formes 
essentielles de nos modernes repertoires." There is still much to do on the 
lexicographical working practices which might yet provide a correct 
estimate of how much of the Old English material was merged into the 
'new' dictionaries, with particular regard for the relationship between the 
Latin lemmata and English interpretamenta, and the precise ratios of each. 

Conclusions 

The study of Old English glosses helps reconstruct the language in its social 
context. Seen in this light, glosses turn out to be peculiar meta-texts and not 
worthless marginalia, as they are often deemed to be. Glossaries and 
interlinear glosses offer important insight into the gradual rise of the 
vernacular. However, in Anglo-Saxon England, it was not concern about 
the study of vernacular languages themselves that promoted the compilation 
of glossaries. The forces giving rise to the large lexicographic output are 
related to several fields of endeavor, such as: collecting and systematizing 

alphabetical glossaries anticipates that of dictionaries, these compilations were 
assembled with a different scope, were dra-wn from different sources and were aimed 
at different audiences. 
65 The entries of the Promptorium parvu/orum, like the Catholicon, are arranged 
alphabetically, but in two sections: 'nomina' (nolUls, but also adjectives, adverbs, 
pronolUls, prepositions, conjunctions and interjections) coming first, followed by 
'verba' (verbs). 
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learning, education, religious teaching and even proselytizing activities. The 
bilingual compilations, not only the topical glossaries but also many 
interlinear glosses, played an active part in the history of teaching Latin in 
England. 

As such, the Anglo-Saxon glossarial production entirely deserves being 
defmed by the words of Alan Kirkness (2004: 56) who writes that 
lexicography comprises such telTIlS as "art, craft, process, and activity".66 
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THE DREAM OF OSBERN PINNOCK 

AND THE TRANSFORMATION 

OF MEDIEVAL LEXICOGRAPHY 

JOHN CONSIDINE 

The English monk Osbem Pinnock, or Osbern of Gloucester, completed a 
monolingual Latin dictionary in or very near the third quarter of the twelfth 
century; its date can be ascertained because a few of the 27 complete 
manuscripts include a dedication to Hamelin, the abbot of St Peter's Abbey, 
Gloucester, who held office from 1 148 to 1 179 1 This "huge, avant-garde, 
and influential" dictionary, as the medievalist Rodney Thomson has 
described it (1983: 8), was called, somewhat mysteriously, Panormia, Of, 
less mysteriously, Derivarium, or Derivationes; the second and third of 
these titles indicate the derivational structure of the dictionary .' After the 
dedication to Hamelin and a prologue, it is divided into sections, one for 
each letter of the alphabet, and all but the shortest sections consist of two 
parts: first, a series of paragraph-length accounts, called derivationes in one 
manuscript (see Osbemo 1996: 1 . 10, collation), each of which begins with 
a given word and then treats all of its derivatives together, and second, a 
series of entries for individual words, called repetitiones in two manuscripts 
(see Osbemo 1996: 1.45, collation), though some words appear only in one 
of these series. 

In this chapter, I would like to argue that the Panormia stands at a 
turning point in the history of medieval lexicography, and to present and 
discuss the remarkable prologue to the dictionary. And I would like to 

1 Hunt 1958: 269; for the manuscripts, see Osbemo 1996: 1.x xiv. 
2 For the various titles, see the incipits reported in the collation at OSBERNO 1996: 
1 .5, which include "Incipit panonnia Osbemi Gloecestrensis"; "Prologus in 
derivarium"; and "Incipit prologus derivaciomun." Perhaps, as suggested in 
Robustelli Della ClUla 1975: 128 129 (see also HUNT 1958: 269 n 5), Panonnia is 
fromPannomia (Greek pan "all" and nomos "law") with influence from Latin norma 
"rule, law"; the title was also given to a legal collection by Ivo of Chartres, compiled 
some decades before Osbem's work. 
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follow each of these main divisions of my chapter with a short excursus. 
The first of these suggests ways in which the turning point in 
lexicographical history which I identify might be contextualized more 
broadly in intellectual history, and particularly in the history of the study of 
language. The second offers a hypothesis about the intellectual origins of 
the derivational lexicography of Latin of which the Panormia is such an 
important, and early, example. 

The Panormia and lexicographical tradition 

In order to see how innovative the Panormia was, we must compare it with 
the collections of glosses which preceded it. A gloss in a manuscript 
explains the meaning ofthe glossed fmm in one context. It is therefore quite 
appropriate for a collection of glosses to have separate entries for separate 
occurrences of a given fmm. So, for instance, in the greatest such collection, 
the Liber glossarum, which originated in seventh-century Spain, the word 
anima "spirit" first occurs in the inflected fmm animam, glossed sanguinem 
"blood" (Liber glossarum 2016: AN 216): this goes back to a gloss on 
Vergil, Aeneid 4.652, in which Dido's words "accipite hanc animam," 
spoken before she stabs herself, were literalistically taken to mean "receive 
this blood" rather than "receive this spirit." This entry is followed by one in 
which anima Argolica, which occurs atAeneid 2.118, is explained as anima 
Graeea (AN 217). Next comes an entry which glosses animam hane as hune 
sanguinem (AN 218), deriving again fromAeneid4.652, though presumably 
by a different channel of transmission than AN 216. Next come three entries 
(AN 219-221) offering different glosses for the phrase animam eripi!, 
which the fIrst of the three identifies as occurring in Cicero. The makers of 
the Liber glossarum were not trying to make a unifIed dictionary entry for 
the word anima; indeed, a number of the glosses which were brought 
together because the word anima occurred in them were really directed to 
explaining a word which collocated with it. 

As late as the eleventh century, a large and important new dictionary, 
the Elementarium of Papias, still did not make it a consistent principle to 
present a single entry for each word. Its first entry for anima read "anima is 
an incorporeal substance, capable of understanding and reasoning, invisible, 
capable of movement, immortal; its origin is unknown; nothing of the 
physical world is incorporated with it.'" This was in fact taken directly from 

3 Papias 1977 1980, AN 138:  "anirna est substantia incorporea, intellectualis, 
rationalis, invisibilis atque rnobilis et irnrnortalis, habens ignotam origin ern, nihil 
terrenemn in se rnixturn." 
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the Liber glossarum (AN 229), which excerpted it from the Differentiae of 
Isidore of Seville. In a second entry, immediately after this one, Papias treats 
the word very differently, as follows: 

anima: whence is derived animula, animal, animo (2nd pers. sing. animas). 
By compOlUlding, exanimo (2nd pers. sing. exanimas), exanimis (masc. and 
fern.) and exanime (neut). From animus are formed animosus, animositas; 
by compounding, magnanimus, magnanimitas, pusillanimis, longanimis, 
unanimis, unanimiter, animaequior.4 

Parts of this entry can be traced back to Priscian, and this is not surprising: 
the derivational morphology of Latin is such that the student who leams a 
word such as animus has thereby learned other words such as animosus, and 
this is a point which any grammarian helping students to increase their 
vocabulary is very likely to make. So both Papias and Priscian anticipate 
the emphasis on derivation in the Panormia, here and in other entries, such 
as tliose for arma and /acere (papias 1977-1980: AR 179; Goetz 1923: 
180). But this does not mean tliat the Elementarium had a strong 
derivational flavour. As we have just seen, Papias' derivational entry for the 
word anima is preceded by an encyclopedic treatment of the theologically 
defmed entity called anima. It is followed by no fewer than five other entries 
beginning with the word anima. One of these states that anima "has its name 
from animo": anima here is not a word, but an entity with a name, so the 
entry is, in our telTIls, fundamentally encyclopedic. 5 By the way, this 
statement contradicts the statement in the derivational entry which precedes 
it that animo is derived from anima. Of the next four entries (papias 1977-
1980: AN 141-144), one explains tliat anima means "life" or "blood" (the 
latter must ultimately be derived from a gloss on Aeneid 4.652 like those 
collected in the Liber Glossarum); one gives its etymology as from Greek 
anemos "wind"; one remarks that the soul may be referred to by different 
names such as spiritus and mens depending on which of its activities is 
under consideration; and one observes, in words taken from Saint 
Augustine, that a purified mind is tlie eye of the soul. There is a lot of 
information here, but it is not unified into a single entry, or even made 
consistent from entry to entry, and it is as much about the soul itself as about 
the word anima. 

4 Papias 1977 1980, AN 139: "anima: inde derivatur animula, animal, animo -as; 
componitur exanimo -as hic et haec exanimis et hoc exanime. animus a quo 
animosus, animositas; componitur magnanimus, magnanimitas, pusillanimis, 
longanimis, unanimis, unanimiter, animaequior." 
5 Papias 1977 1980, AN 140: "anima nomen habet ab animo -as." 
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It is in the light ofPapias' treatment of anima that the innovative quality 
of Osbem's can be seen. 

animus (gen. animi): thence animosus (fern. animosa, neut. animosum) 
"daring", with cornpar. and superl. forms animosior and animosissimus 
whence the adverbs animose, animosius, and animosissime, and the fern. 
nolUl animositas (gen. animositafis), and the active verb animo (2nd pers. 
sing. animas) whence animatus (fern. animata, neut. animatum), and the 
fern. nolUl animatio (gen. animafionis), and the fern. noun anima (gen. 
animae) whence the fern. nolUl animu/a, and the adjective animalis (masc. 
and fern.) and animale (neut.), as in the words of the apostle, "anirnalis homo 
non percipit ea quae sunt spiritus Dei" [1 Cor., 2.14]; and the neut. nolUl 
animal (gen. animalis).6 

The entry then digresses to remark that there is also a word anomalus, which 
is used by Martianus Capella, before returning to derivatives of animus, 
including the adjective equanimis, the adverb equanimiter, and the noun 
equanimitas, the adjective magnanimis, and so on. By no means is this in 
every respect a more interesting piece of work than the series of entries in 
which Papias brings pieces of infOlmation related to anima together, but it 
has something dramatically new to offer. 'Whereas Papias understands 
anima to be both a word and also a thing, the soul, Osbem understands 
anima to be simply a word, which has a single place in a system of other 
words. His treatment of it is austerely that of the maker of a dictionary, and 
not that of a collector of glosses or a maker of an encyclopedia. 'What makes 
the real difference between Papias' derivational entry and Osbern's entry is 
not simply that Osbem's is more elaborate; it is that Osbern's mapping of 
the derivational relationships of anima is all that he has to say about the 
word. 

The Elementarium of Papias and the Liber glossarum are both in 
alphabetical order. There had been alphabetically ordered wordlists in Latin 
Christendom since late antiquity (see Daly 1967), so that for instance Book 
10 of the Etymologies of Isidore of Seville is alphabetically ordered, and 
there is, indeed, evidence for the use of alphabetical ordering in ancient 
Rome. Other ways to arrange a short wordlist were knO\vn to lexicographers 
of Latin: for instance, words could be arranged thematically, or in the order 

6 0sberno 1996: 1.20: "animus animi, inde animosus a um .i. audax et eomparatur 
animosior animosissirnus, lUlde animose animosius animosissime adverbia, et hee 
animositas is, et animo as verbmn aetivmn, lUlde animatus a um, et hee animatio is, 
et hee anima e, lUlde hee animula, et hie et hee animalis et hoe animale, sieut 
apostolus dieit animalis homo non pereipit ea quae sunt spiritus Dei; et hoe animal 
lis." 
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in which they occurred in a given text. However, I know of no derivationally 
organized Latin dictionary which can be dated on internal or codicological 
evidence to a date before the twelfth century. Since the Panormia appears 
from its dedication to have been completed in or around the third quarter of 
that century, and since Osbem refers in that dedication to an earlier 
derivationum lib er, which he compiled with much labour many years before 
the dedication of the Panormia as we have it (and which was then stolen 
from him), it would seem that he was among the pioneers ofthe derivational 
lexicography of Latin.7 A collection of derivationes with strong verbal 
similarities to the Panormia is extant in a twelfth-century manuscript, now 
Stuttgart, Wi.irttembergische Landesbibliothek, Poet. et philol. 40 56. Georg 
Goetz suggested that this collection was Osbem's source; it has also been 
suggested that it might be identified with Osbem's stolen derivationum liber 
(Goetz 1923: 206-207; Osbemo 1996: l .viii). In either case, it does not 
seem to be much earlier than Osbern's first lexicographical work would 
have been. 

The Panormia was the first of three great Latin dictionaries of the High 
Middle Ages, the second being the Derivationes or Magnae derivationes of 
U gutio, which derives from the Panormia (see Goetz 1923: 202-204; Hunt 
1958: 267 n 1), and the third being the Catholicon of Giovanni Balbi, which 
derives from the work ofU gutio. These both attained very wide manuscript 
circulation, and the Catholicon also appeared in numerous printed editions 
in the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. U gutio is in this case less 
austere, because he begins his entry for anima by considering five possible 
etymologies for the word, and when he turns to animus, he spends a little 
time on a consideration of animus, anima, and other words for the soul 
(Uguccione 2004: A 197). But he too treats anima in a context of 
derivational processes: the great bulk ofthe long paragraph in his dictionary 
which begins with the headword anima sets out all the fOlTIlS derived from 
it, from the diminutive animula to the compounded and suffixed 
pusillanimitas. Likewise, Balbi begins his long entry for anima by 
remodelling some of Ugutio's material. Although he brings encyclopedic 
material into his entry-and although he breaks up the unified entry in the 
Derivationes to place derived fOlTIlS in an alphabetical sequence, so that 
pusillanimis is with other words beginning pu-, and not with its closest 
derivational relatives-he nevertheless creates a single entry for each word, 

7 Osberno 1996, 1 . 1 :  "iuvenis componere incepi, senex tandem usque ad lUlguem 
peruxi," and 1 .2: "Nec lateat lectorem me, cum primmn scolaribus feruEs relictis 
monachmn induissem alimn derivationmn librmn, opus egregium et summo 
studio confectum, fecisse, sed a quodam invidie peste laborante fmtive mihi 
surrepturn fuisse." 
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in which, like Osbem and U gutio, he treats it independent of context. All 
three lexicographers do sometimes quote from texts which use a given word, 
but they quote in order to support or elucidate context-independent 
statements about its meaning and its grammatical behaviour. Such 
statements were made in Osbem's derivational framework before they 
appeared in Balbi's alphabetical framework, and indeed Osbem's 
derivational framework required attention to words as words, in a context 
of other words, and not as pretexts for encyclopedic information about 
things or for literary infOlmation about specific contexts. 

Excursus: The Panormia and grammatical tradition 

Whether the Panormia or the Stuttgart collection or another dictionary came 
first, there is clear evidence that the derivationally arranged treatment of the 
vocabulary of Latin began before 1 180, and there seems to be no evidence 
that it began earlier than the twelfth century. What turned the medieval 
glossographical tradition into the medieval dictionary tradition at this time? 

The difference between the medieval dictionary as represented by the 
Panormia, and earlier collections of glosses or of encyclopedic statements 
as represented by the Elementarium, is that the dictionary conceives of the 
word as rather an abstract entity. So, the question which we have just asked 
might be rephrased: why might a grammarian in the twelfth century 
conceive of the word as a more abstract entity than would a grammarian in 
the eleventh century? We need go no further than the late Vivien Law's 
History of Linguistics in Europe from Plato to 1600-which was published 
as a textbook, but represents the mature work of an immensely learned and 
thoughtful scholar-for some preliminary answers. The first depends on the 
fact that two translations of Aristotle's Metaphysics from Greek into Latin 
were made in the second quarter of the twelfth century (for their chronology, 
see Borgo 2014: 53). 

In Aristotle's Metaphysics twelfth-century readers fmmd an important 
epistemological distinction: that between practical knowledge, leading to 
action, and theoretical knowledge, leading to truth. Only three disciplines, 
Aristotle claimed, were truly theoretical: physics, mathematics and 
theology. Aristotle's readers began to ask themselves whether this was 
inevitable. Might it be possible to study any subject-matter in either a 
practical or a theoretical manner? How might one go about it? Could 
language be investigated in a theoretical manner, not merely in the practical, 
descriptive manner everyone was familiar with? (Law 2003: 17 1 )  
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The difference between on the one hand gathering statements about what a 
word means in particular contexts, and about the thing which the word 
denotes, and on the other hand composing a dictionary entry which tries to 
capture the general meaning of a word and the way in which it relates to 
other words, surely is essentially the difference between practical and 
theoretical investigation. So, the change in lexicography which can be 
placed in the decades before 1 180 seems to coincide very closely with the 
change in other kinds of language study which Law attributes to the 
stimulating effect of Aristotle on the minds of learned persons in Latin 
Christendom. 

It would be imprudent to press the point: an early dating for the first 
version of the Panormia, or for the Stuttgart derivationes collection, would 
place either or both a little too early for the influence of the first translations 
of the Metaphysics to be plausible. But Law offers another suggestive 
argument. The monolingual dictionary which makes context-independent 
statements about words and their meanings is driven by a theory of the sign 
which treats the form of the word and the concept it expresses as a single 
entity. Such a theory of the sign was indeed developing in the twelfth 
century. 

By the twelfth century philosophers were grappling with the sign, and with 
semantic problems generally, in a far subtler manner [than before]. Thierry 
of Chartres . . .  declared: "Meaning (significatio) is the lUlion of the thing and 
its name. We don't call the thing alone the meaning, but include the word 
signifying it. Meaning includes the signified (significatum) as much as the 
signifying element (significans)."s 

Thierry of Chartres made this statement around 1 150, near the beginning of 
the range of possible dates for Osbern's dedication of the Panormia. By the 
1 170s, towards the end of the range of dates for Osbem's dedication, 
grammarians were pointing out precisely that word fOlTIlS are immediately 
associated with concepts rather than with real-world entities (Law 2003: 
173). An explanation of how context-dependent medieval gloss collections 
turned into context-independent medieval dictionaries in the twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries might not only look at how medieval grammarians were 
seeing their subject-matter as increasingly abstract at just that time, but also 
at how medieval philosophers of language were seeing significatum and 
significans as locked together, so that a list of words becomes a list of the 

S Law 2003: 151  152, translating Thierry 1971: 192: "Et est significatio: unio rei et 
uocabuli. Non enim rem tantum appellamus significationem sed et ipsmn uocabulmn 
significans. Complectitur enirn significatio tam significatum quam significans." 
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concepts associated with them, and so that statements of the fOlTIlal 
relationship of words become statements about the relationship of concepts. 

Finally, we may note R. W. Hunt's account (1958, 270-273) of the 
"growing vogue for 'derivationes' which prompted Osbern to make his 
collection." Every reader of Isidore knew that derivatio was part of 
etymologia (see Etymologiae 1 .  xxix), but twelfth-century grammarians 
explored the nature of derivatio more deeply in their theoretical writings 
than their predecessors had done. And as Hunt observes, Osbem himself 
describes the role of derivationes in the classroom: at an elementary level, 
only a few derived fOlTIlS of a given word are expounded, but older and more 
capable students are sho\Vll how multiple forms extend from a given word 
in multiple directions as one derivation flows from another, "which might 
serve as a description of Osbem's own method of proceeding."9 This 
pedagogical practice can be seen as a result of some or all of the theoretical 
developments at which we have glanced in this excursus. 

Osbern's dream 

"On a winter's night, when, after much sleepless study and the burning of 
much oil, I had kept my eyes open until about the most silent hour of all, at 
last I laid my weary limbs to rest on a rough bed of scanty straw and coarse 
blankets, and fell into oblivious sleep. ,,10 These are the opening words of 
the prologue to the Panormia. Well may their Latin originals stand before a 
dictionary: many of them are glossed in easier Latin in medieval 
manuscripts, and an early copy notes that the prologue is "difficult to 
understand because at every point it is entangled with exotic words."11 Not 
only is the style of the prologue to the Panormia curious; so is its content, 
for it introduces a dream, which runs all the way through the dictionary, and 

9 Osberno 1996: 1 . 1 :  "alii quidem, licet regulares modos sequantur, tenues tamen et 
perraras partes adminores imbuendos elicilmt, alii vero, qui in studiis scilicet maiora 
percepenmt et huius scientiae magis videntur capaces, in multiplices se derivandi 
rivos multipliciter extendunt," discussed Hunt 1958: 269. 
10 Osberno 1996: 1 .5:  "Cum in nocte hyemali multe lucubrationis pervigilio 
phrrimoque in lichinis olivo depasto usque ad conticinimn fenne nictitassem, in 
Letheum tandem soporem squarroso me lectisternio, utpote perrara farragine 
hirtisque sagis receptantibus, defetiscentes artus conquexi." 
1 1  All the glosses are given in the apparatus of Osberno 1996; easier to read are the 
selections in Goetz 1896: 79 85, and [Osbern] 1836: 1 5;  the quotation is from 
Oxford, Christ Chmch MS 91 ,  apud Hunt 1958: 268: "Prologus ad intelligendmn 
difficilis quia verbis exoticis est undique involutus." 
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which is, I shall propose, significantly connected to the avant-garde quality 
of Os bern's lexicography. 

The dream begins thus. "And while I had the nourishment I needed from 
the delicious kiss of sweetest sleep, behold! A host of people, marching 
together, entering the house in which I was lying, made a loud noise with 
the resounding clatter of their shoes. ,,12 So just as Osbern passes from the 
monastic discomfort of his bed to the languorous pleasures of sleep (the kiss 
is a suavium, which is defined by Osbem himself as "a kiss mixed with 
saliva"), he passes from the dead stillness of midnight to the aggressive 
noise of a strange home invasion.13 Startled awake, and peeping through an 
aperture in the bedclothes under which he is hiding, he sees the likeness of 
a beautiful woman in the moonlight which pours in through cracks in the 
walls or curtains of his chamber. She is called Grammatica, the 
personification of the study of the Latin language. Osbern had Martianus 
Capella's description of Grammatice from the third book of De nuptiis 
Philologiae et Mercurii in his memory, if not before him, as he wrote, and 
there are close verbal parallels between his text and that ofMartianus.14 But 
whereas Martianus places Grammatice among the followers of Mercury, 
Osbern makes Grammatica a leader. "Poets of some gravity, their hair swan
white, dressed in Roman cloaks, their feet appropriately shod in buskins, 
followed their mistress in amiable procession as she walked ahead,,15: it was 
they whose noise first broke into the speaker's slumbers. 

Grammatica addresses the host of poets, and unlike Martianus' 
Grammatice, she has something distressing to say to them: although she has 
been honoured in the past, "now, by contrast, altogether rejected by the 
mortals of the present age, I am openly set at nought by all, so that you shall 
scarcely find one among thousands who labours to know me well. "16 But 
she has a plan to set matters to rights again. Since the humans of this age 

12 0sbemo 1996: 1 .5:  "Dmnque opiparo predulcis sompni suavio affatim saginarer, 
ecce phalanga turmatim subeuntium domate quo decmnbebam fragosa crepidarurn 
complosione perstrepebat." 
13 Osbemo 1996: 2.63 1 :  "osculum cum saliva mixturn." 
14 Cf. Osbemo 1996: 1 .6, "ex qua scabra puberurn ingenia linguanunque vituligines 
levi sensim attritione pmgabat" and Martianus, De mtptiis, 3.226, "ex qua scabros 
dentes vitiliginesque linguanun . . .  levi sensim attritione pmgabat"; cf. U gutio 2004: 
2.3 (prologus): "nec balbutientimn linguarmn vituligines abradere." 
15 Osbemo 1996: 1 .6: "Dominarn autem prearnbularn vates gravastelli cignino 
capillitio candidantes, penulasque Latiales indusiati, pedibus quam decenter 
cotumatis comi processu assectabantur." 
16 0sbemo 1996: 1 .7:  "Nunc autem inter huiusce temporis stirpitus repudiata 
mortales, publicitus ab onmibus floccipendor; quia qui me pemosse desudet, vix 
inter tot milia, vel lUlmn reperies." 
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"are so irrational and so slothful," and "lest by their feeble learning I should 
disappear," she announces that "I wish, in this assembly, to make manifest 
the elements of Latin, according to rule and in order," showing at least what 
the meaning of each is agreed to be, and if possible from what derivational 
fountainhead it flOWS.17 By "elements", partes, she evidently means words; 
we might say lexemes, because she evidently sees them as units in a system, 
as one does if one treats words in derivational groups. They will be arranged 
alphabetically, and they will be clearly explained: she is going to dictate a 
new Latin dictionary in the hearing of the assembled poets and of "a certain 
trustee of mine," to wit the speaker, who is still hiding under his meagre 
bed-covers, but is not invisible to Grammatica, who winks at him as she 
speaks, and remarks that "it pleases me to pour them into the thirsty 
openings of his memory."18 

This is not merely a prologue, but a sustained framing narrative. 
Grammatica announces that she will begin with the word amo, and 68 
derivational families headed by words beginning with a follow, the first 
being indeed the family headed by amo, which includes 45 other forms, 
from amator, amatorius, and amatorculus to adamo, redamo, and deamo. 
After the last of these derivational families, which is headed by abhominor, 
the framing narrative resumes: Grammatica pauses for breath, and explains 
that she would now like to give a list of forms "briefly, without 
derivation. "19 The list follows, running to 728 items, some of them being 
repeated from the foregoing material (the first is amatorculus), and some 
being new (the last is abditorium, which will reappear later in thePanormia 
as a member of the derivational family beginning with do). The voice of 
Grammatica is heard again, sometimes accompanied with appreciative 
exclamations by the poets, at the end of every alphabetical sequence in the 
dictionary, until, after the short run of entries for words beginning with z, 
her final speech concludes with an injunction to remember what she has 
said, and to pass it on, accurately remembered, to others.20 

17 Osberno 1996: 1 .8:  "Quoniam igitur adeo desipiscentes, adeo esse inertici 
approbantur, ne per dehunbem eorurndem abholear scientiam, in hac volo contione 
partes Latinas normaliter et digestim propalare, guo dmntaxat intellectu acceptas, 
vel ex gua derivandi scaturigine esse constat elicitas." 
18 Osberno 1996: 1 . 8: "Quas tandem per singulos alphabeti apices serio et 
enucleatim enodatas cuiusdam mei seguestris (ad me autem oculo connivente 
adnutabat) famelicis memorie faucibus libet instillare." 
19 Osberno 1996: 1.45, "pauculogue ad respirandmn interclllTente silentio" and 
"libet partes breviter sine derivatione replicare." 
2° Osberno 1996: 2.769, "diligenter ad memoriam revocate et memoriter ceteris 
cornrnendate." 
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\¥by did Osbern give his dictionary this structure? He gave one obvious 
answer himself in the dedication to Hamelin (Osbemo 1996: 1.3), namely 
that he was paying homage to Martianus Capella: Grammatice makes a long 
speech about grammar in the De nuptiis, and Grammatica makes a long 
series of speeches about vocabulary in the Panormia. Although the De 
nuptiis is now read as an encyclopedic text and the Panormia as a 
dictionary, the contrast between encyclopedias and dictionaries was not 
made by readers and writers in the twelfth century.21 Osbem's Grammatica 
cites Martianus from beginning to end ofthe dictionary (e.g., Osbemo 1996: 
1.9 and 2.769), often with reference to his remarks on the articulation of 
speech sounds. Moreover, she pleases her audience much more than 
Martianus' Grammatice, who is eventually silenced by Minerva because 
everyone is so bored by her discourse (De nuptiis, 3.326), so Osbem not 
only honours his predecessor but hints at the superior delightfulness of his 
own subject matter. Considering the reputation of Martianus in the twelfth 
century, this was a bold claim to make. 

A second reason for Osbern's use of the figure of Grannnatica is 
suggested by her [mal words, and by the limited alphabetization of the 
dictionary-more limited than that of the Elementarium, let alone that of 
the Liber glossarum-which gives us sequences running from amo to 
abhominor or from amatorculus to abditorium. The Panormia is not a 
wordlist meant for ready reference, but a pedagogical text meant for 
thoughtful and retentive study. The speaker ofthe prologue models this sort 
of study: he listens to every word which Grammatica speaks, and commits 
it to memory, to be written down later. The attendant poets are likewise 
good listeners. The very large scale of his work precluded Osbem's making 
its memorization truly feasible by casting it in verse like the Tretiz of his 
countryman Walter de Bibbesworth or the Graecismus of Eberhard of 
Bethune (the two are brought together in Hinton 2017: 879-80 and n 76). 
But the apparatus of the vision of Grammatica allowed him to present the 
memorization ofthe Panormia as an ideal. 

As the example of the De nuptiis shows, however, it is possible to 
present an allegorical figure without the apparatus of a vision. To be sure, 
the dream-vision or nocturnal vision was a way to bring allegorical figures 
before the eyes of the speaker of a literary text: a century before the 
Panormia, Anselm of Be sate's Rhetorimachia had included a dream-vision 
in which Grammatica herself makes an appearance (Dinzelbacher 1981:  
74). But it was not a necessary device, unless the visionary is to be 

21 For [mther discussion, see Considine 2016. 
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transported somewhere, as Anselm's speaker is. Boethius, for instance, did 
not need to put the speaker of De consolatione philosophiae to bed in order 
that Philosophia should appear to him. Osbem seems to have been going out 
of his way to say that the derivationes and repetitiones of the Panormia 
came to him from an outside authority, and that he received them with 
complete passivity, as a vessel to be filled rather than an interlocutor: "it 
pleases me to pour them into the thirsty openings of his memory," says 
Grammatica. This actually contradicts a key element of the dedication to 
Hamelin, the story of the laborious composition of the Panormia, 
interrupted by the theft of an early version. Perhaps this calls for an 
explanation. 

If so, I think that the explanation may be twofold. On the one hand, 
Osbem surely knew that a whole book surveying the vocabulary of Latin 
with attention to its derivational morphology rather than to its use in context 
was a novel undertaking. As we have seen, whether he was the very first 
person to compile a book of derivationes or not, he was surely one of the 
first. Papias could claim the authority of tradition for the Elementarium: it 
was, he wrote, "a work which has, to be sure, already been elaborated for a 
long time by many others and has also been added to and amassed by me 
more recently as best I could. ,,22 Osbern could make no such claim, but he 
could present the figure of Grammatica as an authority for his 0\Vll 
innovation: "I, discoursing on Latinity, have made the mother of Latinity 
herself hold forth, as from her greater authority concerning the extent ofthis 
field of knowledge,"23 he says at the end of his dedication. And, since 
grammatica inevitably suggests the teaching of the art of grammar, he could 
make the allegorical figure a hint that the Panormia was really no more than 
a distillation ofthe established practice of countless grammatici in the Latin 
classrooms of western Christendom. 

On the other hand, Osbern may have had cause to see the derivational 
structure of the Panormia as a gift from another tradition of language study 
altogether, which, on the whole, was too foreign to be identified confidently 
as an authority for his 0\Vll practice. To this tradition we now turn. 

22 Daly, Daly 1964: 230: "opus quidem a multis aliis iam pridem elaboraturn, a me 
quoque nuper . . .  prout potui adaucturn et accmnulatum"; translation ibid. 232. 
23 Osbemo 1996: 1 .3 :  "ego de Latinitate disserens ipsam Latinitatis matrem quasi a 
maiore auctoritate de scientie ipsius proflUlditate feci disputare." 
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Excursus: The Panormia and Arabic lexicography 

I have sho\Vll above that the derivational structure of the Panormia was 
anticipated by that of a few entries in the Elementarium of Papias, which 
were themselves indebted to material in Priscian. I have also suggested that 
the emphasis on the decontextualized word which is entailed by a fully 
derivational lexicographical structure may have spoken to a developing 
emphasis on the theoretical in the study of language, and on the 
decontextualized study of words, and I have cited R. W. Hunt's remarks on 
the twelfth-century interest in derivationes. But the movement from the 
inclusion of a few derivational groups of words in the eleventh-century 
Elementarium to the fundamentally derivational structure of the twelfth
century Panormia is still dramatic. Could there have been a model for this 
quite fundamental reimagining of the macrostructure of the Latin 
dictionary? 

There was, indeed, a vigorous lexicographical tradition in medieval 
Europe, in which the entire vocabulary of a language which, like Latin, was 
used in sacred and literary texts was brought together in derivationally 
arranged dictionaries. This was the Arabic tradition. Starting with the Kitiib 
al- "Ayn attributed to al-ljalIl bin Al)mad, who lived at the end of the eighth 
century of the Christian era, there was a strong tradition of so-called 
mugannas dictionaries of Arabic, which were founded on a comprehensive 
inventory of the lexical roots of Arabic, and treated all the derivatives of 
each root together (as opposed to the thematically ordered mubawwab 
tradition: see Baalbaki 2014: 47-50). A Latin dictionary could not follow 
the mugannas model in detail, because the morphology of Latin is so 
different from that of Arabic: the basic lexicographical unit in a Latin 
dictionary has to be a word rather than a root. Indeed, the concept of the root 
only entered the European grammatical tradition in the early modem period, 
its immediate source being the Hebrew tradition, although this was 
ultimately of Arabic origin (overview in Law 2003: 241-250; cf. Rousseau 
1984). But a Latin dictionary could follow the model of the mufjannas 
dictionaries by presenting words in derivational groups rather than 
individually. 

The Kitiib al- "Ayn was in fact arranged in a sequence which could not 
have been followed by a Latin lexicographer, since it depended on the 
possible pemmtations of the letters in the roots which it documented, so that 
all the roots in which a given letter appeared were treated in succession 
(Baalbaki 2014: 280-282). But before long, some mufjannas dictionaries 
began to be arranged alphabetically, so that the roots which began with a 
given letter were treated in succession (Baalbaki 2014: 329-330). This 
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combination of alphabetical macrostructure and derivational groupings is, 
of course, precisely that of the Panormia. 

The first of the alphabetized mugannas dictionaries to treat the 
vocabulary of Arabic with something like exhaustiveness was the Gamharat 
al-Iuga ofIbn Durayd, a work ofthe early tenth century of the Christian era; 
it is very curious, but probably coincidental, that its introduction identifies 
it as having been dictated by the compiler to a disciple, and complains about 
the "ignorance and incapacity" of contemporaries (Baalbaki 2014: 338, 
340), just as Osbem's prologue tells the story of Grarnmatica complaining 
about the ignorance of contemporaries before dictating the Panormia to 
him. Although the structure of the Gamharat al-Iuga is basically 
alphabetical, this description simplifies an extremely complex arrangement. 
By contrast, "full alphabetical order is consistently applied for the first time 
in ZarnabsarI's . . .  Asas al-balaga," a work compiled between 1 1  06 and 
1 144 (Baalbaki 2014: 330), in other words a little before the completion of 
the Panormia between 1 148 and 1179. 

Osbem could have knO\vn of dictionaries in the mugannas tradition. 
Although it is a long way from his home in Gloucester to ZarnabsarI's in 
Khorasan, in his lifetime, Latin Christians were in contact with Arabic
speaking civilizations in the eastern Mediterranean (not least in Crusader 
states like the Kingdom of Jerusalem and the Principality of Antioch); in 
central Mediterranean territories such as the Kingdom of Sicily; and on the 
Iberian peninsula. Osbem's contemporary Adelard of Bath had connections 
with Sicily and Antioch, and knew Arabic well-it is not a long way from 
Gloucester to Bath-as did other Englishmen of his lifetime. 

There is no need, or indeed reason, to suppose that Osbern knew Arabic 
himself. The hypothesis which I present here only entails that he had talked 
to someone who had handled a mugannas dictionary with understanding. 
So, the question is whether the very rapid development ofthe alphabetically 
and derivationally arranged Latin dictionary in the twelfth century, at a time 
when contact between Latin Christians and their Arabic-speaking 
neighbours was multifarious, might have been inspired by the model of the 
alphabetically and derivationally arranged Arabic dictionary, given that this 
model was well developed and in wide circulation by the twelfth century. A 
similar question can be asked ofthe beginnings of Arabic lexicography (see 
especially Baalbaki 2014: 54-58, 283). In that case, without downplaying 
the arguments which Rarnzi Baalbaki has made for the indigenous origins 
of the Arabic lexicographical tradition, one might ask whether the early 
Arabic philologists invented the dictionary as a geme anew, and in complete 
ignorance of the existing dictionary traditions of the Byzantine world, for 
instance that of Coptic Egypt, or whether these traditions gave them a model 
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which they could then make their own. B e  that as it may, if twelfth-century 
collections of derivationes like the Panormia do owe anything to the 
mugannas tradition, they add one more point of cultural transmission to the 
"constellation of nodes of contact, influence, appropriation, transmission, 
and rejection" (Chism 2009: 630) between the cultures of the Latin Middle 
Ages and the contemporaneous Arabic-speaking world. 

And whereas this may be a small point in the history of Arabo-Latin 
cultural exchange, it is not such a small one in the history of medieval Latin 
lexicography. U gutio took his derivational structure and much of his 
material from Osbem. Giovanni Balbi took much of the material in the 
Catholicon from Ugutio, re-arranging it in alphabetical order. Most of the 
lexicographers in Latin Christendom by the fifteenth century were 
influenced in one way or another by the Catholicon. If a structural principle 
taken from the Arabic tradition had a formative influence on Osbem, its 
indirect influence ran across Latin Christendom. 

Conclusion 

The dictionary which Osbern Pil1llock presented in its dedication as the 
result of a lifetime's labour, and in its prologue as the result of an 
extraordinary nocturnal vision, was indeed an extraordinary work, and it 
was evidently the result of great labour. If it was not the first of the 
derivational Latin dictionaries of the twelfth century, it was the foremost 
among them in telTIlS of its circulation, surpassed only by that of its 
offspring, the Derivationes ofUgutio, which held its own until the fifteenth 
century. Its intellectual antecedents within the Latin tradition go back to the 
late antiquity of Priscian, Isidore, and Martianus Capella, as one might 
expect, and these antecedents are set out in the dedication. The strange story 
which the prologue tells may be no more than an ornamental supplement to 
the more sober dedication. But perhaps it stands for a story about the indirect 
influence of an Arabic lexicographical tradition, which Osbem was unable 
or reluctant to tell more fully, and which can now, like other stories of 
indirect intellectual influence, only be seen as a matter of greater or lesser 
probability. 
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EXPLANATORY AND ETYMOLOGICAL GLOSSES 

IN THE DICTIONARY OF THE IRISH LANGUAGE 

SHARON ARBUTHNOT 

Released online in 2007, the Electronic Dictionary of the Irish Language 
(better-known by the acronym eDIL) is a sizeable, retro-digitized historical 
dictionary. 1 Covering the language from earliest evidence up to the 
seventeenth century, the text was first published in twenty-three separate 
fascicles between 1913 and 1976. Production of the dictionary seems to 
have been a turbulent and troubled process which spanned two world wars, 
a notorious rush into print to meet the demands of ' use-it-or-lose-it' funding, 
various changes of editor and staff, and a change of title from the original 
Dictionary of the Irish Language to Contributions to a Dictionary of the 
Irish Language, in recognition of the fact that the ambitious aims envisaged 
at the start had had to be somewhat re-evaluated (Griffith, Stifler, and Toner 
2018: 3-6). Considering the external pressures and enormity of the task of 
scholarship, the original dictionary is a remarkable achievement in many 
ways, and the scope and robustness of its content has been enhanced in 
recent years as a result oftwo small-scale post-digitisation projects that have 
corrected textual misunderstandings, excised ghostwords and added words 
not picked up by the original editors 2 

A serious issue surrounding the content of the dictionary remains, 
however. This has to do with the use of material gleaned from a number of 
medieval glossaries. Glossary-making clearly occupied an important place 

1 Electronic Dictionary of the Irish Language, Royal Irish Academy, accessed 
March 3 1 ,  2019, http://www.diUe [full edition]. 
2 The first project, which ran from 2008 to 2013, was based at the University of 
Ulster and subsequently at Queen's University, Belfast. For the corrections and 
additions incorporated into the dictionary as a result of that work, see Arbuthnot and 
Bondarenko 2013. The second project, entitled 'Text and Meaning: Contributions to 
a Revised Dictionary of Medieval Irish', is based at Queen's University, Belfast, and 
at the University of Cambridge. Research began in April 2014 and is expected to 
end in 2019 when a second revised version of the electronic dictionary will be 
released. Both projects were funded by the Arts and HlUllanities Research Council. 
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in the learned activity of medieval Ireland. Extant manuscripts preserve a 
number of texts which fall into this broad category, but which vary 
considerably in telTIlS of length, structure, and method of exposition (Russell 
1988, 2008). Shorter examples include collections of glosses drawn from 
single sources, such as that associated with F elire Oenguso 'The 
Martyrology of Oengus' (Stokes 1862: 124-140), and a few metrical 
glossaries, the best-known of which is probably Forus Focal 'Basis of 
Words' (Stokes 1891-1894a). It is likely that a number of single-text 
glossae collectae were merged and alphabetized to produce the more 
substantial and wide-ranging glossaries (Russell 1988, 27), but we know 
that the compilers of these longer, more complex texts were prepared to 
reuse glosses wherever they could be made to fit and to infer, abstract and 
reinterpret as they pushed material through the editorial mill (Russell 1988: 
28-30; Arbuthnot 2008, 2013). 

The aim in all of this, of course, is to explain the meanings or derivations 
of selected items of vocabulary. This is achieved in various ways. 
Explanatory glosses tend to pair poorly attested words with better-known 
synonyms or to give short definitions in accessible language (Russell 1988: 
16). In many instances, the lemmata were probably rare, obsolete, localized 
or borrowed words, so the glossaries served to record the items in question 
as well as to clarify their intended senses. A good number of these 'difficult' 
words never show up in running text, but some glosses are accompanied by 
quotations from native Irish grammatical, legal, religious and literary works 
which contain the fOlTIls of interest. Clearly, the purpose of these quotations 
is to support the authenticity of the words and to illustrate how they may be 
used in context. A small selection of entries, from a range of glossaries, will 
give some impression of this type of material: 

cucht .i. Ion 'cucht, i.e. food' (Stokes 1900: 59 § 426) 
'monnuir' moin, 'bothach' seiscenn 'mormuir [means] bog, hothach 
[means] marsh' (Stokes 1891 1 994a: 21 § 70) 
coach .i. ruathur, ut est coach Dlannada 'coach, i.e. an attack, thus 
"Diarmaid's attack'" (Meyer 1912:  § 362) 
bhisair .i. nuall ard egoir; ut dicit(m) Flann: . . . .  deog daim duind techtus 
blusair 'hlUsar, i.e. a loud, excessive cry, as Flann says: " . . .  a drink for a 
bro"Wll stag that has a great bellow'" (Moran 2019: OM § 1 80).3 

3 The dictionary entries based on these extracts are: 2 cucht (dil.ieI13416), ? monnuir 
(dil.ie/32585), 2 bocthach (dil.ie/6264), coach (dil.ie/979 1)14 cuach (dil.ie/l3303) 
and blUsar (dil.ie/6198). 
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In contrast to the explanatory material, etymological glosses can posit 
relationships between Irish words and words in other languages, and attempt 
to resolve single items of vocabulary into two or more simple, but unrelated, 
terms (Russell 1988, 16-27). It is essentially a philosophical approach to 
language, seemingly modelled on principles developed by Isidore, seventh
century bishop of Seville, and intended to allow a deeper, more intuitive, 
understanding of the sense of a particular word than would be possible in an 
explanatory 'x � y' -type gloss. It is clear that a successful etymology 
depended on supposed underlying terms being phonetically, graphically and 
morphologically similar to the target and also semantically suitable. Within 
that guiding principle, however, medieval Irish scholars displayed 
remarkable levels of creativity, so that while some of the etymologies they 
suggested accord with the findings of modem linguistics, most seem 
deliberately exploratory and even playful (Baumgarten 1990, 2004: 55-65; 
Russell 2004: 1-7). Thus, the same glossary can contain an entry that 
accurately derives Irish baTh from Latin balbus: 

ba1b ab eo quod est ba1bus (Meyer 1912, § 146) 
balb 'dmnb; stammering' from balbus 'stammering', 

and another which borrows the fOlTIlUla in use here to suggest a derivation 
for Irish allud 'fame' in which the Latin preposition a 'from' functions as 
an integral part of the etymology in what is essentially a sophisticated 
bilingual pun: 

allud . . .  a 1aude .i. on rno1ad (Meyer 1912:  § 86) 
allud 'fame' . . .  a laude, i.e. from the word for 'praise'. 

Typical of the glosses that propose to etymologize words by breaking them 
dO\vn into their alleged constituents is an attractively concise gloss in which 
conar 'a path' is resolved into both cin jJulr 'without grass' and cin ar 
'without ploughing'"  

conar .i. cin fer, 1 cin ar (Binchy 1978, ii 610.25) 
conar 'a path', i.e. cinjher 'without grass', or cin ar 'without ploughing'. 

As is connnon in the more substantial Irish glossaries, this entry puts 
forward alternative etymologies for the same word, each intended to probe 

4 The architect of this gloss uses to his advantage the conventions of Irish grammar 
the initialjh- in cenjher is silent, so phonetically the phrase is close enough to conar 
to fall within the 'wiggle room' allowed by Isidorian etymologists. 
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the lemma from a slightly different angle (Baumgarten 1990: 2; 2004: 58). 
The material on conar is representative of the phenomenon of etymological 
glossing also in that, whereas explanatory glosses generally attach to ill
attested words, etymological glosses tend to be applied to familiar items of 
vocabulary. The reason for this is self-evident: it is only because the 
audience can be relied upon to have a good sense of the meaning of a word 
like conar that an etymologist can begin to play with ideas of how and why 
cinjher and cin ar are appropriate as etymologies. Similarly, the very fact 
that allud was well-known is what enabled some medieval scholar to 
propose a derivation from Latin a laude. 

The appeal of ready-made, large-scale glossaries as building-blocks for 
the construction of an historical dictionary is entirely understandable, and 
remarkable gains were made through the incorporation of glossary material 
into the resource that was to become eDIL. A wealth of reasonably secure 
nouns, adjectives and verbs, with related telTIlS in the language, is still 
attested only from these sources.5 Other verbs and nouns have unique fOlTIls 
knO\vn only from the glossaries.6 And numerous dictionary entries were 
constructed specifically to recognise the ' difficult' lemmata of explanatory 
glosses, some of which appear in several different glossaries, while others 
are confined to one particular text. Examples include: 

ligur n 'expld. in glossaries as tongue':  1.o .i. tenga, Thr. Ir. G1. 26. ligar .i. 
tenga, Lec. Gl. 455 (luigar .i. teanga, M 263). ligair .i. tenga, Goid. 75 § 1 1 .  

braitsi n (ME loanword, Met. GI. 50) 'hose, breeches': b.o (braidci, MS.) 
asan, Met. G1. 33. 19. b.o .i. asan, Lec. GI. 546, Stowe G1. 253. Cl briste. 

criun n 'expld. as wolf: c.O .i. cu allaid, Lec. GI. 334. cruin, Stowe GI. 277. 
criuin (g s. ?) .i. mac tire, Eg. G1. 150a. crilUl, O'C1. crian .i. cu allaid cited 
Meyer Contribb. 515.  See 2 griuin. 

rathonn n 'a  bed-cover, coverlet?' :  rathonn .i. brotbrach, H. 3 . 1 8  p. 74 (O'C 
122). 

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, however, when much 
ofthe content for (Contributions to aJ Dictionary of the Irish Language was 
being prepared, the aims and methods of medieval etymologizing were 

5 For a few examples, see the dictionary entries on ada/tair (dil.iel277), hlichtmaire 
(dil.ie/6143), 1 cobthoch (dil.ie/9858), jaise (dil.ie/2 1 1 82), and jioloigid 
( dil.ie/21929). 
6 See, for example, atrorhe (dil.ie/4922), con-hen (dil.ieI12000), doescairigid 
(dil.ieI17588), dorar (dil.ieI18276), and aid (dil.ie/20858). 
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rarely adequately understood (Baumgarten 1983: 225; Russell 2008: 2-4). 
Moreover, the published texts of the glossaries available at the time 
consisted mainly of lightly edited transcriptions of the Irish material, issued 
without translations or linguistic or textual commentaries. This being the 
case, it is not surprising that a significant number of unnecessary, confused 
and misguided entries were created as a result of the dictionary's awkward 
engagement with glossary material in general and with etymological 
glosses in particular. It is obviously desirable that mistaken dictionary 
entries which arose in this way are eventually deleted or emended as 
appropriate, but in the meantime an investigation into the treatment of 
glossary fonns in the original dictionary provides fascinating insights into 
the strategies and assumptions of early lexicographers, striving to produce 
an historical dictionary on modem principles but faced with complex 
medieval Irish text which they had little help in interpreting. 

The bulk of the etymological glosses cited in the dictionary comes from 
one or other version of a text usually referred to as Sanas Cormaic, literally 
'the Whispering of Cormac', though the usual title in English is simply 
'Connac's Glossary' .  This work is traditionally associated with Connac ua 
Cuilennain, king-bishop of Cashel, who died in 908. The association with 
this historical figure depends heavily on a partially abbreviated reference in 
another text, however, and the title Sanas Cormaic actually appears only in 
a short, early version of the glossary (Russell 1988, 10-1 1) 7 It is a later, 
much-expanded text which supplied the dictionary with around 2500 forms 
and citations. These are quoted from an edition published by Kuno Meyer 
in 1912 which is still identified in eDIL by the abbreviation 'Corm. Y'. 
Significantly, in this edition, the Irish text is accompanied only by an 
alphabetical Index of Words, which rarely gives any indication as to what 
these words might mean. Also available to the dictionary-makers were 
untranslated, single-manuscript texts of the shorter version (Stokes 1862; 
Meyer 1919), a translated fragment (Stokes 1891-1894b), and what is 
perhaps best described as a partial translation of a composite text 
(O'Donovan 1868). 

From the outset, then, Sanas Cormaic presented certain basic challenges 
as well as opportunities. On the one hand, here was a large amount of 
material of early date which, although it may not always stand up to the 
scrutiny of modem philology, is nevertheless concerned specifically with 
the meaning and origin of words. On the other hand, the published material 
was unwieldy and, while some glosses had been translated successfully, 

7 Another glossary, Duil Dromma Cetta (see below) also has a cross-reference to a 
text of this title: leighe sanais cormaic 'read Sanas Cormaic' (Binchy 1978: ii 
61 8.30). 
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some had been misunderstood and others had never been translated at all. 
Seemingly anxious to accommodate almost every morsel of language 
occurring in Sanas Cormaic, but often unsure as to how the text was to be 
construed, the dictionary editors opted to create unique listings for 
problematic forms. Question-marks abound in entries of this kind, any 
statements ventured about meaning are based solely on internal evidence 
from the glossary text, and suggestions as to the derivation ofthe headword 
or related words in the language are extremely rare. 'What follows is an 
assortment of dictionary entries based on uncertain extracts from Sanas 
Cormaic and other glossaries, each of which will be discussed further 
below: 

2 cat c.n isin chombreic is cath in scotica, Corm. Y 206. 

ude ? gobung gaibther forsin crand (cethra v.l.) co ndanmaiter a n-ude 
(amuide v.l.) i comulg (a combolg, i cmlllmg v.l.), Corm. Y 1268. 

? allno: a.Q (.i. nos) quasi alud .i. a laude .i. on molad, O'C. 84 (H. 3 . 1 8, 63). 

pit, (put) 'a pit, hollow (? the female pudenda)?': putte a putteo [= Lat. 
puteo] .i. cuthe, ut dicitur pit a puteo.i. brenaim, Corm. Y 1060 (= Lat. 
cunnus, acc. to Corm. Tr. p. 13 8). pit a puteo .i. on cuithe dicitur put, H. 
3 . 1 8  p. 77 (O'C. 132). 

2 gamain 'November': g.n .i. in mi gaim jar samuin, Corm. Y 687. 

iiach 'top (?)', cf. uachtar: cruach .i. coir a uach .i. a uac[h]tar, Corm. Y 340. 

ca c.n omIT is caput, cend, Corm. Y 736. 

7 es 'food': es .i. biad, Corm. Y 736. 

2 drech in etymo1. gloss: merdrech .i. mer l d.n; mer .i. drWth, d.n .i. baoth, 
Corm. Y 875. 

lat in etymological gloss: indlat . . .  .i. 1.n .i. traig. Indlat don chois etc., 
Corm. Y 943. 

From tenuous listings of this kind in the dictionary, it is easy to fonn the 
impression that the glossaries are littered with unusual, impenetrable, and 
otherwise-unknO\vn words. A fresh look at the fIrst item in the above list, 
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however, reveals that this is in fact a common word-but a Welsh one and 
explicitly identified as such in Sanas Cormaic. 8 The glossary material runs: 

cat . . .  in chombreic is cath in scotica (Meyer 1 9 12, § 206) 
'cat in Welsh is [the same as] cath "battle" in Irish'. 

Closer investigation of the glosses which lie behind the next two dictionary 
entries on the list, those headed ude and aUno (both with accompanying 
question-marks), suggests that there was no need to create separate entries 
for these forms either, as they are simply renderings of well-attested (Irish) 
nouns. Ude forms part of a gloss on lias 'a pen (for animals)' and is an 
acceptable variant of the common word uide 'ajoumey or march', for which 
the dictionary has a substantial entry .' Admittedly, correct understanding of 
ude in Sanas Cormaic was hampered to some extent by the mis-division of 
words in the surrounding prose (i comulfi) and by the retention of a minority 
reading (crand) in the 1912 edition of the glossary. Properly understood, 
though, this explanatory gloss reads: 

nas .i. goblUlg gaibther forsin cethra co ndanmaiter a n-ude ic omulg (cf. 
Meyer 1912, § 1268) 
'lias, i.e. an enclosure which is put arolUld animals so that their journey is 
restricted (?) while being milked' . 

AUno, meanwhile, was imported into the dictionary from the glossary 
known as Duil Dromma CeUa 'the Collection of Druimm Cetta'. This 
glossary shares a good amount of material with Sanas Cormaic and also 
exists in longer and shorter versions (Russell 1996). An Irish-only edition 
of the longer text appeared in print in the mid-nineteenth century (Stokes 
1859, 170-96), but the dictionary cites this source according to a still
unpublished transcript made by Eugene O'Curry (identified by the 
abbreviation 'O'C' and manuscript references to 'H.3.l8' 1O). We know that 
a scribe involved at some point in the transmission of Duil Dromma CeUa 
had trouble deciphering the exemplar from which he was working and that 

8 The corresponding fonn in Modem Welsh is cad; see Geiriadur Prifysgol Cymru, 
accessed March 3 1 ,  2019, http://welsh-dictionary.ac.uklgpc/gpc.htrnl. s.v. cad]. On 
Brittonic words cited in Irish glossaries, see further Russell 1995. 
9 Several examples of the spelling ude are actually listed in the dictionary s.v. uide 
(dil.ie/42950). 
]0 This refers to Dublin, Trinity College, MS 1337; there are copies of Dui I Dromma 
Cetta on pp. 63a-75b and 633a 638b. These texts were subsequently transcribed and 
published in Binchy 1978, ii 604.39 621.35, iii 1069.30 1078b.6. Citations below 
are from the first of these published texts. 
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he produced a number of corrupt forms based on what he could make out of 
the shapes of the letters in front of him (Arbutbnot 2010). It transpires, then, 
that aUno is just a scribal error for the well-established word aUud 'fame' 
(ibid., 23-24) 11 Although Duil Dromma Cetta has garbled aUno, the 
corresponding gloss in Sanas Cormaic is that cited above as an illustration 
of etymological glossing and has the required form aUud: 

DIiil Dromma Cetta: allno .i. nos . . .  a laude .i. on molads (Binchy 1978, ii 
605.36) 
Sanas Cormaic: allud .i. nos . . .  a laude .i. on molad (Meyer 1912, § 86). 

Although aUno has an entry of its own in the dictionary, the Sanas Cormaic 
version of this gloss is, in fact, the first citation given s.v. allud: 

Allud n Ill. g s. alluda, LL 12516. 
allaid, Alex. 394. fame, renown, glory: a.Q .i. nos: no alad a laude, Corm. 
Y 86. ri co nallodaib o[l]lrnar (alladaib, MS.), SR 6762. cudu a.a [a] deig10ir, 
AU i 442 . 15. ropu lan Reriu . . .  dia a.Q l dia scelaib, TBFr. 12.  at mathi . 
Fir Breg . . .  irn a.Q , LU 4265. ni fair bias a nos nach a a.Q nach a irdarcus, 
6377 (TBC). niro !hallastar a uaill nach a a.a . . .  i nErind, 9046 (FB 79). ar 
a.Q l ergna l amlabra, 8247 (19). alludh ergna distinguished fame, BB 
45a17. cen a.Q an, LL 422 1 .  a alladh 's a aebh, BB 57a4 ba h-a.Q mor do 
Lugaid, LL 14533. ar a.a l gai1 l gasciud, LU 8815 (FB 61). irn echt irn 
alladh im uaill, BB 52b15. a htiaill, a ha.Q, a hindsaigthi, Eriu iv 146 § 25. 
in dimolta l int allad l in inocbail ro gab A., Alex. 629. ? do chungid allaid 
l eta1a, LL 217b36 (TTr. 59). tuilleadh gach 1aoi ort d'alladh, Aithd. D. 
1 1 .2 1 .  clii alla l oirrdercus, Ft. Earls 142.6. lllTann da allamh (.i. cuid da 
chlu), 6 Bruad. iii 156.5. allad gaiscidfamefor prowess, YBL 126a1. 

There are, then, no extraordinary Irish words cat, ude and allno that have 
been preserved for posterity only in glossaries, as the dictionary implies. 
The very existence of entries under these headwords may suggest something 
about the dictionary-makers' approach to glossary material, though. Sanas 
Cormaic itself makes clear that cat is not an Irish word; only ten short 
entries separate the dictionary listing for allud, under which the editors 
placed the relevant Sanas Cormaic extract, from allno which was created 
solely to accommodate the corresponding material from Duil Dromma 
Cetta; fascicle U of the dictionary, which includes both the robust entry on 

1 1  Confusion of minims is often found in this text and the letter d seems to have been 
written with a short ascender and was interchanged with both 0 andb. Thus, it is not 
difficult to understand how aiIud came to be misread as aiIno. See Arbuthnot 2010, 
32-33. 
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uide and insecure ude ?, was in the hands of a single researcher (Teresa 
Condon). In view of all of this, it is tempting to think that certain editors 
tended to regard the glossaries as storehouses of odd and isolated words, 
and did not push particularly hard on forms that were not immediately 
meaningful to them. Conceivably, they might have taken a more critical 
look at cat, aUno, ude and the like had these appeared in texts of another 
geme. 

Unfortunately, no known editorial policy exists to shed light on how 
those involved with the original dictionary approached their overall task or 
how they dealt with any given source. Indeed, given the numerous changes 
of staff and the inconsistencies that can be detected between one fascicle 
and another (Griffith, Stifter, and Toner 2018, 4), it is questionable even 
whether a set of guidelines was drawn up or served throughout the 
dictionary's long history. In addition to a certain readiness to accept that 
words occurring in glossaries were likely to be unique attestations, however, 
there are signs that editors often struggled to see the etymological point and 
were inclined to take the glosses as mostly explanatory. On occasion, this 
caused conflict between how the scholars responsible for the dictionary 
understood glosses and how previous editors of the texts had interpreted 
them. Such tension is particularly evident in the dictionary listing for pit, 
which has the much-queried dual-defmition 'a pit, hollow (? the female 
pudenda)?': 

pit, (put) 'a pit, hollow (? the female pudenda)?': putte a putteo [= Lat. puteo] 
.i. cuthe, ut dicitur pit a puteo .i. brenaim, Corm. Y 1 060 (= Lat. cmlllUS, acc. 
To Corrn. Tr. p. 138). pit a puteo .i. on cuithe dicilur put, H. 3 . 1 8 p. n (O'c. 
132). 

The presentation of material in the dictionary somewhat obscures the 
evidence for pit that is put forward here. This comes from two glosses, each 
bringing the Irish word into association with an item of Latin vocabulary. A 
short text which has come to be known as the Loman Glossary (Russell, 
Arbuthnot, and Moran 2006) offers: 

pit a puteo .i. on cuithe (Binchy 1978, ii 624.38) 
'pit comes from puleus, i.e. from the word for a pit', 

while Sanas Cormaic has instead: 

pit a puteo .i. brenaim (Meyer 1912, § 1060) 
'pit comes from puleo, i.e. I stink'. 
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John Q'Donovan (1868, 138), at work on the Sanas Cormaic material, 
rightly perceived there to be two elements to this: an etymological element 
(Pit a puteo 'pit comes from puteo') and an explanatory one (puteo . i. 
brenaim 'puteo, i.e. I stink'). Similarly, the Loman Glossary first gives 
etymological pit a puteo 'pit comes from puteus' and then follows up with 
an Irish explanatory gloss on Latin puteus (. i. on cui the 'i.e. from the word 
for a pi!'). No doubt aware that in Modem Irish and Scottish Gaelic pit is 
the usual means of reference to the vulva, Q'Donovan (ibid.) suggested that 
the Irish telTIl under discussion in the glossaries was the same as Latin 
cunnus. Instead of simply recognising that Loman and Sanas Cormaic 
preserve the earliest collected attestations of that word, however, the 
dictionary editors prioritized the definition 'pit, hollow', seemingly 
distracted by the idea that Latin puteus and Irish cuithe are intended to give 
directly the meaning of Irish pit. 

While the editors obviously favoured 'pit, hollow' as the intended 
meaning of Irish pit in the glossaries, the possibility that the word refers to 
'the female pudenda' is at least recognised in the same entry in the 
dictionary. Treatment of the word gamain, which occurs in § 687 of Sanas 
Cormaic (Meyer 1912), is altogether more problematic. This form is 
recorded twice in the dictionary under entirely different senses. It is noted 
as an example of gamuin 'a yearling calf, which is in keeping with how 
Q'Donovan (1868, 85) understood the usage in the glossary: 

gamuin n i, m. (a) 'a yearling calf' : garnhuin, IGT Decl. § 34. gamain, Conn. 
Y 687. in sengamain troitech, TBC23659. doberar gamain istech, Briu vii 6 § 
6 = 198 § 6. bo cona gamaind, Laws i 1 84.20 Comm. g s. gemen . . .  firgamna, 
Aisl. MC 95.27. brat gamna, IT iii 101 .30. re bonnuibh chos gamhna, Ezek. i 
7. pI. gamlias hi tallat trichait n-gamna, FB § 9 1  (LU 9 1 87). il lias ngamna 
calves' byre, BDD § 5. nipsa cau-sa ingaire ganma, LU 9328. urcholl iona 
ganmaib, Laws iv 86.2 Cornrn. tugaidh na gamhna don bhaile, 1 Sam. vi 7.  
bemn ainm do gabuin, O'C. 577 (H.3 . 1 8, 287). In n. 1.: Loch Gainhna, FM iv 
696.7. 

And it is also given an entry of its 0\Vll as 2 gamain 'November': 

2 gamain 'November': g.D .i. in mi gaim lar samuin, Corm. Y 687. 

The phrase quoted in support of the entry 2 gamain 'November' means 'the 
winter month after the festival of Sa main' ,12 and the editors of the dictionary 
confidently took this as an explanatory gloss on an otherwise-unattested 
month-name. The portion of text cited s.v. 2 gamain represents only the start 

12 Samain refers to a festival held at the start of November (dil.ie/36129). 
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of the glossary entry in question, though; the entry as a whole revolves 
around the word xamnach 'a cow with a yearling calf'. Gamain at the start, 
then, is almost certainly the calf-word, used here to denote specifically a 
calfbom in winter so as to enable a number of word-plays in whichgamain 
itself is linked to both gam 'winter' and the name of the festival of Samain, 
and gamnach is etymologized through gam-shinech 'having teats in 
winter':  13 

gamain .i. i mmi gaim lar samuin, 14 lUlde dicitur gamnach .i. gam-s[h ]inech .i. 
arinnl is mblicht i mml gaim .i. i ngaimreth (cf. Meyer 1912, § 687) 

gamain 'a yearling calf, i.e. [born] in the month of winter after the festival of 
Samain; thus is said gamnach 'a cow with a yearling calf, i.e. having teats in 
winter, i.e. by reason of the fact that it is in milk in the winter month, i.e. in 
winter. 

2 gamain 'November', then, is yet another ghostword in the dictionary, one 
which owes its existence, at least in part, to a perception that the purpose of 
glosses is generally to explain the meaning of obscure words. 

'What emerges incidentally from the above is that the translation of 
Sanas Cormaic produced by John O'Donovan and published in 1868 
correctly renders the senses intended for pit and gamain in the glossaries, 
whereas the dictionary is at best conflictory and at times actually inclined 
in the wrong direction. O'Donovan and Eugene 0' Curry were the scholars 
initially charged with producing an historical dictionary of Irish at a meeting 
ofthe Irish Archaeological Society held in November 1852 (Griffith, Stifter, 
and Toner 2018: 3). O'Donovan eventually began work in 1859, but died 
shortly afterwards, in December 1861.  In terms of the treatment of glossary 
material, it is regrettable that O'Donovan did not contribute more to the 
project, for clearly he had better instincts about etymological glosses than 
most of those who succeeded him. Indeed, to judge by comments made by 
one of the scholars intimately involved with the final dictionary, the practice 
of medieval etymologizing was a source of real frustration and perplexity in 
the early phrases of the work. 

13  The -sh- is silent, so gamnach is effectively etymologized through gam-shinech. 
See also n. 4 above. 
14 Meyer misread the minims at the start of the entry and presented the material as if 
it contained the definite article (in mi gaim 'the winter month'); in fact, the text 
begins with the preposition in- 'in' (i mmi gaim 'in the winter month'). The reading 
is fOlUld in Dublin, Trinity College, MS 1 3 1 8  (the Yellow Book of Lecan), col. 45, 
1. 22. 
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Osborn Bergin was assistant to Kuno Meyer for a few years after the 
latter took over editorship of the dictionary in 1907. Bergin himself went on 
to act as general editor offascicle E which finally appeared in 1932 (Toner 
forthcoming). A few years later, he reflected that: 

the patience of modem scholars is often exhausted in the endeavoill to 
extract a few grains of real value to the lexicographer from the masses of 
'etymological glosses' . . .  Etymology was a game with no rules. It was a 
matter of guesswork, and one guess was a good as another (Bergin 1938, 
206). 

Bergin was an imposing figure in Irish scholarship whose views on 
etymological glossing had a 'powerful influence on the subsequent 
generation of Irish scholars' (Russe1l 2008: 2). Although he himself played 
no further role in the dictionary after E was completed, one or both of the 
researchers who worked with him (Maud Ioynt and Eleanor Knott) 
contributed to no less than seven other fascicles (Toner forthcoming). 
Bergin's issues with medieval etymological glossing obviously have to do 
with the fact that the derivations proposed in glosses, such as allud a laude 
or conar . i. cin ar, did not accord with his 0\Vll expectations as a philologist 
interested in the scientific origins of Irish. Most disconcerting in the above 
remarks, however, is his insistence that Irish Isidorian etymology was 'a 
game with no rules'.  This is emphatically not the case; in glosses of this 
kind, formulae and conventions abound to guide readers on their way to 
understanding. The Loman entry on pit, for example, confOlms to a 
widespread pattern in which the word of interest is derived from a Latin 
noun or verb and the Latin is then supplied with an Irish gloss of equivalent 
meaning. In addition, Latin puteus 'pit' meets the basic Isidorian criterion 
that etymological suggestions should be phonetically, graphically and 
morphological similar to the lemma and semantically suitable. Had the 
editor of fascicle N-O-P grasped that there were rules to the game of 
etymologizing, the idea that Irish pit was a term for a pit or hollow would 
never have come up in the dictionaryY 

Greater appreciation of the conventions of medieval etymology would 
have saved the dictionary also from a number of entries which were created 
for what are actually word-fragments. Discussions of etymologizing in Irish 
glossaries have often cited examples such as the proposed derivation of 
eonar 'a path' from ein ar 'without ploughing' and of iehtar 'the bottom' 
from ie tir 'at the ground' (Meyer 1912, § 779). Such etymologies operate 

15  Incidentally, this fascicle was arranged by MaudJoynt, one of the researchers who 
had worked with Bergin. 
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as if the headwords are slightly skewed compounds of tlie elements in 
question. 'What has not been sufficiently brought out to date is that, in many 
instances, the lemma of an etymological gloss is analysed as if it were a kind 
of blend or portmanteau, as if the word were constructed in much the same 
way as English brunch was derived from the br- of 'breakfast' and -unch of 
'lunch'. In such cases, one or more of the elements identified in the 
etymology are not whole words. Early Irish grammatical tracts preserve 
specialized technical terms for the phenomena of reducing genuine items of 
vocabulary to the first or last few letters; dichned derid, literally 'taking 
away the last part', is distinguished from dichned tuis, 'takuig away tlie first 
part' (Calder 1917: 11, 1986, 2000). These terms are sometimes employed in 
glossaries to clarify how the etymology is envisaged as working. Thus, to 
explaui how pait 'a container for liquid' might be traced back tofual 'water' 
and ail 'a place', Sanas Cormaic informs its readers thatfoal has undergone 
dichned derid in this uistance: 

pait quasi fu-ait .i. ait fUai1 l dlclmed deridh fuil and (Meyer 1912, § 1 062) 
pail 'a container for liquid', as iffo-ail [<fo- + ail 'a place'], i.e. a place for 
water, and the last part [ofjUal 'water'] is taken away there. 

Elsewhere, other words are similarly shortened in etymological glosses but 
technical tenns such as dichned derid and dichned luis are not used to 
describe the process that has taken place. Thu� tlie term crUach 'a stack of 
corn' is presented as if it were a blend of coir 'straight' (implicitly 
contracted to cr-) and tlie start of tlie word uachtar 'top', but tlie text has no 
comment on the relationship between uach- and uachlar: 

cliiach .i. coir a uach .i. a uac[h]tar (Meyer 1912, § 340) 
crnach 'a stack of corn', i.e. straight its uach-, i.e. its top. 

The fact that uach- is itself immediately glossed witli uachtar suggests tliat 
whoever produced this etymological explanation never intended that there 
would be confusion over the status of uach-. Based solely on the occurrence 
in Sanas Cormaic, however, a listing for 'uach' was created in the 
dictionary: 

iiach 'top (?)', cf. uachtar: cliiach .i. coir a uach .i. a uac[h]tar, Corm. Y 340. 

Similar misconceptions about how to construe clusters of letters in the 
glossaries lie behind the current dictionary listings for ca and 7 es: 

ca c.o omIT is caput, cend, Corm. Y 736. 
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7 es 'food': es .i. biad, Corm. Y 736. 

Both of these are drawn from the Sanas Cormaic entry explaining iasc 
'fish'. Seen in the context of the full glossary entry, the short extracts cited 
in the dictionary take on a very different character: 

lasc quasi esc .i. ab esca. Es didiu .i. biad . . .  Ca ondi is caput, cend. Ceand 
didiu l cleithe cach mbld in t-lesc, ar dotomail Isu e (Meyer 1912, § 736) 

iasc 'fish' as if esc, i.e. from [Latin] esca 'food' . Es- then is 'food' . . .  ca
comes from [Latin] caput, 'head'. Fish, then, is the head and culmination of 
every meal, for Jesus ate it. 

In Sanas Cormaic, then, the Irish word iasc 'fish' is derived ultimately from 
Latin esca 'food' and the text then goes on to explain that it is the es- of 
esca that means 'food', while the second element is derived from Latin 
caput 'head'. So, es- and ca- are, firstly, not whole words and, secondly, not 
even fragments of an Irish word (it is Latin esca that it being dissected here). 
A hyphen after es and ca in the published edition would have alerted the 
dictionary-makers at least to the fact that these were not candidates for 
inclusion under their 0\Vll headwords, but none of the texts of Sanas 
Cormaic published to date made any attempt to visually identify forms like 
uach-, ca- and es- as word-fragments. In the absence of such markers, it was 
left to individual dictionary editors to make their 0\Vll inferences about the 
status of these fmms. Even from the small sample of entries mentioned here, 
there are interesting observations to be made about editorial choice: the 
entry headed uach is in the same fascicle as unnecessary ude (discussed 
above); that on es, in which .i. biad 'i.e. food' is accepted as a 
straightforward explanatory gloss, appears in the fascicle that was edited by 
Osbom Bergin; the entry on ca, in a fascicle which was not published until 
1968, is more cautious and makes no suggestion on how the fmm is to be 
understood. 

It difficult to know what the dictionary editors were thiriking when they 
created circumspect entries like ca. This ventures nothing about possible 
meaning, cognates or even the part of speech that ca might represent; on the 
other hand, there are no question-marks such as are found in the dictionary 
entries on ude, allno, and so on, and which seem intended to query whether 
the relevant fmms were genuine lexical items. Other means of registering 
doubt about 'words' gleaned from glossaries are also occasionally 
employed in the dictionary. Rather than blindly following the suggestions 
made in Sanas Cormaic that drech is a word of similar meaning to baoth 
'wanton, licentious', for example, the dictionary simply highlights the fact 
that this drech is found in an etymological gloss: 
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2 drech in etymo1. gloss: merdrech .i. mer l d.n; mer .i. driiith, d.n .i. baoth, 
Corm. Y 875. 

The same strategy is adopted for lat, which is equivalent in meaning to traig 
'foot', according to Sanas Cormaic: 

lat in etymological gloss: indlat . . .  .i. La .i . traig. Indlat don chois etc., Corm. 
Y 943. 

These statements, warning users of the dictionary to be mindful of context 
when dealing with etymological glosses, suggest that the glossary entries in 
question were intelligently read beyond tbe sections cited in tbe dictionary
which is certainly an improvement on the shortsighted approach which gave 
rise to 2 gamain, 7 es and ca. Looking at the wider material in which drech 
and lat appear, it is reasonably clear what roused the suspicions of the 
dictionary editors in each instance. Drech occurs in the explanation of 
meirdrech 'a prostitute': 

merdrech .i. mer l drech; mer .i. drlith, drech .i. baoth. Merdrech didiu ben 
drlith baoth, ut dicitur: Driiith gach mer, mlanach gach baoth (Meyer 1912: 
§ 875). 

At face value, this would seem to translate as: 

meirdrech 'a  prostitute', i.e. mer and drech; mer means wanton, drech 
means licentious. meirdrech, then, is a wanton and licentious woman, as is 
said: every mer is wanton, every licentious person is full of desire. 

The sticking-point here is that the gloss mer .i. dritith 'mer means wanton' 
immediately precedes drech . i. baoth 'drech means licentious', and mer, 
dritith and baoth all have very similar meanings, whereas drech is 
otherwise-unknO\vn. Given thatbaoth occurs twice in close association with 
drUith and mer furtber on in the glossary entry, the editors of the dictionary 
seem to have suspected that, in origin, . i. baoth was intended as an additional 
gloss on mer .i. dritith rather than as a gloss on mysterious drech.16 

16 This raises the possibility, of course, that the word meirdrech was broken do\Vll 
into mer 'wanton' and -drech, the latter being a fragment of the headword in which 
the medieval etymologist took no fmther interest. Such an explanation does not seem 
particularly objectionable: in the Sanas Cormaic entry on esca 'the moon', for 
example, the lemma first splits into aes-ca and the entry then continues with a 
statement on aes 'stage', while -ca does not come up again: esca .i. aos-ca, ar atat 
aosa ili and 0 aon co lrichait (Meyer 1912, § 572) 'esca "the moon", i.e. aes-ca [< 
aes 'a stage'], for there are many stages to it from one to thirty'. 
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Lat, which is also categorized in the dictionary as 'in etymological 
gloss', crops up in connection with two well-established verbal nouns: 
indmat and indlat. Attestations, mainly from a range of literary and religious 
texts, suggest that both indmat and indlat referred to 'washing the hands or 
feet' ;  they are, in all likelihood, variations of same word. Sanas Cormaic 
attempts to distinguish between them, however, suggesting that indmat 
derives from ind 'end' and mat 'hand', while indlat comes from ind and lat 
'foot':17 

mat .i. lamh, lUlde indmat .i. ind na lam negar and. Indlat immoITo .i. lat .i. 
traig. Indlat don chois didiu, ar is [ind] don c[h]ois in traicch. Et a latitudine 
dicitur (Meyer 1912, § 943). 

mat, i.e. a hand, thus indmat 'washing the hands', i.e. [< ind 'end' + mat 
'hand'] the end of the hand is washed then. Indiat 'washing the feet', i.e. 
lat, i.e. the foot. Washing the leg then, for the foot is the end of the leg. And 
it [lat] is said from the word latitudo 'breadth'. 

Mat 'hand' is poorly evidenced but has some support outside of this gloss;18 
there seems to be no independent support for the glossary's suggestion of a 
word lat, meaning 'foot'. Sanas Cormaic, nevertheless, presents a compelling 
case for lot, putting forward not only an explanatory gloss (lot . i. traig 'lot, 
i.e. the foo!') but also an etymological one (a latitudine dicitur 'it is said 
from the word latitudo "breadth'''). The fact that lot is not simply defined 
as 'foot' in the dictionary suggests, however, that the editors found the idea 
that early Irish vocabulary included both mat 'hand' and also lot 'foo!' 
improbably convenient. In other words, they seem to have sensed that rather 
than being a component of indlat, lot was artificially abstracted from this 
verbal noun in Sanas Cormaic. 

Whatever misgivings they may have had about drech, lot and the like, the 
editors of the dictionary followed a safe course of action in drawing up 
restrained listings which merely draw attention to the etymological 

17 Elsewhere in Sanas Connaic, the broader sense of indiat is acknowledged: intan 
adnaim duine a chosa l a lama indiat innsin (Meyer 1912, § 597) 'when a person 
washes his feet and his hands that is indiat' . 
18 The headword of the relevant entry in the dictionary is given as 1 mat, mat 
(dil.ie/31 663), but none of the attestations has evidence of a long vowel and the fonn 
mat seems to be suggested solely on the assumption that same word occms in matim 
and mat/orc, both of which mean 'club, cudgel'. 
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context.19 At this distance from the original text, there is little prospect of 
proving beyond doubt tbat lot was not a legitimate feature of tbe early Irish 
lexicon, as opposed to an archaic, specialized or localized word. Indeed, the 
issue of whether medieval Irish etymologists coined words for the sole 
purpose of etymological speculation and play has remained largely a matter 
of conjecture and opinion in modern scholarship. The last-expressed views 
on tbe matter came from Paul Russell and Calvert Watkins. Russell's 
position was that 'for words to be etymologized into unrecognizable or 
invented elements' would 'negate the aims of this type of etymologizing' 
(Russell I988: 19; cf. 2008: 4 n. 10). Watkins, meanwhile, argued that early 
scholars did indulge in such activity on the grounds that fabricated words 
could themselves be glossed and thus assigned a meaning (Waktins 1967). 

Watkins did not refer closely to the glossaries otber tban to propose that 
a still-uncertain element, om, which appears several times in Sanas 
Cormaic and is always glossed with orgun 'slaying; slaughter', was the 
invention of a glossator. Had he looked further into Sanas Cormaic, he 
might have been interested in, for example, uach- . i. uachtar and es- . i. biad, 
both of which demonstrate the potential of glosses for hinting at meaning 
for fOlTIlS that are not themselves genuine lexical items. He might have been 
intrigued also by the Sanas Cormaic material on lat, in which both 
explanatory and etymological glosses are invoked, seemingly to lend 
autbority to an otberwise-imknown and highly suspect 'word'. Perhaps tbe 
best evidence for coining, however, is a pair of glosses found at the end of 
letter-block M in two largely neglected copies of Scows Cormaic. These 
copies are preserved sections of manuscripts held in Trinity College, 
Dublin, which date from the sixteenth or seventeenth centuries (0 Muraile 
1996: 45-48). The glosses in question have not been previously published 
or discussed. They read: 

19 Statements about the assumed status of headwords are actually extremely lUlusual 
in the original dictionary. Apart from drech and lat, a few other listings note that the 
headword flUlctions within an etymological context, nine headwords are deemed 
'vox nihili', the labels 'nonce-word' or 'nonce-formation' are fOlUld six times in all, 
and twice the dictionary quotes Whitley Stokes' assessment that the lexemes in 
question are 'mere nonsense and intended to be such'.  
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menearb .i. dath. Menerb<e .i. bandee dathae.20 
menerb, i.e. a dye. Menerba, i.e. the goddess of dyes. 

On first impression, these companion pieces seem to consist of an 
explanatory gloss on a common noun (,menerb, i.e. a dye') followed by an 
etymological gloss in which the name Menerba, identified as 'goddess of 
dyes', is implicitly derived from this menerb. There can be little doubt, 
though, thatMenerbce here is a Gaelicised version of the name of the Roman 
goddess Minerva, who is said by Isidore of Seville to have first dyed wooI.21 
Assuming this is correct, the posited noun menerb must have been 
abstracted from the name rather tban being the foundation on which tbe 
name was built. Of course, the presumption of menerb 'dye' may be an 
honest inference, but we can be fairly certain that the author of this gloss 
did not know of any such word in Irish. 

It is important to stress that this accretion to the text of Sanas Cormaic 
appears only in sixteenth- or seventeenth-century copies and that little can 
be said about the date at which this pair of glosses might have been 
composed. Nevertheless, menearb .i. dath seems the most defensible 
example to have emerged to date of a supposed medieval Irish explanatory 
gloss tbat actually has no basis in tbe language. Its existence inevitably 
raises questions about the purposes that Irish glosses served at the time when 
they were composed and incorporated into compendia such as Sanas 
Cormaic, and about the extent to which different types of medieval gloss 
can be of use to dictionary-makers today. 

At one end of the scale are straightforward nuggets of infOlmation: these 
eitber reliably explain the meaning of a word by providing a synonym (e.g. 
the explanation of airlene as cloichene 'a small stone'; Meyer 1912, § 26) 
or short elucidatory phrase (e.g. the gloss on lias 'a pen'), or tbey pass on 
an etymology tbat is still accepted by linguists (e.g. baTh a baThus). Material 
of this kind probably had a role in language conservation and education 
from the outset, and it provides rich pickings for the modem lexicographer. 
More complex are Isidorian etymologies such as the proposed derivation of 
conar 'a path' from cin ar 'without ploughing' or of allud 'fame' from Latin 
a laude 'from praise'.  A certain mental agility is required to keep up witb 

20 Edited here from Dublin, Trinity College, MS 1317  (H.2.15b), p. 33b8 9 (where 
the glosses are in the same hand as the preceding entries). An additional subscript a 
is "Written between the -ee of bandee. The other copy of this material can be found 
on p. 97a7 8 (where these glosses seem to have been "Written by a different scribe 
from the foregoing). For comment on Irish scholars' engagement with medieval 
glossaries in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, see Russe1l 2008: 17.  
21 Etymologies, XIX.xx. 
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what is going on in these glosses and, presumably, both perceptive readers 
and the scholars who conceived ofthese derivations were rewarded for their 
efforts with a sense of achievement and sometimes amusement.22 Clearly, 
glosses of this type offered opportunities for innovation and experiment, but 
they are based around genuine words (though not all of them are Irish) and, 
while scholars such as Osbom Bergin may have had little use for what is 
suggested in these extracts about relationships between various telTIlS, there 
is nevertheless a wealth of lexical evidence here to be collected and 
construed. Finally, a significant subcategory of etymological glosses works 
with word-fragments (e.g. the derivation of crUach from coir + uach-) and 
seemingly artificially abstracted forms (e.g. menerb). Presumably, to an 
audience of contemporaries it would have been clear which were real and 
whole words and which were not, and part of the appeal in producing and 
consuming this type of material lay in appreciating how fOlTIlulae and 
conventions could be harnessed to blur the lines between intellectual play 
and authentic linguistic information. Several centuries later, it is sometimes 
a struggle to distinguish between (a) genuine lexical items which obviously 
belong in an historical dictionary, (b) items which probably ought to be 
included in a dictionary but only with certain caveats, and ( c) fOlTIls whose 
presence in a modem lexicographical resource would be simply misleading. 

In conclusion, then: material in the Dictionary of the Irish Language 
(and, consequently, in eDIL) which was based on forms found in medieval 
Irish glossaries requires more intensive revision than material from texts of 
any other geme. To some degree, this is attributable to the complexity and 
diversity of the telTIlS covered in these sources, and to the fact that the work 
of editing and translating, which should have laid the groundwork for 
incorporation of these telTIlS into a lexicographical resource, had not been 
carried out to a reasonable standard when the dictionary was being 
compiled. Such issues were compounded, however, by dictionary editors 
who were not always well-attuned to the methods and motivations of 
medieval glossators. 'What comes across strongly on prolonged exposure to 
glossaries like Sanas Cormaic is that those who composed this type of 
material delighted in the Irish language and in their own abilities to probe 
and play with language in general. While they were certainly interested in 
simple explanations of unusual or uncommon words, the practice of 
etymological glossing allowed them to experiment, even with word
fragments and probably with deliberately coined words. Frequently, the 

22 As an example of the hmnour that is occasionally on show in medieval Irish 
glossaries, Dui! Dromma Cetta has the entry: horr .i. a horra (leg. a harro .i. eilefaint 
(Binchy 1978: ii 607.24) 'horr "swollen, thick", i.e. from [Latin] harrus, i.e. an 
elephant' . 
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editors of the dictionary were overly literal in their engagement with such 
texts, however. They treated fragments as meaningful units in their own 
right, and they pursued imagined explanatory glosses when they did not 
'get' the creative etymologies that were actually in the texts. Unnecessary 
and inaccurate listings can be expunged and emended, of course, but 
arguably material from glossaries like Sanas Cormaic would have been 
integrated more successfully into the historical dictionary of Irish in the first 
instance had the medieval scholars who worked on these texts been properly 
appreciated as the people of originality, intelligence and wit they so often 
show themselves to be. 
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AFFLUENT AND CONCISE AT THE SAME TIME? 

(IN 1 5TH-CENTURY POLAND) 

KATARZYNA JASINSKA, 

MAGDALENA MAPPER 

AND DOROTA KOLODZIEJ 

The beginning of Polish lexicography dates back to the first half of the ISth 
century. Among the medieval bilingual (Latin-Polish) dictionaries, there are 
two Mammotrects and the so-called Trident Vocabularius, as well as around 
40 manuscripts containing lists of Latin-Polish translation equivalents 
(Twardzik 200S). These dictionaries differ in scope and quantity of the 
vocabulary included, but what they have in common is the more or less 
equal number of Latin and Polish words and the lack of definitions. There 
are also monolingual Latin dictionaries1 with added Polish translation of 
just some of the headwords-glosses supplementing the Latin explanation. 
This type of dictionaries is being investigated in a project entitled "Polish 
Vocabulary in ISth-Century Latin Dictionaries CalledRosarii: a Comparative 
Study" 2 

At the beginning of the ISth century, a dictionary called Vocabularius 
Ex quo (abbreviation: VEx) was created in Germany. It was a compilation 
of other dictionaries, mainly the Elementarium doctrinae erudimentum 
written by Papias, the Magnae derivationes by Huguccio of Pisa, the 
Catholicon by John of Genoa and the Brevilogus. The VEx was intended to 
serve poor seminarians, enabling them to better understand Latin texts, 
especially the Bible in its literal sense. In addition to semantic and 

1 For further information about monolingual Latin dictionaries, cf. Goetz 1923. 
2 The project entitled "Polish Vocabulary in 15th-Century Latin Dictionaries Called 
Rosarii: a Comparative Study", project leader: prof. Ewa Deptuchowa, sponsored 
by the National Science Centre (decision munber: 20161211B1HS2/01 249) is 
conducted at the Institute of Polish Language of the Polish Academy of Sciences 
(2017 2020). 
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grammatical infmmation, the dictionary included Getman translations of 
many lemmata (Grubmilller 1990: 2040-2041). 

The popularity of the VEx is reflected in the preservation of about three 
hundred manuscripts and forty printed copies described in the critical 
edition by Klaus Grubmiiller (1988-2001). They are preserved in libraries 
in many countries, including Poland. The rich manuscript tradition made 
individual copies diverse, some clearly adapted to the needs of local 
recipients. Grubmiiller (1988: 113-1 16) distinguished five mam 
manuscripts and one printed redaction of this dictionary. He also described 
some manuscripts as a 'free redaction'-clearly deviating from the basic 
VEx pattern. Among them, there is a manuscript ofthe Wroclaw University 
Library (Biblioteka Uniwersytecka we Wroclawiu), N Q 95 (Grubmiiller 
1988: 59). 

The RGB Group-a Polish redaction of the VEx 

To us, as Polish lexicographers, this manuscript has a special meaning, as it 
is the only one among the copies ofthe VEx listed by Grubmiiller containing 
Polish glosses. However, there are six other manuscripts preserved in the 
collections of several other libraries presenting many similarities to the 
Wroclaw copy. The whole group consists of the following manuscripts: 

Name Manuscript Storage Library Shelfrnark 
dating location 

Rosarius 1440 CZystochowa Archiwurn II 25 
Paulinus Ojc6w 

Paulin6w na 
Jasne" G6rze 

Rosarius 1450 Krak6w Archiwurn i Ms 224 
Cracoviensis Biblioteka 

Krakowskiej 
Kapimly 

Katedralnej 
Rosarius 1450 Wroclaw Biblioteka IV Q 95 

Vratis/aviensis Uniwersytecka 
we Wroclawiu 

Rosarius 1457 Wroclaw JIhBiBchKa Fond 5 DE-
Ossolineus I HaQiomUIhHa 520 

HaYKoBa 
6i6JIioTeKa 

YKPalHH iMeHi 
B. CTetPaHHKa 
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Rosarius ca 1470 Krak6w Archiwum XV 12 
Dominicanus Polskiej 

Prowincji 
Dominikan6w 
w Krakowie 

Rosarius 1476 Lviv JIhBiBchKa Fond 5 DE-
Ossolineus Il HaQioHaJIhHa 431 

HaYKoBa 
6i6JIioTeKa 

YKPalHH iMeHi 
B. CTecPaHHKa 

Rosarius XVp Wroclaw Biblioteka 1630/1 
Ossolineus III post. Zakladu 

Narodowego 
Un. 

Ossolillskich 
we Wroclawiu 

In Polish historical lexicography, these dictionaries are known as rosarii. 
This unusual name refers to an excerpt from the incipit: 

Presens igitur opuscuhun non inmerito nu<n>cupatur istis tribus nominibus: 
granarius uel granarium propter sui vtilitatem, rosarius propter sui decorem, 
breuilogus propter sui breuilogam tradicionem (1450 Rosarius Cracoviensis, 
fo1. 3r) 3 

On the basis of the telTIlS rosarius, granarius, brevilogus, we call this group 
of manuscripts the RGB group (from the first letters of the dictionary 
names). Our research has revealed significant differences in the micro- and 
macro-structure of the RGB dictionaries in relation to the classic VEx: 
extended introduction, elaborate ending, semantic definition of Y-Ietter 
section, changed layout and modified system of grammatical symbols, 
omitted GelTIlan translation of Latin words and addition of extended 
definitions of Polish glosses, added and omitted entries. 

1. Extended introduction 

In the introduction to the RGB redaction of the VEx, we can distinguish 
three parts: the first one originates from the VEx, and the third is derived 

3 "A ID1!lliYY for its usefulness, a rosarius for its beauty, and a brief lexicon for its 
conciseness" (Oill O\VIl translation). We do not normalize the spelling of Latin 
quotations from the manuscripts except for the use of capital and small letters. We 
also add plUlctuation marks. 
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from the Brevilogus. The sources ofthe middle part have not been identified 
yet. The RGB redactor might have elaborated it. 

1.1. Part I 

The introduction begins with an enumeration of the somces used dming the 
development of the dictionary. The author did not provide any specific title 
for his compilation, which is why it is commonly known by the name 
derived from the incipit: "Ex quo vocabularii varii autentici" (Grubmuller 
1967: 67). The aforementioned somces are: Papias, Huguccio, the 
Catholicon, and the Brevilogus. The author of the RGB redaction expanded 
the list of his sources with Exposiciones Vocabulorum Bibliae by William 
Brito and a not better specified dictionary called Puericius. 

Next, infonnation about the purpose of the dictionary is provided: 

[ . . .  ] ita quod pauperes scolares eosdem de facili pro precio competenti 
ratione eorurn pauperitatis habere ac procurare non valeant, ut tamen eo 
facilius sacram scripturam litteraliter et partim mistice et spiritualiter 
intelligere possint (1450 Rosarius Cracoviensis, fo1. 3r). 

The RGB redaction concentrates on providing poor seminarians with easier 
access to the Holy Scriptures (and no other Latin texts-as the classic VEx 
does, cf. Grubmiiller 1967: 67). Instead, it enriches the literal explanation 
of words by providing their metaphoric and spiritual senses. 

This is followed by a brief description of the dictionary macrostructure: 
alphabetical order of the lemmata and a concise system of grammatical 
symbols. The VEx mentions supplementation of the Latin semantic 
definitions with the Gennan equivalents of the words: "quod Latinum 
precedat et Theutunicum subiungitur" (Grubmiiller 1988: 1) 4 In the RGB 
redaction, the same fragment reads: "quod Latinum precedat et wlgare 
subiungatur" (1450 Rosarius Cracoviensis, fo1. 3r) 5 This change indicates 
a conscious departure from the VEx pattern and indeed, there are no Gennan 
words in the text of the dictionary in any of the RGB copies known to us. 
This does not mean, however, that every omitted Gennan word is replaced 
by a Polish one. In fact, Polish glosses are scarce. 

This part of the introduction ends with an incentive for improvement. 
According to the passage quoted from the Book of Sirach, the prize for 

4 "Latin precedes and German follows" (our mvn translation). 
5 "Latin precedes and vernacular follows" (our 0\Vll translation). 
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gaining wisdom is eternal life (EcC!. 24, 31) :  "Qui elucidant me vitam 
etemam habebunt"6 (1450 Rosarius Cracoviensis, fol. 3r) 7 

1.2. Part 11 

This part of the introduction proposes three alternative names for the 
dictionary. First, the redactor calls his work granarius, comparing it to a 
storehouse or granary where nutritious grain is stored: "Ideo quia sicut in 
granario, id est horree frumenta vtiliora et grana pociora reponuntur" (1450 
Rosarius Cracoviensis, fol. 3r). 

The abundance of words taken from works of various authors is 
compiled in a concise way, which reminds the RGB redactor of another 
Latin-Gennan dictionary he knows and uses-the Brevilogus. "Sic iste liber 
continet vocabula vtiliora et pociora ex diuersis voluminibus diuersorum 
autorum exponencium Sacram Scripturam in hanc massam breuilogam 
redactam" (1450 Rosarius Cracoviensis, fol. 3r). Hence the second 
proposed name. 

Finally, the RGB redactor gives the third name-rosarius: "Rosarius 
quia sicut rosa precellit alios flores odore, decore et pu1cro rubore, et 
confeccio queuis ex rosis preemine" (1450 Rosarius Cracoviensis, fol. 3r). 
The comparison of the dictionary to a rose, which surpasses other flowers 
in beauty, decorativeness, and aroma, allows him to expose the beauty of 
his work that surpasses other dictionaries thanks to the wealth of 
explanations. The author emphasizes that just as a rose can be red or white, 
the explanations of words (in particular of those taken from the Holy 
Scriptures) may be either literal or spiritual. And just as a rose is a well
knO\vn flower, this book can become the most widely-knO\vn dictionary for 
poor students unable to afford larger dictionaries. 

As a summary of this section, the author repeats all three names, 
emphasizing the usefulness, beauty, and concise structure of his work. 

1.3. Part III 

This fragment of text was taken from the introduction to the aforementioned 
Brevilogus-an anonymous dictionary from the end of the 14th century. 
Many of its copies contain Gennan glosses. The Brevilogus was one of the 

6 "They that explain me shall have life everlasting" (The Holy Bible 1914: 
Ecclesiasticus 24, 3 1 ). We quote the Holy Scripture using Bible abbreviations from 
the Vulgate. 
7 In the VEx and the RGB group, the quote was assigned to the Book of Wisdom: 
"[ . . .  ] in libro Sapiencie octauo capitulo" (Grubmiiller 1988: 1). 
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main sources of the classic VEx, but the RGB redactor used it again to 
emich his dictionary. 

And so the introduction to the first entry-A-is quoted from the 
Brevilogus: 

Hec enim littera a secundmn Isidormn primo libro Ethimologiarurn in 
omnibus lingwis est prior, quia ipsa ora nascencimn apperit. De qua dicitur 
in hystori<i>s masculus natus recenter dicit a, mulier vero e.8 Wersus: E 
profert aut a quisquis procedit ab Ewa, omnis masculus dicit a, e femina 
profert (1450 Rosarius Cracoviensis, fo1. 3r).9 

A is the first letter of the alphabet in all languages, because it is the first 
sound that a newborn boy makes (as though recalling father Adam). Girls, 
however, cry E (recalling Eve). 

The Brevilogus is divided into three parts containing nouns, verbs, and 
indeclinable parts of speech respectively, which is the reason for having 
three separate alphabetical sequences. The RGB redactor copied this 
division,lO despite the fact that his dictionary does not follow the Brevilogus. 
All dictionary entries are arranged in one alphabetical sequence (as in the 
VEx). 

Then the redactor provides the meanings of the Hebrew letter Aleph and 
the Greek Alpha (including a quote from the Book of Revelation), and 
explains the four fimctions of the letter A in Latin. The last one of these
an interjection of despair-is illustrated with another quote from the Bible, 
the words of Jeremiah: "Aaa domine Deus nescio loqui, quia ego puer sum" 
(Jer 1, 6) 11 The same quote is also used at the beginning of the introduction 
to the Brevilogus. It is a metaphor of how a young seminarian, who is still 
unable to proclaim the Word of God, matures to priesthood by learning 
Latin. 

After this introduction, the RGB redactor proceeds to explain the 
consecutive lemmata based on the VEx. 

8 The passage: "De qua dicitur in hystoris masculus natus recenter dicit a mulier vero 
e" is quoted from De miseria humanae conditionis by Pope Innocent IH. 
9 The passage: "E profert aut a quisquis precedit ab Ewa Omnis masculus dicit a, e 
femina profert" is quoted from Poslilla super lolam Bibliam by Nicholas of Lyra. 
10 "[ . . .  ] trinam spacialiter (pro specialiter) tradicionem nomen, verbonun et parcimn 
indeclinabilimn" (1450 Rosarius Cracoviensis, fol. 248r). 
1 1  "And I said: Ab, ah, ah, Lord God: behold, I cannot speak, for I am a child" (The 
Holy Bible 1914, Jer. 1 , 6). 
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2. Ending 

The second difference between the classic VEx and the RGB group is the 
presence of an extensive ending after the last lemma. There is no long 
ending in the classic VEx, just a short explicit with basic infonnation about 
the time and place ofthe completion of the copyist's work. In the ending of 
the RGB dictionaries, three parts can be distinguished. The first one is a 
response to the criticism of the anonymity of the dictionary, the second is a 
laudation in honor of God and the Saints, the third includes an explicit with 
infonnation about the identity of the copyist and the circumstances of the 
completion of his work. 

2.1. Part I 

The first part does not occur in the classic VEx. The author refutes the 
allegation that his dictionary is acephalos (headless )-without either a title 
or author: 

Attendant derogantes hlUlC libellum acephalum vocantes id est sine autore 
uel sine capite, sine [sine] titulo (1450 Rosarius Cracoviensis, fo1. 248r). 

Citing the double meaning of the word cephas, he indicates that his work 
may not have a head, but instead it is based on a rock, that is on solid and 
diverse sources: 

Qui vere est cephas, id est caput, eo quod positus est super finnam petram 
videlicet quia habet autoritatern (1450 Rosarius Cracoviensis, fo1. 248r). 

These sources include: Huguccio, whose dictionary adds significance and 
prestige to word explanations, Papias and Briton, from whom the 
interpretation of the Bible vocabulary is taken, and Isidore, whose work is 
the basis for including etymological infonnation in the dictionary. He also 
claims that if the meaning of a given word is inconsistent with its 
contemporary or ancient use, then the dictionary explanation should not 
criticize or improve the source text, but remain in unity with its author. 

2.2. Part 11 

The reference to the Polish spiritual tradition is most evident in this part of 
the dictionary: 
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Pro fine cuius sit benedictus Deus almus et eius genitrix sancta virgo Maria 
intacta sanctusque presul Stanislaus pater pius Polononun patronus, cuius 
sub vexillo spes tribuitur onmi Polono (1450 Rosarius Cracoviensis, fo1. 
248r). 

It expresses the praise of God, the Blessed Virgin Mary, and the patrons of 
Poland: Saint Stanislaus of Szczepanow, Saint Adalbert, as well as angels 
and John the Baptist.12 The fragment ends with a plea to God for blessings 
and prosperity for Poland. 

2.3. Part III 

This is the most individualized part of the dictionary, where the copyist 
reveals his name and origin, as well as the time and place of completion of 
his work. However, not all of these pieces of information were included in 
every copy. Presenting one's name in the fmm of a puzzle is an interesting 
personal touch: 

Explicit granarius per manus cuiusdam pauperis clerici de Schrzypna et est 
finitus die dominico que [s.] recantabatur Cantate domino can<tate>, sub 
anno Domini 1440. Non bene finivi, quia melius scribere nesciui. Si bene 
scripsissem, nomen memn imposuissem. Sed primmn est an secundmn dre 
vltimmn as est (1440 Rosarius Paulinus, fo1. 274v 275r).13 

3. Y-Headwords 

Another element differentiating the RGB group from the classic VEx is the 
Y-Ietter section. In accordance with the microstructure of the dictionary, in 
the typical VEx, under the letter Y words starting with this letter and their 
defmitions are listed.!4 Meanwhile, in the RGB group, under the letter Y 
there is only one extended entry regarding the sound/letter Y. First, the 
grammatical properties of the sound are discussed: 

12The praise of Saint Adalbert and John the Baptist appears in other copies of rosarii 
(Adalbert: Rosarius Paulinus and Rosarius Vrafislaviensis, John the Baptist: 
Rosarius Vrafislaviensis). 
13 ''Here ends the granarius by the hand of some poor seminarian from Skrzypna, and 
it was finished on the day when the "Sing to the Lord" song was SlUlg in 1440. I 
have not finished well, because I could not \Vfite any better. But if I \Vfote well, I put 
my name here. First comes an, second comes dre, and last comes as" (Oill mvn 
translation). 
14The entries are as follows: Y conia, Y conomus, Yppofromium (cf. Grubmiiller 1988: 
2939). 
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Y vocalis est et ideo potest terminare sillabam et incipere quacmnque 
consonante sequente uel precedente sicut omnes vocales facilmt et scribitur 
tantum (1450Rosarius Cracoviensis, fo1. 246v). lS  

It is also pointed out that the letter Y is written in words of Greek or 
barbarian origin. 

This remark contributes to a brief discussion ofthe barbarian languages: 

Barbanun dicitur omne illud lingwayurn, quod non est grecmn uel 
hebraicmn uel latin <urn>. Et sic ydiomata polonica, theutonica, bohemica 
etc. dicuntur barbarica (1450 Rosarius Cracoviensis, fo1. 246v). 16 

Among the barbarian languages, the RGB compiler mentions the Polish 
language, which is yet another Polish trait in the RGB group. Following the 
remarks on spelling, we find a list of words which start with the letter Y: 
yas, yaspis, yeon, yeonomus, ydea, ydia, yle, yliades, etc. (1450 Rosarius 
Craeoviensis, fol. 247). However, unlike in the classic VEx, no semantic 
defmitions are given. 

4, Differences in layout 

All the preserved manuscripts of the RGB redaction have-in contrast to 
the VEx-a modified graphic layout (the in continua characteristic for the 
RGB copies and the a linea layout "entry below entry", typical of the VEx 
pattern): 

l S "y is a vowel and because of that, it can end and start a syllable with any consonant 
following or preceding it" (our own translation). 
16 "Barbarian are those among the languages which are not Greek, Hebrew or Latin. 
And thus the Polish, German or Czech language is called barbarian" (Oill mvn 
translation). 
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Figure 1 .  1 450 Rosarius Cracoviensis, fo1. 3 1 r17  

17  We are grateful to the Archiwum Krakowskiej Kapituly Katedralnej (Archives 
and Library of the Cracow Cathedral Chapter) for allowing us to include the 
photograph of this fragment of manuscript in the article. 
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Figure 2. XV p. post. VExFl,18 fo1. 5 1v 

Also, the system of grammatical sigla is modified. In the RGB copies 

the sigla are placed between the entry and the meaning in the RGB copies, 
instead of placing each entry in a separate column on the left or right margin, 

as in the VEx. A typical entry article in the classical VEx and RGB 

dictionaries consists of the headword, synthetic grammatical information in 

the form of a sigla, and semantic explanation. The brevity of grammatical 

18 Here and further VExF 1 = Frankfurt am Main, Universitiitsbibliothek, Ms. Barth. 

136. 
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infonnation provided in the dictionary is a characteristic feature of the VEx 
pattern derived from the Brevilogus. 

Depending on the part of speech represented by a given lennna in tbe 
dictionary, the infonnation on the characteristics of each grammatical 
category varies. In case of nouns and adjectives, gender and declension are 
indicated, while in case of verbs, conjugation and number are provided. In 
the VEx, the system of describing grammatical categories is based on their 
symbolic rendering by means of abbreviations, usually one letter long, thus 
one abbreviation may be used for defining more than one element of the 
description. In the manuscripts of the RGB redaction, the system of 
grammatical description is slightly expanded, making it more individualized. 
The abbreviations which are employed usually consist of a few letters. 
Moreover, grammatical infonnation itself is complex and extensive. 

The comparison of the two systems of providing grammatical 
information for a headword with the abbreviations used in the VEx and the 
RGB is illustrated by the entry Corvus ('raven') in tbe example below: 

VEx: Coruus ein rabe S!Y..§. 1414 VExP2,19 fol. 38v 
RGB: Coruus, vi masculini uel epiceni generis est quedarn auis et est 
nomen 1476 Rosarius Ossolineus 11, fo1. 57v 

When describing each noun and adjective headword, not only the 
nominative singular, but also the inflectional ending ofthe genitive singular 
(which facilitates the identification of tbe inflectional pattern) is typically 
provided, and the gender detennined. In the case of verbs, the infmitive is 
stated (if the entry in the dictionary appears as the 1 st person singular present 
tense), as well as tbe ending of the past tense. 

5. Substituting German glosses with Polish ones 

As a rule, Gennan equivalents of the Latin words included in the VEx are 
omitted, and sometimes substituted with Polish ones. For a historian of the 
Polish language, this is the crucial difference between the RGB copies and 
the VEx. The individual RGB copies contain between 72 and 270 Polish 
equivalents of Latin words, mostly nouns. These Polish equivalents are 
added mainly to words which are rarely used, ambiguous, and usually 
appearing in the Vulgate. These Polish words, altbough relatively few and 
scattered, are a valuable source supplementing the lexicon attested in the 
Old Polish Dictionary (Urbailczyk 1953-2002). 

19 Here and further VExP2 = Praga, Narodni knihovna Ceske republiky, I C 36. 
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Under the Latin headword Candibulum (,sieve'), the VEx contains the 
German equivalent, which in turn is replaced by the Polish gloss szypen: 
'utensil for sieving or pouring, especially pouring beer' (cf. entry Sypien 
Urbailczyk 1953-2002, VIII 525) in one of the RGB copies. 

VEx: Candibuhun est instnunentum braxandi scbapff 1429 VExF2,20 fo1. 56v 
RGB: Candibuhun est instnunentum braxandi sdI. szvoen 1457 Rosarius 

Ossolineus I, fo1. 44ra 

The word sypien is attested in the Old Polish Dictionary, but the material 
illustration there lacks reference to this source. 

6. Expanding the semantic explanations 

In some entries, the defmitions are more detailed than in the VEx, e.g. the 
lemma Caunw: 'heat, hot weather': 

VEx: Cauma, id est calor uel incedium 1414 VExP2, fo1. 34v 
RGB: Cavrna, tis, neutrus tercie, est calor uel incendium uel pluvia calida et est 
proprie caliditas aeris proveniens a sole, \Vlllgariter ssrzezoga XV p. post 
Rosarius Ossolineus IH, fo1. 22r 

Under the headword Cauma, the VEx contains two synonymic Latin 
equivalents, calor: 'heat, swelter' and incendium: 'fire', which are also 
included in one of the RGB copies together with an additional Latin 
explanation describing the phenomenon in a more precise mallller and the 
Polish gloss ssrzezoga rendering the same meaning (cf. entry Sreioga 
Urbailczyk 1953-2002, IX 39). 

7. Adding new entries 

The list of headwords in the VEx and the RGB group is not identical. In the 
analyzed copies of the RGB redaction, some entries are added, some 
omitted, e.g. the lemma Cub rum: 'kind of linen outer gannent'. 

VEx: .0 
RGB: Cubrum, bri, neutrum secundum, est vestis linea, proprie kytla 1450 
Rosarius Cracoviensis, fo1. 48r 

20 Here and fmther VExF2 = Frankfurt am Main, Universitatsbibliothek, Ms. Praed. 
105. 
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In the example above, the Latin headword Cub rum noted in the RGB copies 
does not appear among the entries in the VEx. Similarly, the Latin headword 
Cellatrix (with the German equivalent ein kelneryn) noted in the VEx does 
not appear among the entries of the RGB group: 

VEx: Cellatrix ein kelneryn 1414 VExP2 35r 
RGB: o 

The copies of the VEx are so numerous and diverse that it would be 
infeasible even for a comprehensive critical edition to take account of all 
the preserved manuscripts, let alone of all the details differentiating each 
and every one. As for now, it is impossible to detelTIline which parts of the 
Latin text of the dictionary are unique to the RGB group (apart from the 
hypothetically unique fragments quoted above). Further comparative 
research on the list of headwords and the content ofthe definitions may lead 
to the location of such fragments and to finding the immediate link between 
the VEx and the RGB dictionaries. 

Internal diversity of the RGB group 

The RGB group is not homogeneous. The known copies differ in terms of 
time and place of creation, list of entries, and number of Polish glosses. We 
also found minor linguistic differences in the introduction and in the ending. 
In order to establish the filiation between the seven preserved copies, we 
started our research with a comparative analysis of the introductions, 
endings, and Polish glosses recorded in these manuscripts. Our preliminary 
study shows that the manuscripts of the RGB redaction we know today are 
separated from the otherwise unknO\vn original text by a series of 
intelTIlediate copies. 

The research also indicates that within the group of RGB manuscripts, 
four copies have the most similarities: the Rosarius Paulinus, the Rosarius 
Ossolineus Il, the Rosarius Ossolineus Ill, and the Rosarius Dominicanus. 
The results of the preliminary research do not allow us to determine the 
exact filiation of these copies; however, in the entire group, Rosarius 
Vratislaviensis is the most distinctive in every respect. Currently, work is 
underway to study all the Polish glosses of the entire RGB group. The 
results will contribute to a better understanding of the manuscripts' affinity. 
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Conclusions 

The individual characteristics and separateness of the RGB group from the 
VEx model allow us to speak of a Polish adaptation of this dictionary. 
Despite the differences, it is not a separate lexicographical work, but rather 
a modification that retains many common features with the VEx. Although 
this type of dictionary came to Poland through the Czech territory of Silesia, 
it was adapted to the needs of local users on Polish soil. This is evidenced 
by the lack of similar manuscripts with Czech glosses (V olekova 2015: 21-
22). The copying and further modification of the VEx ended in the fifteenth 
century due to the decline in popularity of medieval Latin dictionaries and 
the increasing role of translation dictionaries. 

There are indications that, apart from the seven discussed copies, many 
more were used in Poland. Aleksander Briickner mentioned nine manuscripts 
from the second half of the 1Sili century, which he refers to as granarii or 
rosarii. (Briickner 1895: 1-52). Around 1890, Briickner conducted a query in 
the Imperial Library in St. Petersburg (I1MIIepaTOpcKlliI rry6nlIqHa� 
6II6mIOTeKa) in search of documents originating from Poland. He 
concentrated on the oldest manuscripts containing Polish texts or even 
single words scattered in Latin works. Among them were dictionaries 
created in Polish monastic libraries, transferred to the Warsaw University 
Library (Biblioteka Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego) at the beginning of the 
19th century and confiscated soon after by the Russians. A substantial 
collection of these documents returned to Warsaw in 1922, only to be 
destroyed during the Second World War (Deptuchowa and Frodyma 2018: 
89-91). 

The only source of infmmation about these dictionaries 'the Petersburg 
rosarii', as we call them is Bruckner's article, which lacks a detailed 
description of the manuscripts or a full list of the Polish glosses they 
contained. Based on library descriptions (Kaliszuk 2016) and on the 
passages quoted by Briickner (1895: 1-52), we can assume that at least three 
copies belonged to the RGB group and the rest represented other 
lexicographical compilations of the time. The linguistic material he 
recorded can be compared with the preserved copies, but it is no longer 
possible to reproduce their full content. 

Gathering and comparing linguistic material from 15th-century 
dictionaries containing Polish glosses allowed us to detelTIline the 
distinctive features of the RGB redaction and to conduct comparative 
studies of these copies. All the entries containing Polish glosses are stored 
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in our database.21 Our research team is currently working on the semantic 
and grammatical description of these Polish glosses so as to create a 
multifunctional monolingual dictionary. Indexes of Latin headwords and 
their Polish eqinvalents facilitate Latin-Polish and Polish-Latin queries. 
Additionally, we intend to search for other similar manuscripts and attempt 
to identify dictionaries which may provide intennediate links between the 
VEx and the RGB group. 
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FROM GLOSSES TO LEXICONS, 

OR THERE AND BACK AGAIN 

KIRA Kov ALENKO 

1. Glosses and glossaries 

From the very beginning of the Russian literary tradition, the explanation of 
difficult-to-understand words was very important for readers and editors of 
Old Russian texts. The first books translated into the Slavic language-the 
Gospels in the Greek language-already contained transliterations of some 
Aramaic words accompanied by their Greek equivalents, which were 
preserved in the Russian translations, ef. YfAI YfAI AGf_la cyaJ3axBavI,· TOVT ' 

£mlv· Bd flOD Bd !laD, ivari flE: tYKariAl7l:G(;;; (Matt 27: 461 )-eJlwi eJlwi JleMa 

ca6axmaHU. eJICe-Cmb 6J!& MOU 6J!Ce MOU. 6bC1GJ{bY\ MA1 ecu OCma6UJlb 

(Alexeev et al. 2005: 155); pajJjJovvI, 8 "iyeral oul<iCJKaAc (John 20: 16)
pa66oyHU. eJICe Hapettemb CA\. oy.lUmemo (Alexeev et al. 1998: 93). The 
situation was the same as far as the Psalter with Expositions on the Psalms 
ascribed to Athanasius of Alexandria is concerned: transliterated Hebrew 
personal and place names and their explanation are present in the Russian 
text of the 1 1th century (F.n.1.23) and then formed the first Russian glossary 
Words of the Hebrew language preserved in a Novgorod manuscript of 1282 
(Kovtun 1963: 18-30). Although the Greek text of the Expositions differs 
greatly from the text represented in the Russian manuscript, it is still 
possible to find some similar passages, which served as a basis for the 
glossary, cf. Kao�c; ayia i:pf1�VcVral in the Expositions on the Psalms (pG 
27, 153)-"Ka,a;IICb CKa3aeTbC.H CB.HTbIHII"2 in the Russian translation 
(Kovtun 1963: 19)-"Kal\h, C(B�ThI)HII" in the Words of the Hebrew 
language (Kovtun 1963: 19). 

1 Citations from the Greek New Testament are given according to the 28th edition of 
Nestle-Aland (https:llwww.nestle-aland.com). 
2 Here and henceforward, citations of the hand\\'fitten texts are given in the 
simplified orthography; words with litlo scribal abbreviation mark for frequently 
written words (https:llen.wikipedia.orglwiki/Titlo) are \\'fitten with missed letters 
given in round brackets; letters \\'fitten in manuscripts over lines, are given in italics. 
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Later, glosses written by Russian scholars and editors appeared. They 
can be found in the Chronicle of George Hamartolos (Istrin 1920--1930), in 
the Euchologion of the Great Church (Afanasyeva et al. 2019: 42-44), in 
Gennady's Bible (Romodanovskaya 2001), in a Herbal of 1616 (Morozov 
2016), and in other works. According to the formal criteria, N. Shaymerdenova 
divided glosses into 1) marginal, interlinear and explanations inside the 
texts;} 2) one-word and multiword; 3) explanatory, encyclopaedic and 
etymological. They could be created by the author or the editor and explain 
foreign or native words (1997). As for their function, L.S. Kovtun 
enumerated the following types (based on the study of Gennady' s Bible): 1) 
translation of foreign words, 2) foreign words as equivalents to Russian 
ones, 3) explanation of foreign words, 4) lexicographical description of 
foreign words, 5) equivalents connected to the assimilation of Church 
terminology (1991: 191-193). V.A. Romodanovskaya, studying the same 
text, distinguished lexicographical, variant, and encyclopaedic glosses, 
cross-indexing and definitions of Latin words from the Latin text (2001 :  
138-139). 

In the 16th century, glosses to Gennady's Bible were united to form a 
glossary (pogod., 1287: 103v-106r). The manuscript dates from the l 560s, 
but according to A.N. Levichkin's assumption, the glossary was compiled 
not later than 1513 (2014: 267). It contains 225 word entries, made on the 
glosses in the two Books of Chronicles, the Book of Judith, the Book of 
Esther, the Book of Wisdom, and the Book of Jeremiah. 

2. Glosses as a source for Russian handwritten lexicons 

Glossaries and word lists served as the basis for the next stage of Russian 
lexicography; at the end of the 16th century a new type of lexicographical 
compilation was created, in which headwords were ordered alphabetically. 
They were intensively rewritten in the 17th century and much more rarely 
later, when printed dictionaries appeared. However, there are some copies 
that date to the 18th, 19th, and even 20th centuries. It is possible to distinguish 
more than nine types represented in more than 150 manuscripts (Kovtun 
1989: 9-10; Kovaleriko 20l6a; Kovaleriko 2018). 

Lexicon compilers actively used word lists of onomastica sacra, 
glossaries to the Psalter and to the Ladder of Divine Ascent by John 
Climacus (Kovtun 1963, Kovaleriko 2013). Also, they expanded lexicons 
by creating new word entries based on various sources. Maximus the 

3 In discussing explanations of words given in texts, we do not refer to glosses, 
although some Russian researchers follow this practice. Various points of view 
toward this terminological question are set out in the article by A. A. Malyshev 2019. 
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Greek's works were among their favourites. He often used glosses to 
explain unknO\vn foreign words and notions, which, in the lexicons, were 
transfOlmed into word entries, cf.: 

Words by Maximus the Greek 
Ha JIaTbIHcKYIO epecb, rJIarOJIeM)'IO 
rrypraropHOH1" CHpe"lfb orHb 
"lfHCTIITeJIbHbIH (MDA 42, 13v-
14v) To the Latin (Roman 
Catholic) heresy calledPurgatorion, 
that is cleansing fire. 

IIcHH"h ec( Tb) )l{HBOTHHrn;e IIT,KOe 
KpHJIaro T01flIaH<rnHH>5 .lIKOJIC rrpax 
e)l{e paJKaer<c.ll> om .n;HBHIIX 
CMOK06 rJI(arOJI)eM<bIX"h> OJIVH<p"h, 
IIX)l{e Ca,n;OB<HH>D;bI HapOKOM 
BtrnaIOm H<a> .n;06pbLX 
CMOKOBHHD;ax <Ha> YKptIIJIeHHe 
IIJIOaOB"h IIX. <Pa>)l{aeMH 60 om 
OJIVH<p<"h rrcH>HH rrpIIJIt-raIOrn;e H 
<rrpH>JIHrraIOrn;ec K KOHD;e.M 
C<MO>KOBHblM, Kptllilm CM<OK>BbI, 
H He omrra,n;aIOm rrp( e )J!C<.n;e> 
3ptJIbCTBa (MDA 42, 196r) Psin6 
is an animal with wings, as light as 
powder, which is born from wild 
figs and which is hlUlg, especially 
by gardeners, on to the good fig 
trees in order to fix their fruits, 
because psins are born from figs and 
stick to the figs so that they (figs) do 
not fall do"Wll before they are ripe. 

Lexicon ofDavid Zarnaray 
IIypraTopHoH"h {r}, orHb 
"lfHCTHTeJIHbIH, H)l{e 6mr.n;em 
0pIITeH epeTIIK {MaKcH(M) 
I'peK}4 (D446, 1 92v) 
Purgatorion (Greek), cleansing 
fire, about which Origen the 
heretic talks nonsense (Maximus 
the Greek). 

IICHH"h {r} eC(Tb) )l{HBOTHO 
HtKoe, TOH"lfaHrne, .lIKO rrpax"h, 
KpIIJIaTO, pa)K)1;aeMO om .n;HBHILX 
CMOKB"h, rJI(arOJI)eMbLX OJIHH<p"h, 
HXJKe Ca,n;OBHHD;bI HapoKoM 
BtrnaIOm Ha .n;06pbLX CMOKBax Ha 
YKptIIJIeHHe IIJIO.n;06 IIX"h 
{MaKC(HM) I'peK, oI} (D446, 
1 80v) Psin (Greek) is an 
animal with wings, as light as 
powder, which is born from wild 
figs and which is hung, 
especially by gardeners, on to the 
good fig trees in order to fix their 
fruits (Maximus the Greek, 15). 

4 Here and henceforward, words "Written between lines or in the margins are given in 
cmly brackets. 
5 Letters in angle brackets are reconstructed by the author because of corruption of 
the text. 
6'¥i}v is 'gall-insect, Cynips psenes, which lives in the fruit of the wild fig and male 
palm' (Liddell-Scott), in modem classification Blastophaga psenes, which 
pollinates the common fig Ficus carica. The source of the comment is Maximus the 
Greek's translation of the Suidae Lexicon, an encyclopedic lexicon, "Written in Greek 
in the 1 0" century (Ivanov 1969: 78). 
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3eqrvp'h Bt.TPb eC(Tb) JIt.THHH, TIiX IT 
rJIa,n;OK H 6JI(a)roIIocrrBrneH 
Kopa6JIeHHKOM, CKopt.HIIIe 60 
Kopa6JIH Harrpea IIblxaem 6e3b 
BC.lIK3TO BJrbHeHHa, Bt.er )l{e om 
JIt.TIDITO 3arra,n;a, 30BOM ITO <pP.ll3CKbI 
rrpeBeH3�a (MDA 42, 1 96r) 
Zephyr is a summer wind, quiet and 
smooth and good for seafarers, 
because it quickly pushes ships 
without sea motions, blows from the 
South West, called in Italian 
prevenztsa. 

3eqmp'h {r}, Bt.'Ipb JIt.THHH, 
THXb II rJIa,n;OKb, /1 IT 
6JI( a )roIIocrrt.rneH 
Kopa6JIeHHKOM, CKOpt.IIIIIII 60 
Kopa6JIH Harrpea rrxaem 6e3 
BeJIWI BOJIHeHILII, Bt.em )l{e om 
JIt.TH.lITO 3arra,n;a; Haprro;aeM )Ke 
ITO <pP.ll3CKH rrpeBeH3'bo;a 
{MaKCIill I'peK} (D446, 88r-
88v) Zephyr (Greek) is a 
summer wind, quiet and smooth 
and good for seafarers, because it 
quickly pushes ships without sea 
motions, blows from the South 
West, called in Italian prevenztsa 
(Maxirnus the Greek). 

TransfOlming glosses into word entries, the compiler of the lexicon David 
Zamaray used the same methods that compilers usually employed when 
working with ordinary texts: they partly shortened text fragments and 
supplied headwords with a language mark (initial letters of a language name 
written in cinnabar over a headword) and the literary source (author's name 
or title) written in the margins. Sometimes they were obliged to structure 
the text as we can see in the first fragment, where the word explained in the 
text became a headword in the word entry and its explanation the defmition. 

3. Glosses in Russian handwritten lexicons 

The marginal space of the lexicons contained even more infOlmation of 
various types than ordinary manuscripts. Compilers armotated the literary 
sources of word entries and, sometimes, the source language of foreign 
words, using special signs resembling commas for that purpose. In some 
lexicons, topic groups ("peoples", "animals", "stones", etc.) or the numbers 
of the lexicon subdivisions were placed there. Accidentally omitted words 
were inserted in the margins, together with phrases reflecting the attitude of 
the scribe to the text (for example, "TO nmKb"-"that is false"). Finally, 
compilers wrote comments to some words, which they connected to the 
corresponding words by special marks (lines, points, commas, crosses and 
so on) placed over the word and near the comment itself. Sometimes-less 
frequently though-literary sources and comments were inserted over the 
word to which they belonged. 
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Glosses (mostly marginal, but occasionally interlinear7) in lexicons 
could be added to botb the headword and any part of its definition. As the 
main goal of these lexicons was to explain difficult-to-understand words, 
headwords were usually foreign words or collocations transliterated into 
Cyrillic letters. Having been re\Vfitten many times, these headwords may 
have been copied with mistakes and compilers had to check them in literary 
texts or otber lexicons. If they found another form, they 1) gave the second 
headword, as in the word entry "ApCb, IImI apeocb, arrpt.nb" (pogod. 1 145: 
3Sv)-"Ars or areos, April", 2) wrote a gloss: "TplIal\a (gloss: 1plIaHl\a), 
TPOlIIW" (Pogod. 114S, l S2r)-"Triada (gloss: trianda), trinity", 
"AKaq,lIcMaTOcb (gloss: aKaq,lIcTO*), Hedl\aJIeHb" (pogod. 1 143: 22v)
"Akafismatos (gloss: akafisto*), unsittable (referring to a period of time 
when one should not sit)" or 3) used both options: "CII.n;epoTIIKo, IInII 
CIIlIplIl\lITlIKO (gloss related to tbe first part of the word CIIlIplI: ClIplI), 
)Kent3Ho" (Yud. 4: 101r)-"Siderotiko or spiriditiko (gloss: siri), iron". In 
the last example, the gloss does not contain the whole word, but only the 
part which is different. The same method is used in the word entry "Oq,lITlIH 
(gloss to tbe last part ofthe word TlIH: TlICb), ClIPlI�" (Yud. 4: 77v)-"Ojilin 
(gloss: lis), Syria" and in "TMlInlI (witb a sign of tbe gloss over the first 
letter lI: t) ID, IIoMpaqaJIlI e�" (Yud. 4: 1 10r)-"Tmili yu (gloss: e), darken 
her", where only one letter was changed by means of a gloss. 

Glosses which supplied different forms of the headword did not 
necessarily reflect the process of correction of mistakes, but could also 
indicate two competing fOlTIlS from different source languages: "Cap.n;IIocb 
(gloss: cep.n;onIIKb) KaMeHb BaBIInOHCKIIU, KpaceHb aKII KpoBb, 06peTaemC.H 
B BaBIInoHt., Ha 3eMnII KO acCIIPIIOM, / / rrp03pa'leH, IIMam )l(e cIIny, u;enIImu 
OTOKII, II .H3Bbl OT )l(ent.3a 6bIBaeMbl" (pogod. 1 143: 37r-37v}-"Sardios 
(gloss: serdolik), a Babylonian stone, red as blood, which can be found in 
Babylon, in the land of Assyria, transparent, has power to heal oedemata 
and ulcers, being from iron". The initial headword is nearer to the Latin 
word sardius 'carnelian', while the word in the gloss is the Greek (Japoovv(, 
influenced by folk etymology and rethought as two Russian words cepoqe 

'heart' and nuK 'face' (Vasmer 1964-1973 : 3, 60S). 
Comparing lexicons, a compiler might also find another meaning which 

was not given in his lexicon, or a lexical variant. One of the options in that 
case was to give a gloss to tbe headword: "ApelI (gloss: ptI\KlI), n)KenbI" 
(Yud. 4: 2v)-"Arei (gloss: rare), heavy"; "Il(Yl\b (gloss: lIcIIonlIHb), 
rlIraHTb, e)Ke eCTb BonOT" (pogod. 1 14S: l7lr)-"Shchud (gloss: titan), 
giant that is mighty man". Sometimes a gloss just doubles tbe defmition and 
it is unclear why the scribe put it here: "Ycep.H3II (gloss: ceprII), ceprII" 

7 Interlinear glosses are marked off with an asterisk. 
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(Pogod. 1 145: 158v)-"Useryazi (gloss: earring), earring". However, 
having found a new meaning or variant of the definition, compilers usually 
wrote glosses to the explanatory part of word entries. The types of semantic 
relations between explanatory words and words in glosses will be examined 
below. 

Another function of glosses added to the headword was to connect words 
to each other. This was used only in the lexicon ofDavid Zamaray; he wrote 
another foreign equivalent with the same meaning which could be found in 
his lexicon. Here are some examples: "Bt.IIHO (gloss: apaBoHa), 3aJIOTh 
06pyqlITenHbIlI ).J:eHlIxa c HeBtcTOlo" (Yud. 4: 19v)-"Veino (gloss: 
aravona), betrothal pledge of the fiance and fiancee". We will not find the 
word aravona in Yud. 4, as the beginning of the lexicon is lost, but we can 
assume that such a word entry existed, as it is represented in other lexicons 
of the same type. For two other entries, it is possible to find referred words. 
Word entry "POTa (gloss: cIIlIpa), 60)K6a, lInlI IIonKh BOlIH06" (Yud. 4: 
95v)-"Rota (gloss: spira 'detachment'), oath, or detachment of soldiers" 
is connected to "CIIlIpa, COHMb, lI!lU c060p" (Yud. 4: 100r)-"Spira, 
gathering or meeting"; "KIIPKIICIIII (gloss: IIIIOoPYMIIe), none KOHCKaro 
yplIcTaHlI�" (Yud. 4: 57v)-"Kirkisii (gloss: ipodrumiye), field for horse 
racing" is connected to "ITo.n;pYMIIe, none IInII nnor:o;a,n;b KOHCKaro sanycKa" 
(Yud. 4: 87r)-"Podnnniye, field or place for horse racing". 

Glosses to the words in the explanatory part of word entries are more 
frequent and various. We can find there: 

1) a Russian word with a very close or the same meaning, which could have 
the same root: "BbIIIonepoBaHIIe, IICKYCCTBO B 6paHex (gloss: B BOIIHt.)" 
(Yud. 4: 19r)-"Vypolerovaniye, art of battle (gloss: war)"; "PeqmHl\apb, 
MCKaM 6mocTlITenb, ClIpt% KOHlOIIIelI (gloss: KOHlOXb)" (Pogod. 1 145: 
138r)-"Refandar, keeper of mules, that is groom (gloss: the same word 
with another suffix)"; "OCKJIa6lIC�, Mano yCMeXHyc� (gloss: ynbI6HYc�*)" 
(Pogod. 1 143: 43r)-"Osklabisya, grinned a little (gloss: smiled*)". If an 
explained word and a gloss had similar parts, the compiler ofYud. 4 David 
Zamaray did not change the whole word, but wrote only the part of the word 
which was different: "J],lIanorocb, I\BOeCnOBlIe (gloss: cnoBeq)" (Yud. 4: 
27v)-"Dialogos, dialogue (gloss: logist)". Extremely rarely, this method 
was used by the compiler of Po god. 1 143. In the following word entry, he 
changed the root of the word, so that instead of nornOTIITII one should read 
n0X<peTII: "O'[(oHTorypaHoHb, eC(Tb) 3Bt.p 3eno BenIIK, .HKO cnOHa u;t.na 
nOrnOTIDnU (gloss over rnOT: )l(pe) MorIIU, )l(IIBeT )I(e II Ha cyct., II B BO,[(t." 
(Pogod. 1 143: 43r)-"Odontoturanon, there is a very big animal, which can 
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eat (gloss: gobble) up an elephant, he lives on dry land and in water". 
Glosses of this type are the most frequent. 

2) a Russian word of the same semantic field: "CrpyrII, BonH06IITmr 
MOPCKlliI (gloss: ptqHlliI), e)Ke eCTb BaIlbI" (pogod. 1 145: l 47v)-"Strugi, 
breaking waves in the sea (gloss: in the river), that is swell"; ".l.(ycTepb, 
l\eKa6pb (gloss: <j>eBpa;z)" (Yud. 4: 30r)-"Duster, December (gloss: 
February)". 

3) a Russian word as a classifier, for example: "BacIillIIKaHb, -qe-qerKa 
(gloss: IITlIqKa)" (pogod. 1 143: 27r)-"Vasilikan, redpoll (gloss: small 
bird)"; "Meppa, ropecTb (gloss: 3eMII�)"-"Merra ('Marah'), bitterness 
(gloss: land)" (Yud. 4: 66v). In tbe last example, tbe definition reflects tbe 
translation of the Hebrew toponym, as the word in the gloss refers to the 
type of toponym it belongs to. 

4) a Russian equivalent to a foreign word: "ApxlIerr(lI)c(Ko)rrh, HaqaIlO 
noct.TIITeneM, peKme, cl (nepBbl)II en(II)c(Ko)noM, no rpeq(e)cKII 60 
err(lI)c(Ko)rrh, a rro pycllcKlI rrochlITen; err(lI)c(Ko)rrlI (gloss: rroceTlITenlI) 
60 Y3aKoHeHII nOCTaBmleMII 6bIBamu, .HKO .L(a noct.maIom Bt.PHbIX, ame 
1\06pt eJ/Ce BO X(plIcT)a E(or)a Btpy XpaH�Tb" (pogod. 1 143: 22r-22v)
"Arkhiyepiskop ('archbishop'), authority for visitors, that is the first for 
bishops, as in Greek-bishop, and in Russian-visitor; because bishops 
(gloss: visitors) are set by law to visit laymen (to observe) if they keep tbe 
faith well"; "<I>II.H TIIpcKa, <I>IDI eCTb rpao IIMeHyeMb, TIIpCKIIII )l(e 
HapWIeTC.H, nOHeJIC BO crpaHt. TIIpcTeII CTOIITb, cero rpa,n;a Ht.Kllil )l(eHa 
rrop<j>lIpoKlI� (gloss: 6arp�HorrporrpOl\aBHlIl1a) . . .  BtpoBa BO Xp(lI)cra" 
(Pogod. 1 145: l 6 lr)-"Fiya of Tyre, Fiya is a city named so, it is called "of 
Tyre" as it is situated in the country of Tyre, a widow porfirokiya (gloss: 
scarlet robes seller) of this city . . .  believed in Christ"; "EPO.L(II.HKOH, 
c(B�)meHHOI\�KOH (gloss to tbe I\�KOH: cnyra)" (Yud. 4: 34r)
"Erodiakon, hierodeacon (gloss: servant)". A reader could find in glosses 
translations of foreign words which were transliterated in a way that their 
meaning was not clear. 

5) a foreign equivalent to a Russian word: "ApXIIcrpaTIIrh, Ha-qano 
BOHHOMb (gloss: crpaTIIroM), peKme, Ha-qanbCTBY.H Hail BOIIHbl, no 
rpe-qecKII 6(0) apxII Ha-qano, a BOIIHb rn(aron)eTC.H crpanII'b" (Pogod. 
1 145: 25r)-"Arkhistratig (upxtmpuTllYOS), authority for warriors, tbat is 
being in command over the warriors (gloss: strategoi), for in Greek arkhi is 
command and warrior is said strategos". Here the compiler used the 
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linguistic infonnation contained in the explanatory part to provide a foreign 
equivalent to the Russian word. 

6) a loaned equivalent to a Russian word: "EKCarrCaJlMbl, meCTOII'BCHIIe 
(gloss to the rrBCHIIe: IICaJIMbl), eKca 60 rpettCKII meCTb, a IICaJlMOCb, 
rr1;cHb" (pogod. 1 143: 30v)-"EksapsaZmy, the six songs (gloss: psalms), 
because eksa in Greek is six, and psalmos is song"; "AmI 0 ,L(II.HBOnOCb, HO 
060nraTenb" (gloss: 1\1I�Bon) (pogod. 1 145: 33v)-"But diavoZos, but liar 
(gloss: devil)". Here the words in the first part are transliterated into Cyrillic 
Greek fOlTIlS: eKCanCaJlMbl contains a Greek numeral in the first part of the 
word (although the second part is Russified, as it has a Russian ending -bl), 
in the second word entry 0 OU5l60JlOCb includes the Greek ending -or:; and 
the Greek article o. The words in the gloss nCaJlMbl and OU5l60flb are of 
foreign origin as well, but they had already existed in !lie Russian language 
for a long time, as they occurred in !lie Gospel and in liturgical books. That 
is the reason why the compiler gave them as presumably more traditional 
equivalents to the words UleCmOnTbCHUe and o60flZameJlb, which have 
Russian roots, but are less common. 

7) a foreign word gloss to a foreign word: "Bo)l)le, II BO)l)lyY'b, 06t.cIDI npeo 
pt.-qIIIO BMt.CTO, no; B CIIIJ;eBbIX, BO)l)le (gloss: BOt(JIYTb) t(t.nb, e)l(e ec no 
t(t.nOM, BO)l)le Te6e, no Te6t., TaKO II B npo-qIIX 0 CIIX pa3YMt.BaII" (Yud. 4: 
l7v)-"VodZe and vodZug, put before words instead of "po" in such 
(phrases), vodle (gloss: vodlug) businesses, that is on business, vodle you, 
on you, and in other (cases) one should understand the same". 

8) an additional piece of encyclopaedic infOlmation: "CTaIITa, Ht.Kllil Ma3b 
6n(a)royxaHHa (gloss: CTaKTa ec COKb .n;peBa 3MIIpHa), Hape-qeHa CTaIITa; 
COCTaBneHa om pa3HbIX BemeII, .HKO.JIC II MIIpO; TOflKyeTIKeC.H CTaKTa 3ap.H" 
(Yud. 4: 96v)-"Stakta, certain fragrant ointment (gloss: stakta is a sap of 
myrrh tree) called stakta, made up from various things, stakta is interpreted 
as dmvn". 

9) another syntactical construction: "Y t(eHb eHe e)'MOp<poHb, Ht.CTb KpacHO 
(gloss: He KpacHo ee)" (pogod. 1 145: l57v)-"Uden ene eumorfon, is not 
beautiful (gloss: is unbeautiful)". 

1 0) a correct Russian or foreign word which was occasionally confused with 
another word of similar spelling. Some mistakes corrupted the sense quite 
seriously, for example, we can find such slips as o6Y6aemC51 (obuvaetsya 
'(somebody) puts his shoes on') instead of o6ype6aemC5l (oburevaetsya 
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'(somebody) is obsessed') (pogod. 1 145: 33v) or 60RKb (volk 'wolf') instead 
of 60CKb (vosk 'wax') (pogod. 1 145: 1 14r). If a mistake was discovered, the 
scribe could strike out the wrong variant or, maybe when he was less certain, 
write a gloss. For example, in the word entry "EnIIIIt(IIe, HaCmKt(eHb (gloss: 
Hal\e)K)\eHb)" (Pogod. 1 145: 68v) the Greek word ihiolO. 'hope' is 
explained iintially as nasazhden 'implanted', while the gloss supplies the 
more-precise meaning nadezhden 'hopeful' .  The difference from the 
ordinary correction here is that the compiler possibly did not know which 
word was correct and did not simply strike out the wrong one, but inserted 
a gloss providing a variant reading represented in another manuscript. 

4. Handwritten lexicons in the editorial work 

Combining data on vocabulary and grammar, handwritten lexicons turned 
into reference books for editors and scribes, including those working for the 
Moscow Print Yard. One of the Moscow Print Yard editors was Sergiy 
Shelonin, a famous scholar from the Solovki monastery. He started his 
editorial work as a monk at Solovki, and continued it as Print Yard editor in 
Moscow, where he lived from 1643 until 1652 and prepared for publication 
the paterica, John of Damascus ' works and the Ladder of Divine Ascent by 
John Climacus (Sapozhnikova 2010: 125). When working on manuscripts, 
he would add a lot of marginal glosses which contained lexical variants, 
explanations of difficult-to-understand words and links to other books from 
his library. Some of his manuscripts have references to the lexicons, which 
he might have had in the monastery. 

InAn Exact Exposition of the Orthodox Faith by John of Damascus (Sol. 
310/330 written in 1637), he inserted two references to a lexicon (101r and 
166r, upper pagination). Alongside one of them, the lexical variant for the 
bird name MOKCOCb (moksos) is given-CJlYKa (sluka) 'Eurasian woodcock 
(Scolopax rusticola)

, 
(Sl.11-17 25: 137). It is quite a rare word and can be 

found starting from the second edition of David Zamaray's lexicon (D446), 
created in 1632, and in its later editions: 

CJI)'Ka eC(Th) IITHo;a HMeHeM, H)l{e eC(Tb) MOKCOCb, B 3HMHhIH: roa, 6 
M(e)c(.lI)qn JIe)l{Hm MepTBa; B03pacToM HeBeJIHKa, IIepHe e.ll KpacHo C 
)l{eJITHIO, HorH .n:OJIrOHhKH, o6pt.Taem)l{eC.lI H B PYCKIIX crpaHax B .n:HKIIX 
JIt.cox, II,Il;t.)l{e JIHIIH.lIK 60JIIIIOH; er.n:a )l{e TeIIJIO IIO"tfIOem Tor.n:a O)l{HBem 
(D446: 219r) Sluka is a name of a bird, which is moksos, in cold time 6 
month lies dead, not big by its height, its feathers are red and yellowish, legs 
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are long, can be found in the Russian lands in wild forests where large lirne
grove; when it feels warmth, then it revives8. 

Presumably, the same lexicon was mentioned by Sergiy, when he made a 
reference to the word ocmpeu 'shelled mollusk' in the Hexameron of John 
the Exarch "aJI(jmBlIm 6YKBlIHHOlI 6ryBa (!) ill " (Sol. 319/339: 264v)
"Alfavit in letters, letter sh" (although there are other lexicons with a similar 
word entry). There we can find the following text: 

lliHBa.n:a (T) )l{HBOTHO eC(Tb) Ht.Koe B Moprr Haprro;aeMO IIHHbI, 0 HeH)l{e 
IIHcaHO BblIIIe C(TH)X u:rrr (D446: 260v) Shivada is an animal in the sea, 
called piny, it was -written about it above, verse 968. 

The reference in the Lexicon takes us to another word entry: 

IIHHbI {eJI} eC(Tb) )l{HBOTHO eC(Th) Ht.Koe B Moprr, rrpH 6perox CTO.Hrn;ee 
omBep3IlIH YCTa CBO.ll, IT 6bIBaIOIIJ;IlM TaM -qaCTblM MOJIHWI.M, H BHe3arry 
MOJIHILII Bxo.n:Hm yCTbI BO BHYTPernU[ rrHHbI, OHa )l{e ycrpaIIIHBIIIHC.l£ 
3aTBOp.l£em CBO.l£ "tfperrHHbI c MOJIHHero H TaKO B HeH om MOJIHILII 
3apaJK,ll;aemc.l£ .n:parHH 6Hcep; CH.l£ rrHHbI, rrpo06pa3yrom IIp(e)c(B.l£}ryro 
B( oropo.n:H)o;y, .l£KO)l{e 60 rrHHbI H IIIHBa,n;bI om MOJIHILII 3a"tfHHarom 6HCep'h, 
TaKO H // rrp( e )c( B.l£}raJ[ B( oropo.n:H )o;a om )J;(y)xa C( B.l£}ra 3a"tfam 
6e3�liHHaro 6rrcepa X(prrcT)a B(o)ra H(a)rnero (D446: 1 81v 1 82r) Piny 
{Hellenic} is an animal in the sea, staying near the cost with its mouth open, 
and as lightning often happens, lightning comes through the mouth inside 
piny, and it being afraid closes its shell with lightning, and precious pearl is 
conceived by the lightning; these piny symbolize the Virgin, as piny and 
shivady conceive pearls by the lightning, so the Virgin conceived priceless 
pearl Christ om Lord by the Holy Spirit. 

Below that reference, Sergiy wrote four lexical variants of ocmpeu: 
"mIIBa,r(bl II OCTPII,L(bl, II IIIIHbl TO)l(e, CKaJlKII TO)l(e"-"shivady, and ostridy, 
also piny, also skalki". A little bit later in the text, another lexical variant is 
mentioned-KoJlXu, with a link to the lexicon's letter 'K', to the following 
word entry: 

8 In the manuscript, Sergiy also makes another link to that lexicon, pointing to the 
word entry CU01n�: "CHOIfb eC(Tb) ropa, Ha HeIbKe cToHm rpaa lIep(y)c(a)JIIJM, HHa 
60 ec( Tb) ropa CHHa H)l{e ec( Tb) BO ApaBHH, OmCTO.l£rn;a.l£ om lIep(y )c( a )JIHMa 1 8  
.n:HeH rrtIIIa xoao;a, B HeIbKe .n:au 6bIC(Tb) BeTXHH 3aKou" (Arkh. 446: 207v) Sion is 
a mOlUltain, on which Jerusalem stands, there is another mountain Sinai, which is in 
Arabia, standing from Jerusalem 1 8  days way on foot, where the Old Law was given. 
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KOHbXH {JIa} KOHbxa HapHo;aemC.H MaTHo;a )l{eWUO)l{H<llI, 06pa30iU OHa aKH 
Kpa6Ho;a, HMt.em )l{e B ce6t. rrpe.n:t.JIbI H MaJIbI, H BeJIHKU // aKH CyCt."lfo;bI, B 
HHlOKe 06pt.TaemC.H )l{eM"lfIOr& H Man, H BeJIHK, BeJIHKHH )l{e )l{eM"lfIOr& 
6bIBaem B ro.rry6HHO .HHo;e, a Bt.COM 6bIBaem KOHXa <PYHT06 Bb M, H Bb If "  
(D446: 1 1 8v 1 19r) Konkho {Latin} konkho is called pearl shell, it is like 
a chest and has inside divisions small and large, like bins, in which there are 
pearls small and large, large pearl can be as a dove egg, and weight of konkha 
can be 40 and 50 pOlUlds9. 

175 

So, in one page, Sergiy collected five names for pearl shell, which were used 
in the Russian language in that period. 

In Moscow, in the early 1640s, Sergiy Shelonin started compiling his 
own lexicon (plig. 71), based on David Zamaray's lexicographic 
compilation. He worked on it constantly and, later in the 1640s and soon 
after 1653, new editions were created (Tikh. 338 and Sol. 18/18). Another 
one, a shortened version, was \Vfitten in the 1660s-1670s not long before, 
or soon after, his death, so it could have been the work of either the scholar 
himself or of one disciple of his (see for details Sapozhnikova 2010 and 
Kovalenko 2016b). The consistency of his lexicographic work can be 
observed in the word entries which he added to his lexicons (it was typical 
to leave some space after each letter subdivision and \Vfite new entries, 
which can be identified as such because they differ in both handwriting and 
ink colour). For example, Sergiy added an entry (written by himself, not by 
his scribe) "IIlyrra, MaRb {ClfMeoH H06(b1ii) E(0)rocn06, CJl(OBO), Iii)"
"Shupa, palm {Symeon the New Theologian, Word 14 }", based on the gloss 
in the manuscript on which he was working at the same time-Symeon the 
New Theologian's works: "omBep30IIIa IIIYrry {cHpe" I\naRb} PYKlf" (Sol. 
795/905: 91 v)-"opened the shupa {that is palin} of hand". As a result, the 
third edition of Sergiy's lexicon became the biggest Russian hand\Vfitten 
lexicon. 

As well as transferring glosses from manuscripts into his lexicons, 
Sergiy made comments to the texts which he was working on using word 
entries. In this case, not only did he insert the letter division, but also 
subdivision numbers to locate more precisely the place in the Lexicon. For 
example, the Psalter compiled in the second part of the 1660s and containing 
Maximus the Greek's translation of the psalms (Sol. 741/851) has more than 
20 references to the Lexicon, allowing the readers to fmd explanations of 
animal names, natural phenomena, names of places and obsolete words: 

9 See other legends about pearls in Kovtun 1987. 
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• epo.n:rreBo )KHJIHrn;e {AJupaBHm, 3HaM e, CTIiX, CM} (Sol. 741185 1 :  
191r) strok's houselO {Alfavit, letter e, verse 240}, 

ef. in the Lexicon: 

EpO.n;HH IITHD;a eCTb BeJIHKa, IIo.n:06Ha 60D;.lIHY, IillH "IaIIJIH, )}CHBem Ha 
BO,n:.lIHHCTbLX Mt.CTex, BeJIMH -qa,n;OJII06HBa, IT Bpa6ue 60 IITHD;bI OKOJIO 
rHm.n:a e.ll )l{IillIIrn;e HMym, er.n:a )Ke omIIJJ,em B rryCTO Mt.CTO IT BCeJIHTC.lI B 
He, Tor.n:a pa,n;yerc.lI II BeCeJIHTC.lI, ITO rrpeM(y)apOMY CJIOBeCH. TOJIKyeTc.lI 
epo.n;HH KH.lI3b 3arrOBt..n:H. Cell IT OPJIa 3a6HBaeTb IT CHt..n:aeTb (Sol. 1 8118:  
202r) Erodii is a big bird, similar to a stork or heron, lives in the watery 
places, very fond of its children, and sparrows have their dwellings near its 
nest; when it goes away into empty place and dwells there, then it is glad 
and rejoices, according to the wise saying. Erodii is explained a prince of 
precept. Also it kills the eagle and eats it. 

(Later, Sergiy made an addition in the margins: MaKCIlM fpeK, ITCaJlTblP, 
IIc(a)noM, pr.-Maximus the Greek, Psalter, psalm 103.) 

• .lIKO)l{e poca Aep'bMOHCKaJI {3pH NUpaBIIm, rJI(a)Ba, TIfe.} (Sol. 
7411851 :  1 84r) as the dew ofHennon {seeAlfavit, chapter 259}, 

cf. in the Lexicon: 

JIHBaH'b{)l{H}, TOJ1. JIa.n:aH'b. Bo ApaBHH eCTb ITO ropaM pocrym .n:peBa 
HeBeJIHKH KpaCHbI, "'ITO TOBOJITa; Kopa Ha HILX om c( 0 )JIHIJ;a ct..n:aeTC.lI, H 
HCThKaem H3 HIiX JIa,n;aH, "'ITO ID eJIH ct.pa, H 3aCTbIBaem om c( 0 )JIHIJ;a, H TaKO 
ero cH6HpaIOTb (!); a POCHOH JIa.n:aH TaIOKe .n:t.JIaIOm apaITbI, rrpH6aBJIHBaIOm 
B Hero rB03.n:HKH, H HHbLX rrp.llHblX 3eJIeH. A ryPKH Ha3bIBaIClTb JIa,n;aHHoe 
.n:peBo, rymc'b, ara"'Ib (Sol. 1 8118:  290r) Livan {Hebrew}, incense. In 
Arabia, there trees grow in the mountains, not big, fme, like meadow-sweet; 
their bark cracks because of the sun, and incense flows out, like resin from 
a fir tree, and gets stiff under the SlUl, and so it is gathered; and the Arabs 
make dew incense, they add there cloves and other spicy herbs. Tmks call it 
the incense tree, tuts, agach. 

• om 3eMJIH lIep.n:aHcKH H EpMoHHMcKH {A.I1<}laBIIm, C(TH)x, CHS. 
3e.MJN 3aYJIoIDI, H He<}l<}laJIIIMJI.lI.} om ropbI MaJIbI {A.I1<}laBHm, 
CTIiX, p<fe.} (Sol. 741185 1 :  82r) from the land of Jordan, and of 
the Hennonites {Alfavit, verse 256, land of Jordan and 
Hermonites}, from the hill Mizar {Alfavit, verse 199}, 

10  Citations from the Book of Psalms in English are given according to the King 
James Version (\V\VW.bible-center.ru). 
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cf. in the Lexicon: 

3ayJIOHb {:lfm}, <. . .> TOJ1(KoBaHHe) 3ayJIOHb 6t., S U C(bI)H1> fuKOBJIb, Toro 
pa.n:H H 3eMJI.lI, .lI)Ke B IIaJIecTHHt. om.n:MeHa eMY, 3eMJI.lI 3aYJIOH.lI 
HapHo;aerC.lI, TOJIKyeTC.lI )Ke 3aYJIOHb HOIIJ;HHo;a (Sol. 18118: 21Sr) Zaulon 
{Hebrew}, explanation, Zaulon (Zebulun) was the sixth SlUl of Jacob, and 
therefore the land which is in Palestine, cut off to him, is called ZebullUl's; 
Zebulun is explained noshscnitsa; Ep.n:aHb <. . .> .n:pY3HH )Ke ropbI CYTb IIOa 
rlMH ropaMH 6MbI CYTb BeJIbMH, H rl C)'Tb 6JIIi3 Ep.n:aHa, TO eCTb 3eMIDI 
3aYJIoIDIII H He<pTaJIHMJI.lI (!), 06 OHb IIOJ1 ep.n:aHa (Sol. 1 8118:  1 84r 1 84v) 
Erdan <. . .  > other mountains under those mOlUltains are very white, and they 
are near Erdan (Jordan river), that is ZebullUl's and Naphtali's land, at the 
other side of Jordan. 

• IIpeJ-K,Il;e .n:aJKe pa3YMt.TH TepHH.lI Barnero paMHa, .lIKO)Ke BO rHt.elb 
rrolKjleTb HX {AlupaBHm, 3HaM, p. CTHX, yJs:} (Sol. 741185 1 :  
98v) Before yom pots can feel the thorns, he shall take them 
away as with a whirlwind, both living, and in his "Wrath {Alfavit, 
letter R, verse 466}, 

cf. in the Lexicon: 

PaMHO {)KH}, BbICOKO (Sol. 18118: 392r) Ramno {Hebrew}, high. 

177 

(The addition in the margin was made later by Sergiy's hand: IIc(a)noM, 
H3-psalm 57.) 
One of these particular glosses contains a word taken from the lexicon: 
"6peHJIe {II3Bt.CTb, AA<}laBIDn, 3HaM, 6YKII CTII.X, ;"[3. 3HaM, K. CTII.X, fa.}" 
(SoL 741/851: 54v)-"Breniye {lime, Alfovit, letter buki, verse 67, letter K, 
verse 201 } ", cf. in the Lexicon: 

EpeHHe {cep}, H3BeCTb" (Sol. 18118: 92r) Breniye { Serbian}, lime; 
Kam, HapHo;aeTC.lI H3Bt.CTb paCTBOpeHaJI Ha KaMeHoe 3.n:aHHe" (Sol. 1 8118:  
2S4v) Kal is called lime, dissolved for stone building. 

Another manuscript-Dos GrojJe Destillierbuch by Hieronymus 
Brunschwig (Q.VL7)-contains a lexical variant at page 8v, which could 
have been taken from the lexicon (gloss zpyUJa 'pear' for the word 
MaHopazopa 'mandrake', cf. "MaH.a;paropOBbH[ .H6nOKa, rpYlliII"
"Mandrake fruit, pears" (SoL 18118: 303r), but also the whole word entry 
"ITocTepHaK"h, MOPK06 ,L(IIKa.H" -"Postemak, wild carrot, written in the 
margin near the plant name nocmepHOKO oOMecmuKO" (Q.VL7, 1 1 1r) « la!. 
Pastinaca domestica). Obviously, this is a copy of the word entry from the 
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third edition of Sergiy's Lexicon "IIocTepHaKb, I\IIKlliI MOPK06" (Sol. 18118: 
386r)-"Postemak, wild carrot". 

Sergiy Shelonin's lexicon was also used by other scholars; for example 
some references to it can be found in three copies of Words from the 
scripture, and from the apostolic tradition, and saint fathers ' rules about 
new books (Levichkin 1999: 48). Still, because of Patriarch Nikon's reforms 
and the subsequent rise of the Solovetsky Monastery, which began soon 
after Sergiy Shelonin's death, his lexicons were not widespread. 

Conclusions 

Glosses played an important role in the history of Russian lexicography. 
Glosses in the early texts fOlmed glossaries, which were later used, along 
with onomasticons, collections of Psalm symbols, and the glossary to the 
Ladder of Divine Ascent by John Climacus as basis for alphabetic lexicons. 
Including glosses was one way to enlarge their volume. As was sho\Vll by 
the example of Maxim us the Greek's words, they were taken almost without 
changes, except for small structural transfmmations. At the same time, 
glosses were actively used in the process of compiling and editing lexicons; 
compilers often wrote them in the margins or between the lines, attaching 
them to a headword or to any word present in the definition. Glosses had 
various functions: they contained comments, encyclopaedic infmmation, 
lexical variants, or synonyms. In some lexicons, glosses contributed to the 
lexical systematisation, as they connected words with similar meanings. 
Solovki scholar Sergiy Shelonin was the first to start using the material he 
had collected for his lexicon to annotate texts. In the process of editing, he 
either added definitions from the lexicon as explanations for unknown 
words, or inserted a reference to a particular section of the lexicon in which 
the word could be found in some manuscripts, whole word entries could be 
added in the margin. 

Thus, we can see that, from their origin in the margins, glosses were 
transfmmed into glossary word entries and then included in lexicons, from 
which they returned once more to the book margins, being used for the 
explanation of difficult-to-understand words. 
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GLOSSES, GLOSSARIES, DICTIONARIES 
IN ANCIENT JAPAN: 

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE W AMYGRUIJUSHG 

ANTONIO MANIERI 

1. Introduction 

The Wamyoru!!usho (Collection of Japanese Names in Categories, ca. 933), 
the dictionary which I deal with in this paper, is a turning point in the history 
of Japanese lexicography and scholarship in general, since it is the oldest 
extant dictionary that is not just a translation or re-elaboration of Chinese 
dictionaries, but shows a more deliberate and more developed stage of 
lexicographic activity based on textual criticism. Despite representing 
Minamoto no Shitag6's (91 1-983)juvenile attemptto systematize the world 
into a dictionary, the construction of the Wamy8rutjush8 reveals certain 
mechanisms in the development of Japanese lexicography, particularly its 
transition from a predominantly glossographic activity to a more critical 
practice, and the changing methods of quoting source materials. 

The WamyoruijushO has previously been studied chiefly by Japanese 
scholars, but not by European or American ones. Besides some references 
in Karow (1951) and Bailey (1960), which are introductory essays, more 
recently only Steininger (2017) has dealt with Shitag6's masterpiece. 
Despite being an outstanding and compelling study on poetics and the 
practice of Sinitic learning in Heian-period Japan (794-1 1 85), Steininger 
(2017 :  199-200) assesses that the intended use ofthe Wamyoru!!ushO is not 
entirely clear since its arrangement into categories makes it difficult to use 
it as a dictionary for reading. Steininger suggests that the work was 
predominantly viewed as a primer to be read, rather than a reference book 
to be consulted at need. 

In this paper I would like to show, in particular, the relation between the 
WamyoruijushO and one of its sources, the Nihongi shiki (personal Notes on 
the Chronicle of Japan). In Shitag6's dictionary, Nihongi shiki most 
frequently refers to a glossary compiled by Yatabe no Kinmochi (L?) 
around the early 10'" century, but in a larger sense, Nihongi shiki is a corpus 
of glossaries compiled between 812 and 904 and strictly linked to the Nihon 
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shoki (Chronicle of Japan, 720). The Nihon shoki is one ofthe earliest extant 
texts of Japanese literature and one of the founding texts of Japanese 
civilization. As glossaries, the Nihongi shild are the earliest such examples 
produced in Japan and related to a Japanese work. The WamyoruijushO, in 
its turn, is the first dictiomry to quote not only Chinese texts, but also 
Japanese works, among which the Nihongi shiki is afforded a prominent 
level of authority. 

Even within Japanese scholarship, very few studies have focused on the 
relation between the Nihongi shiki and the WamyoruijushO; one such study 
is Kuranaka Shinobu's (1988) research on the difference between the labels 
Nihongi and Nihongi shiki in the WamyoruijushO, which I will discuss 
below. This detailed study follows a research trend about sources of the 
WamyoruijushO, whose main contributions are Kuranaka et al. (1999) and 
Lin (2002). All these researches focus on sources, quotations, circulation of 
books in the construction of the WamyoruijushO, but put little emphasis on 
the role played by scholar-officials in the emerging of Japanese 
lexicography. In fact, in general, much attention has been paid to the role 
played by Buddhism and Buddhist monks in the beginning of Japanese 
lexicography, but I would like to stress here that, even if the contribution of 
Buddhist monastic elites is undeniable, the Wamyoru(jushO, particularly by 
means of the Nihongi shiki, relates the formation of an indigenous 
lexicography to the context of a different cultural elite, namely that of the 
scholar-officials. Moreover, I would like to argue that the WamyoruijushO 
is certainly useful as a primer to be read through, as slated by Steininger 
(2017), but I think its utility is quite clear since it is also a reference book 
for formulating texts and, thus, to be consulted at need. 

In this paper, I will briefly introduce the context of scholar-officials in 
which the Nihongi shiki and the WamyoruijushO were produced. Then, I will 
introduce the texts and their interactions, focusing on structure and tradition 
of the WamyoruijushO and the Nihongi shiki. Finally, considering the 
reasons why Shitag6 used the Nihongi shiki in the construction of his 
dictionary, I will show how there is a certain discrepancy of authoritativeness 
between the simple glosses, that the compiler certainly used, and the 
glossaries produced in the context of official education. Moreover, I will 
argue how, in the development ofthe Japanese lexicographic tradition, there 
is no straight evolutionary process from interlinear glosses, to glossaries 
collecting these glosses, to dictionaries. 
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2. Dictionaries along the Book road 

From the 8th to the 10th century, in Japan cultural hegemony was in the hands 
of the powerful bureaucracy of scholar-officials who administered the state 
based on penal and civil codes (ritsuryo) at central and local levels (in the 
so-called ritsuryo state). These officials received a Chinese education (Ury 
1999), as Japan had already received and assimilated Sinitic culture, namely 
its writing system, socio-ethical systems, sciences and medicine, literature, 
historiography, Buddhism, etc. This assimilation had a "caractere livresque" 
(Verschuer 1985: 255), since Sinitic culture had reached Japan thanks to an 
impressive flow of texts along what Wang Yong (2001) has called the 'Book 
Road'. At a linguistic level, a sort of diglossialdigraphia characterizes 
ancient Japan: written Sinitic was the "cosmopolitan written language of 
prestige, learning, and wide circulation" throughout the whole of East Asia, 
in contrast to the Japanese vernacular (Kornicki 2018). Since the written 
medium was essentially the Sinitic one, for the officials (as well as the 
Buddhist clergy), two main tools were crucial to reading, learning and 
reproducing texts: "vernacular reading" and dictionaries. 

On the one hand, a complex system of glossing Chinese and Japanese 
texts composed in Sinitic emerged to facilitate the reading at a 
morphosyntactic level (SVO and isolating Sinitic vs. SOY and agglutinative 
Japanese) and lexical level. This "vernacular reading" consisted of 
punctuation and inked marks that offered both morphosyntactic tips and 
lexical glosses furnishing the Japanese equivalents of Sinitic words, namely 
by means of Chinese characters used as phonograms (called man 'yogana) 
or, after the 8th century, by means of Japanese-made syllabic scripts (derived 
from Chinese characters), in particular the so-called katakana script 
(Kornicki 2018 :  157-186). On the other hand, Chinese (monolingual) 
dictionaries also reached Japan and were used there.l The very concept of 
what we now call a "dictionary" is in fact a borrowing from the continent, 
and because of the nature of the logographic script, we can distinguish 
dictionaries according to which elements of the characters (shape, sound and 

1 Several glossaries (Ch. yinyi, Jp. ongi) for the reading of Buddhist scriptures are 
preserved in the ShLisLiin, the treasury of the TOdai Monastery in Nara, whereas 
dictionaries such as the Erya (Approaching the Correct, 3rd c. BCE) and the 
Shuowenjiezi (Explaining Simple and Analyzing CornpOlmd Characters, ca. 1 2 1) 
are recorded in the Nihonkoku genzai shomokuroku (Catalog of Writings Currently 
Held in our COlmtry, 891). Moreover, in the Gakuryo (Law on Education) of the 
Taihe Era Achninistrative Code of70 1,  Article 5, which regulates the curricullUll for 
official education, includes the Erya among other Chinese classics. 
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meaning) were taken into account in the ordering of the entries (Yong and 
Jing 2008) 2 

As mentioned above, the earliest extant glossaries and dictionaries 
produced in Japan were related to the reading and interpretation of Buddhist 
scriptures. This is the case, for example, of the Shin 'yaku Kegonkyo ongi 
shiki (personal Notes on Pronunciation and Meaning of the New Version of 
the Flower Garland Sutra, late 8th century) and the dictionaries Tenrei 
bansho meigi (Words and Meaning of Myriad Shapes in Seal and Clerical 
Script, 827-835), attributed to the monk KUkai (774-835),3 and the Shinsen 

jikyo (Newly Selected Mirror of Graphs, 898-901), compiled by the monk 
ShOjil (mid 820s-?) 4 

3. Minamoto no Shitago's Wamyiiruijushii 

The Wamyoruijusho is a Sino-Japanese dictionary compiled by the scholar
official Minamoto no Shitag6 during the J6hei era (931-938). About 3,000 
Chinese terms (almost solely nouns, except for two verbs and one adjective) 
are arranged in semantic categories, with notes on Chinese and Japanese 
pronunciation, Japanese semantic equivalents, and quotations from more 
than 290 Chinese and Japanese sources, including classics, Buddhist 
scriptures in their Chinese versions, commentaries, other dictionaries, etc. 
(Kawase 1955; Kuranaka et al. 1999). 

Minamoto no Shitag6 is one of the thirty-six immortals of Japanese 
poetry (sanjurokkasen), the canonical list of famous poets compiled by 

2 Although the organizing principle is based on only one element, in most cases, the 
entries explicate all three elements of shape, SOlUld and meaning. 
3 It is just a 'modified' Yupian (Book of Jades, 543), the Chinese dictionary compiled 

in China by Gu Yewang (519-581); it includes about 16,000 characters, printed
as in the Yupian-in ooth small seal script and clerical script (two of the cOOified 
Chinese scripts), arranged according to 542 radicals and providing the Chinese 
prommciation in the fanqie system. The work was at least partially compiled by 
Kllkai, since his name appears at the end of the first of its six parts. KUkai, also 
known by POSthlUllOUS name K6b6 daishi or the esoteric name Henj6 Kong6, was an 
esteemed scholar, poet and official who in 804 took part in an official mission to 
Tang China, where he intended to improve his knowledge oftantric Buddhism; once 
back in Japan, in fact, he fOllllded the esoteric lineage of Japanese Buddhism known 
as Shingon (lit. 'true word'). Kllkai brought a copy of the Yupian from China to 
Japan after the official mission of804. The text is in TBM. 
4 The Shinsenjikyo, which contains more than 20,000 characters arranged by radical 
and meaning, also comes from the Yupian, but with a more extensive re-elaboration, 
since the Japanese equivalents in man 'yogana are also included. It also contains a 
large nlUllber of kokuji, the characters created in Japan. For the text, see SJ. 
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Fujiwara no Kinw (966-1041): a lexicographer, Iiteratus and official, he is 
without a doubt one of the most prominent scholars of 10th-century Japan.' 

Shitag6 compiled the dictionary under the command of and for the use of 
Princess Kinshi (904-938), daughter of the sovereign Daigo (885-930, r. 
897-930), as recorded in the preface of the WamyoruijushO: 

[ ... ] Therefore the Princess Kinshi gave me the following order: "I have 
heard that those who aim to collect the dust, having obtained the higher 
ranks, devote themselves to meanings and facts; those who break the cassia 
boughs, passing the exams, compete in picking flowers. But nobcxly is 
concerned with the Japanese names. We know one hlllldred entries of the 
book titled Forest of Officials' Poems and Prose, and the Master Bai's 
Collection of Categorized Matters, in thirty books, which are materials 
useful for literary writing, but they are useless in dispelling llllcertainties 
about the everyday world. Actually, for this purpose, we have the 
Compendium of Classifications, the Collection of Chinese Nouns by Mr. 
Yang, the Materia Medica with Yamato Names compiled by the physician 
Fukane no Sukehito on royal order, and the Personal Notes on the Chronicle 
of Japan by Yatabe no Kinrnochi, governor of the province of Yarnashiro. 
Nevertheless, the Collection of Chinese Nouns by Mr. Yang has only ten 

sections from Yero era, and the Materia Medica with Yamato Names, 
compiled during the Engi era, collects only information concerning 
medicinal herbs. The three books of Kimnochi's Personal Notes on the 
Chronicle of Japan include very ancient words, but few Japanese nouns. The 
Compendium of Classifications, in eight books, and the Collection of 
Chinese Nouns by Mr. Yang, though bearing different titles, have similar 
contents. And then, there are evident mistakes in compiling. [ . . .  ] Therefore, 
I request that you compile a text collecting correct explanations that could 

5 An expert in the Chinese classics, Shitag6 also expressed his knowledge in the fonn 
of his vast poetic output, ranging from poems in Japanese to poems in Chinese, and 
in his frequent involvement as arbiter of poetic competitions. Aside from his 
personal poetic anthology, the Shitagoshu (Shitag6's Anthology, 10th century), many 
of his poems later appeared in state and private anthologies. In 951,  the sovereign 
Murakami (926-967, r. 946--967) appointed him as one of the Five Men of the Pear 
Chamber (Nashitsubo no gonin), a group of poets and scholars-the others being 
Onakatomi no Yoshinobu, 921 �99 1 ;  Kiyohara no Motosuke, 908-990; Sakanoue no 
Mochiki, ?�?; and Ki no Tokiburni, 922�996-put in charge of the compilation of 
the second royal anthology, the Gosen wakashii (Later Collection of Japanese 
Poems, 951), and a commentary on the Man 'yoshu (Collection of Ten Thousand 
Ages, late 8th centrny), the latter of which is unfortunately no longer extant (KannotLi 
2008). 
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be good for my readings" (original text in Nakada 1978: 3--4; emphasis 

ruine).6 

The princess cites the Chinese encyclopedias Wenguan cilin (Forest of 
Officials' Poems and Prose, 658) and Baishi shilei (Master Bai's Collection 
of Categorized Matters, 9th century),7 1amenting that these are only good for 
becoming competent in writing and reading Chinese texts, in particular 
those necessary for passing the official examinations and obtaining good 
positions and higher ranks. In fact, "collecting the dust" is a metaphor for 
"obtaining an appointment": for those trained in the study of classics, 
obtaining a public appointment is as simple as collecting the dust off the 
floor, whereas "breaking the cassia boughs" refers to passing the state 
examinations. 8 Thus, the author (through Kinshi's words) makes an 
important difference-perhaps the first time such a distinction is drawn by 
a Japanese writer-between the "Sinitic world", i.e. that of literary writing 
(of the "wind and moon", in the original), and the "vernacular world", 
petitioning for an up-to-date lexicographic tool that could connect these two 
worlds, which in fact are just two sides of the same coin. This differs, 
therefore, from previous Japanese sources collecting vernacular words, such 
as the Benshiki rissei (Compendium of Classifications, first half of 8th 

century), the Yoshi kangoshO (Collection of Chinese Nouns by Mr. Yang, 
ca. 720), the Honzo wamyo (Materia Medica with Yamato Names, 918) and 
the Nihongi shiki (personal Notes on the Chronicle of Japan). The former 
two are technical dictionaries for the use of state officials, only surviving 
thanks to numerous quotations in the WamyoruijushO, and likely to have 
been organized into categories (Kuranaka 2001,  2001, 2003; Manieri 2012), 

6 For another translation into English, see Steininger 2017: 247-253; into German, 
see Karow 1 9 5 1 :  161-162. For an armotated translation into modem Japanese, see 
also Takahashi & Takahashi 2006: 21-34. 
7 The Wenguan cilin, compiled at the behest of emperor Gaozong (628-683, r. 649-
683) ofTang under the direction ofXu Jingzong (692-672), is an anthology oftexts 
ranging from the Han period (202 BCE-220 CE) to the Tang period (61 8-907). The 
Baishi shilei, whose complete title is Baishi liutie shileiji (Master Bai's Collection 
of Categorized Matters in Six Tablets), is an encyclopedia written by the Tang
period writer and politician Bai Juyi (772-846), one of the most influential Chinese 
poets in Japan. 
S The metaphor comes from the 3rd-centmy Chinese official Xi Shen's biography, 
included in the Jinshu (The Book of the Jin, 648), which tells that Xi Shen, who 
obtained a position thanks to his brilliant dissertation, told the emperor that his 
perspicacity was like a bough in a cassia forest and like piece of jade on MOllllt 
Kunlun (JS, 1443). 
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while the Honzo wamyo I S  a botanical dictionary in which Japanese 
equivalents were paired to a previous Chinese lexicon (Inasaki 2002). 

The WamyoruijushO survives in a twenty-book version (nijikkanhon) 
and a ten-book version (jikkanbon), but the two versions do not differ only 
in their respective number of books. The ten-oook version excludes the 
entire section on administrative geography (Books 5�9 of the twenty-book 
version). Moreover, the internal arrangement of the books is also different: 
the twenty-book version has 32 sections and 249 subsections, while the ten
book version has 24 main sections divided into a total of 128 subsections. 
Finally, there is not always complete correspondence between the lemmata 
in the two versions. In any case, it is difficult to define which of the two is 
the oldest or the most faithful to the author's intentions, even if some 
evidence suggests that a so-called ur-twenty-book version was compiled 
earlier (Kuranaka 1988). 

There are several testimonies of the two versions, in the form of both 
manuscripts and print editions. All of the manuscripts are either incomplete 
or with lacilllas, but the two versions have vulgates in the form of printed 
editions: for the twenty-book version, the Genna sannen kokatsujiban 
nijikkanbon (Movable-type Edition in Twenty Books of the Third Year of 
Genna Era), an edition printed with movable type and published in 1617 by 
Nawa D6en (1595�1648); and, for the ten-book versions, the Senchii 
WamyoruijushO (Annotated Commentary on the WamyoruijushO), the 
edition annotated by Kariya Ekisai (1775�1835), completed in 1 823 but 
published only in 1 883. The Senchii Wamyoru!jushO is particularly valuable 
for the collation of previous manuscripts and for the Ekisai's rich 
philological comments, most of which consist of loci similes of lemmata 
and quotations.9 

As for its internal arrangement, the WamyoruijushO follows the 
traditional arrangement of leishu, i.e. the Chinese equivalent of European 
encyclopedias. More precisely, the WarnyoruijushO can also be defined as a 
ruijuhensanjo, a work "composed of selected quotations from classics and 
arranged according to semantic categories" (Aida 2001).10 

9 For the Genna sannen kokatsujihan nijikkanhon, I follow N akada (1 978), and for 
the Senchii Wamyornijusho, I follow SWMS. Other testimonies are fOlllld in 
Mabuchi (2008) and TBWMS. 
1 0  It is not so simple to draw a dividing line between dictionaries (and glossaries) 
and encyclopedias, since both of them make ablllldant use of quotations. In fact, it is 
not unfair to say that, at a certain IX'int, there is no clear dividing line between 
lexicographic activity, sensu stricto, and such activities as conunentary, epitome and 
anthology-all definable, accordmg to Aida Mitsuru (2001), as "works composed 
of selected quotations from classics and arranged according to semantic categories" 
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In any case, in the Wamy8ruijusho, the categories are organized as 
starting from heaven, then progressing to the earth (in the sense of the 
natural landscape), and finally zeroing in on mankind and its surroundings, 
namely plants and animals. One major difference with respect to most 
Chinese Zeishu, such as the Yiwen Zeiju (Collection of Literature Arranged 
by Categories, 624) or the Chuxueji (Notes to First Learning, 728),11 is the 
absence of sections dedicated to emperors, imperial decrees and the imperial 
family, which constitute a chief organizing principle of the Chinese works. 
Moreover, each section usually consists of subsections in which the listed 
lemmata are in a semantic relationship of co-hyponymy (usually indicated 
by Jilj, Ch. lei, Sino-Jp. rui) or meronymy (indicated by J'1c, Chjll, Sino-Jp. 
gu). 

Finally, in each lemma, the definition is given by quoting one or more 
Chinese sources. The Sinitic pronunciation is given by means of a 
homophonous character or by means of the janqie system (lit 'cut-and
splice', ' countertorny'), where two characters are used to indicate the 
pronunciation of a third character (character glossed)-the initial of the fIrst 
character indicating the initial of the character glossed, and the fmal of the 
second character indicating the second part (or rhyme) of the character 
glossed 12 The Japanese vernacular pronunciation is represented by Chinese 
characters used as phonograms (man 'yogana), and is linked with a Japanese 
source or marked with some other notation, such as wamyo fIlcl\ (lit 

'Japanese name') or zoku fit (lit 'vemacular')-the former used when the 
Japanese equivalent is supported by some form of textual evidence, the latter 
when the equivalent is found in everyday speech (Tsukishima 1963). Often, 
notes on pronunciation and vernacular are given in small double-line 
annotations. 

(ruijuhensanjo in Japanese). For a discussion on the difference between Chinese 
encyclopedias and European ones, see Bauer (1966), Bretelle-Establet and Chemla 
(2007); Drege (2007); and Tian (2011). 
1 1  The Yiwen /eiju was written on imperial order by a team often compilers headed 
by Ouyang Xun (557-<541). lt has 100 books, divided into 46 sections and 727 
subsections. Quotations are excerpted from 1431 books from all kinds of literature, 
most of which survive only in the form of quotations. The Chuxueji was written on 
imperial order by a team of compilers in order to provide a primer for imperial 
princes. It consists of 30 books, divided into 23 sections and 313 subsections, and 
its quotations exhibit a particularly literary quality (Tian 2017). 
12 Thefanqie system was introduced in the 3rd century, and used in dictionaries and 
conunentaries on the classics lllltil the early 20th century (Yong and Jing 2008: 239-
243). 
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To illustrate the structure, I shall use the lemma for yangwu 'JIJ,!§, the 
'three-legged crow' . This lemma is the second one in the dictionary, in Book 
1 ,  Section 1 "Heaven", Subsection 1 "The Heavenly Vault", and it reads as 
follows: 

!!I;,% llll'R11C£< S 9-':ff':::JE,%;J'i@'''l'$Yilllil'll z!!l;,% S *11Cj�ZAA)' 
}l8,% EH B:;fJ,11C£<l'Zt:!xJJil1!! (N akada 1 978, 1) 
Sllll Crow (yangwu). TheRecord of the Past states [that it is] "a three-legged 
crow in the Sllll, red in colour". More recently, the Literary Selection attests 
"the Sllll crow". In the Chronicle of Japan, [the Sllll crow] is called the "eight
span-head crow". Kinmochi 's Personal Notes state that [its pronllllciation is] 
yatakarasu . 

The compiler Shitag6 then quotes several books and several related 
expressions to explain the meaning of the Sinitic compound MIi ,!iI; , 

consisting ofthe character MIi-which is the sinogram foryang, the 'positive, 
bright force' of the Chinese sapiential tradition, contrasting with yin ('the 
negative, dark force'), and here also referring to the sun-and of the 
character ,ii'; 'crow' .  Shitag6 supplies the meaning of the compound by 

quoting a definition (:='..fE,ii';, ;J'i€>, 'a three-legged crow, red in color') 
from the lost Chinese book Litianji (Record of the Past, unknown date), 
which he has probably quoted from other Chinese encyclopedias. Then, he 
provides further attestations by citing the Wenxuan (Literary Selection, 
early 6th century), a Chinese poetic anthology well-known in Japan. Another 
definition in Sinitic characters ( �Jl J\ pg ,f,i!; 'eight-span-head crow') is 
excerpted from the Japanese book Nihon shah Finally, Shitag6 provides 
the Japanese pronunciation/equivalent by quoting, from the Nihongi shila, a 
string of phonograms (1lt:.i:.iJO .Bt�) readingyatakarasu, where yata- means 
'big' and karasu means ' crow' . Since other Sinitic words are assigned the 
same Japanese equivalent., it seems that the lemma is based more on the 
Japanese name than on the Sinitic entry. 

Therefore, in the Wamyouijusho, we find more than just a process of 
adopting/adapting Chinese material-as it is done in the Tenrei bansho 
meigi, which is just a 'modified' Yupian (Book of Jades, 543), and the 
Shinsenjikyo, which also comes from the Yupian, but with a more extensive 
re-elaboration. These two dictionaries have a large dissemination, existing 
in several manuscripts and, in the case of Shinsenjikyo, also in abbreviated 
manuscripts featuring entries only with Japanese vernacular teInlS. In all of 
these cases, however, Chinese materials are adopted and adapted with 
regard to their product more than to their process: by this, I mean that these 
glossaries and dictionaries show strong links with the original Chinese 
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materials, which are re-elaborated to a certain degree, but their production 
does not reveal a conscious glossographic or lexicographic process. This 
"consciousness" of glossographic!lexicographic activity, on the other hand, 
is evident in the Wamyoru(juslu'i, and previously only in the Nihongi shih 
The result is the first clear, extant example of a dictionary independent from 
individual texts, not just a translation or re-elaboration of Chinese 
dictionaries, and exhibiting a more developed stage of Japanese 
lexicography, as its foundation is philological activity. 

4. From the Nihon shoki, to the Lectures on Nihon shoki, 
to the Nihongi shiki 

Nihongi shiki are, thus, glossaries of words in the Nihon shoh The concept 
of glossary (ongi in Japanese) is not new, since there are earlier Chinese 
models of glossaries containing explanations of difficult words. These 
glossaries are arranged according to the occurrence of the words within a 
single text There is a large output of glossaries linked to Buddhist 
scriptures, and in fact, the oldest extant Japanese glossary, the above
mentioned Shin 'yaku Kegonkyo ongi shiki, is also of this kind The only 
manuscript of this glossary, dating back to the spring of 794 (Okada 194 1 :  
2) and preserved at the Ogawa Chikanosuke Archive in Kyoto, consists of 
two volumes; it includes 230 teITI1S occurring in the second Chinese 
translation, in 80 volumes, of the Flower Garland Siitra (SkI. 
Avataf!1sakasiitra, Ch. Huayanjing, Jp. Kegongyo), realized in 699 by the 
Khotanese monk Siksananda (652-710). 13 Following this second 
translation, the Chinese monk Huiyuan (673?-743?) compiled the 
Huayanjing yunyi (Pronunciation and Meaning of the New Version of the 
Flower Garland Siitra, early 8th century), a two-volume glossary of some 
terms occurring in this new version of the Flower Garland Sutra; the 
Kegonkyo ongi shiki is a Japanese glossary based essentially on Huiyuan's 
Chinese glossary, but also on a Japanese-language appendix of glosses in 
the first volume of the Yiqiejing yinyi (Pronunciation and Meaning in the 

1 3  The Flower Garland Sufra is the scripture in which Sakyarnlllli expollllds his 
teachings immediately after achieving enlightenment lUlder the hodhi tree. It was 
written in Sanskrit in stages, beginning from at least the 1 st century CE, and probably 
compiled from siifras already in circulation; it is one of the most influential texts in 
East Asian Budclliism. Besides the translation in 80 books realized llllder the 
auspices of the empress Wu Zetian (625-705, r. 690--705), there are two other 
Chinese translations, the first one a sixty-volume edition made in 420 by the Indian 
monk Buddhabhadra (359-429), and the third a partial translation edited by Prajiia 
(7-7) in 8 l 0. 
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Complete Buddhist Canon, ca. 649), by Xuanying (7th century), of which a 
manuscript copy dating back to 1 126 has been preserved in the H6ryil 
Monastery in Nara (Okada 194 1 :  1-2).14 However, Buddhist ongi, at least 
in the early stages, are necessarily related to "foreign" works", U whereas 
the Nihongi shiki is the first example to relate to a work produced in Japan. 

In this paragraph, I will show how the compilation of the Nihongi shiki 
is the product of a textual exegesis work around one (glossed) text (and one 
alone), the Nihon shoki, in the formal context of "lectures" on the Nihon 
shold. 

The Nihon shoki, also known as Nihongi,16 is a mytho-historiographical 
work in 30 books, written in Sinitic, with some songs in Japanese 
represented in Chinese characters used as phonograms.17 It was submitted 
to the throne by Prince Toneri (676--735) in 720, after a long and complex 
process of compilation by several authors, probably originating with the 
history-editing initiative ordered by the sovereign Temnu (7--686, r 673-
686). This "historiographical project", also including the Kojiki (Record of 
Ancient Matters, 712) and geographical chronicles known as fudoki (lit 
'records of lands and their customs'), aimed to legitimate the hegemonic 
rule of the Yamato clan and the ritsuryo state (Ooms 2009). 

The text begins with legendary narratives, such as the origin of Heaven 
and Earth, the origin of deities, the creation of the Japanese archipelago and 
a foundational myth aimed at legitimating the sacred sovereignty of 
Japanese monarchs, namely the "descent of the heavenly grandson Ninigi". 
It ends with the abdication of the sovereign Jit6 (645-702, r 686--697) to 
her grandson Momnu (683-707, r 697-707) in 697. As it proceeds toward 
the 7th century, the work becomes more consistent, but in any case, even 
later books must be used with care. An interesting element of the textual 

14 In the Shin 'yaku Kegonkyo ongi shiki, each lenuna includes the meaning, Chinese 
proIlllllciation and, most prominently, notes on the Japanese promlllciationlmeaning 
expressed by means of Chinese characters used as phonograrns. The text is in 
Takeuchi (1962). For a study, see Okada (1941). 
15 Another "type of glossographic activity in which Japanese equivalents are added to 
Chinese definitions is evident from five mokkan (written wooden tablets) classified 
as ongi mokkan (wooden-tablet glossaries). 
16 Nihongi and Nihon shoki are two alternative names for the same work and, as 
stated by Kojima Noriyuki (1962: 287-296), they have been equally used over a 
long period. Another theory suggests that the original title should be Nihonsho (lit. 
'a book of Japan'), and that Nihon shoki originates from this. For a summary of the 
debate in English, see Sakamoto (199 1 :  30-33). 
17 The text is in Sakamoto et al. 1967. There exists only a very old English translation 
of the entire work, which is Aston (1972: 1 896). 
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construction of the work is that variants from 58 different accounts are 
added to some sections. 

The Nihon shah very soon became an authoritative text in official 
historiography, and a founding text in general. In particular, it became very 
soon a reference text for students following the "history" curriculum 
(kidendo) of the State University, which focused on Chinese dynastic 
histories and Chinese belles lettres, and recognized as the privileged ladder 
for bureaucratic promotion (Momo 1947: 207, 243). The members of the 
"history" curriculum were also in charge of the compiling of other "official 
histories", collectively known as "six official histories of the country" 
(rikkokushi), the first of which-and the model for all subsequent ones
was the Nihon shoh l8 Moreover, the Nihon shoki has been transmitted 
through a copious textual tradition, essentially comprised of two major 
families of testimonies, the Furuhon Ms. and the Urabe Ms., even though 
most of the old manuscripts survive in an incomplete or fragmentary form. 
Many manuscripts add grammatical or lexical glosses giving vernacular 
equivalents for some difficult Sinitic wordS.19 

What made the Nihon shaki authoritative so soon after its compilation 
and laid the foundation for any "discourse" on the Nihon shoki was a series 
of specific lectures on the work that were held at court between 721 and 
965-one every 30 years, more or less--called Nihon shoki Men (,lectures 
on the Nihon shoki'). These lectures had a twofold motivation, both political 
and practical. At a practical level, the Sinitic language of the text gradually 
became more and more difficult to understand, and the lectures were useful 
in clarifying these aspects. But most of all, as stressed by Bialock (2007: 
15 1), at a political level, these lectures, attended by the peak of the nobility 
and officialdom, represented "a type of 'textual community' in which the 
oral recitation and explication of the inaugural history helped to reaffirm the 

1 8  It is followed by the Shoku Nihongi (Chronicle of Japan Continued, 797), Nihon 
koki (Later Records of Japan, 840), Shoku Nihon koki (Later Records of Japan 
Continued, 866), NihonMontoku tennojitsuroku (Veritable Record of the Sovereign 
Montoku of Japan, 879) and Nihon sandai jitsuroku (Veritable Record of Three 
Reigns of Japan, 901). See Sakamato (1991) and Ury (1999). 
19 This rich manuscript tradition is also linked to the merueval "ruscoillse on the 
Nihon shoki", called the ''medieval Chronicle of Japan" (chusei Nihongi). In this 
corpus of treatises, commentaries, anecdotes and origin narratives of shrines and 
temples, the conception of the Age of Gods fOlllld in the Nihon shoki, as the 
fOlmdation of the dynastic authority, is re-interpreted according to medieval esoteric 
Buddhist ruscourse. Thus, Buddhist and Inruan deities and concepts merged with 
local and popular cults in order to create a pan-Asiatic and Buddhist worldview 
(Scheid 2006, lsomae 2010). 
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bonds between the tenno [the monarch] and the court". In other words, 
through textual interpretation, they tried to unify the plethora of ritual and 
mythological systems that had emerged in the ritsuryo state after the Nihon 
shoki's compilation. On the one hand, the fact that these lectures were held 
once every 30 years shows that every generation must have taken part in at 
least one lecture; on the other hand, the cessation of the lectures in 965 
reflects the general crisis in the above-mentioned "history" curriculum of 
the State University, and the passage from a state based on the ritsuryo to 
the familistic state governed by the Fujiwara.20 

Facts about these lectures are found in a document called Nihongi korei 
(Account of Lectures on the Chronicle of Japan, 965), which is a report by 
the secretariat that survives thanks to its quotation in the Shaku Nihongi (The 
Chronicle of Japan. Explained, ca. 1300), the oldest extant commentary on 
the Nihon shoki, compiled by the Shint6 priest Urabe Kanekata (ca. 1278-
1306).21 The document records the year, month and day of each lecture; 
name of the lecturer; location; year, month and day of the concluding 
banquet; person who introduced the poems at the banquet; number of 
poems; and so forth. The data concern seven occasions, as we can see in 
Table 1 .  

20 There exists a vast bibliography on the Nihon shoki and its subsidiary texts from 
the premodem period. For some references in English, see Brownlee (1991), 
K6noshi (1999) and lsomae (2010). 
21 Shaku Nihongi is a conunentary on the Nihon shoki, compiled by Urabe Kanekata 
between 1274 and 1301 .  It consists of 28 books grouped into seven sections. Book 
1 has some introductory matter on the Nihon shoki and other related sources. Book 
2 is a glossary with Sino-Japanese readings of Japanese characters c:x:curring in the 
text (in a few cases, the Japanese reading is given). Book 3 includes some items with 
further explanation, listed according to their occmrence in the text. Book 4 consists 
of the dynastic genealogy. Books 5 to 15 present defInitions for some words and 
expressions by quoting other works. Books 1 6  to 22 include the Japanese readings 
of the characters. Books 23 to 38 feature Japanese poems comJXlsed about materials 
fOlmd in the Nihon shoh Items in each section and in each book are arranged 
according to their appearance in the Nihon shoki, and defInitions and comments are 
furnished by quoting several related sources, such as the Kojiki, Sendai /cuji hongi 
(Ancient Matters and FlUldarnental Records of Earlier Ages, 9th_10th century), 
Nihongi shiki and more than 30 fudoki. For the text of Shaku Nihongi, see Kuroita 
(1935). 
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N. Year Era Sovereign Lecturer Banquet 
name 

1 721 Yoro Gensh6 ? 
Cr. 715-724) 

2 812-813 Konin Saga o no Hitonaga 
Cr. 770-781) 

3 843-844 J6wa Nirnnyo Sugano no 
Cr. 810-850) Takatoshi 

4 878-881 Gangyo Y6zei Yoshibuchi no yes 
Cr. 876-884) Chikanari 

5 904-906 Engi Daigo Fujiwara no yes 
Cr. 897-930) Hanuni 

6 936-943 J6hei Suzaku Yatakabe no yes 
Cr. 930-946) Kimnochi 

7 965 K6h6 Mmakarni Tachibana no 
Cr. 946-967) Nakat6 

Table 1 .  List of Lectures on the Nihon shoki 

Another document useful inreconstructing the lectures is the Nihongi kyoen 
waka (poems of the Completion Banquet of the Lectures on the Chronicle 
of Japan, 882-943), a two-book anthology of poems composed for the 
banquets held after three lectures (of the Gangy6, Engi and J6hei eras). For 
these banquets, poems were composed in Japanese on themes appropriate 
to the Nihon shoki (Nishizaki 1994; Felt 2017: 332-375). Therefore, this 
source is useful in determining that the attendees of these lectures, whose 
names are recorded after each poem, were all state officials, from the lower 
to the higher ranks. 

The lectures were essentially exegetical readings of the text In 
particular, some Sinitic words were explained by means of Japanese 
vernacular terms, even though some changes had occurred between the early 
lectures, which were more focused on explaining terms, and the later 
lectures, which were more centered on explaining the contents (Suzuki 
2007). There is no record of an entire exegetical lecture, but there are indeed 
records of the terms explained during the lectures. These records are the 
Nihongi shiki. 

As stated previously, by "Nihongi shiki" we refer to a corpus consisting 
of texts in both the direct and indirect tradition, plus some lost texts. The 
HonchO shojaku mokuroku (Catalog of Books of Our Country, latter half of 
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the 13th C.)22 records eight "personal notes", one for each lecture, plus 
another that is not linked to one lecture in particular: 

Yoro gonen shiki (1 volrune); Konin yonen shiki (3 books, by 0 no 
Hitonaga); Jawa rokunen shiki (by Sugano no Takatoshi); Gangyo gonen 
shiki (1 book, by Yoshibuchi no Chikanari); Engi yonen shiki (by Fujiwara 
no Hannni); Johei ro/amen shiki (by Yatabe no Kirunochi);Koho yonen shiki 
(by Tachibana no Nakato); Nihongi shiki (3 books). (Kawarnata 1930: 522) 

However, the name of the scholar given for each of the "personal notes" is 
that of the lecturer rather the actual compiler, and, as stressed by Konoshi 
(2009: 67), we have no evidence that the HonchO shojaku mokuroku's 
author had direct access to these materials, which were probably already lost 
by the 13th century.23 

Some "personal notes" from the direct tradition have survived thanks to 
the ShOkokan Ms. and the Nihongi shiki reihon. 

The ShOkokan Ms. is a manuscript with fukurotoji (bound-pocket) 
binding, dated to "the 6th year ofthe Enpo era", i.e. 1678. Its copyist is Sassa 
Munekiyo (1640-1698), and the source from which he copied is the no
longer-extant Hino Manscript. The ShOkokan Ms. includes three different 
records, which Kuroita Katsumi (1935), in his anastatic edition, has labeled 
Kohon (Text A), Otsuhon (Text B) and Heibon (Text C). In fact, Texts B 
and C have been regarded (Nishimiya 1969) as 12th-century works based on 
1Oth_ and 1 1th-century materials. Text A comprises the personal notes 
produced after the Konin era lecture, so it is also called Konin shiki 
(personal Notes of the Konin Era). It consists of a preface, three sections of 
words and expressions in Sinitic with interlinear vernacular glosses in 
katakana script (sometimes longer explanations in Sinitic are also given), 
and at the end, a postscript by Morikata (?-?). The order of the lemmata 
follows the appearance of each word in the Nihon shoki; specifically, 
Section 1 covers terms from the Age of Gods to Jimnu's reign, Section 2 
from Nintoku's to Bidatsu's reign, and Section 3 from Yomei's to Jiro's 
reign. The use of katakana script suggests that this record had an original 
core to which later changes were added. 

22 It is an anonymous catalog including only books 'WIitten in Japan. It collects more 
than 500 titles, organized into 20 categories. 
23 Other than the Nihongi shiki, the Honcho shojaku mokuroku (Kawarnata 1930: 
523) also cites the Nihongi mondo (Questions and Answers on the Chronicle of 
Japan, llllknown date), whose question-and-answer format is also fOlmd in some 
Nihongi shiki. 
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The Nihongi shiki reihon is a movable-type printed book, the beginning 
of which is lost, preserved at Mutobe Katsuki's Archive in Ky6to and 
labeled as Teibon (Text D) by Kuroita (1935). It was produced after the 
J6hei era lecture, so it is also called Johei shiki. It has a different format 
from the Nihongi shiki in the ShOk6kan Ms., since it consists of a question
and-answer format in which the question starts with the character Fp� (lit 
'question') and ends with expressions such as: !tlrtw{i;J (,what is the 
meaning of tha!?'), !tltfro{i;J (,what is the reason for that?'), !t1Wfro{i;J 
(,what is the interpretation of tha!?') and ff:ff!tilll.'f ('is there any theory 
for that?'). The answer always starts with the expression �ijjilll., meaning 
'teacher's comment', and is usually based on previous scholarship, 
including previous lectures on the Nihon shoki, Kojiki, etc. Moreover, this 
form of commentary is also to be considered as a glossographic work, since 
in many cases the Japanese readings of the Chinese expressions are also 
furnished in man 'y8gana script. 

As far as the indirect tradition is concerned, we have several quotations 
from a glossary known as the Kinmochi (nihongi) shiki in two main sources: 
the WamyoruijushO, where it is labeled as Nihongi shiki or Denshi shiki 
(personale Notes of Master Y atabe ),24 and the Shaku Nihongi, where it is 
labeled as Kinmochi shiki. There is a tendency to consider them the same 
work, in spite of previous debate (Suzuki 2006). The author, as suggested 
by the titles, is Yatabe no Kinmochi. As a student, he took part in the Engi
era lecture (904-906); in the Nihongi kyoen waka, among the poems recited 
during the closing banquet of the Engi-era lecture, there are two poems (the 
seventh and the eighth) composed by a "Yatabe no Kinmochi, student with 
right to court rank due to parent's position, Junior 7th rank lower". Thirty 
years later, on the occasion of the Johei-era lecture, he became the lecture 
master, as also recorded in the Nihongi k8rei. However, the Kinmochi shiki 
is not related to the J6hei lecture, which took place between 936 and 943, 
and is further quoted in the Wamyoruijusho, whose datation is not precise, 
but is during the same J6hei era, i.e. from 931 to 938. On the contrary, the 
Kinmochi shiki consists of preparatory material for attending the Engi-era 
lecture, based on previous material, namely a private record related to a 
Gangy6-era lecture and composed by Yatabe no Nazane (?-900), who was 
the father or brother of Kinmochi and attended the Engi-era lecture. 
Nevertheless, the same Kinmochi shiki is used in different ways in the 
WamyoruijushO and the Shaku Nihongi, since in the former only glosses of 

24 In Denshi EElIX;, shi IX; is character for 'mister/master' and den 83 is the second 
character (ta) of the name Yatabe no Kimnochi -* lE ffB0.3:!, read in its Chinese
origin prommciation. 
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the Japanese readings are quoted, whereas in the latter longer explanations 
are also reproduced. 

Moreover, as for quotations in the Wamyornijusho, whose compilation 
was more or less contemporary with the J6hei lecture delivered by Yatabe 
no Kimnochi, I suppose that Shitag6 considered Kimnochi's record an 
authoritative source for the role played by Kimnochi in those years. 

5. From the Nihongi shiki to the WamyiJruijushiJ 

In the two versions of the Wamyorutjusho, there are 79 quotations from the 
Nihongi shiki, but there is in fact a certain discrepancy in that the other 35 
quotations are marked as Nihongi shiki in ten-book version and Nihongi in 
the twenty-book version In particular: 

63 quotations are common to the two versions and in both of them 
they are attributed to the Nihongi shiki; 
14 quotations from the Nihongi shiki appear only in the ten-book 
verSIOn; 
2 quotations from the Nihongi shiki appear only in the twenty-book 
verSIOn; 
35 quotations are attributed to the Nihongi shiki in the ten-book 
version, but to the Nihongi in the twenty-book version. 

In addition, there are : 

2 quotations common to the two versions and in both of them 
attributed to the Nihongi; 
1 quotation attributed to the Nihongi found only in the ten-book 
verSIOn. 

In any case, we can count 1 1 4  quotations in total from the Nihongi shiki. 
Nishimiya Kazutami (1969) suggests that both labels refer to the Nihongi 
shiki, whereas Kuranaka Shinobu (1988) argues that Nihongi refers to 
glosses added directly to the text and Nihongi shiki refers to glossaries. In 
particular, she argues that it is the ten-book version that places emphasis on 
the Nihongi shiki. In fact, in the twenty-book version, there is a preference 
for Japanese equivalents chosen from that period's most commonly used 
vernacular words, whereas in the ten-book version, there is a preference for 
equivalents excerpted from previous books by means of exegetical 
interpreting. 
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Taking the twenty-book version into consideration, we may note that 
most of the quotations from the Nihon shoki and the Nihongi shiki are 
concentrated in five books. In Book 1 there are twelve quotations, in entries 
on natural phenomena and the landscape. Twenty-nine quotations are in 
Book 2, in particular eleven entries on deities, four on demons and fourteen 
on mankind, specifically on words for differences in age or for kinship. In 
Book 10, there are nine quotations about dwellings and streets. In Book 13, 
there are ten quotations, of which seven are about rituals and celebrations. 
In Book 1 8, there are thirteen quotations, ten of which are about birds. Of 
all the other quotations scattered across different books, I would also like to 
point out that eleven are related to plantsitrees, cereals and sake. 

In my opinion, two main lexical domains are represented here. The first 
macro-domain, consisting of terms for deities, demons and rituals, is clearly 
related to the worship of indigenous deities and to shrine rituals. In this 
domain, cereals (rice, millet) and sake are included, the importance ofthese 
products to agricultural cults being well known. From a more interpretative 
standpoint, birds also have a particular role in these beliefs: they are 
considered sacred creatures, often flying between this and the other world, 
contributing to the movements of the sun and carrying the spirits of the rice. 

On the other hand, the fourteen terms related to mankind, especially to 
family relations, and those about dwellings and streets seem to be related to 
the sphere of social ethics, namely the Confucian tradition. 

On the contrary, there are few quotations from the Nihongi shiki in all 
the sections (and subsections) in Books 1 1  to 15  that are strictly linked to 
what we can define as technical and practical knowledge, i.e. knowledge 
oriented toward specific applications that are particular and concrete (called 
technai in the European tradition). This technical-practical knowledge is 
disseminated throughout the WamyauijushO, but it is concentrated in the 
central books, from 1 1  to 15. In these books, to furnish the Japanese 
equivalents of each lemma, Shitag6 only quotes the Nihongi shiki very few 
times, preferring other works that are also cited in the preface, namely the 
Yashi kangoshO and the Benshiki rissei. As previously observed by 
Kuranaka Susumu (2002), the lexical domains covered by these dictionaries 
(bovines and horses, vehicles, textiles, agriculture, aquaculture, hunting and 
falconry, metallurgy) are technical and linked strictly with lower-ranking 
state officials. In other words, these dictionaries provide insights into several 
technical terrninologies that are not attested in canonical written sources, 
such as poetry and historiography. In other studies (Manieri 2012), I have 
shown how terms quoted by these dictionaries are in fact also attested only 
in practical documents on wooden tablets and paper, such as transit passes, 
public advice, registers, balance sheets, etc. I have also shown that these 
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documents and the particular lexicon attested there reflect the domain of 
low-rank officials. 

As a matter of fact, we can also highlight how in the construction of the 
Wamyornijusho, the compiler seems to privilege specialized and 
authoritative sources for every field in the dictionary. As for heavy and 
solemn matters, such as indigenous religious beliefs and Confucian ethics, 
he prefers to refer to the founding texts of those cults and social principles, 
the Nihon shold. In particular, he chooses glossaries known as Nihongi shiki 
because they propose an orthodox reading of the text that can hardly be 
confuted. I will now provide some examples in order to clarify the 
relationship between the WamyoruijushO and the Nihongi shiki and Nihon 
shold. 

5.1 From glossary to dictionary: Once again on the "sun crow" 

In section 2, I provided an exemplar entry from the WamyoruijushO by 
quoting the lemma on the "sun crow". In the lemma, Shitag6 furnishes the 
semantogram �ftJ\AA,!i% ('eight-span [J\AA] head [�ft] crow [,!i%]') as the 
equivalent of l\!I;,iiI; (' sun crow') and '::'J.E,iiI; ('three-legged crow'). The 
semantogram 'eight-span-head crow' is said to be attested in the Nihon 
shold. It occurs in Book 3 of the Nihon shoki, regarding the legendary 
sovereign Jinrnu: 

ftjjjj!lHijj, ��'I'IiH, jjjj UJ 'I'�i@, ilt\1:i[PJrTzl!/L n.jij�VF#lAm 
1'Jii$, aif1i�, J<lffi:kfil'iiJil TJ<l H L  Jfi;��AA)\'PE,w, 1L8X>�� 

�1f. !1'AfNN)\.jIg,w, El �'Illf>ii;o J<liloEL JIt,!iliZ3K, El Iltff�, :k 
i\Jt, ilf*, lXlilotll.J<lffi:kfil', �8Jl1JPl':£ll1.qL, (Sakarnoto et al. 1967 
194--197; emphasis mine) 
Accorchngly the supreme sovereign led the army and wanted to enter the 
central land. However, the mOlUltains were steep, and the lack of a road made 
it difficult to proceed or go back. So they were in a state of disorder, and did 
not know where to step. That night, the supreme sovereign had a dream and 
was instructed by the great goddess Amaterasu, who said: "I will send you 
the eight-span-head crow, and he should guide you through the land." Then 
the eight-soon-head crow flew down from the sky. The supreme sovereign 
said, ''This crow's coming is just like in my dream. Wonderful! My ancestor 
the great goddess Amaterasu wants to help me in building this realm." 

Jinmu was the great-grandson of Ninigi, the 'heavenly' grandson of the 
female sun deity Amaterasu who was sent to Earth. In the passage above, 
Jinrnu is leading the migration eastward in order to conquer the Land of 
Yamato, and in this he is guided by the crow, a creature found in the 
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mythologies of various East Asian cultures, where it is believed to inhabit 
and represent the sun. 

In the Kinmochi shiki, as quoted by the WamyoruijushO, the string �Jl)l. 
p,g,!ii; is given the vernacular equivalent 19:*17O.6t� in man 'yogana script 
As for the other Nihongi shiki, there is also an entry related to the character 
string �Jl)l.p,g,!ii; in Text A of the ShOk6kan Ms., where it follows the 
appearance of the word in the Nihon shoki, and where it is glossed by the 
interlinear katakana syllabic script as -y If j:] :7  7- ,  i.e. yatakarasu (Kuroita 
1935 21). 

Looking at the Nihon shoki manuscript glosses, we find a gloss recording 
the pronunciation yatakarasu, in katakana syllables, just like in Text A of 
the Nihongi shiki; it appears on folio 7 verso ofthe Nihon shoki Kitano Ms., 
which is the oldest extant manuscript of Book 3 of the Nihon shoki, dating 
back to 1519-1536. It is not a very ancient manuscript, and belongs to the 
Urabe manuscript family, but also assembles materials from other 
testimonies. We do not know if this gloss was copied directly from another 
manuscript of the Nihon shoki, from the Nihongi shiki or from the 
Wamyornijusho, but in this case, there is a correspondence between the 
glosses in the manuscript, the glossary and the two versions of 
Wamy8rnijush8; moreover, since the Urabe manuscript family is regarded 
as the most authoritative group of manuscripts, what I would like to stress 
here is the sheer agreement in the orthodox reading of the text 

5.2 Gloss or glossary? Some discrepancies between the two 
versions of the Wamyoruijusho 

The lemma ifij:;j>il 'god of the sea' exhibits a certain discrepancy in the two 
versions, since it occurs in two different positions and with slightly different 
quotations. In the twenty-book version, it occurs in Book 2, Section 5 
"Demons and Deities", Subsection 16  "Deities and Spirits". In the ten-book 
edition, it occurs in Book 1, Section 1 "Heaven and Earth", Subsection 3 
"Deities and Spirits". The lemma reads as follows in the two versions: 

Twenty
book 
verSIOn 

Text 
liii fi' :lC il!l liii J!j!: ji,  

liii >it BP liii fi' ili El o$O;le 

ji,liii fi' '" � '" :to jl:l� J) ;to., 
(Nakada 1978: 1 1 )  

Translation 
God of the sea. The Rhapsody on the Sea 
in the Literary Selection attests [that] 
"the child of the sea, in other words, is 
the goo of the sea". The Chronicle of 
Japan attests "god of the sea" (in 
vernacular wata tsu mi no kami). 
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Ten- w1>jl Y:ill!wJ!jiti-"w� God of the sea. The Rhapsody on the Sea 
book �Jlkj:�il>jUIJil>1>i'lll S '*' in the Literary Selection attests [that] 
verSIOn ¥cfi-jjG i-''w1>jl,04\ f!J$l'i'l; ''the child of the sea had a banquet here" 

(SWMS 19) ("child of the Sea, in other words, god of 
the sea"). The Personal Notes on the 
Chronicle of Japan attest "god of the 
sea" (in vernacular wata tsu mi). 

Table 2. 'Goo of the sea' lenuna 

The twenty-oook version contains a shorter quotation from the Wenxuan 
(Literary Selection), and the vernacular equivalent, which is longer, is 
attributed to the Nihongi, not to the glossary. The passage is quoted from 
Book 1 of the Nihon shoki, where deities ruling the upper, middle and lower 
seas were created when lzanagi was bathing himself after returning from the 
"Yomi" underworld. 

Y:'Ew1>jl�, >l!i1>�.,frt" (Sakamoto et al. 1967: Vol. 1 , 9 1 ;  emphasis 
mine) 
Then the goos of the sea were oorn, called the "Little Child Lords". 

Glosses for the 'god of the sea' in several sources read the character 
compound in different ways. 

Manuscrivt Gloss 
Tankaku Ms. [umi] no kami 
(1306 - Fumhon Ms. family) 
Naikaku Ms. wata tsu mi no kamu 
(1598 - Urabe Ms. family) 
Nihonzi shiki Text A (Kuroita 1935: 1 9) wata tsu mi 

Table 3. 'God of the sea' glosses 

The Tankaku Ms., which belongs to the Furuhon Ms. family, provides a 
lexical gloss only for the character ;jlj1 ,  which is read kami, whereas the 
Naikaku Ms., belonging to the Urabe Ms. family, has a lexico-grammatical 
gloss for the compound, which is read 'wata tsu mi no kamu' . This wata tsu 
mi no kamu is very similar to the quotation in the twenty-book versions, 
with the sole difference of the last syllable, which is "mi" in the 
Wamy8rnijush8 and "mu" in the manuscript gloss; however, kamu and kami 
are variants of the same word. The gloss in Text A is wata tsu mi, and it is 
the same as in the ten-book version. Therefore, the ten-book version is 
quoting a glossary, as is in fact noted. But the twenty-book version, which 
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attributes the vernacular equivalent to the Nihon shoki, is actually quoting 
an interlinear gloss of the text. 

The glossary (and thus the ten-book version) equivalent is more 
appropriate, since wata is an Old Japanese word for 'sea, ocean' ;  tsu is a 
possessive particle; and mi means 'deily, lord, god' (as also inyama tsu mi, 
lit 'deities of the mountains'). On the other hand, the expression wata tsu 
mi no kami (or kamu) is not as accurate, since no is another (more recent) 
particle of possession, and karni a (more recent) word for 'deily, lord, god' . 

Therefore, the gloss watatsumi no kami is pleonastic, and demonstrates 
a sort of crystallized circulation of the word watatsumi, which later in fact 
is also considered as a proper name. In my opinion, the glossary's wata tsu 
mi expresses a philologically sound reading, which is easily confIrmed, 
because of the official context, by consulting the orthodox reading of the 
text as used in official lectures. 

Another example of discrepancy between the two versions is given by 
the lemma �'f 'ferryman' . 

Text Translation 
Twenty- ifJA [ . . .  J EI:*�c ji,illt Ferryman. [ . . .  ] The Chronicle of 
book 'f l' $ :<: 't 1'1 - ji, f1l $ 1'1 't 1'1 Japan attests "ferrynmn" 
verSIOn (Nakada 1978: 16) (watashimori). According to 

another reading (watarimorf). 
Ten- illt'f [ . . .  J Cl :UCfJ,\1GAillt Ferryman. [ . . .  ] The Personal 
book 'f f1l $1'1 't fll "f lI<!If i'i f1l $ :<:  't 1'1 Notes on the Chronicle of Japan 
verSIOn (SWMS: 52) attest "ferryman" (watarimori, 

nowadays watashimori). 

Table 4. 'Ferryman' lenuna 

Again, there is a certain discrepancy between the ten-book version and the 
twenty-book version, since the Chinese compound :{!t-=t- meaning 'the man 
who crosses (the sea)' is linked to two readings: watarimori in the ten-book 
edition, attributed to the Nihongi shiki, and watashimori in the twenty-book 
edition, attributed to the Nihongi. Watarimori and watashimori have similar 
origins: mori is a word for 'person in charge, caretaker, watchman', whereas 
watashi and watari are the nominal fonns oftwo verbs, watasu and wataru, 
which are, respectively, the transitive and intransitive variants of the root 
"wat-" meaning 'crossing' . Thus, watarimori (lit. 'a person who crosses') 
seems more accurate, since watashimori (lit. 'a person who crosses s.t.') 
would need a sort of object preceding it. 

Unfortunately, Text A of the Nihongi shiki does not attest the 
"watarimori" reading, but a special hint is found in the oldest extant 
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manuscript of Book I I  of the Nihon shoki, where the word occurs. In the 
Maedabon Ms., there is a gloss for 'fenyman' that gives the reading 
"watashirnon"' Cas in the twenty-book version), but there is another 
interlinear gloss reading "watarimori" with the notation "yara". It may 
refer to the Yara-era lecture on the Nihon shoki, thus quoting an 
authoritative, orthodox source for reading the Nihon shoh 

Therefore, in these two examples, we can recognize two different stages 
in the construction of the WarnyoruijushO, reflected in the two different 
versions of the dictionary and also demonstrating different uses of the 
Nihongi shiki, as previously stressed by Kuranaka Shinobu (1988). In the 
first stage, reflected in the twenty-book version, the compiler seems to 
excerpt some Japanese equivalents directly from glosses of the Nihon shoki, 
as the note Nihongi also indicate, but these excerpted glosses do not seem 
very accurate. In the second stage, the compiler seems to be conscious of 
his mistakes, and the two inaccurate glosses watatsumi no kami (which 
shows some pleonasm) and watashirnori Cinaccurate) are changed into 
watatsumi and watarimori. In changing the equivalents, the source also 
changes, becoming the Nihongi shiki. Therefore, in the case of both 
watatsumi and watashimor1, we find a sort of emendation aimed at restoring 
a more accurate reading, taking into account the reference to materials 
produced in the context of official lectures, as the Nihongi shiki and 
corrections of the interlinear glosses also attest. 

5.3 Authority in "teacher's comments" 

The official nature of the lecture and thus the authority of the master 
contribute to making the Nihongi shiki definitive, a fact that is also evident 
from further notes that appear on some quotations from the Nihongi shiki in 
the WarnyouijushO, namely shisetsu �ijj ilI. ,  literally 'master' slteacher's 
explanation/comment' . 

There are three shisetsu labels on material from the Nihongi shiki and/or 
Nihongi in both versions of Wamyoruijusho, also with some discrepancies: 

Text Translation 
1 Twenty- wW [. . .  J 1'1 *�C:AWfS; God of the mountains [ . . .  J The 

book (Nakada 1978: 1 1 )  Chronicle of Japan attests "god 
verSIOn of the mOlllltains." 
Ten- wW [. . .  J 1'1 *�CfA 1[0"" God of the mOlmtains [ . . .  J The 
book W � I. il! J'Z 7J 111 jl) (SWMS: Personal Notes on the Chronicle 
verSIOn 19) of Japan attest "god of the 

mOlmtains" (master's connnent: 
yama tsu mi.) 
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2 Twenty- IHl! [ . . .  J B **cililllltJ\;t:fr Field [ . . .  ] The Chronicle of 
book (Nakada 1978: 6) Japan master's conunent [is] 
verSIOn (hatoke) . 

3 Twenty- 'iL� B *�c ililllltfr)j�Jt Wet nurse The Chronicle of 
book [ . . .  J (Nakada, 1978 13) Japan master's conunent [is] 
verSIOn (menaota) [ . . .  1. 

Table 5. 'God of the ITIOlUltains' lenuna 

The label "shisetsu" refers to explanations offered by the master while 
commenting on a certain text in public or private lectures, and in the 
WamyoruijushO it is also applied-besides to the Nihongi shiki-to several 
other works, the most important and frequent being two Chinese texts, the 
Wenxuan and the Youxianku (The Dwelling of Playful Immortals). The 
former is the earliest extant Chinese anthology arranged by geme, widely 
read also in other East Asian countries and transmitted to Japan as early as 
the 8th century, becoming a required reading in official education and the 
object of a rich manuscript tradition (Knechtges 2015). Shitago quotes 
commentaries rather than original texts Of, in some cases, the lecture on 
Wenxuan, as shown by Yin Xianhua (2009). The latter is a novel written by 
Zhang Zhuo (660--732), and describes how a traveler spends one night in a 
strange hostel, where he meets two singing girls recOlUlting their anecdotes 
and stories. It was lost in China but survived in Japan, where it is preserved 
in several extant Japanese manuscripts. Kuranaka Susumu (1967) has 
shown that the words in the WarnyoruijushO quoted from the Youxianku are 
often quoted not from the text, but from the lectures on the Y ouxianku, 
which are very common in private learning contexts, outside the state 
curricuhll11 . 

Therefore, glossaries such as those on the Nihon shoki often emerge and 
develop in the context of lectures, merging philological activity with oral 
transmission. 

5.4 From glosses to dictionary via glossaries? 

Even if it is probable that the Nihongi shiki' s authors quoted defmitions from 
interlinear glosses in the source texts, this does not imply that glossaries are 
merely collections of glosses from texts. Moreover, all the glossaries labeled 
Nihongi shiki are strictly linked to official lectures, where the oral dimension 
also played a great role. 

In addition, as far as the Wamy8ruijush8 is concerned, the compiler 
Shitago quotes both glosses and glossaries for his vernacular equivalents, 
but there seems to be a preference for glossaries, which are considered more 
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authoritative. This could be attributed, as stated above, to the fact that these 
glossaries were produced in the context of educating officials, as is also the 
case of the educational context linked to works such as the Wenxuan and the 
Youxianku, and thus the master's authority is much more important. 

However, if paths such as gloss-glossary, gloss-dictionary, glossary
dictionary and even gloss-glossary-dictionary can be so clearly and easily 
traced, a "return" path could also be possible. There are some examples that 
can clarify this typology. For example, in the case of yatakarasu, we find 
the gloss in katakana script (the same as that in Text A) also in the Kitano 
Manuscript of the Nihon shoki. The reading wata tsu mi no kami, from the 
twenty-book Wamyornijusho, is also found in some manuscripts of the 
Urabe family, such as the Naikaku Ms.; this reading is not attested in the 
Nihongi shiki. Suzuki (2007) has shown that glosses in man 'yogana script 
furnishing vernacular equivalents, added to the Kengen Ms. of the Nihon 
shoki (dated 1302) by Urabe no Kanenatsu (13th-14th century) in 1303, are 
quoted by the Kinmochi shiki. Therefore, the "evolutionary" path of gloss
glossaries-dictionary seems to be the simplest and most obvious route in the 
emergence of lexicography, but, at least in the Japanese context, it does not 
proceed in a straight line, as one might imagine. 

6. Concluding remarks 

Glosses and glossaries are both useful tools for text reception, but whereas 
glosses can be consulted only by reading the main text, glossaries can be 
used also in a more didactic way, for example as a set of words to be learned 
by heart. In any case, glossaries are not necessarily simple collections of 
glosses detached from a text, since in ancient Japan, they also emerged and 
developed in educational settings, official or private, based on oral 
transmission. This is the case, in particular, of the Nihongi shiki glossaries, 
which are the result of official lectures at which the main text of the Nihon 
shoki was read aloud, introduced and commented on. 

The WamyoruijushO as a bilingual dictionary was produced not just by 
translating Chinese lemmata into Japanese, but through an elaborate 
philological effort that consisted not merely in finding one-to-one 
equivalents, but also entailed a great deal of negotiation of meaning and of 
cultural reenactrnent, as the Sinitic, Japanese-Sinitic and vernacular teITI1S 
were linked together Moreover, the WamyoruijushO deals not only with 
texts, but also with both glosses and glossaries. It is certainly useful as a 
primer to be read through, as stressed by Steininger (2017), but it is also a 
useful tool for text production in addition to text reception, since the 
dictionary is organized according to semantic domains. 
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The compiler chooses authoritative sources for all fields represented in 
the dictionary, from technical tenninologies to administrative tenns. In 
particular, he privileges the glossaries known as the Nihongi shiki when he 
wants to propose an orthodox reading of words belonging to solemn and 
ethical lexicon, because these readings from official education setting 
hardly can be confuted. 

To sum it up, both the Nihongi shiki as glossaries and the 
WamyoruijushO as a dictionary were produced in the context of the ritsuryo 
state system, and they reflect the priorities of this system. Moreover, the 
Nihongi shiki is acknowledged as an authoritative glossary, not only as a 
supplementary text for reading and interpreting one of the most authoritative 
Japanese sources, namely the Nihon shah, but also because it was produced 
in the educational setting of the official lectures on the Nihon slwki held at 
court Therefore, I would like to point out that Japanese lexicography 
emerged not only in the Buddhist framework, to which most of the early 
glossaries and dictionaries refer, but also in the framework of the ritsuryo 
state officialdom, whose role, overlooked until now, was fundamental and 
must be further investigated. 
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